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CHAPTER 0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

0.1 SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

(i) Human factors engineering has evolved out of the early work in applied
experimental psychology through the design handbook era and is becoming more
interdisciplinary with strong technological influences from computer and information
science, operations research, and systems simulation and modelling. Human
factors/ergonomics models have the potential for representing human performance in ways
which are compatible with both operations research and systems engineering. Despite this,
human factors models are not widely used, either by human engineering specialists or system
designers.

(ii) In response to this, Research Study Group 9 of DRG Panel 8 was convened to
consolidate the available knowledge, to stimulate information exchange and cooperative
research, to foster the practical application of modelling research, and to provide a bridge
between models and approaches adopted by engineers and behavioural scientists.

(iii) Acting on these terms of reference, the RSG:

(1) reviewed current human performance models which are in use;

(2) investigated the development of micro-computer based models
of human performance;

(3) conducted a technology demonstration workshop which
included working demonstrations of typical models, and
technical papers on their application

(iv) The presentations and discussions of the workshop were published in a book
which provides an overview of the state of the art of human performance modelling
(McMillan, G.R., Beevis, D., Salas, E.. Strub. M., Sutton, R., van Breda, L. (Eds.) (1989).
Applications of Human Performance Models to System Design. New York: Plenum). The
investigation of micro-computer based models revealed that a number of models are being
hosted on micro-computers. and suggested that such developments are likely to increase
given government and user support. The review of current models identified 54 which were
of sufficient interest to document in this report, in the form of a directory.

(v) Although this directory is provided to meet the first objective of the RSG, it is
intended to serve broader aims by providing potential users with brief reviews of models
reported in a standard format. Each major section of the report is aimed at a specific problem
area in the system design/development cycle, based on the complementary knowledge and
experience of the contributing nations and services. Model categories include Task
Allocation and Workload Prediction, Single Task Models, Multi-Task Models, Multi-
Operator Models, Biomechanics and Work Space Design, and Training and Skill Retention.
A section of the directory also reviews tools which are available to support the development
of new models, or the modification of existing models. In order to be included in the review,
a model had to meet the criteria that it has the potential for solving a practical design

- iii -
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problem, and as a consequence, is not simply an interesting idea that has not been developed.

Table 0.1

Summary of Status of Models Reviewed

Model Type Worklood Single Multi- Multi. Biomechdical Training
Prediction Task Task Operator & Work Space & Skill Retention

Number Reviewed 7 16 10 6 9 6
Valmated 2 9 4 3 4 4
Prnpuietary 4 2 4 2 4 0
Readily Avaulale 2 9 4 2 3 6
Widely Used 1 3 2 1 2 3

(vi) Ten of the models reviewed appear applicable to the concept development
stage of system design. By far, the majority of the models are applicable to later design
stages. Most models require quantitative details that are not available at the concept
development stage. Some of the training and skill retention models are not limited to
application during system design. They are also applicable to deployed systems and current
operations.

(vii) The review provided some understanding of why available models are not
widely used. Table 0.1 summarises the information on availability, usage and validation of
the 54 models. Only 26 of the models appear to have been validated in some way, usually by
one or two limited experimental comparisons. Only 26 of the models can be classified as
readily available (through publications and/or software). Many models appear to have been
developed and used successfully in one or two projects, then ignored. These findings support
one of the conclusions of a previous Panel 8 workshop that more effort needs to be put into
the application of those human facinrs tools which have been developed, rather than under-
taking the development of new tools or models without regard for their eventual application.
To foster such applications, the RSG.9 technology demonstration workshop emphasised
presentations on micro-computer hosted models which system designers could use.

(viii) Most of the models reviewed were "normative". That is. they represent an
"ideal" operator, or are based on a theory of what "should" happen. This is appropriate for
the design of new man-machine systems. Many of the models could be manipulated to
represent "non-ideal'" performance and. as such. they might be applicable in combat
effectiveness simulations. Some are also related to human response to operational/battle
stress and fatigue, which has recently become a subject of interest to Panel 7. Such models
contain terms that permit one to represent the differences between "idealised" and "real"
operators, the effects of environmental and battle stressors, the differences between ideal and
combat effectiveness, or the differences between individual and group performance.

(ix) A major deficiency in the range of available models is that no reliable or
validated models of cognitive tasks such as planning and decision making are available. This
deficiency is a reflection of the immaturity of our understanding of cognitive task
performance. Given the lack of appropriate analytic decision models, some modellers are
using SAINT (Systems Analysis of Integrated Networks of Tasks) or SLAM (Simulation
Language for Alternative Modeling) -based probabilistic network models in attempts to
represer.t decision making in military systems. Until our understanding of human decision
making is developed further, this is probably the only path available to the system modellers.

- iv -
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0.2 MAIN CONCLUSIONS

(x) Fifty-four models of human operator performance were found which are
applicable to the design and development of weapon systems and their associated training
systems.

(xi) These models apply to a variety of design activities, including Operator
Workload Prediction, Single Task Performance, Multi-Task Performance, Multi-Operator
Performance, Biomechanical Analysis and Workspace Design, and Training and Skill
Retention.

(xii) No general-purpose model of operator performance exists; instead, system
designers must select a model which is appropriate to the specific task, or tasks, which are
being studied.

(xiii) One of the most effective ways of using such models is to reduce the range of
potential design solutions to a manageable number. For example, workload models can be
used to highlight the need for a simulator study of a task; control theory models can be used
to select the critical conditions for evaluation; or anthropometrical models can be used to
reduce the range of potential crew station configurations to the point where a less costly
mockup can be constructed.

xiv) One of the most promising areas of model development is in the use of tools
such as SAINT to build network models of operator tasks. This approach, which typically
uses Monte-Carlo simulation, is compatible with current trends in functional analysis
including techniques such as IDEF (Integrated Ccmputer-Aided Manufacturing Definition
Language) and CORE (Controlled Requirements Expression).

(xv) While it is premature to include the models reviewed in system acquisition
specifications, they can be used for design evaluation when agreed upon by the procuring
agency and the contractor.

(xv:) There is a need to validate many of the existing models and make them
operable by a wider variety of users.

(xvii) There is an acknowledged need for models of processes such as planning,
decision making, and team performance. This requires additional research to understand
these processes.

(xviii) The continuing development of personal computers should encourage the
application of many of the existing models.

(xix) Some of the models reviewed have the potential for integration with
operational research models, but further work is required to capitalise on this possibility. An
extension of such work would be the use of operational research/combat effectiveness
models in training and research applications.

*V
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(xx) The work of the RSG was not intended to cover models of human response to
stress, or the effects of motivation. However, some models were identified which could
include (or be modified) to account for such factors, but more work is required on this type of
application.

(xxi) Most models require significant user expertise for effective use. The
preparation of lecture series and self-tutoring texts is one means to address this problem.

(xxii) Technology demonstrations workshops such as that organised by the RSG are
an extremely useful means of technology transfer, but their success is heavily dependent on
financial support from organising bodies.

0.3 MAIOR RECOMMENDATIONS

(xxiii) Panel 8 should establish:

(1) an Ad Hoc Group of Experts in 1992 to review progress in
modelling and to determine the need for, and structure of, a
second technology demonstration workshop;

(2) an Ad Hoc Group of Experts (or Exploratory Group) to
prepare recommendations for a NATO Project to implement
a library of performance data and models for use in network
simulations.

(xxiv) Panel 8 should:

(1) explore with the NATO Military Agency for Standardisation
the inclusion of human performance models in weapon
systm s caons

(2) encouage collaborative research on cognition, decision
making, and team performAnce;

(3) interact with Panel 7 on the use of human performance
models in operational research;

(4) survey member nations for support of a lecture series on
model-based methods for analysis, design, and evaluation.

0.4 MILITARY IMPLICATIONS

(xxv) Available training and skill retentio:, models can be used to improve the
effectiveness of existing training systems.

(xxvi) Some biomechanical, single task. workload, and multi-operator models can be
used to identify critical test and evaluation issues for weapon systems currently in
developmCnL

-vi-
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(xxvii) Most models reviewed in this report can conuribute to a more cost-effective
weapon system design process by facilitating the evaluation of design alternatives. These
models allow the designer to incorporate human performance factors that determine weapon
system effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUANDURPOSE

1. In September 1982, the Defence Research Group approved the recommendation of
Panel 8 to establish a Research Study Group on "Modelling of Human Operator Behaviour in
Weapon Systems". This recommendation was based on the fact that models of human operator
performance have been devcloped with application to a brc d range of human behaviours, but
have been little used in the design of weapon systems. As stated in the Terms of Reference for
RSG.9:

"Given the potential that such models have for contributing to the
analysis, design and evaluation of man-machine systems, there is an
obvious need to foster their development and use. An RSG therefore
is needed to pull together the available knowledge and stimulate
information exchange and co-operative research." (pg. 1)

2. This document is one RSG.9 product addressing this need. It is intended to
provide information and recommendations concerning models and model development tools
applicable to man-machine system design. It is not a theoretical report and does not address
rmathematical or coticeptual developments required to advance the state of the art. It is meant to

be a practical source book for a system designer attempting to locate a model for his or her
specific application. In many cases, such a model may not exist. Therefore, the report alo
reviews model development tools that are readily available and have proven useful in previous
applications. No single document can provide the deta-led information required to actually
apply or develop such models. Therefore. the format is designed to show the designer where
and how to obtain that information or expertise. The reference lisis will direct the reader to
much of the required information. In some cases the report identifies points of contact that may
be consulted.

3. By agreement in the Terms of Reference. the report largely limits its scope to
models of operator and maintainer gtformance. There is an emphasis on models that permit
some type of computer-based simulation of the man-machine system, as opposed to verbal-
analytic or conceptual models. In several cases, it was necessary to broaden the scope. The
chapter on training and skill retention, for example, includes several conceptual models which
have demonstrated their utility to training system designers. The report also attempts to avoid
models which have been used only by their developers in one or two limited applications, and
have not demonstrated their design potential.

1.2 GENERAL ISSUES IN HUMAN PERFORMANCE MODELLING

1.2.1 Models; Dhifgns and Distincions

4. What are models, and why should system designers be interested in them? At the
most basic level, models are nothing nme than the specification of functional relationships
among sets of variables. The number of variables may range from two to many, and the
specification may range from a verbal statement to a precise quantitative formalism. For the

-1-
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purposes of this report, the functional relations are typically between some system
characteristic that the user is interested in manipulating and some aspect of human or system
performance that the model user wishes to predict. Considered in this light, the utility of
models to the designer is clear. Although creative design involves much more than the
knowledge of functional relations, at every point in the design process evaluations of such "if-
then" relationships are required.

5. There is disagreement in the modelling literature concerning the need to distinguish
between theories and models (Meister, 1985; Pew and Baron, 1983; Sheridan and Ferrell.
1974). While RSG.9 maintains that there are important differences, it is easy to sec why the
distinction becomes clouded: the most important characteristic of good models and good
theories is that they predict behaviour. Nevertheless, the functional relations used to produce
these predictions may be quite different in models and theories. Stating that a theory is valid
implies more than that the formalism arrives at the right conclusion. In good theory, one is
justifiably concerned that the mechanisms expressed in the theory represent the actual
processes. Parsimony. and testable hypothesis generation are also important considerations. A
useful model, on the other hand, need not be burdened with these requirements. If it predicts
behaviour for an area of concern, one may be less concerned with the mechanisms.

6. In spite of this distinction, model developers should be concerned with internal
mechanisms. Specifically. we believe that the use of appropriate mechanisms will tend to
increase the generality of a nxxkl. The use of heuristics will tend to produce a model of limited
generality.

7. Although there is disjgrecncnt concerning the importance of the model-theory
distinction, there is a strong concnsus that the appropriate measur'e of merit for models is
utility (Meister. 1985; Pew and Baron. 1982: Sheridan and Ferrell, 1974). That is, do they
help to clarify an issue, are they an aid to the user's thinking, do they provide a framework for
organising facts, or do they perntt the user to experiment with conceptual systems? Meister
(1985) states: "The true test of a model is its ability to assist in solving problems, and not
necessarily to describe the world in all its details" (pg. 121)

1.2.2 ModelLUxC

8. Meister (1985) identifies tuo broad categories of model usage - experimenting with
systems and as design aids. He outlines seeral reasons for the first application:

(1) The system of concern may not be developed to the point that it
can be studed dictly

(2) Direct study may be too expensive.

(3) The system may be fully occupied or unavailable.

(4) The model may help to simplify phenomena that am too complex
to study in the real system.

9. Since the design process involves conceptual experimentation with systems, the
above list applies to many design applications as well. For design applications, useful models
arc nothing more than tools for mking tradeoffs at early stages of system development.

°2.
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10. Although design applications were the focus of RSG.9's work, and of this report,
they are not the only use for models. Models ae used in the design of experiments, and in the
analysis and description of experimental findings. Consider, for example, problems in flight
simulation. Given a research question, and the variables to be manipulated, manual control
models may be used to select appropriate aircraft dynamics, to select and sale simulated
atmospheric turbulence, to select values of the independent variables likely to produce the
desired experimental effects, and to select dependent variables which are sensitive to ,hic
experimental manipulations. Examples of this type of model usage are given in Levison
(1985). Models are useful in the data analysis and description process. For example, the
pattern of changes in model parameters, or the differences between model predictions and
experimental results can provide insights into the underlying phenomena.

II. A frequently unrecognised application of models is as replacements for humans in
operational systems. Automation programmes which replace human control actions, human
fault diagnosis, and human decision making all use this cchnique to some extent. Although
the model may not be explicit, the automation scheme will be designed to mimic the strengths
of human performance (the model), while attempting to avoid the weaknesses (the non-mode!
aspect of automation). Expert systems applications are an example of replacement models.

12. Models also play a role in education. They can provide simplified accounts.
perhaps inadequate for some professional applications, but sufficient to introduce new ideas
and relationships to students. Consider Rasmussen's skill/rule/knowledge model (1983) as a
technique for broadly categorising behaviour and for suggesting the cognitive strategies
associated with each level This model has had a clear impact in education. In this specific
example, the model has had significant design usage, as well. The design of large
control/display systems, such as those in nuclear power plants, has been affected by
Rasmussen's work (1982). Other examples of the edicational role of models involve the
Crossover Model (McRuer, 1980) and the Optimal Control Model (Baron and Levison, 1980)
which have been useful in teaching engineers the concepts of human adaptation to various
closed-loop control systems.

1.2.3 General Issues Faced by Model Users

13. The preceding discussion alludes to some of the issues a user must address in
selecting or using models First. the user must determine whether the functional relations in
the model are applicable to their situation. If the user is considering a model of human lifting
behaviour, they must decide whether the lifting geometry described in the model is a reasonable
approximation of the lifting technique to be used by their operators. If not, the model
predictions may be grossly different from actual lifts. This is the problem of model grcrality.
The model may be highly accurate. but not apply to the user's situation. On the other hand, a
model-predicted ability to perform the required lift. with its assumed geometry, may still have
significant util. I: may suggest a design modification that will permit the appropriate
geometry, a change in operating procedure, or a requirement for teaming on the lift.

14. Implicit in the above paragraph is the issue of model yalidi . The focus of this
issue should be on the ability to predict behaviour in specified situations, not on the "truth" of
the assumptions and constructs. Despite this limited definition, few models are adequately
tested in this regard. In most cases, what masquerade as problems of validity are actually
limitations of generality. The model may be highly accurate in its domain, but the domain is
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often poorly defined, particularly in the mind of the user. Pew and Baron (1983) succinctly
summarise these points when they argue that the real purpose of model validation is to decide
how and under what conditions a model is useful, and whether its usefulness may be
improved. The contrast between model generality and validity may seem rather academic to
most users. From their perspective, a failure on either count is critical. However, from the
perspective of model developers, this is a useful distinction. One would typically invest little
eftott in modifying an invalid model. but a model of limited generality may be an excellent
place to begin such extensions. Limits to model generality are almost always a larger problem
than validity. At the simplest level, this is because the model developer has designed his model
to be valid in his area of concern. But typically, this area of concern is smaller than that of
potential model users.

15. Becauw of the limited generality of most models, few users will be able to take an
existng ndel and apply it. Although most of the models discussed in this report are well-
developed, stand-alone structures, few of them can be directly applied to a specific problem in
their putilished form. In the vast majority of cases some tailoring of the model will be
required. Of course, the modelling tools reviewed here. e.g., SAINT, SLAM. HOS will
always req.ire scsific development for a problem. This fact should not be taken as a criticism
of modelling, per se. It simply reflects the state of the art. On the other hand, this fact
%uggests tha:t users shouid perform a cost-benefit analysis before investing time in tailoring or
extending a rodel.

I16. Intera-:ion effects in human pc.fonnance are one of the main limitations to model
p-'a.ra:iiy. luman behaviour is uniquel) affected by combinations of variables, and few
models co.:prehcnsively include th -se effects. The severity of this shortcoming depends on
the applicat:on. For many situations, a model which predicts the main effects of variables will
be sufficient. Prediction of maun cffixts may allow the user to identify key variables, and to
predict the general effects of design manipulations. In other applications, the interactions are of
primary concern. Most large operations research models used in military applications attempt
to account for the effects of fatigue. stress, skill level, etc. The difficulty in modelling these
particular interactions are often stated as an inability to define performance "modulation"
functions. This will continue to be a problem for users. Model developers, although aware of
Important ite.actions, often find that they are not well enough defined for modelling purposes.

17. Even in simple cas.s. userm must not expect models to predict the richness of
human behaviour. As eloquently statcd by Sheridan and Ferrell (1974, pg. 2):

"People may show grace, imagination, creativity, or feeling even in
narrowly constrained tasks; but these qualities are too fine for the nets
we cast in modelling and experiment. We have to be content to
describe and predict at a mor. mundane level."

18. In many design applications, pmdction at even a mundane level can be quite useful.
In ome case:, behavioural predicuon s not required. The designer may simply need assistance
in pla:ing the range of human behaviours anticipated with the system into categories that
suggest certain controi/display approaches. Again. Rasmussen's skill/rule/ knowledge model
s,.rves as an example. It proposes partcular types of displays for each category of human
behaviour (1983).

.4.
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19. A shortcoming in human performance models is the failure to explicitly model
human error. While the reliability models attempt to predict error in a statistical sense, e.g.
some number of incorrect switch actuations per 1000 operations, such models are not
particularly useful for predicting specific errors with new system designs. This prob!em has
not received a great deal of attention from the modelling community, although there is a cadre
of individuals addressing the issue. The interested reader is referred to Chapter 4, Section 4.4
for a good overview of the state of the art in this area.

20. An important area of user concern is the level of expertise needed to use human
performance models. Although the requirements vary widely, significant expertise is required
for most models. With the decreasing cost and increasing power of personal computers, more
and more of the%. tools arc being hosted on small systems. With this mend, RSG.9 has
observed significant efforts to nake the tools more user friendly. At the present time, required
expertise is still a sigtnificant limitation to widespread model usage, both in terms of cost and in
a lack of understanding of thr potential of the tools.

3 ORGANISATION OFTHE REPON T

21 The remainder of this report is divided into seven chapters. Each of the chapters
begins with an overview. The chapter author defines the types of models to be reviewed,
summarises the state of the art, and recommends general references known to provide good
backgrc'und matcnal. The author attempts to specify where these techniques ae most likely to
support goox trade-off studies. identify design problems and alternatives, and predict some
aspect of ultimate system performu|ce. In so doing. they have attempted to emphasise what
these models and tool, arc likely to achicc in their present forms, not their ultimate potential.

22. The bulk of each chapter consists of model summaries in a format developed by
Geer (1976). This format was chosen because of its completeness. It is designed to provide
information on the source. purpose. proccdures. application examples, limitations, and future
needs for each model. Bccauw of fonnmit compkiteness. the user will see some blank areas for
several of the models. Although this a% unfortunate, it does clearly show what we do and do
not know about each of the m)dels reviewed.

1.4 OVERVIEW OF T1E REPORT

1.4.1 2ThAD.O i load Predi

23 This chapter review, tools which c:an assist in the allocation of functions to an
individual, among the crev nenbr%. or to the machine. Since the goal of this process is to
make the best use of the abilities of each of these "components", models which suggest optimal
allocations would he most useful. Iluwever. no such models exist. As a result, this stage is
usually an iterative cycle of function aliocation .. task analysis .. and workload evaluation to
evaluate the designers proposer: oMuions. The techniques reviewed in this chapter are more
akin to analysis aids than to true rmxdel,, and are designed to assist the user in the workload
evaluation process. Nevertheless. we hive included these tools in our report for two reasons:

(1) They typically include implicit models of human workload
capacity. serial versus parallel processing, etc.
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(2) They constitute the fonnalised tools available to assist the designer
in this process.

24. The chapter reviews only a single model which directly evaluates allocation of
functions. The other models found in the literature were either too situation specific or too
poorly developed to include. Several models were found for analysing or predicting human
operator workload. The most widely used techniques are based on some form of time-line
analysis, i.e. comparing the time required to complete the assigned tasks to the time available.
The chapter also reviews several recently developed models which address the mental, rather
than the temporal, dimension of workload. Although these models are generating a great deal
of interest, they have not had much application and validation.

1.4.2 Chaper 3 - Single Task Models

25. This chapter does no: pertain to a specific phase of the system design process.
although the models reviewed here are most lkcly to be used in fairly ezrly stages. These
models allow behavioural predictions when the human is performing an individual task. e.g.
tracking a target, monitoring auditory signals, or making a discrete movement to a control.
Because of the simple, constrained task environments, these models contain some of the most
formalised mathematical structures reviewed in this report. Many of these techniques can make
precise, highly detailed predictions about the performance elements of individual tasks. Often
they permit predictions about the effects of molecular equipment characteristics on human
performance. They are highly valid in their domain of application. Unfortunately, most of
these models have very limited domains. They are not general models of listening, of
movement, or of vehicle control.

26. Many of these nodels have been validated against large sets of data taken in
laboratory contexts. Some of the manual control models have been evaluated against real.
world data as well. Many of these models have been applied as experiment design and analysis
tools, with significant success. However. their use in the design of man-machine systems has
been poorly documented, or minimal. The limited documentation of design uses is somewhat
understandable. In personal convcrations MeRucr (1986) described his use of manual control
models to assist in the design of flight control systems. In most cases, this work was done
under a subcontract to an aircraft manufacturer. It is not surprising that such efforts do not
appear in the open literature. The other analytic techniques used in such a process are unlikely
to be reported either. Nevertheless. it appears that these models are not commonly used in
design. In addition, it appears that when they are used. the work is done by experts, brought
in from other companies.

27. Ongoing efforts to host many of these techniques on personal computers, with
user.friendly front ends, may improve the utilisation of these tools (see McMillan, et al.,
1989., for examples). However. the limted generality of these techniques will continue to be a
problem. Several of the models reviewed here can be extended to greater generality. Because
these models have been thoroughly tested and their mathematical structures are well
understood, they form an excellent basis for extensions by model developers.

1.4.3 Chaper 4 - Multi-Task Model;

28. In all realistic environments, humans have multiple task demands competing for
their limited perception and action resources. This chapter reviews models which attempt to

-6-
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predict human performance in some of these complex task environments. The majority are
models of display monitoring and decision making in multi-task situations. Some include
submodels for rather elaborate control actions based on the decisions, while others only permit
selection from a limited set of established control procedures.

29. Most of these models have had minimal validation. This validation has been limitedto experimental settings. In these experimental settings, some of these models have made
predictions that ae useful to designers of supervisory control or command and control
systems. However, the generalisation of these reslts to operational situations has rarely beer,
tested (The principal exceptions are the Human Operator Simulator and the Siegel-Wolf
Models). On the other hand, these monitoring and decision models have aided laboratory
user's thinking about human strategies in multi-task situations.

30. This chapter reviews few models of human cognitive function or problem solving.
This is largely because they are conceptual models, they have not been computerised, and they
have tended to remain in the academic and researh communities. Another obvious omission is
the work in artificial intelligence. Here. NATO has established other groups with this specific
chater.

1.4.4 Chapter 5 - Multi-Oerator Models

31. The models reviewed in this chapter add a significant level of complexity:
communication and interaction among operators. This complexity has allowed these models to
be applied to real-world design or evaluation problems. Some of them, such as the Seigel-
Wolf model, have been highly successful in a number of applications (Meister, 1985). Most of
the models were developed under contracts to military agencies, and were designed to simulate
the performance of crews performing specific military missions. Most of these models have an
operations research flavour to them They were not designed to aid in the selection of
molecular equipment charactcritis. but to address procedural issues, task organisation, task
assignments among operators. rcquired crew size. the effects of fatigue or time pressure, etc.
In general, these models attempt to predict global system performance measures such as the
probability of mission success or the time required to accomplish the mission.

32. Typically. these models require the user to develop rather detailed descriptions of all
the tasks to be performed by the crew This includes descriptions of task criticality, permissible
task sequences. average task completion times and variances, and the assignment of tasks to
individual crew members. Because of their task analytic nature, operator loading is the key.
element driving the predictions of several models. Loading is usually defined as the time
required to complete all tasks versu, the time available. In most cases, these models run in a
Monte Carlo. or iterative. fashion to allow sufficient sampling from the task performance
distributions to make stable statistical predictions. Success or failure of the mission does not
depend on the probability of accomplishing any single task, but on whether or not the crew
completes all essential tasks in the required time. Thus, each task has an effect on mission
success, but not necessarily a primary one.

33. Some of these models allow the users to evaluate the effects of performance
modulation factors such as fatigue and operator skill level. In general, these effects are
implemented by modifying the mean and/or variance of task completion time distributions. In
come cases, thes: functions must be provided by the user, while in others such as the Seigel-
Wolf model, generalised funcuons are provided.

-7-
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34. While the. user input requirements trv significant, the data often can be obtained at a
sufficient level of accuracy from subject mater experts. For complex systems, the resulting
models ame conspondingly large and complex. These models are rarely, if ever, formally
validated by comparing model piedictions to the results from actual field trials. Rather, these
models tend to be "exercised" and their results evaluated for reasonableness. If the results
seem reasonable to the user, design or procedural decisions may be based upon them.

35. These models are often criticised by operational and scientific personnel alike.
Such complex models include numerous untested assumptions and approximations. However,
it is noteworthy that they continue to be developed and used. Developing and maintaining large
operations research models is often a primary mission of sdies and analysis offices in military
agencies. This suggess that these models satisfy th'. Uft function for managers and decision
makers who have few other systematic tools available.

1.4.5 Chtrjf 6 - Biomechanics and Work S9ce Design

36. This chapter is also rich in models developed specifically for system design
applications, but at a much more molecular level. The review encompasses two principal
categories of modelling:

(I) biomechanical models which predict human materials handling
capabilities;

(2) anthropometric models which determine the ability of an operator,
of a given physical size. to work within a given space, to reach
specific controls, and to see specific displays.

37. Biomechanical models %hich attempt to describe the human body as a mechanical,
load-bearing device have a long history. Much of the work in this general area is focused on
defining human tolerance limits to vibration and acceleration stress. Such tolerance models are
not reviewed in this report. Techniques to model the performance effects of these stressors
have also been developed, and some are noted in Chapter 3. Jr. many cases, these performance
models are based on existing single-task models with the vibration or acceleration stress
represented as a disturbance to visual perception or motor control (Jex and Magdaleno 1978;
Kom and Kleinman, 1978).

38. Another type of biomechanical model is the subject of this chapter. These models
pndict human lifting capacity in materials handling situations. Although this my seem like a
restricted domain, reviews of physically demanding tasks in a variety of trades routinely show
that most involve lifting (Mital. 1983) In addition, back injuries and back pain continue to be
a significant problem for workers perfotaing lifting tasks.

39. Lifting models typically address the issue from one of two perspectives. Some
attempt to predict lifting capacity. given specific human, task, and environmental
characteristics. Others use Newtontan mechanics to estimate the stresses imposed or, the
musculoskeletal system during lifting.
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40. These models have several significant limitations. Generally, they assume a limited
range of lifting postures and geometries, no mechanical aids, smooth symmetrical lifts, good
floor contact, and so on. Of course, these assumptions are violated in many operational
settings. Nevertheless, these models appear to be receiving increased um.

4 1. The anthroI imetric models are computerised versions of traditional drawing board,
manikin, and mock-up approaches. As a result, they offer the ability to readily change
workstation dimensions and characteristics, to represent individual operator body dimensions,
and where appropriate data bases are available to evaluate the fit, reach, and vision envelopes
of a wide range of human populations.

42. In many cases, the anthropometric models provide CRT-based graphic output which
allows the user to view and interact with the man-models as specified reaches and "looks" are
attempted. This feature is an important attribute of the better models as it helps the user to
avoid problems such as the man-model reaching through incompletely defined surfaces in the
workstation.

43. Although the author of this chapter located references to over a dozen models, most
of them are not readily available or widely used. The models reviewed here are widely
available and have been used for documented design applications. Of all the models
summarised in this report. the anthropometric group is perhaps the nearest to becoming
frequently and broadly applied. Despite this fact. they have several common shortcomings.
Most have only been validated for a limited range of reaches and fits. Most permit only one or
two operator postures, e.g. sitting erect or sitting slumped, and do not represent the effects of
postural changes on reach envelopes. Effects of clothing or other restrairits are often not
modelled. Finally, most models are incompatible with other computer aided design (CAD)
programmes and systems.

44. Ongoing developments in anthropometric modelling are addressing many of these
limitations. In addition, there arc exciting efforts to develop truly dynamic tools that model the
actual movement sequences of human operators in proposed workstations.

1.4.6 Chapter 7 - Training and Skill Retention Models

45. This area of human performance modelling has a long and rich history. Much of
the model building has been done by psychologists as part of their theory development and
testing process. As a result, most of these models are of a qualitative, descriptive nature and
were never really intended for system design applications. However, the increasing
sophistication of military systems hs created a growing need to design better training systems,
to forecast their effectiveness dunng the design process, and to measure their effectiveness
during the system life cycle.

46. From the literature on human learning and memory, this chapter has extracted those
techniques which have been applied to training issues, or which have been developed to
address training system design problems. Although some mathematical models are
summarised, several qualitative techniques have been included which have application to the
conceptual design of training systems, or to the understanding of human behaviour during the
training process. At the cunent time, these qualitative models have achieved greater utilisation
than the quantitative techniques.

-9-
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47. Perhaps the earliest attempts to describe and predict improved performance with
practice involved fitting learning curve data by adjusting the parameters of "fixed-form"
equations (Hackett, 1983; Restle and Greeno, 1970). A variety of such equations have been
utilised and their relative merits debated. Sone success has been achieved in using such
models to predict the prodtction rates in industrial settings as workers learned a new
manufacturing procedure, for example.

48. The mathematical models developed in the 1940's and 50's by psychological
theorists ippear to be receiving a second look from model developers. New computer-based
numerical methods allow one to more readily identify the parameters of some of these models.
Although it is unlikely that these techniques will be used as stand-alone models, they are being
used to reprc:sent fundamental learning and memory processes in larger models of training and
skill retention (Sticha and Knerr, 1983).

49. The qualitative models reviewed in this chapter address a broad range of issucs.
Some focus on the stages of skill acquisition and have been used in the overall organisation and
sequencing of training curricula. Some attempt to categorise human information processing
skills and to develop general guidelines for training these skills. Others attempt to predict the
effectiveness of proposed training devices on the basis of the difficulty of acquiring certain
skills and the importance of these skills to the operational tasks. These and other qualitative
models are being used in the training system design process, and are a significant area of model
development activity.

1.4.7 Chapter 8 - Network Moerelling Tools

50. This chapter reviews special purpose computer languages developed for the
purpose of simulating man-machine systems. There is an important tie between the tools
reviewed here and the models rviewed in Chipter 5 - Multi-Operator Models. Many of those
multi-operator models have been developed using simulation languages such as SAINT,
SLAM, or Micro-SAINT. As noted by the author of this chapter, this is not by chance. Our
theoretical foundations are weak in the area of group-interactive behaviour. As a result, it is
difficult to develop formal mathematical models of crew performas, ce. In general, the
theoretical constructs are not availa!Ie for developing equations that describe the performance
of multi-operator systemr.

51. On the other hand. such %,vs, ms can be simulated as task networks which represent
the sequence of activities in the system. !n rctting up such a network, the user must specify for
each task: (I) the predecessor tasks that must be completed before the task in question can
begin, (2) the statistical characteristics of the task, and (3) the branching to other tasks to be
performed upon task completion. The statistical characteristics of a task may include task
duration distributions, task criticality. operator speed, operator accuracy, etc. Different
operators may be responsible for different tasks, and probabilistic branching among tasks may
be used to represent interactions among operators.

52. These modelling tools provide a flexible structure for simulating the performance of
large-scale systems. With this flexibility comes the requirement to provide a large body of data
about the system's structure and task characteristics. In many cases, such data can be obtained
by interviewing subject matter experts. As the chapter author notes, validation of such large-
scale models is almost impossible, and any specific model is not likely to generalise to other
systems. However, the same constraints become even more severe when one attempts to
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evaluate such systems experimentally. Such research is extremely difficult.

53. While these models can be criticised on the grounds of validity and generality, they
may provide the user's only option for systematically evaluating alternative system designs.
Although the use of these tools is constrained by our limited ability to specify the statistical
characteristics ,f tasks, to define the interactions among tasks, and to decompose a complex
system into tasks, what better option is available to the user? In the opinion of RSG.9, the
simulation models which can be developed with these tools have far greater utility for
addressing the design of complex, multi-person systems than any of the formal, mathematical
models reviewed in the previous chapters.

54. Because of the utility of these techniques, the current emphasis on hosting them on
inexpensive workstations and personal computers is very encouraging. There also appears to
be a parallel emphasis on making these techniques easy to learn and use.

1.5 A BRIEF LOOK ATTHE FUTURE

55. The trends noted for the modelling tools are most important. As long as human
performance models are difficult or expensive to arcess, and considered the domain of highly-
trained experts, they will not be used. Consider some of the activities now routinely
accomplished on personal computers. Spreadsheets, complex database programmes, and
desktop publishing are now performed by people with little training or special expertise. Only
a few years ago, these activities were limited to specialists. Powerful, user-friendly software
has made these tools highly successful and usable. Small dollar problems can be addres..-'
with these tools in a cost-effective manner. Clearly, model developers must follow the lead of
successful software developers if they want their models to be broadly used as design aids.

56. Fortunately, this is happening. Early in our life cycle, RSG.9 considered
sponsoring the development of some models on micro-computers. However, a brief survey of
the field showed that it was already taking place. A significant number of developers have
produced, and are continuing to develop, commercially available models with serious attention
to cost reduction and case of use. These developments are specifically reviewed in each of the
report chapters.

57. Given that these trends will make models more accessible and usable, which
techniques are likely to enter the designer's "tool-kit" in the future? First, it seems certain that
the anthropometric models will continue to be improved and integrated into CAD/CAM
systems. Second, the use of the network simulation languages will continue to expand. Their.
cost is becoming very reasonable, and they are part of the curriculum in many universities.
The current emphasis on workload reduction in military systems would suggest that models for
workload analysis will also become readily available. However, none of the current time-line
analysis tools seem destined to play this role. Perhaps the simulation languages will be utilised
to develop individual models for specific purposes. The training models will continue to play
an important role in the developmeni and analysis of training systems.

58. But what of the many highly mathematical models of individual tasks, or of
performance in multi-task environments? It does not appear that these models will have a
significant near-term impact on design. Such nodels will continue to be developed and
evaluated in universities and laboratories engaged in thcoretical pursuits. There is ongoing
work to host some of these models on microcomputers with improved user interfaces. While
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this will greatly improve their accessibility, it appears that the primary users of these models
will be experts. It is likely that these models, or their basic concepts, will be incorporated in
larger models developed using the simulation languages. Here, these models can fill a
significant gap in system simulations, which desperately need descriptions of task and subtask
performance.

59. Does this prognosis paint a bright picture for the application of human performance
modelling to design? RSG.9 believes that it does. It signals a shift in thinking about models
as relatively discrete, off-the-shelf packages to thinking about modelling software that allows
the user to access, modify, and use the above components to construct simulations at a level of
complexity appropriate for their design problem. Obviously, we have some distance to go in
achieving this objective. But hopefully, improved user interfaces, simulation languages for
description of the overall system structure, and task component models to fill in the details, will
together provide the necessary tools.
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TASK ALLCA3ON AND WO)RKLOAD PREDIcnION

2.1 NTROMDCTON

60. Human FactorvErgonomics approaches to the design of systems emphasise the
imprtance of systematically allocating functions to man or machine. That process, fonmalised
as 'Function Allocation Analysis', ultimately determines the tasks that will be performed by the
human operators and maintainers of the system (see Geer, 1976; Meister, 1985; Parks, 1987
for example).

61. There are few formal techniques for conducting such analyses. Geer (1976)
identifies three ways of performing a Function Allocation Analysis:

(1) trial and €wor substitution of each function allocation option into
a system or subsystem model;

(2) an evaluation matrix technique based on qualitative (ordinal)
performance data such as the Fitts' List;

(3) a candidate design evaluation matrix, in which sub-system
functions are listed and candidate function allocations
compared on the basis of performance criteria such as response
time, error rate. operability. cost, etc.

62. Models of human performance could contribute to comparisons of performance
criteria, if they could be related directly to system performance. This is not always possible,
however, and system effectiveness iL often addressed through the intervening variable of
'operator workload'. This approch is based on the premise that the human operntors have a
finite performance capacity, which, if exceeded, will lead to performance degradation. The
approach uses an iterative cycle of:

Function Allocation -Task Analysis - Workload Analysis -Function Re-allocation

to ensure that the human components of a system an: not overloaded, and are performing tsks
which make best use of their abilities.

63. Workload models are being used increasingly, because they permit the exploration
of systems concepts early in the system development process, before man-in-the-loop
simulation facilities are available. Some users report quite high correlations between workload
model predictions and operator performance, or operator subjective workload estimates. Parks
& Boucek (1989) report greater than 90% accuracy in the performance prediction of a time-line
model and actual aircraf: flight data. Holley (1989) also reports time-line predictions which
were within 10% of times in a flight simulator or actual flight. Correlations between the
workloads predicted by such models and subjective workload estimates tend to be lower.
Parks & Boucek (1989) report a correlation of +.63 between subjective workload estimates and
the model prediction. Bateman & Thomson (1989) reported an average correlation of +74
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between subjective workload estimates in a simulaor and the predictions of a time and intensity
model. Potential users should note that there are circumstances in which operator subjective
workload and task performance can disassociate (Hart & Wickens, 1990).

2.2 OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDED REFERENCES

64. Some of the models reviewed in other sections of this report could contribute to
Function Allocation Analysis, but few appear to have been used for such puposes. Only one
model has been identified which is intended specifically for such use. The Function Allocation
Model (FAM. Section 2.3.1) is based on the candidate design evaluation matrix technique
outlined above (Geer, 1976). FAM approaches function allocation by evaluating a proposed
configuration using the metic of operator workload.

65. Workload Analysis is directed to validating the function allocation in terms of the
resultant load on the operator. Workload is a muld-faceted concept (see, for example, Gopher
& Donchin, 1986; Hancock & Meshkati, 1988; Hart & Wickens,1990), and a variety of
approaches have been taken to workload modelling (Linton, Plamonden, Dick, Bitiner, &
Christ. 1989). At the least, workload is a function of the physical, temporal, and mental
demands placed on the operator (Hart and Staveland, 1988). The approaches to operator
workload reviewed in this chapter emphasise the temporal and mental demands of the
operator's tasks, rather than the physical. Some models of physical workload are reviewed in
Chapter 6.

66. In general, the most widely used model for workload analysis appears to have been
the time-line (temporal demand) based approach. The simplest approach calculates workload
on the basis of:

time required for tasks I time available x 100

for sequential 'mission time segments' (time intervals of a few seconds or a minute). This
model is related to models for studying the manning of muld-operator systems (Moore, 1971)
and Monte-Carlo simulations of manned systems (Lozano, Albanese & Sherwood, 1978;
Plato, 1974; Underwood & Buell 1975, for example).

67. At its most basic level, it is debatable whether time-line analysis incorporates a
model of human performance, in the sense of a formal description or abstract representation.
The only 'model' is that implicit in the concept of operator capacity being related to time
*stress'. This concept was extended by relating the probability of successful performance to
the time-line workload (Jones & Wingert, 1969). Belcher (1973) reported a different
approach, in which ratings of workload for individual tasks, produced independently, were
used to determine whether the operator was overloaded and subsequent tasks should be
delayed. The Siegel-Wolf models discussed in other sections of this report use a more
elaborate version of that concept, relating the probability of correct performance of a task to the
time stress created by a sequence of tasks. A further elaboration of the time-line model of
workload was the development of the 'functional interlace' concept, which allowed for the
partial overlapping of some tasks (Wingert. 1973).

68. The increasing trend towards employing human operators of new systems in
monitoring, supervisory, and executive tasks emphasises the mental demand aspects of
workload. A variety of modelling approaches have been developed which address mental
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demand. Some of the concepts are similar to time-line analysis technlques. For example, the
approach to decision making workload developed by Tulga and Sheridan (1980) uses a
'loading factor' of 'time required to do an average task/ time affordable to do an average task.
Other developments relate workload to the amount of simultaneous activity, or attentional
demand, e.g. eye only, eyes and hand, hand only, etc. Such partitioning of workload has also
been used in some time-line models (see Time Line Analysis and Prediction 2.3.2; WAM
2.3.3).

69. In the 'attentional demand' approach, workload is determined from the sum of each
class of activity on the mission time-line, (Aldrich, Szabo, & Bierbaum, 199, Meister, 1985).
This approach has been elaborated to avoid the simple addition of attentional demands, through
the use of rules for their combination (see Attentional Demand Model 2.3.6; W/INDEX 2.3.7).
The latter model includes task conflict 'cost' functions which are, in a sense, the reciprocal of
the 'functional interlace' allowances developed by Wingert (1973) to deal with time sharing of
tasks.

70. The models reviewed in this chapter differ in their approach to the concept of
workload, to the variables which they include in their calculation of workload, and in the task
details which they incorporate. Some models can be used early in concept development, when
operator tasks are known, but not defined. Other workload models require details of the
human-machine interface. Potential users should review any proposed application with care, to
ensure that they will have the information necessary to run the model at the time they need it in
the system development process.

71. One class of worklcx4 models not covered in this review is that related to 'dynamic
re-allocation of function'. Continuously adapting the allocation of functions to maintain an'optimal' operator workload has been studied intermittently since the late 1960s. The
increasing cpabilities of hardware and software, and the resultant shift in operator's functions
to moniorng and supv'ising, encourage such an approach. There have been several attempts
at studying 'dynamic re-allocation of function', using models of system performance. No one
model has emerged as the most promising approach for such a technique, however For
example, Rouse (1980) reports modelling approaches to adaptive function allocation based on
queuing theory. .The models assume a system with two servers, one automatic, one human,
and a class of task "custnemrs'. The models appear to be highly siization specific, and they are
probably better suited to subsequent stages of analysis/design.
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2.3 MODEL SUMM
2.3.1 Function Allocation Model (FAN)

72. FAM is a collection of computerised algorithms which will process and test
different options for allocating functions to operators or equipment against a given set of
mission requirements. FAM works from lists of perfonnance functions, performance data and
allocation options to evaluate promising allocation options.

73. FAM contains two major data processing routines:

(1) Mission Evaluator, which computes the probability of overall
mission success for various function allocation candidates, and for
specific miss on objectives if required;

(2) procedure Generator, which derives data on operational procedures
and procedure statistics; those data can be used to document and
refine operational sequence diagrams.

Histor and Source

74. The model is part of the Computer Aided Function Allocation and Evaluation
System (CAFES) package developed for the US Navy by Boeing Aerospace Company (see
References). The impetus for development of CAFES was a requirement to standardise on the
analytic processes used in human engineering analyses (as dictated by US MIL-H-46855, for
example), and to provide a conceptual framework for such analyses which would lead
systematically fmn one analytical step to the next, and would be amenable to the use of
computer aids. CAFES is thus a complete aralytical package, of which FAM is a module. AU
CAFES modules were intended to be used either individually or in combination with other
modules. The CAFES software was developed at Boeing, and transferred to computing
facilities at US Naval Air Development Center (Naval Air Development Center).

Product and Pupose

75. The overall objective of FAM is to identify and rank order function allocation
schemes for systems by performance effectiveness.

76. The Mission Evaluator module produces:

(1) estimates of the reliability of achieving mission objectives,

(2) estimates of overall mission reliability.

(3) estimates of perceived task load.

(4) integrated task reliabilities.
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77. The Procedures Generator module produces estimaies of:

(1) paent of tasks interrupted and completed,

(2) percent of tasks interrupted and not completed,

(3) percent of tasks not started,

(4) percent of tasks started but not completed,

(5) percent of tasks started late,

(6) percent of time operator busy,

(7) tasks interrupted and completed.

(8) tasks not started.

(9) task simultaneity status.

(10) tasks startrd late.

78. In addition FAM is designed to produce a rank order of candidate function
allocation combinations and data for the production of operational sequence diagrams.

79. FAM is intended for the study of:

(1) optimun, task allocation.

(2) most effective level of automation.

(3) best crew size,

When Used

80. It is claimed that FAM. as pan of CAFES, can be used iteratively throughout
concept development. The amount of detail required as input to the model suggests that it
could not be used from the outset f a completely new development.

Procedures for Use

81. The user must have access to CAFES. and must prepare the following data for the
progranm e:

(I) &,ailed operational requirements.

(2) mission scenarios.

(3) function flow block diagrams.
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(4) mission time-lines.

(5) task analyses,

(6) task perfonrance dat,

(7) task allow ion concepts.

82. Note that the task performance data wc'ild reflect assumptions about user training
level and skill.

83. Manual methods of function allocation are so laborious that they discourage the
development and evaluation of mom than one design concept. FAM (in fact the whole CAFES
package) is intended to encourage the evaluation of different concepts. by reducing the manual
work required.

84. In addition, as with other decision aids, it is claimed that FAM permits the factors
having most effect on system performance to be identified, and the assumptions which lead to
the model outcome to be critically examined.

85. FAM requires input of a great deal of data. Seven different data classes are

specified, each containing several types o( detailed data. Examples ar:

86. Mission Scenario Dam:

(I) tasks,

(2) number of task occurrences,

(3) start time and duration for each occurrence.

87. Task Performance Data:

(1) operator reliability as a function o(task execution time.

(2) nominal task execution time.

(3) equipment reliability.

(4) task !oad ratings.

(5) task priority.

(6) task interaruptability classification.
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88. It was intended that much of these data would be made available by preceding
analyses carried out by other CAFES modules. It was also intended that the data input load
would reduce as successive projects were undertaken, because of redundancy and commonality
between successive systems. One of the assumptions of the overall CAFES development was
that a full set of representative function flow analyses for a variety of systems (aircraft, ships,
command and control) would be built up. Therefore, it would be more difficult to use FAM
either independently of CAFES, or for a series of different projects. Some users report that
CAFES cannot be transported away from the computer on which it was developed, thereby
restricting its availability.

Application Examples

89. No information on applications of FAM has been obtained at the time of preparation
of this review. Some users have suggested that not all modules of CAFES have been run
satisfactorily.

Technil Dtils

90. No information on the technical details cf FAM has been obtained.
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Future Needs

91. According to Parks and Spnnger (1975) the model can be further developed in terms
of the performance data which it handles "The task information currently used is derived from
'expert' knowledge, including kno, ledge of data sources, rather than from a storage bank of
information. The ability to further automate task allocation and workload analysis requires the
inclusion of stored information about human movement, operation, manipulation, cognition,
processing and reactive times a% h,¢ll as etficiency, and effectiveness or reliability of the above
definitions."

92. Information from one source responsible for the FAM development suggests that it
requires improvements in its ease of use. Given its development history, it appeL.s likely that
the overall CAFES development may have been superseded by the development of other,
commercially available. .ofts, are.
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2.3.2 Tin-line Analysis and Prediction (TIAP)

Sum=ay Description

93. The time-line approach to workload description was reviewed in the introduction to
this chapter. The model addresses the temporal demands of workload, through the concept of
time stress. Thus workload is expressed as the ratio:

Tr/Ta x 100

where Tr is the time required to perform a sequence of tasks, and Ta is the time available.
Usually the model includes a concept of time-stress in the form of a capacity limit of 70 to 80%
occupied (Jones & Wingert, 1969; US Department of Defense, 1987). Thus if the calculated
workload is 85%. it is regarded as marginal and it can be expected that, in practice, the operator
would shed some of the less important tasks to retain a level closer to 80% (see Parks, 1978;
Parks & Boucek, 1989).

94. Parks and Boucek (1989) describe an elaboration of the model which deals with
mental demands on the operator. This approach uses a complexity score for estimating
cognitive workload, based on information theory. The 'information content' for each display
and control is defined as the number of 'bits' (binairy digits) into which they are encoded,
depending on the number of alternatives they present.

HisQrand Sour

95. Time-line analyses are related to approaches to workload balancing ued in Methods
Study and Industrial Engineering. The model has been in widespread use for a number of
years, in both North America and Europe. Use of the model has been described by Jones and
Wingert of Honey.well Inc. (1969), Jahns (1972), Brown, Stone and Pearce (1975) of Douglas
Aircraft Inc., Chiles (1978), Parks (19789 of Boeing, who traced that company's use of the
model back to 1959, and US Department of Defense (1987).

Product and Purose

96. The model produces an estimate of operator workload against the mission segment
time line. As Parks and Boucek (1989) describe, additional information can be added to this
basic output, including a 'red line' for unacceptably high levels, and lists of tasks and sub-
systems associated with excessive workload.

97. The model is intended for use early in system concept development, once a detailed

task analysis has been completed. It forms part of the cycle of

function allocation - task analysis - workload prediction - function re-allocation

mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. The extension of the model to include cognitive
tasks (Parks & Boucek, 1989) requires a detailed description of displays and controls. This
would preclude its use in the earliest stages of concept development, unless an evolutionary
approach to design was being followed from one system to the next.
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98. The user must develop detailed task analyses, indicating the start and stop times, or
the start time and duration of each task, as well as their sequences. Elaborations of the model
require additional data. The length of the time 'window' for the Tr/Ta calculation mu, t be
specified. The workload is calculated on a window by window basis, as indicated in the
summary description.

Advanagcs

99. Jahns (1972) has described time-line approaches to workload estimation as useful
techniques for making broad predictions about an operator's ability to perform a given set of
tasks. Time-line analysis has the advantage that it can be related directly to the system missions
and mission analyses. It is therefore highly suited to applications where time stress is likely to
arise due to external pacing events.

100. As described here the model is adaptable, and can be used early in concept
definition, and refined and expand.-d as the design becomes more detailed.

Linitations

101. The model requires a comprehensive bank of time data for all the operator tasks.
Both Wingert (1973) and Chiles (1978) have reported that the time-line approach can over-
estimate the time required for a sequence of tasks. Those reports are at variance with those of
Parks (1978) and Parks and Boucek (1989). The model appears to require a high level of skill
in its application, particularly in the treatment of 'continuous' tasks. For the novice user, the
problem of representing tasks which are performed concurrently with continuous tasks is not
easy to deal with. Parks and Boucek suggest that concurrent tasks are best dealt with by
splitting the model into distinct channels (internal vision, external vision, left hand, right hand,
left foot. right foot, hearing, speech, and cognition). Such partitioning is described in WAM,
2.3.3, and subsequent models.

102. As Jahns (1972) noted, time-line models are highly deterministic. That is, they
assume that the operator(s) will perform tasks in one set sequence, and they seldom include
any variance in operator performance or mission sequences or events.

Application Exgk=

103. Such models have been widely used, particularly in the aerospace industry (see
Geer. 1976; Jones & Wingert. 1969: Parks, 1978. Parks & Boucek, 1989). Parks and Boucek
report validation studies it, which predictions made from the model were compared with data
taken froi i the Boeing 757 and 767 aeroplane projects. They report greater than 90%
agreement. They also report the results of a joint Boeing/McDonnell Douglas Aircraft
Company study. in which time-linc workload predictions were compared with 12 other
workload indices.
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104. The model is included in some available software packages, but can be programmed
easily on most computers. Some large computer analyses have been run using this model
(see Brown, Stone, & Pearce, 1975, for example).

105. The time period (window) for which the Tr/Ta ratio is calculated is obviously
important. In the one extreme, an instantaneous ratio will calculate either 0 or 100%
workload: in the other extreme, the ratio for a complete mission segment will average out the
unacceptably high workload peaks which the analysis is intended to identify. General practice
appears to be to calculate Tr/Ta using a moving window of seven to ten seconds. Additional
technical developments are described by Parks and Boucek (1989).
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106. Parks and Boucek (1989) argue for continued evolution and refinement of the
model. They suggest several possible developments which could be implemented. In
addition, the deterministic approach to such models needs to be replaced by models which
reflect the variance in operator task times and task sequences that are observed in actual
operations. The development of the SAINT modelling language (see Chapter 8) provides the
possibility of --presenting probabilistic mission segments and events, and varying operator
task times.
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2.3.3 Workload Assessment Model (WAN

Sunm=x Description

107. This model is part of the Computer Aided Function Allocation and Evaluation
System (CAFES) programme (see FAM, 2.3.1). It is a specific application of a time-line
(TLAP type) workload model, based on the ratio of the time required to time available to
perform sequential mission tasks. The model treats the human operator as a set of channels
(eyes, hands, feet etc.). WAM requires inputs of data for task sequences, nominal task times,
task time per channel, and details of operator and equipment allocations. The model calculates
time per channel per task event, percent of time each channel is busy during each time segment,
means and standard deviations of workload for mission segments; it identifies those periods
when the workload exceeds a 'critical workload dtreshold', and tabulates and plots the above
information.

108. As a module of CAFES. WAM was developed for US Naval Air Development
Center by Boeing Aerospace Company. One of the earliest references to WAM was in the
context of ship system development (Whitmore, 1975). As outlined in the review of the
Function Allocation Module (FAM) model (2.3.1). the impetus for CAFES was the need to
standardise on the analytic processes used in human engineering analyses which would be
amenable to computer aiding. The software was developed at Boeing and transferred to Naval
Air Development Center.

Product and Purpose

109. WAM produces tabulations and plots of operator workload for mission tasks and
mission segments, broken down into:

(I) external vision.

(2) internal vision,

(3) right hand.

(4) left hand,

(5) right foot,

(6) left foot,

(7) cognitive,

(8) auditory.

(9) verbal.

110. The results can be compiled for activities associated with a given operator, given
sub-system or given mission segment.
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When Use

I 1. WAM is intended to be used for evaluating operator workload to validate previous
Function Allocation Analyses. As such it can be used iteratively throughout system
development.

Procedures for Use

112. WAM requires data on mission phases and task sequences, including times for each
phase, based either on analysis, experience or experimentation. The mission phases are then
divided into a time-line analysis of small time intervals (six second intervals are recommended),
with all tasks identified and named. Estimates of 'channel utilisation time' must then be
prepared showing the time in seconds that each channel is used during each time-line segment.
The data are then input to the programme and the output formats -elected.

Adatgcs

113. The developers claim that WAM produces a more objective review of operator
workload than previous all-manual methods. The various formats can be used to highlight
workload associated with specific items of equipment, specific tasks or operators, or to
highlight those activities when workload exceeds a given critical level.

114. WAM is entirely dependent on the input data, particularly on the user's estimates of
operator channel workload. Those data are time-cotsuming to prepare, and, obviously, the
prograune is most effective when used in conjunctioa with the other CAFES modules which
include some of the required data. The problem of representing a mixture of continuous and
intermittent tasks mentioned in the review of Time Line Analysis and Prediction (2.3.2)
appears to have been dealt with by ignonng the continuous tasks (see Linton, Jahns, &
Chatelier, 1977). This simplifies the construction of the model, but brings into question the
extent to which tine-shanng contributes to :iperator workload.

Application Examples

115. Linton. Jahns. and Chatclier (1977) describe an application of WAM to the
prediction of pilot work!oad in two massions - deck-launched intercept and close air support.
The paper states that the WASI nxhel (rcftrre to as SWAM) had been validated previously by
Boeing for both military and civil applications. No other references to applications were
found.

116. No technical details of the WAMI rncx-! have been obtained at the time of writing.

References

Curnow, R.P.. Edwards. R.E.. & Ostrand. R.A.. (1977). Workload assessment model.
WAM p'erarirner manual. (Repurt D180-20247-2). Seattle. WA: Boeing Aerospace Co.
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FueNed

117. The programme would obviously benefit from the inclusion of a task time data
base, which is implied in the developments recommended for CAFES by Parks and Springer
(1975). It appears likely that this development will be superseded by other software packages
currently being developed, which will be more accessible and easier to use.
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2.3.4 Functional Interlace Model

Summay Descripton

118. This model uses a time sharing approach to the time required vs time available
metric of operator workload. The model is based on the postulation that sensory inputs and
motor outputs are interlaced through parallel processing. The extent of parallel processing is
dependent on the extent of 'incompatibilities' in the operator's sub-tasks. The model is in
many senses a precursor to more recent developments based on the concept of the human
operator having multiple resources which can be drawn upon without mutual interference.

Histor And Source

119. The model was developed by Wingert at Honeywell Inc. It appears to have been
developed to meet the limitations of other time-line workload analyses previously used at the
company (Jones & Wingert. 1969). which were similar to TLAP(2.3.2) and WAM (2.3.3).
Wingert (1973) reported that simple time-line models were found to over-estimate the time
required to complete a sequence of sub-tasks. Others have reported similar problems of over
over-estimation of workload in time-shared tasks - see Chiles, 1978 for example. The
Functional Interlace model was reported at the US Interagency Conference on Crew Station
Design in 1973 (Wingen).

Product and Purpse

120. The model produces estimates of operator workload based on the mission time-line.
These estimates are intended to validate previous allocation of functions analyses.

121. The functional interlace model was developed for the analytic evaluation of operator
workload as determined by the allocation of functions. It is intended to be used iteratively
through concept formulation, evaluation, and selection and design of equipment to satisfy
specific operational requirements.

Procdures for Use

122. The user must prepan - Jetailed mission segment task analysis. An estimate of the
performance time of each specific sub-task, or system function, is then assigned to each task,
as for TLAP (2.3.2) or WAM (2.3.3). Each task must then be categorised according to its
input-output characteristics e.g. 'visual input - motor output', or 'auditory input - no output'.
These descriptions permit the user to enter a matrix of interlace coefficients, for each pair of
sequential tasks. The times for the two tasks are then sequentially modified by an 'interlace
coefficient' which is dependent on the combination of the two operator activities under
consideration. Thus:

Workload = (wl + w2)- I x w2

where wl and w2 ae the task times predicted for functions I and 2, and I is the interlace
coefficient "typical for the two functions under consideration" (Wingert, 1973). Instead of
using the interlace coefficients based on the task input-output characteristics, the user can
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generate matrices of interlace coefficients for the different operator functions (i.e. combinations
of tasks). These function interlace coefficients can be used at a higher (less detailed) level of
system analysis.

Adyamagcs

123. The advantages claimed for the model are that it permits the analysis of continuous,
rather than discrete, tasks, and that it produces results which are less conservative than the
more typical workload models which at all sub-tasks as linearly additive.

124. As for other time-line analysis models, the functional interlace model requires a
very detailed analysis of tasks. Because the interlace estimates are related to input and output
processes, the level of detail is fixed, requiring specific operator actions to be identified. If the
function interlace approach is to be followed, then each function must have been analysed first
at a task or sub-task level. It is not clear from the descriptions available how sequences of
multiple task interlaces are handled. i.e. how the interaction of w2 and w3 is dealt with after the
interaction of wi and w2 has been calculated. Pew et al. (1977) suggest that the model
appears to require a complete factorial analysis which compares each sub-task with every other
sub.task.

Application Examples

125. Wingcn (1973) reported comparison of the results with times taken from a
simulator study, but stated that the simulttion conditions had not been tried out in a full aircraft
environment. Pew et al. (19771 repKrted that the model was still in validation. No other
information has been obtained.

126. Wingen (1973) provides a table of interlace coefficients for different input-output
conditions. The same reference provides an example of how the interlace coefficients can be
combined to describe the extent of interlacing pemissible between different operator functions,
buscd on the detailed input-output cocfficient. No other technical details are available.

Chiles, WD. (1978). Objective methods. Assessing Pilot Workload. (AGARD-AG-233.
Chapter 4). Neuilly-sur-Secne. Frane. Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development.

Jones. A.L., & Wingert. J.W. (1969). On estimating the capability of an avionic man-
machine system. Interntnaal SymnVosium on Man-Machine Systems. (Nol 2. IEEE
Conference Record No 69CK-.MMS i

Wingert. J.W., (1973). Function interlace modifications to analytic workload prediction.
In K.D. Cross Jr. & J.J. McGrath (Edt,.). Crew System Design: An Interagency
Confece. Santa Barbara. CA: Anacapa Sciences.
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Pew, R.W., Baron, S., Feehrer, C.E., & Miller, D.C. (1977). Critical review and
analysis of verformance models aoplicable to man-machine systems evaluation. (Report No.
3446). Cambridge, MA: Bolt, Beranek, and Newman Inc.

Fut Needs

127. Given the potential which Functional Interlacing has to account for time-sharing
behaviour, and its close similarity to some concepts of 'attentional demand' (2.3.5) the model
appears to warrant further validation and development to incorporate a greater range of
input/output processes.
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2.3.5 McaCken-Aldrich Model

Summ= De scriplion

128. McCracken, Aldrich and their colleagues developed an approach to workload
modelling to reflect the mental demands of an operator's tasks. A major goal of the model was
to account for concurrent demands on operator attention throughout a system mission. The
model is based on a concept of the human operator as an information processor, handling
multiple inputs, or attentional demands'.

129. Their approach uses a time-line based task analysis in half-second increments,
derived from a functional decomposition of system mission segments. Each task is then
assigned a rating for operator workload based on the sensory, cognitive, and psychomotor
characteristics of the task. The ratings represent difficulty, or effort. The sensory component
is further divided into visual, auditory, or kinesthetic inputs. Concurrent ratings are then
summed, during each half-second interval ofthe task time-line.

130. The calculated workload levels are screened using simple rules te identify
component overload', *overload condition' 'overload density', and 'system overload'.

Host= and Soure

131. The model originated in the need to conduct workload analyses of different
concepts of an advanced. light it,:ht. multipurpose helicopter, within the space of only six
weeks (Aldrich. Crddock. & McCracken. 1984). The original model included seven-point
workload scales for visual. cognitive, and psychomotor tasks, and a four-point scale for audio
tasks. These workload %cales %erc developed from the ratings of subject matter experts and
consist of numerical values and verbal dc.cnptors for each numerical value. Subsequently
Szabo and Bierbaum (1986) added a seven-point scale for the kinesthetic nd audio sensory
components. They also refined the approach to discrete iasks, distinguishing between 'discrete
fixed' and '4discrete random* task. ice Aldn:h. Szabo. & Bierbaum, 1989).

132. The model was originally applied through manal analyses of the task data.
Subsequently computer programme,, w, crc developed to facilitate a more rapid means of
analysis, and to permit iterative nidifications of the task sequences and attentional demand
ratings. In 1988 a nexkl development project vas initiated, aimed at validating the attentional
demand rating scales, and the overall nodel, by comparison with expert ratings and the use of
a manned simulation facility (Aldnch. Szabo & Dierbaum. 1989).

Poduct and Purp¢

133. The model produces estimates of operator workload in half-second increments of
the system missions. Through the application of rules it identifies those combinations of tasks
which result in operator 'oerload" This permits identification of the causative factors, for
either comparison between different design concepts, or modification and improvement of a
specific design.
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When Use

134. The model was developed specifically for use in the development and evaluation of
system concepts, before specific details of the man-machine interface are available. The
emphasis of the model is more on the mission characteristics than the hardware. In its aim, and
in subkequent use, the model has proven highly suitable for the cycle of 'function allocation -
task analysis - workload analysis' described in the introduction to this chapter. The mode! has
also proven suitable for studying the impact of proposed upgrades to existing aircraft.

Procedures for Use

135. Using the model involves two major phases of effort: the preparation of a
mission/task/workload analysis data base. and the compilation and running of the computer-
based workload prediction model. The mission analysis is decomposed into mission segments
and a list of functions which are performed either sequentially or in parallel. Each function,
which is of the typical *verb - noun' form (e.g. 'control altitude', 'transmit report') is
decomposed into the associated aircraft subsystem and operator tasks (e.g. 'detect vertical
movement'. 'decide if power adjustment needed'. '9perate controls'). Each task is assigned a
time and a workload rating for the visual, auditory, cognitive, and psychomotor (VACP)
components, based on comparison with other tasks, using the scales described above.

136. The computer model uses the task analysis data base, and rules for combining tasks
into functions and functions into mission segments, to assemble the overall profile of operator
activities. The programme calculates the workload values at one-half second intervals, and
pnnts out when the values change, and when an overload (defined as a total workload rating of
8) occurs.

137. The model has the advantage that it can be used early in system development, to
explore different system concepts. It includes concurrent tasks, which present difficulties in
some other approaches. The main advantage of the model is that it can be used iteratively,
either to examine and refine systcm concepts. or to confirm the estimates of operator workload
as the system design becomes nrc completely detailed.

138. The most important limitation of the model is that the assumption of additivity of
attentional demands is not protcn This i%, particularly important in light of the work of
Wickens and his colleagues (Lkmck & Wickens. 1984) that argues for a partitioning of human
encoding (i.e. input) proce.c'%.% A% %ith others of this class, the model output is heavily
dependent on the accurac, of the etiumates of operator workload and task times. Other
limitations am that it does not treat time stress, and that the tamk sequence and task times do not
vary in response to operator vorklud The developer. admit that it is labour-intensive to
develop initially.

Application Example'

139. The model wa, used extensively on the U.S. Army LHX light, multipurpose
helicopter project. Since development it has also been used to study modifications to the U.S.
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Army AH-64A, UH-60A, and CH-47D helicopters (Aldrich, Szabo, -& Bierbaum, 1989).

140. Technical details of the computer model ae not available at the time of writing.
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141. As indicated in the summary description, a programme of validation and
development was proposed in 199)S This included the development of a comprehensive
mni.sion/task workload data bac. and the capability of varying model parameters, including
workload ratings, times. 'cqucncx%. and extcnt of automation. The proposals also included the
development of an expert systcm to generate m;ssion functions and segments from the data
base.
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2.3.6 Attentional Demand Model

Summy Desiption

142. This model is an extension of the McCracken and Aldrich model (2.3.5), based on
the same multiple-resource concept. In lieu of the direct summation of task demands used by
McCracken and Aldrich, this model us,. , .,tcome matrices' to determine the compatibility or
interference of multiple attentional denaw:.., ,visual, audio, cognitive, and psychomotor). The
matrices define 'acceptable', 'marginal', and 'unacceptable' paired combinations for each class
of attentional demand. A seiies of decision rules is then applied to determine if segments of
operator tasks have acceptable, marginal, or unacceptable workloads.

History_ and Source

143. Very little has been published on this model. The original work was undertaken at
Sikorsky Aircraft Co. by a team ,hich included sub-contractors. The model was validated
using man-in-the-loop simulation (R. Peppier, personal communication, September 1986).
Subsequently the same sub-contrator used the technique for work with Canadian Marconi
Co., who have reported the technique at two international meetings (Makadi 1988). Linton,
Plamonden, Dick, Bitiner, and Christ (1989) include the model in their state-of-the-art review
of operator workload models.

Product and Purpose

144. The model produces plots of 'attentional demand' for visual, audio, cognitive, and
psychomotor demands, against the mission time-line. The attentional demands are plotted on a
scale of 'acceptable', 'marginal' and 'unacceptable', together with a 'cumulative attentional
demand'. Cumulative attentional demand is the sum of the maximum (only) attentional demand
ratings across all four demand categories, for all concurrent tasks.

When Used

145. The model was developed for use in concept development, in the cycle of 'function
allocation - task analysis - workload analysis' described in the introduction to this chapter. The
model can be used once sufficient details of the operator's tasks are available to permit
estimates of task times and attentional demands.

Prcedures for Use

146. The first step in using the model is to produce a detailed task analysis, to which are
added task times and ratings of the visual, auditory, cognitive, and psychomotor demands of
each task. The latter are obtained from lists of verbal anchors for each of the attenfional
categories, using expert jiilgment.

147. Once the task inventory is complete the outcome matrices are used to screen any
simultaneous demands in each atteotional category. Six rules are then used to screen the
attentionr, demand profiles, to combine them into an overall rating of 'accetable', 'marginal',
aiW. 'unacceptable'. This includes the application of the 'four second rule', which dictates that
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in any condition of simultaneous attentional demand in the cognitive, visual, or psychomotor
categories of less than four seconds, the operaitor will employ time-sharing skills to reduce thc
workload in the conflicting categories to an acceptable level.

Advanages
148. 'The advantages of the technique are that it deals with mental workload through tile

concept of attentionai demand, and that it is designed to accommodate time-shared tasks. In
addition, the use of the outcome matrices and rules of combination to combine attentional
demands avoids the asstimption that the ratings are on a ratio scale of measurement. Linton,
Pla4mondon, Dick. Bittnier. and Christ (1989) point out that the use of the outcome matrices
ivoids the interpretive probletm which arise, for example, when one class of atlentional
demand sums to a total of 10 on a scale A hich ranges from onie to seven only. They also note
that the mtKlel tends to pre'1i t slightly higher ratings of workload than those obtained from
actual task rattings.. which is an advantage for design purposes.

Limitations

W49. The mnain limitation of the technique is that it has not been well documenited, and
requires additional validation. For example, the use of only the maximum zttentional demand
rdutigs from cich of tile four cate-orieN for calculating the cumitlative attentional demand can
Produce intuiti~ck 4tiestionable results. This is btecause the anazlysis could show that !he
cumulati'e attentionad deniand is ic;'~k when the opetator is engaged in an undesirably

larg nuxbc ofsinltdeou td~kAs. %%th other models in this category, it is based on an
extensive task inventorv. anti is turet or'. dependent on the accuracy of the task analysis and
attentional demand rafing% (although not ovcrly sensiuivc: to the latter).

150. The technique %%adc~elopcd at Sikorsky Aircraft, and used io study concepts for
the UIlX light, multi pu rpo~c hebkopter prvject. T1c model was vaiidaicd using rnan-in-the-
loo.,p simulation. Linton. Plaionden. lDi~ *Bam-.-r, at-d Christ (1989).-eport that the validation

shoed hemodl o b sesii~ctota~ ditet-rce. ad t rflet ilos'subjective workload
ratings. The model liar, also been used to study the workload of the two t~tctical c-ew, and of
the two pilots, for the p'o.dCanmudian Ne%~ Shipboard Aircr-nf (a replacement for the ASW
Sea King), for the Canadian light twact.i helicopter (CFLH), and for the CF Aurora maritime
patrol aircraft updatc.

jechnical Demjjs

15 1. T he model has berm set up and vin on a VAX. 11750, using the SAINT simulation
language as a file system for the task invcntory.

Refemam
Hamilton, BE & Harpcr. 11, P (1984). Analytic methods for LMX mission and ta~sk

analsis J~ocedjnscd -)~jL'a~s1.MeCIng. Wash. gton, L\C: Amzrican
Helicopter Society.
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Linton, P.M., Flamonden, B.D., Dick, A.O., Bittner, A.C., & Christ, R.E. (1989).
Operator workload for military system acquisition. In G.R. McMillan, D. Beevis, E. Salas,
M.H. Strub, k. Sutton, and L. van Breda (Eds.). Applications of human pefomae models
tst.mjgn. New York: Plenum Press.

Makadi, J. (1988, May Wortkload annaJ 5jtforhe Canadian Forces. Poster presentation
:o NATO workshop on Applications of Human Performance Models to System Design.
Ottawa. Canada: Canadian Marconi Co..

Fu~ture Needs

152. Because of the size of the task inventory, the model would benefit from the
development of an improved data base. A relational data base is being used for the most recent
Canadian Forces applications. Current studies are also aimed at comparing the output of the
model with subjective workload estimates produced by operators flying actual aircraft
missions, or reviewing video-tape records of such missions.
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2.3.7 Workload Index (W(INDEX)

SUM=ar DCeciption

153. W/INDEX is a model which is intended to ded with both the temporal and mental
demands of a flying task. Through the combination of task time-line analyses and concepts of
attentional demand, the model computes the workload demand for each half-second of a
mission, by assessing individual task difficulties and the interactions of time-shared attentional
demands (North 1986a, 1986b, North & Riley, 1989).

Histor and Souc

154. The model was developed by North at Honeywell Inc. following a series of
contracts which required the prediction of operator workload in aircraft crew-stations. The
model was originally developed in 1983, and refined in 1984 with the development of the
matrix of conflicts between simultaneous attentional demands.

155. Since then additional developments have been undertaken, (North & Riley, 1989),
aimed at improving the technique and integrating it with a systematic design process being
developed by Honeywell. In 1987/88 the model was being offered as a disc that would run on
a IBM PC with 128K memory.

Product and &MMo~

156. W/INDEX is interded to predict aircrew workload for a specified mission, identify
excessive workload peaks, and identify the fec'ors contributing to the excessive workload.
The main aim of the development was to facilitate studies of the impact of automation on
aiiwrew workload, and permit comparison of competing design concepts.

3MhInf dl

157. W/INDEX is intended for use early in the development of a crew-station concept,
once the sequence of operator tasks has been established. It has been designed to permit use at
a gross level of detail, and to penn, progressive refinement as the design is defined in detail,
and to facilitate iteration of fe workload esiriates throughout die development cycle.

158. The u w must generate, or have vailable, three sets of data:

(1) a task time linc (the Operator Activity Timelines, North
1986b);

(2) an interface/activity tratrix (generated from the Human
Activity Matrix, and the CiewstrAtion Interface Channels list,
North 1986b);

(3) an interface/conflict matrin.
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159. The task time-line data are developed from a detailed mission analysis. They must
include the sequence and start and stop times of each task.

160. The interface/activity data are derived from the task time-lines, and from the
human/machine interface channels. The latter are categories of input and output information.
Early in concept development, basic channels such as 'visual', 'auditory', 'manual' and
'verbal' can be used. Once the crew-station design has been developed, mere specific channels
can be used, such as 'windows', 'helmet', 'keyboard'. The interface/ativity matrix is
completed with the assignment to each cell of a rating of attentional demand for each
task/channel combination, on a I - 5 scale. These ratings must be developed by the model
user, no set of verbal anchors or descriptors is provided.

161. The interface/conflict matrix was developed from studies of human time-sharing
behaviour. It consists of values from 0 to 1, assigned on the basis of attentional demand
resource conflict, e.g. visual-visual, visual-auditory, visual-manual etc. The values represent
conflict between attentional demands: 'high conflict' - 0.7 - 0.9; 'medium conflict' - 0.4 - 0.6;
'low conflict' - 0.2 - 0.4. When applying these values the model user must adjust them, within
the given range, for specific factors in the interface such as physical separation or proximity of
controls and displays.

162. Once the data are loaded in the model, it ca!culates operator workload on an

instantaneous (half-second) and five-scond average basis, where

workload=sum of channel/interface demands + sum of channel/interface conflict penalties

AdvmagC1

163. W/INDEX has the advantage that it can be used early in system development,
before the crew-station has been defined and modified, and iterated as the crew-station concept
is developed. Its particular advantage, compared with other workload models, is its focus on
time-sharing behaviour. The conflict matrices address the costs associated with time-sharing
behaviour.

Limitia
164. As with the other models reviewed in this chapter, W/INDEX is heavily dependent

on a detailed task analysis, including task times and sequences. The original version suffered
from the other common problem of using a fixed sequence of tasks, and using ratings of
attentional demand which require additional validation. North (1986a) also notes that the
model is insensitive to transient effects such as fatigue or stress. This, again, is common to
most of the models reviewed in this chapter.

Applicaion Ejamples

165. North and Riley (1989) report that the model has been applied to a wide range of
systems and problems. It was u.d to evaluate early versions of the UIX light, multipurpose
helicopter, and roncepts of one and tw-a-man crews for the Apache helicopter. The model has
also b-en used in studies for the %.S Advanced Tactical Fighter, and the National Aerospace
Plane.
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166. North and Riley (1989) report that the model runs in both MS-DOS and VAX-VMS
environments. The PC-based version requires 128K of memory.

Refemnces
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Fu Needs

167. North and Riley (1989) report five developmental efforts to improve W/INDEX.
These include: improvements to its predictive accuracy through more detailed consideration of
the conflicts that may arise between tasks; improvements to the model's representation of
cognitive activities; improvements to the method for producing task/channel attentional demand
ratings; development of a capability to modify tasks sequences as a function of the calculated
workload level; and interazion of the model with a systematic design process.
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SINGLE TASK MODE

3.1 INTRODU-TION

168. Representing human information processing in dynamic situations (Figure 3.1) is
the central issue of the Chapters 3 and 4. Wickens (1987) describes the generic information-
processing aspects of human operator tasks in this form: "In any task to which the human is
assigned, information must be processed. Events and objects in the world must be perceived
and interpreted, and then either responded to immediately or stored in memory for later action.
Figure 3.1 provides a representation of human information processing that explicitly labels
each of these mental activities. Information received through the senses is first perceived.
This process of perceptual recognition involves some match between the sensory information
and a representation of the recognised object stored in permanent long-term memory. Once a
stimulus is identified, a decision must be made as to what action to take. In this case, a
response may be selected immediately, or the information may be maintained for some period
of time in working memory. If the latter course of action is chosen, the stored information
may either be given a more permanent status in long-term memory, forgotten altogether, or
used to generate a response. Once a response is selected, it must be executed, normally
through a process of coordinated muscular control, operating somewhat independently of the
selection that preceded it. Finally. as indicated in the figure, the consequences of a response
normally become available again to perception as feedback. This feedback may either be
intrinsic - such as the feeling of the fingers, the sound of a key press, or the sound of one's
voic.',: or extrinsic - such as a light that appears on a video display to acknowledge that a
command was received. Feedback of both forms is generally helpful to performance,
particularly for the novice, and when it is immediate."

Fig. 3.1 Structure of human information processing (Wickens, 1987).
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169. Most of the activities described in Figure 3.1 can take place rapidly, but under
constraints reflecting the capacity of the various mental operar4- -ivolved. These capacities
are of two generic forms: (1) Each operation has limits in the I of its functioning and in
the amount of information that can be processed in a given un..,.. Jime. (2) There are limits
on the total attention or resources available to the information processing system. These limits
are represented by the pool of attentional resources shown at the top of Figure 3.1. This
chapter discusses some of the fundamental memory, decisional, response, and attentional
limitations of human performance. The approach then focuses on limits of particular mental
operations, rather than on characteristics of the entire system. Although it is true that this
approach cannot be used exclusively to model performance in more complex settings it is
equally true that these more complex modelling efforts must account for the basic limitations
and characteristics of the subprocesses. These subprocesses are the concern of the human
performance models presented in Chapters 3 and 4 of this report: the relation of displayed and
perceived information to its storage in working memory, the limitations of working mcmory
itself, the limitations of cognitive processes related to decision-making and diagnosis, the
limitations of response processes as they are manifested in discrete responding tasks, and the
limitations and characteristics of attention as they influence the human's ability to carry out
two tasks concurrently.

170. In this chapter several single task models (or models of individual tasks) are
reviewed. Although many of the models discussed have originated from non-military
environments, their contribution and relevance to this report are obvious. Human operator or
human performance models are of increasing importance, since an adequate understanding of
human performance is essential for the overall success of man-machine systems. One of the
main reasons for building models in general and human performance models in particular
seems to be that they can serve as an aid to the designer's, scientist's, or user's thinking about
the problem being addressed. Human performance modelling arose four decades ago when
signal processing and control-theoretic concepts were applied to the task component that is
called manual control now. Since then. a continuous development and relevant advances have
been achieved in various areas of human performance modelling (Hess, 1987; Kelley, 1968;
Knight, 1987; McRuer. Krendel, 1974; Sheridan, Ferrell, 1974; Wickens, 1986).

Definition and Classification of Human Performance Models

171. A model is just a representation of a real system. As such, models can be
classified as being either iconic models (e.g.. pictures or model cars), analogue models in
which a property of the model is substituted for a property of the real system (e.g., slide
rules), or mathematical models. The key feature of a mathematical model is the use of
symbols, equations, and other mathematical statements to represent reality. Because of the
abstract nature of mathematics, mathematical models can be applied to a much greater variety
of situations than either iconic or analogue models. This is especially true in decision-making
and information-processing situations. Referring to Pew and Baron (1983), a human
performance model is a formal, often quantitative, description of the behaviour of one or more
people in interaction with equipment. A model of human performance requires first a model or
representation of the system and environment with which the people are to function. The
ultimate reasons for building models in general, and human performance models in particular,
are to provide for:

(1) a systematic framework that reduces the memory load of the
investigator, and prompts him not to overlook the important
features of the problem.
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(2) a basis for extrapolating from the information given to draw new
insights and new testable or observable inferences about system
or component behaviour;

(3) a system design tool that permits the generation of design
solutions directly;

(4) an embodiment of concepts or derived parameters that are useful
as measures of performance in the simulated or real environment;

(5) a system component to be used in the operational setting to
generate behaviour, for comparison with the actual operator
behaviour to anticipate a display of needed data, to introduce
alternative strategies or to monitor operator performance;

(6) consideration of otherwise neglected or obscure aspects of the
problem.

Physical and Mental Workload

Human Error and Reliability

e Adaptation and Learning

Planning and Design
Diagno4, and Classification
Monitoring and Decision Making
S Regulating ad Steering
Sensory Functions
Motor Functions

a-

. iomechanical Level
(kinetic aspects)

j . Anthropumetrlcal Level
9" " (kinematic-geometrical aspects)

Fig. 3.2 Model-twiented classification of human performance levels.

172. The human factors analyst will experiment with a mathematiciil model of the
system, since it may be impractical to experiment with the real system. This impracticality can
result from several factors including:

(I) The real system is only proposed, and therefore, not in existence.
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(2) The number and range of feasible values of the design variables
are so large that experimenting with the real system would be too
costly and too time consuming.

(3) Experimentation with the existing system is unsafe, especially
when humans are involved.

173. There exist many different types of mathematical models. These models can
usually be classified as being either normative or descriptive, multi-objective or single
objective, dynamic or static, and stochastic or deterministic in nature. A normative, or
prescriptive, solution is one which optimises the models's objective. One example of such a
normative model is the crew model PROCRU in chapter 4. Descriptive models, on the other
hand, give the outcome which will occur given particular values for the decision variables.
These outcomes can be such quantitics as cost. productivity, throughput time, etc. Examples
of descriptive models used in human factors research include simulation models and
regression equations. Figure 3.2 shows a model-oriented classification of human
performance levels.

Levels of Human Performance: The Rasmussen Trichotorny

174. According to Rasmussen (1986), three levels of human performance are identified
with very distinct features. The skill-based level represents the highly automated sensori-
motor performance which rolls along without much conscious control. The human performs
as a multivariable continuous controller for which the functional properties of the system
under control are represented as dynamic. spa!ial patterns. The rule-based performance at the
next higher level represents performance based on recognition of situation.- together with rules

GGAIR

MIL' DG&Bg&lMtI

3IltAV X,'l

*ULSASK

9G LW_ 1OWMRUL

Fig. 3.3 Simplified iUustration of thre levels of human performance. (Rasmussen, 1986)
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for actions from know-how or instructions. The functional properties of the system are at this
level implicitly represented by rules relating states and events to actions. The activity at the
rule-based level is to coordinate and control a sequence of skilled acts, the size and complexity
of which depend on the level of skill in a particular situation.

175. When proper rules and familiar signs are not available for a situation, activity at the
next level of knowledge-based performance is necessary to generate a new plan for action ad
hoc. The main feature here is that information is perceived as symbols which are used for
information processing characterised by an explicit representation of the functional structure of
the system to be controlled. The information process used by a person in a specific unfamiliar
situation will depend very much on subjective knowledge and preferences and detailed
circumstances for the task.

Methodological Position and Validation of Human Performance Models

176. Uke simulation and models in science and engineering, human operator models are
analogies, which in some way resemble the thing being modelled. A human performance
model is not a theory of behaviour. The purpose of a theory is to describe functional
relationships. and its value rests on its validity (Chapanis, 1%1). Although a model must
include functional relationships within its structure,,its goal is pragmatic: to predict behaviour
and to determine the effects of variables on some system output. Hence, the model is judged
on the basis of utility, or the extent to which model outputs assist one to reach a reasonable
decision. The extent to which the mTxel represents a nonmodel reality is its validity (Meister,
1985). A conceptual framework for model validity has been developed by Mitchell and Miller
(1981).

177. Model validity i% one of the most crucial issues in the modelling process and yet, is
one of the least understood. According to Meister (1985), the notion of validity is nebulous,
rarely defined and poorly understood. One reason may be that model validity is not an
independent measure; the validity of a model depends on the purposes of the modelling
exercise, the intended uses of the model. Giving a fairly basic definition, model validation is
substantiation that a computerised model within its domain of applicability possesses a
satisfactory range of accuracy consistent with the intended application of the model. Even in
this case, there ar,- sometimes two views as to what is meant by verification. One view
suggests that a model is verified %hen the nxxlel structure and parameters can be adjusted to
provide an adequate match to experimental data. The second view holds that a model is
validated only when the result-; of a new experiment are predicted by the model with sufficient
accuracy. Many model% arc useful devices in generating data and exploring bounds on system
performance, but have little explanatory power.

178. For either view of nmdcl validation, it is necessary to compare experimental results
with model predictions and to apply Nth engineenng and formal statistical tests to determine
whether or not the model should be considered valid. To accomplish this, one must make
judgments concerning (I) the dcfinitkm of the data. (2) the appropriate figures-of-merit for the
engineering and statistical tct%. (0a the specific statistical test to use, and (4) the degree of
discrepancy between experimental and model results that is considered acceptable. For models
of complexity sufficient to represent full-scale man-machine system performance, the
problems of validation go well beyond the selection of the proper goodness-of-fit statistics. If
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the model is to be useful as a design tool, it must be validated puior to, or at least concurrently
with, the development of a full-scale simulation. Due to combinatorial complexity it seems to
be nearly impossible to accomplish a full experimental validation of supervisory control and
other multi-level models (see Chapter 4).

3.2 OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDED REFERENCE

179. The models that ae available in this category offer the potential user a wide and
diversified selection to choose from. Within the limits of the work presented here, it is not
possible to completely review such a variety of models, therefore, recourse to the
recommended references is suggested for further details if necessary.

180. The nodel summaries which follow borrow heavily from the original sources

given in the lists of references. In many cases direct quotations are not idicated.
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3.3 MODEU MMARIU

3.3.1 Msual Sampling Models of Senders. Crhorcll. and Smnalwood

181. The visual sampling model of Senders (1964, 1983) describes the way in which a
human operator divides his attention among a number of instruments when he or she scans an
array of displayed information. The predictions of the model include, among others, the
average duration of a sample, the average pexcnzag, of total time that must be devoted to a
displayed process, and estimates of th: fixation frequencies.

Hlistor and Sourc

182. The first model of human rnonitoring performance was developed by Senders
(1964) in the light of the work of Fitts' group on the eye movements of pilots in cockpits (see
Moray, 1986). The model assumes that the spectral characteristics of the displayed signal
(e.g., represented in ters of the bandwidths) are the only determinant of the monitor's
behaviour. The subsequent models are increasingly complex and take into account more and
more tactors of real-world task& such as subjective value and thc meaning of the displayed
variables.

%

at Cockpit Swinunent Afmy fiu .f mnut (FPM)and pcentag of tinme)

bEye mo ,enm Lv*l V&1wC1(pe.n1W€ of nwiion.vidu es-2% omitted)

Fig. 3A, Instrumentation fixations mid eye movements of a pilot during a landingapproach. (Moray, 1986; after Fits, 1950).
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183. The beginning of investigating human monitoring behaviour (see Figure 3.4) is
marked by the work of P. M. Fitts and his group (reviewed by Moray, 1986). These studies
included instrument landing approaches of about 40 pilots. The point of fixation was
identified by means of camera recordings, but the state of the cockpit instruments was no.
recorded simultaneously. Figure 3.4 a) shows the positions of the cockpit instrumentL,
together with two statistics: FPM is the number of fixations per minute made on that
instrument; the second number is the percentage of time during the flight that th- pilot spent
looking at the instrument. The eye movement link values shown in Figure 3.4 b) are not true
transition probabilities. They are the fraction of all eye transitions that went between the
instruments indicated. Values less than 2 per cent are omitted. The results of these studies
show for example (see Moray, 1986) that the mean fixation duration was 0.6 sec, with a
standard deviation of 0.12. The range of fixation durations was 0.4 - 1.4 sec and depended
both on the individual pilot and on the instrument that was fixated.

184. According to Moray (1986), a human operator is monitoring a system when he or
she 3cans an array of displayed information without taking any action to change the system
state. The purposc of monitoring is to update the operator's knowledge and so to permit
appropriate decisions. Monitoring is normally dominated by vision, but auditory signals and
communication may be involved, especially when coordinating action. Human decision
making as a discrete control activity in the context of man-machine systems may be defined as
the process of selecting an appropriate alternative from a set of possible alternatives, based on
the perception of actual system states and other sources of information (Sheridan, Ferrell,
1974). Many types of human activity in man-machine systems have decision making as an
implicit component, although they would be more commonly considered as sensory-motor, or
even cognitive tasks. Durng phases of pure monitoring or scanning, the nature of actions
executed as a result of information obtained by scanning cannot be taken into account.
Following these definitions of human monitoring and decision making, a model-oriented
classification of related operator tasks can be proposed:

(I) Pure monitoring (i.e., observing without acting).

(2) Independent decisions (binary or multi-valued) based on non-
sequential observations.

(3) Independent decisions (binary or multi-valued) based on
sequential observations.

(4) Dependent (or dynamic) decisions based on heterogeneous types
of observations.

(5) Heterogeneous types of observations and decisions, often
embedded in sequences of other task components (e.g.,
supervisory control situations).

Prouct and Purpos

185. The model, based upon information theoretic concepts developed by Shannon and
others, describes the way in % hich an operator divides his attention among a number of
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instruments while he monitors them. Fundamentally, it assume s that a human operator's
fixation firquency for a particular insn-rjent depends upon its information generation rate,

h i = Wi log2 (Ai 2/Ei 2 ) bits/sec, (1)

where W; is the bandwidth of the i-th displayed signal, Ai is its amplitude, and Ei is the
permissible rms ma. r.g error of instument i. For an observer to reconstruct the signal, the
sampling theorem requires that his sampking rate Fi be at least 2 Wi. If Fi = 2 Wi , then the
average information to be assinilated by the operator" at each fixatin,- is

A/(2Wi) = '-ii + log 2 (A-Ei) bits. (2)

186. Fmo an observer with a fixed channel capaciy, who must share his attention among
several displzys presenting uncorrelated stochastic processes with known information rates,
the attentiona demand of a particular itstrument is catuiaed to be

Ti = 2K Wi log2 ( Ai/E i ) + 2Wi C sec/see, (3)

where T is the percenage of toial time that must be devoted to displayed process i, K is a
constant with dimensions of time per bit, and C (with dimensions of time pcr fixation) is a
constant that accounts for movement time and minimum fixation time. Hence, the duration of a
sample is given by

Di z K !og2 ( AE ) + C sec. (4)

187. Validation studies, using an array of instruments displaying signals of various
amplitudes and bandwidths, showed a good agreement with the model predictions. Values for
the constants K and C musi be ex ircted from data collected in a specific context. The model
yields estimates of the fixation frequencies and durations for each signal, and for the
probabilities of transitions between signals. Limitations of the model became apparent, when
an attempt was made to take into account (I) correlations between displayed signals and (2)
the interactions between control behaviour and visual sampling.

88. In a recent monograph, Senders (1983) developed his pioneering approach in
seveal ways, provided new and simpler mathematical derivations, and proposed various
models depending upon diverse definitions of the goals of the human monitor. The most
elementary goai and perhaps the most unreal is that of signal reconstruction. An equally
unrealistic goal is that of sampling in the way of pure random choice. Based on these
considerations, the following strategies in visual sampling behaviour have been identified that
shouid be |egarded as complementary rather than alternatives:

(1) Periodic sampling.

(2) Random constrained sampling.
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(3) Conditional sampling:
(a) Sampling when probability is maximum.
(b) Sampling when probability exceeds a threshold.
(c) Variable Nyquist sampling.

(4) Signal reconstruction with imperfect memory.

189. The various models predict different variances for the data. Periodic sampling
yields no variability at all, & clearly unrealistic prc liction. In the case of random constrained
sampling, the variance is a direct consequence of the sampling process. In the case of
conditional sampling, the interval is assumed to be a certain mathematical function of the
previously observed value.

190. Although each strategy in visual sampling behaviour generates a different
mathematical analysis, the assumptions about the signals will be the same:

(1) The signals displayed are random, band-limited time functions
with Gaussian amplitude density distributions.

(2) The signals which drive the instruments in an array ate assumed
to be statistically independent and uncorelated with one another.

(3) There are always assumed to be three or more instruments in the
array.

(4) The different signals displayed do not differ in value.

191. Close to Senders' visual sampling research, Carbonell (1966, 1968) introduced
queuing theory concepts to human operator modelling and emphasised the importance -If
considering the operator's actions. Thus, he moved from the abstraction of Senders' models
to more realistic tasks. The human monitor is modelled as a single-channel server that can
attend to only one instrument at a time. It is assumed that at each step in his sampling process,
the monitor determines for each instrument a subjectively expected cost for not observing it
next, and then chooses to observe the instrument with the highest cost of being ignored. An
additional assumption is made that the time involved in reading an inrtrument is constant
(approximately 0.33 sec.). According to Pew et al. (1977), the total cost of not looking at any
instrument is defined by

M

C (t)=" ciPi () (5)
i= I - Pi (1)

where M is the total number of instruments, ci is the cost associated with instrument i
exceeding its allowed limit, and Pi(t) is the probability that instrument i will exceed its
threshold at time L Thus. the total cost of looking at instrument j at time t is

W( = C (t- cjPj (t). (6)
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and the aim of the human monitor will be to choose the instrument j that will minimise 4j(t) at
any time.

192. Carbonell's model was compared with Senders' model for eye movement data
from realistic landings in an instrument flight simulator using pilots as subjects. It was found
to be considerably more accurate than the simpler model but it had to be tuned to each pilot,
using his individual estimates of costs, tolerances, and action thresholds. This need to fit the
models to individuals emphasises the concept that the operator has his own internal model of
the process he is monitoring or controlling. Using Carbonell's model, one must specify the
statistical characteristics of each displayed signal, the costs of exceeding given thresholds on
each display, and the thresholds below which each instrument reading is ignored. Then the
model yields a time sequence of instrument fixations which may be analysed to get visual
sampling parameters of interest. A significant feature of Carbonell's model is that the
displayed signals are not assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean. Thus, the model represents
a significant advance in modelling human sampling behaviour, although it does not attempt to
take into consideration cross-coupling among instruments. Referring to Pew et al. (1977), the
flexibility and power of this model is obtained at the cost of considerable analytical
complexity.

193. Close to Senders' visual sampling research too, Smallwood (1967) developed an
instrument monitoring model. His task involved a human operator monitoring the readings of
a given number of instruments (e.g., four instruments) which are driven by signals of
different amplitudes and bandwidths, and signalling whenever any instrument exceeds a
certain threshold. The model assumes that the human operator constructs an internal modl of
the processes being monitored. The model further assumes (1) that a dead time of about 0.1
second is required to shift attention between two instruments and (2) that the time required to
read an instrument inversely related to its distance from the threshold. The predictions of the
model include:

(1) Relative fixation frequency for each instrument.

(2) Duration of fixation for each instrument.

(3) Average transition probhbilities between the instruments.

194. The concept of the internal model that has been used by Smallwood in an explicit
form, plays an important role in human operator behaviour. Indeed human operator models
imply an internal model, even when they do not mention it.

When Used

195. The models of Senders, Carbonell, and Smallwood have been developed and
validated in various studies. Surveys are given by Moray (1986) and Senders (1983).
Principles and components of these models can be embedded into particular approaches and
have been successfully applied in many studies. Examples are given by Ellis and Stark
(1986), Freund and Sadosky (1967), Kraiss (1981 a, b), Seeberger and Wierwille (1976),
and Wierwille (1981).
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Procedures for Use

196. To estimate the scanning statistics of the human operator using Sender's model, the
bandwidths and amplitudes of the various displayed variables must be specified, along with
their acceptable limits. Values for the constants K and C must be deduced from data collected
in a specific context. The model yields estimates of the fixation frequencies and durations for
each displayed signal, and for the probabilities of transitions between signals.

Advantad

197. The visual sampling nese.Arch of Senders includes a set of models with increasing
complexity for various task situation.

198. It is apparent that the-. models yield good predictions of scanning behaviour under
certain circumstances. According to Pew et al. (1977), the failure of these models to account
for other results can be attributed to (1) their failure to take into account the redundancy of
information obtainable from alternative sets of instruments, which permits controllers to take
different scanning strategies under various conditions, and (2) their failure to take into account
the interactions between control behaviour and instrument sampling, which permit the
controller to estimate changes in the displayed signals. A closely related problem is that
particular signals become more or less critical during different manoeuvres, an effect which is
largely ignored by these models.

Application Examples

199. A set of experiments was conducted in an aircraft simulator, with pilots flying
various types of missions. Eye movement data were recorded along with time histories of the
displayed readings on each instrument. Model predictions based upon the amplitude and
bandwidth of the various signals proved accurate for some pilots in some phases of flight, but
not for all.

Technial Detail

200. The visual sampling models of Senders. Carbonell, and Smallwood are well
documented, including validation data. The monograph of Senders (1983) gives a
comprehensive overview including model refinements and data.
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201. There is interest, and it seems possible, to integrate essential parts of the classical
visual sampling approaches (e.g., Senders, Carbonell, and Smallwood) and the control theory
approaches to monitoring and decision making (see item 3.3.2 of this chapter).
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3.3.2 Ccntrol Th Models of Moging. ad Decision Makin

Summary Description

202. Several different monitoring and decision making models have been derived using
the information processing structure (i.e., the stages including perceptual limitations, delay,
estimator and predictor of Figure 3.6) of the optimal control model (OCM) outlined by Baron
(1984), Sheridan and Ferrell (1974), and in other sources. Based on the laboratory paradigm
and the related model of Figures 3.3 and 3.6, the following factors of monitoring and decision
making have been experimentally studied (including eye-movement recordings) and modelled
(Stein, Wewerinke. 1983; Stein, 1989):

(1) Number of displayed processes.

(2) Bandwidths of displayed processes.

(3) Amplitude of processes and probability of displayed events.

(4) Type and intensity of failures embedded in displayed processes
(e.g.. step, ramp. noise, etc.).

(5) Couplings among unfailed displayed processes.

(6) Couplings among displayed failures.

(7) Size of display array and operator's field of view.

Machine SysM. .

HmnOpcrator I

G' " "*(y=anaw
(tW 0 p(e) SyviiLb

(t) A YiAt, D J, OVm~ l

Fig. 3.5 Experimental situation of monitoring and decision making

(Stein. Wcwerinke, 1983).
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Histo and Source

203. The spectrum of monitoring and decision making tasks and related control-theory
models is illustrated in figures 3.5 and 3.6. It is apparent that the estimator-predictor
combination of the model produces outputs that can be used for assessing system states and
detecting events. Theoretical aspects of these OCM-based monitoring and decision making
models are discussed by Phatak and Kleinman (1972) and Kleinman and Curry (1977). Two
different types of monitoring and decision making tasks can be found, (1) tolerance-band
monitoring and (2) failure detection.

204. A particular type of task including independent decisions and non-sequential
observations is tolerance-band monitoring (TBM) which has been extensively studied and
modelled by Stein and Wewerinke (1983) and Wewerinke (1976). It is interesting to see that
the experimental situations of Senders (1964. 1983). Levison and Tanner (1971). and other
researchers (see Moray. 1986) can be characterised as tolerance-band monitoring. TBM tasks
involve observing a dynamic process (which can include stochastic and deterministic
components) to determine if it is within an explicitly indicated tolerance band. In the binary
case. performing a TBM task can be characterised as making independent binary decisions,
where each single decision can be based on a single observation testing a pair of hypotheses.

205. A particular type of task including independent decisions and sequential
observations is failure detection (FD) which has been extensively studied and modelled by Gai
and Curry (1976), Kleinman and Curry (1977). Stein and Wewerinke (1983), and Wewerinke
(1983). FD tasks involve observing a dynamic process (which can include stochastic and
deterministic components) for the potential occurrence of an abnormal event (e.g., a failure),
where an event is defined as a change in the statistics of the displayed process. This change
may be constituted for example by changes in mean, standard deviation, dynamic properties,
and other characteristics. Performance measures of FD tasks can include speed and accuracy
data with related tradeoffs. The detection time denotes the interval between occurrence and
detection of a system failure. The accuracy of detecting failures is described by false alarm
and miss probabilities. Optimally detecting events or failures with a given accuracy requires
sequential observations, i.e.. the number of subsequent observations used as input
information for making decisions is not fixed, but greater than one. Thus, detecting a failure
by observing a displayed dynamic process is a nonstationary binary task that includes testing a
pair of hypotheses.

Product and Purmose

206. Based on the information structure of the optimal control model (OCM), three
somewhat similr- models of monitonng and decision making have been developed:

(1) Monitoring and Decision Making Model of Levison (197 1).

(2) Failure Detection Model of Gai and Curry (1976).

(3) Experimental Paradigm and Control Theory Models of Stein and
Wewerinke (1983).
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WO t)

Fig. 3.6 Control theory model of monitoring and decision making
(Stein. Wewerinke, 1983).

207. According to Baron (1984). the first use of the OCM information processing
structure in modelling monitoring and decision making was by Levison and Tanner (1971).
They studied the problem of how well subjects could dettrnine whether a signal embedded in
added noise was within specified tolernces. It is assumed that the operator perceives a noisy,
delayed version of the displayed processes. The perceived data are then processed, via an
optimal estimator-predictor combination, to generate (1) a maximum variance estimate of the
system state vector and (2) the covanance of the error in that estimate. This estimator-
predictor yield is a sufrocient statisuc for testing hypotheses about the state of the system. The
model assumes that the operator is an optimal decisin-maker in the sense of maximising
expected uldity. This strategy is then applied to the problem of deciding whether or not .
signal corrupted by noise, is within certain prescribed tolerances. For equal penalties on
missed detections and false alarms, this rule reduces to one of minimising te expected
decision error. The resulting decision rule is that of a Baycstan decision maker using a
likelihood ratio test. Expenimental results have been compared with model predictions for the
following task situations" (I monitoring a single displayed process, (2) monitoring two
processes and (3) concurrent manual control and monitoring tasks. Using fixed values for
model parameters. model predictions of single-task and two-task decision performance are
within an accuracy of 10 per cent

208. Based on the OCM informanon processing structure, a failure detection model has
been developed by Ga, and Curry (1976). They have tested the model in a simple laboratory
task and in an experiment simulating pilot monitoring of an automatic approach. In both
cases, step or ramp failures were added to an observed signal at a random time to simulate a
failure. This produced a non-zero mean value for the signal and for the residual; failure
detection consisted of testing an hypothesis concerning the mean of the distribution of the
residuals. Sequentiai analysis %as used to perform the hypothesis test. By summing the
residuals, a likelihood ratio can be calculated and used to arrive at the decision. Gai aald
Curry (1976) modified classical sequential analysis to account for the fact that a failure
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detection problem is characterised by a transition from one mode of operation to another at a
random time. whereas the classical analysis is based on the assumption that the same mode of
opertion exists during the entire observation interval. They rported good agreement between
predicted and observed detection times for both the simple and more realistic situations. In
later experiments, the model was used in a multi-instrument monitoring task and accounted for
attention sharing and cross-checking of instruments to confirm a failure. A significant result
of the experiments was that the property of integration of the residuals appeared to be
confirmed for both step and ramp type failures.

209. A laboratory paradigm (Figure 3-5) has been developed by Stein and Wewerinke
(1983) as an experimental basis for model-oriented research on various types of monitoring
and decision making tasks including eye-movement studies. The coresponding model shown
in Figure 3.6. derived from the OCM information processing structure (Baron. 1984), has
been developed by Wewerinke (1976, 1983). Thus a highly integrative model of human
monitoring and decision making performance is available. By using different decision rules
the model can be adapted to different types of tasks:

(1) In the case of independent decisions based on non-sequential
observations (e.g.. tolerance-band monitoring tasks, TBM). an
optimal Bayesian decision rule is involved in the model
(Wewerinke. 1976).

(2) in the case of independent decisions based on sequential
observations (e.g., failure detection tasks. FD), a sequential
decision rule based on a generalised likelihood ratio test is
involved in the model (Wewerinke, 1983).
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Fig. 3.7 Decision error Pe vs bandwidth % as function of observation noise ratio Pyi"

210. An overview of the results of tolerance-band monitoring is given in Figure 3.7
(Stein, Wewerinke, 1983). The correspondence of data and model is high. Human time delay
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is assumed to be constant at 0.2 sec. Considering a given task situation with a constant
process bandwidth, monitoring performance in terms of the decision error is very sensitive to
the observation noise ratio or fraction of human attention devoted to the displayed process; the
observation noise ratio increases, when attention is devoted to several processes. The
decision error represents the c-amulated time fractions e. false alarm and missed tolerance-band
exceedance. The decision error increases monotonically with bandwidth; the increase begins
linearly and tw comes progressively nonlinear as a function of both bandwidth and observation
noise.

211. An overview of the results of failure de, .a is given in Figure 3.8 (Stein,
Wewerinke, 1983). Thes r,:sulzs are restricted to situatoa. with ramp failures. The accuracy
of failure detection in terms of false alarm probability is assumed to be constant ;,t a level of
0.05. The detection tita. increases with observation noise ratio, e.g., when human attention is
devoted to several displayed processes. Compared with tolerance-band monitoring, process
bendwidth is a factor of minor influence. The predictor potion of the model may be dropped,
if human time delay (e.g.. 0.2 sec) is small in comparison with detection time.
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Fig. 3.8 Deection time Td vs bandwidth % as function of observation noise ratio Pyi.

212. According to Baron and Levison (discussed by Rouse, 1980). the following
general display design issues can be addressed using the optimal control model and its
derivations:

(1) Is status information acceptabl:?

(2) Will additional information degrade performance due to
interference andor high workload?
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(3) Do the advantages of display integration outweigh the improved
scaling possible with separate displays?

(4) Does command information integrate status effectively and, if not,
how should it be done?

(5) What performance and workload levels can be achieved with a
perfectly integrated and scaled display?

(6) Will qLickening, prediction, or preview displays improve

performance?

(7) What format should such displays have?

aocedures for Use

213. The application of monitoring and decision making models to the design and
evaluation of display arrays and man-machine interfaces can be illustrated in the following
way. Given the mrathematical equations fur the vehicle and process dynamics, the statistical
properties of disturbance, and the performance tolerances of each display, the model user is
enabled to calculate the fraction of time that the human operator will spend looking at each
display, as well as likely transitions among displays. Thus, the model user can determine
valuable indices of human opcrator behaviour. For example, displays that require a relatively
large time fraction of looking should be placed near each other, or perhaps be integrated into a
single display.

Advantages

214. The advantage of design and evaluation approa:hes based on the optimal control
model and its derivatives stems from (I) the model structure composed of modules for
separate human functions (e.g. visual perception, central processing, motor response), (2) the
flexible information structure suited for multivariable, multiple process and/or multitask
situations (3) the unique performance/workload or performance/am'-ntion metric. (4) the
comparably high level of model validation, and (5) the underlying normative modelling
,rspective. The OCM-based approaches are highly developed and seem to be very attractive.

Limjtaxon

215. Model applications are restcted to tasks involving the factors mentioned in the
summary description above (e.g.. number, amplitudes, and bandwidths of displayed
proce,.ses, etc.).

Application Examples

216. Design and evaluz.:ion studies including the optimal control model and its
,,.rivatives have been reported by Baron (1984). Curry. Kleinman, and Hoffman (1977),
Moray (1986), and Rouse (1980).

217. Detailed information for understanding and using the monitoring and decision
making models is available in the references and the related software documentation.
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218. Several needs can be identified, e.g., looking for broader scientific connections
between decision making and supervisory control models (see Chapter 4), developing an
integration of sampling and decision making approaches, and making model applications more
user-friendly.
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3.3.3 Auditory Threshold Model

Summary Description

219. This model was developed to predict the hearing threshold in different noise
spectra, to permit the design of audio displays (e.g., sonar), audio warning systems and direct
voice output (DVO) systems. It is based on work on the human auditory filter, and is a
mathematical expression for calculating hearing thresholds across the frequency spectrum of a
given noise environment.

tlistoa and Source

220. The model is based on a series of experiments conducted to determine the shape of
the auditory filter as shown in the references. Patterson argued that, because the rise/fall times
of the human auditory systcms are short with respect to the duration of speech sounds or
signals, and because the relative phase of the spectral components has essentially no effect on
masking levels, the auditory thrcshold in noise can be predicted using a model in which the
stimuli are represented by their long-term power spectra and the auditory system is represented
by an auditory filter. RAE Farnborough sponsored a joint project with Patterson to develop
and evaluate the mcdel (Rood. 1984).

Product and Purpose

221. The model provides estimates of the auditory threshold (dB against frequency),
from measurements or predictions of the acoustic noise spectrum at the ear of the listener. The
estimates of hearing thresholds can then be used to design auditory displays, by adding 15 dB
to the threshold at the signal frequencies.

When Used

222. The model can be used during the development of auditory display systems,
hearing protection systems, or the development and evaluation of vehicles and other systems
which expose the operators/maintainers to a noise environment which is likely to interfere with
communication of one form or another.

Procedures for Us

223. The model is a mathematical formula which has been implemented on a computer
at RAE Farnborough. The model requires the characteristics of the noise spectrum as input;
other constants have been derived to repremsnt the average listener.

Ad~tges

224. The model permits the development of auditory displays without the necessity of
long and expensive trials to determine heanng thresholds in operational conditions.

225. Rood (1984) reports that. in helicopters, at the lowest frequencies, the predicted
values of the model are consisteniy abve the measured data. It was concluded that when the
dominant component is lo% frequency rotor noise, the subject listens for the signal in the
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throughs between the peak of the masking wave.

226. Patterson has noted that the mathematical expression of the model is applicable to
noise levels of up to 95 dB. Above that level the auditory filter broadens, and corrections
must be included.

AQplication Examples

227. Rood (1984) reports an experimental evaluation of the model in which predictions
of thresholds based on model parameters derived from the literature were compared with
hearing thresholds of ten listeners exposed to simulated noise of Chinook, Sea King and Lynx
helicopters. The comparison resulted in a correlation coefficient of 0.990, and a standard error
of the estimate of 2.43 dB.

228. The model has been implemented on a Hewlett-Packard Series 300 Microcomputer
in BASIC. The frequency characteristics of the noise are determined on a Bruel and Kjaer
type 203 1/033 Fast Fourier Transform Analyzer. The data are transferred to the computcr via
the IEC/IEEE interface by a call routine in the computer programme.
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Etiur.Need

229. Rood (1984) reports that the model will be developed to deal with the detection of
signals in low frequency noise, when the listener hears the signal in the wave between noise
peaks. No indication is given that the model might be extended to deal with noise levels above
95 dB. Since that h",el represents the threshold of hazard to hearing for an 8 hour exposure,
however, L ere m'y be comparatively little use for such a model.
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3.3.4 Mick-Hyman Law of Choice Reaction Tne

Sumnary Des tn

230. The Hick-Hyman law provides a powerful tool for predicting information
processing latency of operators confronted with a set of possible events that may occur. The
flick-Hyman law has important implications for system design because the information
content of a set of events (warning lights, messages, and so forth) may be defined as
important variables that increase the uncertainty of a message set to be responded to. Anything
that increases this information content (i.e., increasing the number of possible messages, or
varying their relative frequency) can be expected to increase mental workload, increase the
chance of errors, and slow the processing time.

History and Source

23. Hick's own experiments used as a display 10 pea-lamps arranged in a somewhat
irregular circle. The subject reacted by pressing one of 10 keys on which his fingers rested.
The frequencies of the various signals for any given degree of choice were carefully balanced
and presented in an irregular order so as to ensure as far as possible that the subject shouid not
be able to predict what signal was coming next.

Product and puroe

232. This law which relates choice reaction time to the number of choices has been used
as the basis for modelling discrete control selection time. In general, reaction time (RT)
increases whenever the number of possible stimuli and responses that are appropriate for some
situation increases. Simple RT. involving only one stimulus-response pair, is the shortest. In
fact, the relation between reaction time and the degree of choice follows a fairly predictable
mathematical law known as the lhick-Ilyman law (Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953). The formal
expression of the law is

RT = a + b log 2N (1)

where N is the number of possible equi-likely stimulus-response pairings that could occur in a
given context. Because log 2N is formally equivalent to the information content of a stimulus
in bits. the Hick-Hyman law may be rewntten as

RT = a + b Hs  (2)

where Hs is the information content of the stimulus. In Hick's study the stimuli were 1-10
lights arranged in a near circular display, and the responses were the depression of keys
located under the fingers. The value of intercept a was 152 msec and slope b was 11 msec
(Keel, 1986). Independently of Hick. Hyman (1953) applied the same formula to data from
situations involving one to eight lights assigned verbal responses. Averaged over four
subjects, the value of a was 179 msec, and the value of b was 174 msec.
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Figure 3.9 Hick-ltyman law: reaction time RT as a function of the number of
alternatives N or stimulus information H. = log2 N

233. Choice reaction time is affected by the expectancy of the occurring events. A major
source of expectancy results from the probability or frequency with which events occur.
Probability can also be represented in an informational context because the information
conveyed by an event whose probability is p is equal to log 2 (lip). The average informatior
conveyed by a series of events with differing probability is simply the weighted average of the
individual events' information values. That is,

HAV = Pi 1092 O /pi ) (3)

The Hick-Hyman law has been generalised to estimate mean RT across all events within a set
of unequal probabilities. The RT to individual events must be weighted by the probabilities of
the events, and the resulting equation is

N
RT=a+b Pi1log2 /pi (4)

where N is the number of possible events and Pi is the probability of an individual event.

234. Choice reaction time 1% affected by several other factors. The physical relationship
or compatibility between a set of stimuli and a set of responses can have a profound influence
on the speed of response Certain compatibility relations are spatially defined. For example,
stimuli that are to the right should be responded to with response devices that are also located
to the right, and with a nghtward movement or clockwise rotation of those devices.
Furthermore, physical array% of stimuli in a certain orientation should preserve the same
onentation for their corresponding responses. Where possible, the response made to a
stimulus should be physically close to the stimulus itself. Again, large numbers of alternatives
increase RT, and stimulus-response (S-R) compatibility decreases RTI the compatibility effect
can abolish the effect of number of alternatives. Practice on RT always decreases RT;
however, number of alternatives and S-R compatibility interact with practice. That is, RT
decreases die most with great incompatibility and a large number of alternatives.
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235. During the design and layout of control/display panels for which minimum
operator response time is an important criterion.

Procedures for Use

236. Procedures and data are given in the standard literature (Boff et al., 1986. Boff,
Lincoln. 1988).

Advantagr
237. The usefulness of information theory in describing human information processing

in reaction time is demonstrated because the Hick-Hyman law is found to apply just as wcll
when information is manipulated by probability and context as when it is manipulated by the
number of possible stimulus-response pairs (Hyman,1953. Fitts, Peterson, 1964).

238. Several limitations of the Hick-Hyman law have been found (Boff, Lincoln,
1988):

(1) When conditions are not ideal, then RT is more accurately a
function of the amount of transmitted information, rather than the
number of alternative stimulus-response pairs.

(2) High stimulus-response compatibility can decrease effect of
increasing alternatives.

(3) RT results depend on dzscriminability of alternatives; RI' increases
as alternatives betcone more similar.

(4) Mapping multiple stimuli to one response affects RT. For example,
RT for four colours (or forms) mapped to two keys (500 msec) is
shorter than four colours (or forms) mapped to four keys (572
msec). but is longer than RT for two colours (or forms) mapped to
two keys (384 msec).

(5) Choice RT is also affected by stimulus intensity, duration, and
probability, as well as by many other factors.

(6) Motor responses to lights occurring with unequal probability
yielded shorter RTs overall and less effect of differential
probability than for the vocal responses used in this experiment.

APlication Examle

239. Applications are surveyed by Bolt and Lincoln (1988).
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240. See Boff andl Lincoln (1988) and the references them.
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3.3.5 Fitts' Law: Movement Index of Difficulty

S;unmaay Description

242. The use of Fitts' law for predicting and quantifying operator performance with
different control devices has been mentioned by many authors. The law has also been used as
a model for predicting reach times to controls in different locations in the work space. The
model predicts movement time directly, and deals with accuracy implicitly through the
definition of target width W. It has been shown that the basic relationship is valio even when
speed of movement is manipulated, as long as effective target width is calculated using the
Crossmann correction (Welford. 1968). In most applications, however, the target size is
predefined and movement time is the dependent variable.

ttisto y and Source

243. The law of movement time has been formulated by Fitts (1954) and seems to
describe a basic relationship of human motor processes.

Productn Puro

244. This empirically derived la%% predicts the time required to make a speeded, simple
positional movement given the ditance to be moved and the accuracy constraints to the
movement. The following description is mainly based on Boff and Lincoln (1988). For
movements in which visual feedback is used (e.g.. reaching for an object), movement time
W. which is the interval bcteen initiation of movement and contact with the target (Figure

3. 10). is directly related to distance and inverciy related to target width (including permissible
error tolerance). As Figure 3.11 shows, NiT increases with the logarithm of distance (or
amplitude) of the movement when target width (accuracy) is fixed, and decreas-.s with the

w

Stan Trget

x xi x2

I I
I i

D

Fig. 3. 10 Movement of a uer's hand from a starting point over a distance D to a target
area width W (Card et al., 1983).
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logarithm of target width when distance is fixed. Distance and width are compensatory (i.e.,
doubling of distance and width produces little change in MT). Fits' law, which can be used to
estimate movement time for movements where accuracy is required, can be stated:

MT = a + b log2 (2DW) = A + biD (1)

where a and b are empirically derived constants, D is distance of mov. -t, and W is target
width. The constants a and b, representing the intercept and slope of th." ir function, vary
over tasks, targets, and subjects. The term log 2 (2D/W) is sometimes exprt.,sed as the index
of difficulty ID measured in bits.

245. Fitts' law has to be modified for very short distances. For movement over
di-tances so short that visual feedback cannot be utilised, MT decreases as target size
increases, but the function relating MT to log target diameter becomes less linear as movement
becomes shorter. This failure of Fitts' law for short movements suggests that short movements
are preplanned and that planning for complex movements takes longer. Fitts' law fails for
very fast movements that require greater starting and stopping and that do not allow aim
correction by visual feedback- this increase in force leads to a decrease in accuracy, which is
determined by variability in the preprogrammed muscular impulses. The accuracy of briefer
movements is dependent on the speed of movement, (D/MT). and can be described by a
variant of Fitts' law. called Schmidt's law:

We = a + b (D/MT) (2)

where a and b are constants. D is movement distance, and NIT is movement time. The result
of the computation. We . is the standard deviation of endpoint dispersion and is known as the
effective target width. Schmidt's law provides a good description of accuracy for movements
lasting from 140-200 msec over distances of up to 30 cm.

0

.m5
o I ' I ' ' I

0 4 I 3I

kele edDmdty I. 20D.W)

Fig. 3.11 Movement time for finger, wrist, and arm as

a function of is.clx of difficulty (Boff et al.,1986).
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246. A variant of Fitts' law was developed by Welford (1968),

MT = IM log 2 (D/W + 0.5), (3)

giving a better description of low movement time values than Fitts' basic equation. A value of
IM based on several experiments is set to 100 50 -1201 msec/bit (Card et al., 1983).

WhnUsed
247. Fits' law may be used in the design or evaluation of controls and displays for

discrete movements such as target acquisition, computer menu selection, etc.

Procedures for Use

248. Applying Fitts' law. movement distance D and target width W are required input
parameters. The constants a and b are assumed to be relatively invariant. In each situation the
parameters should be checked empirically if the application is to other than simple positional
movements of a finger or stylus. In the form shown, the dependent variables is movement
time. As discussed above, however, the model could also be used to predict movement
accuracy as a function of speed.

SAdvam=t

249. Fitts' law is potentially applicable to any task or subtask in which the layout of
positions on a work place is relevant to the design variables under study and where movement
time will be a significant proportion of the total time involved in a particular task. The
usefulness of the law in the field of human-computer interaction has been demonstrated by
Card. Moran, and Newell (1983), since it is the scientific basis for the Keystroke Model and
the Model Hunan Processor.

250. Fitts' law is applicable to a wide range of tasks where precise movements are
required, but does not apply to movements too brief to permit visual feedback, does not relate
MT to reaction time, and offers no description of how visual feedback is used. Further
limitations am:

(I) Each application is unique and should be subject to verification,
particularly where time-critical performance is required.

(2) When two hands must perform different tasks, MT for the hand
performing the easier task (smaller ID) cannot be described by
Fits' law because the harder task (larger ID) determines MT for
both hands.

(3) For movements under water. the distance component has a greater
effect on MT than does the target width.
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Application Examples

251. The Fitts' law methodology has been applied in a large variety of settings, ranging
from the control of hand movements under microscopic magnification to positioning of a light
spot directed by head movements for a photocell-operated typewriter for paraplegics. There is
even some indication that the basic equation is applicable to foot movements, but with different
parameter values. It also has been shown to work for positioning pegs into holes and when
significant weight is attached to the hand. To a first approximation, it will work for fore-aft
movements as well as side-to-side movements, although most available data were obtained for
the latter case. It does not predict accurately when the ratio of movement distance to target size
is less than about 2 or 1.

Technical Dils

252. The formulation of Fitts* law is influenced by information theoretic principles.
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3.3.6 GOMS Model Methodology fg[ Human-Computer Interaction

Summar Description

254. The GOMS approach (GOMS: goals, operators, methods, and selection rules),
developed by Card, Moran, and Newell (1983), is a description, or model, of the knowledge
that a user of a computer system must have in order to carry out tasks on a device or system; it
is a representation of the "how to do it" knowledge that is required by a system in order to get
the intended tasks accomplished. Describing the goals, operators, methods, and selection
rules for a set of tasks in a relatively formal way is the goal of doing a GOMS task analysis.
The person who is performing such an analysis is referred to as the analyst. Once the GOMS
model has been developed, predictions of learning and performance can be obtained as
described below. A GOMS description is also a way to characterise a set of design decisions
from the point of view of the user, which can make it useful during, as well as after, design.
It is also a description of what the user must learn, and so could act as a basis for training and
reference documentation. The text of this model summary is based on Kieras (1988).

History and Source

255. The GOMS model notation developed by Card, Moran, and Newell (1983) can be
considered as a basis for constructing an explicit model of a computer user's procedural
knowledge required by a particular system design. But according to Kieras (1988), there exist
several problems in using a cognitive model of a computer user as a design tool. Two critical
problems are (1) the difficulty of constructing production rule simulation models; and (2) the
difficulty of doing, in a standardised and reliable way, the detailed task analysis required to
construct the representation of the procedural knowledge that the user must have in order to
operate the system.

256. Primarily for teaching purposes in the field of user interface design and analysis, a
guide to GOMS task analysis has been developed by D.E. Kieras (Computer Science
Department, University of Michigan. Ann Arbor). The guide defines a language called
Natural GOMS Language (NGOMSL) for expressing GOMS models, which has a direct
relationship to the underlying production rule models and so supports quantitative predictions
and is relatively easy to read and wnte without knowledge of the production rule models. The
guide also includes a procedure for constructing a GOMS model using top-down breadth-first
expansion of methods, which seems to be intuitively easier than trying to describe goal
structures directly, the approach usually taken in cognitive psychology and by Card, Moran,
and Newell (1983).

Product and Punpse

257. NGOMSL is an attempt to define a language that will allow GOMS models to be
written down with a high degree of precision, but without the syntactic burden of ordinary
formal languages, and that is also easy to read rather than cryptic and abbreviated:

(I) A goal is something that the user tries to accomplish. The analyst
attempts to identify and represent the goals that typical users will
%ave. A set of goals usually will have a hierarchical arrangement
in which accomplishing a goal may require first accomplishing
one or more subgoals. A goal description is an action-object pair
in the form: <verb noun>, such as "delete word". The verb can
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be complicated if necessary to distinguish between methods. Any
parameters or modifiers, such as where a to-be-deleted word is
located, are represented in the task description.

(2) Operators are actions that the use.- ex-cutes. ']'here is an important
difference between goals and operators. Both take an action-
object form, such as the goal of revise-document and the operator
of press-key. But in a GOMS model, a goal is something to be
accomplished, while an operator is just executed. The observable
actions through which the user exchanges information with the
system or other objects in the environment are the external
operators. These include perceptual operators, which read text
from a screen, scan the screen to locate the cursor and so forth,
and motor operators, such as pressing a key, or moving a mouse.
External operators also include interactions with other objects in
the environment, such as turning a page in a marked-up
manuscript, or finding the next markup on the manuscript. The
internal actions performed by the user are the mental operator;
they are non-observed and hypothetical, inferred by the theorist
or analyst. In the notation system presented here, sonic mental
operators are built in; these primitive operators correspond to the
basic mechanisms of the cognitive processor and are based on
production rule models.

(3) A method is a sequence of steps that accomplishes a goal. A step
in a method typically consists of an external operator, such a
pressing a key. or a set of mental operators involved with setting
up and accomplishing a subgoal. Much of the work in analysing
a user interface consists of specifying the actual steps that users
carry out in order to accomplish goals, so describing the methods
is the focus of the task analysis.

(4) The purpose of a selection rule is to route control to the
appropriate method to accomplish the goal. The general goal
sh6uld be decomposed into a set of specific goals, one for each
method, and a set of mutually exclusive conditions should be
described that specify which method should be used in that
context. It is assumed that selection rules come in sets. A set of
selection rules is associated with a general goal, and consists of
several If-Then rules which choose the specific goal to be
accomplished. The relationship with the underlying production
rule models is very direct.

258. Based on the GOMS approach, a task description describes a generic task in terms
of the goal to be accomplished, the situation information required to specify the goal, and the
auxiliary information required to accomplish the goal that might be involved in bypassing
descriptions of complex processes. A task instance is a description of a specific task,
containing specific values for all of the information in a task description.
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259. In performing a GOMS task anal-sis, the analyst is repeatedly making decisions
about how users view the task in terms of their natwral goals and how they decompose the task
into subtasks, and what the natural steps are in the user's methods. Once the GOMS model
analysis is completed, either for an existing system or one under design, it can be used to
estimate the quality of the design. As in any evaluation technique, the measures of design
quality are easiest to use if there are at least two systems being compared. Several overall
checks can be done that make use of qualitative properties of the GOMS model:

(1) Naturalness of the design - Are the goals and subgoals ones that
would make sense to a new user of the system, or will the user
have to learn a new way of thinking about the task in order to have
the goals make sense?

(2) Completeness of the design - Check that there is a method for each
goal and subgoal.

(3) Cleanliness of the design - If there is more than one method for
accomplishing a goal, is there a clear and easily stated selection
rule for choosing the appropriate method? If not, then some of
thesc methods are probably unnecessary.

(4) Consistency of the design - By consistency is meant method
consistency. Check to see that similar goals are accomplished by
similar methods.

(5) Efficiency of the design - The most important and frequent goals
should be accomplished by relatively short and fast-executing
methods.

Procedures for Use

260. Constructing a GOMS model for a system that already exists is the easiest case for
the analyst because much of the information needed for the GOMS analysis can be obtained
from the system itself, its documentation, its designers, and the present users. The user's
goals can be determined by con.sidenng the actual and intended use of the system; the methods
are determined by what actual steps have to be carried out. The analyst's main problem will be
to determine whether what users actually do is what the designers intended them to do, and
then go on to decide what the users' actual goals and methods are.

261. The GOMS model method description is supposed to be a complete description of
the procedural knowledge that the user has to know in order to perform tasks using the
system. If the methods have been tested for completeness and accuracy, the procedural
documentation can be checked against the methods in the GOMS model.

262. Many cognitive processes are too difficult to analyse in a practical context.
Examples of such processes are reading, problem-solving, figuring out the best wording for a
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sentence, finding a bug in a computer programme, and so forth. Sometimes it is better to
bypass the analysis of a complex process by simply representing it with a "dummy" or"placeholder" operator. In this way the analyst does not lose sight of the presence of the
process, and can determine many things about what influence it might have on the user's
performance with a design.

263. The range of tasks that real systems can be used for is usually very large, and there
is practically an infinite number of specific task instances that could be defined. In order to
carry out a task analysis, it is usually necessary, for practical reasons, to limit consideration to
a subset of the possibilities. This choice of what tasks to analyse has to be made intuitively
and informally, but clearly, the tasks should span the major methods and facilities in the
system; be high-frequency (often performed) tasks; and be important to be performed quickly
and accurately. The essence of the simulation idea is simply to describe a GOMS model for
the user's knowledge in a form that is actually executable, so that running the model can verify
its completeness and correctness. In the Kieras and Polson work, these models were
constructed using the production rule formalism, primarily because this is a standard and
current theoretical idea for the representation of procedural knowledge. However, experience
in the work suggests that writing production rules is a technically difficult task, analogous in
many ways to programming in assembler language.

264. The time to learn a set of methods is basically determined by the length of the
methods in terms of the number of NGOMSL statements. There may be little relationship
between the number of statements that have to be learned and the number of statements that
have to be executed. The situation is exactly analogous to an ordinary computer programme.
Execution time may be unrelated to programme length. A GOMS model can predict learning
and execution times most plausibly if the operators used in the model are the lowest-level,"standard" primitives, such as pressing a key, which it is reasonable to assume that the learner
already knows. Thus. the time to learn a method depends only on how long it takes to learn
the content and sequence of steps in the method. In contrast, if the GOMS model is written
just at the level of high-level operators that the user has to learn how to perform, then a
learning time estimate will have little credibility because the learning times for the operators
will be relatively large and unknown. A similar argument applies to execution times. In a
method written with high-level operators, the operators will have grossly different, unknown,
and relatively long execution times. In contrast, the standard primitive external operators and
the relatively simple mental operators such as looking at a manuscript, have relatively small,
constant, and known execution times.
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265. What is needed is a higher-level language for describing GOMS models, at the
level that designers and specialists in human-computer interaction would normally think about
the user's task. Less is known about the relationship between GOMS models and mental
workload than for the learning and execution times, so these suggestions are rather
speculative. One aspect of mental workload is the user's having to keep track of where he or
she is in the mental progranime of the method hierarchy. Another aspect of mental workload is
working memory load: quantifying this requires making working memory use in the methods
explicit.
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3.3.7 Keystroke-Level Model of Task Execution Time

Summary Descripion

266. The Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) describes the time it takes an experienced user
to perform a task with a given method on an interactive computer system. The model appears
to be simple enough, accurate enough, and flexible enough to be applied to practical design
and evaluation situations. This model summary is based on Card et al. (1980) and Boff and
Lincoln (1088).

History and Souce

267. The Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) has been developed by Card, Moran, and
Newell (1980. 1983) at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. The keystroke model is closely
related to the GOMS Model Methodology and the Model Human Processor (MHP), which
have been developed by the same authors (summarised in this chapter).

Product and Purose

268. The prediction problem addressed by the keystroke model is as follows:

Given: A task (possibly involving several subtasks); the command
language of a system; the motor skiii parameters of the user,
the response time parameters of the system; the method used
for the task.

Predict: The time an expert user will take to execute the task usiig
the system, providing he uses the method without error.

269. Given a large task, such as editing a large document, a user will break it into a
series of small, cognitively manageable, quasi-independent task, which are called unit tasks.
The task and the interactive system influence the structure of these unit tasks, but unit tasks
appear to owe their existence primarily to the memory limits on human cognition. The
importance of unit tasks for analysis is that they permit the time to do a large task to be
decomposed into the sum of the times to do its constituent unit tasks. For the purpose here, a
unit task has two parts: (I) acquisition of the task and (2) execution of the task acquired.
During acquisition the user builds a menmal representation of the task, and during execution the
user calls on the system facilities to accomplish the task. The total time to do a unit task is the
sum of the time for these two pans:

Ttask = Tquire + Texecute (1)

270. The acquisition time for a unit task depends on te characteristics of the larger task
situation in which it occurs. In a manu.cript interpretation situation, in which unit tasks are
read from a marked-up page or from written instructions, it takes about 2 to 3 seconds to
acquire each unit task. In a routine design situation, in which unit tasks are generated in the
user's mind, it takes about 5 to 30 seconds to acquire each unit task. In a creative composition
situation, it can take even longer. The execution of a unit task involves calling the appropriate
system commands. This rarely takes over 20 seconds (assuming the system has a reasonably
efficient command syntax). If a task requires a longer execution time, the user will likely break
it into smaller unit tasks.
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271. A method is a sequence of system comnands for executing a unit task huat forms a
well-integrated segment of a user's behaviour. It is characteristic of an expert user that he
encounters and that he can quickly (in about a second) choose the appropriate method in any
instance. This is what makes expeT user behaviour routine, as opposed to novice user
behaviour, which is distinctly nonroutine.

272. Methods can be specified 3t several levels. A user actually knows a method at all
its levels, from a general system-independent functional specification, down through the
commands in the language of the computer system, to the keystrokes and device manipulations
that actually communicate the method to the system. Models can deal with methods defined at
any of these levels. The keystroke model adopts one specific level - the keys~roke level - to
forrnalise the notion of a method. leaving all the other levels to be treated informally.

Table 3.1 Description of the Operators in the Keystroke Model

QPEAIO DESCRIPTION MESE

K Press key or button (includes shift or control keys).
Time varies with skill:

Best typist 0 35 WPM) 0.08
Average typist (55 wpm) 0.20
Typing complex codes 0.75
Worst typist 1.20

P Poin: with mouse to target on diplay 1.0

(fb0.!-w!; Fitt's La%. range O.K- 1.5 sec.)

H Home-handb-on keyboard (or other device) 0.40

D(nd. 1d ) Draw nd straight-line segments of total length 0.9 nd + 0.61d

ldcm (assumes drawing straight lines with a mouse)

M Mentally prepare 1.35

R(t)ons b% the system (only if it causes the user to wait) t

273. The keystroke model estimates the time required for an expert user to accomplish a
given task using a computer system. Task execution time is described in terms of four
physical-motor operators (K. P. It. and D). one mental operator (M), and one system
response operator (R), which are de.cnbed in Table 3.1. An encoding method is given for
specifying the series of operators in a task pnor to applying the equation:

Texecute = TK + Tp + Tii + TD + Tt + TR  (2)
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The keystroke model had been validated against eleven systems.

WeUsed
274. The keystroke model was evaluated by comparing calculated and observed

execution times in ten systems using 14 tasks, 28 operators, 1280 user-system-task
interactions. The systems included three text editors, three graphics systems, and four
executive subsystems (Card et al.. 1980, 1983). Model uses include (1) calculating
benchmarks for systems; (2) parameuic analysis, where predictions are expressed as functions
of task variables; and (3) sensitivity analysis, where changes in the predictions are examined
as a function of changes in task or model parameters.

Procedures for U

275. Given a task (involving a sequence of subtasks, the command language of a
system, the motor skill parameters of the user. the response time parameters of the system,
and the method used for the task), the keystroke model will predict the time an expert user will
take to execute the task. An example application is a text-editing task of replacing a five-letter
word with another five-letter word. one line bclow the previous modification. Using typical
keystroke operator times and assuming an average syping speed (TK = 0.2 sec) gives these
results:

System A: TexCcute = .%T + 8TK + 2TH + Tp = 6.1 sec (3)

System B: Texecute = 4T M1 + I.S K = 8.4 sec (4)

Adv~anmW

276. The keystroke model can be viecd as a system design tool. It is quick and easy
to use, is analytical. and does not require Speci.lhscd psychological knowledge.

277. The Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) has several restrictions:

(1) The model applhe, to the behaviour of experienced users, who
have Ioer variabilty. No metrics are available for low or
moderately expenenced operators.

(2) The model assumes error-free performance.

(3) Proper task analysis and encoding are prerequisites.

(4) Tasks that require acquisition time (to perceive, read, or interpret
displayed information) are not covered directly by the keystroke
model.
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(5) With highly repetitive tasks, users reduce their mental time below
the model's predictions.

(6) The model does not apply to tasks that emphasise mental
operations (e.g., composing text).

278. These restrictions are important and must be carefully considered when using the
model. Yet the model seems to represent an appropriate idealisation of this aspect of
performance and is a flexible tool allowing the s~stem designer to deal systematically with this
aspect of behaviour. The Keystroke-!evel Model predicts only one aspect of the total user-
computer interaction, namely, the time to perform a task. But there are many o.her important
aspects of performance, there are nonexpert users, and there are nonroutine tasks. All of these
must be considered by the system designer. Scientific models do not eliminate the design
problem, but only help the designer control the clifferent aspects.

Aodlicadion ExamplesI

279. Example applications have provided evidence for the keystroke model in n wide
range of user-computer interactions. Given the method used, the time required for experts to
perform a unit task can be predicted to within about 20 percent by a linear function of a small
set of operators. This result is powerful in permitting prediction without having to do any
measurements of the actual situation and in expressing the prediction as a simple algebraic
expression. The basic application - to predict a time for a specific situation by writing down a
method and computing the value - has been sufficiently illustrated in the course of an
experiment, where such point predictions were made for 32 different tasks involving 10 highly
diverse systems.

280. There exists a vety broad docmntution of the model and related data (Card et al.,
1963) so that an interactive model implementaice could be developed.

Boff, K.R. & Lincoln. J.E (198). Engneering data compendium: Human perception
and.u~mm(4 Vol.). Wright-Patnerson Air Force Base. OH: Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory.

Card. S.K., English. W.K & Burr. B.J. (1978). Evaluation of mouse, rate-controlled
isomemc joystick, step keys. and text keys for text selection on a CRT. EJwrnic. 21. 601-
613.

Card, S.K.. Moran. T.P & Newell. A. (1980). The keystroke level model for user
performance time with intercti-,e systens. om.mACM. 23. 396-410.

Card. S.K.. Moran, T.P. & Newell. A. (1983). T-yjlogy of hrnan-computer
jfterwtfio. Hillsdale. NJ: L Erlbaum.
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281. It is possible to formulate more complicated and refined models than the
Keystroke-Model by increasing its accuracy or by relaxing some of its serious restrictions
(e.g.. models that predict methods or that predict errors). One of the great virtues of the
keystroke model is that it puts a lower bound on the effectiveness of new proposals. Any new
proposal should do better than the keystroke model to merit serious consideration.
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3.3.8 The Model Human Processor

282. The Model Human Processor (MHP) approach of Card, Moran, and Newell
(1983) allows the system designer to make general predictions mainly about the time it will
take to carry out tasks. The primary means by which it is able to do this is by adopting a
strongly parametrised representation. The model human processor can be described by a set
of memories and processors together with a set of principles of operation. The model human
processor comprises three interacting subsystems: (1) the perceptual system, (2) the motor
system, and (3) the cognitive system, each with its own memories and processors. The
perceptual system consists of sensors and associated buffer memories, the most important
buffer memories being a visual image store and an auditory image store to hold the output of
the sensory system while it is being symbolically coded. The cognitive system receives
symbolicAlly coded information from the sensory image stores in its working memory and
uses previously stored information in long-term memory to make decisions about how to
respond. The motor system carries out the response. As an approximation, the information
processing of the human is described in the model human processor as if there were a separate
processor for each subsystem: a perceptual processor. a cognitive processor, and a motor
proessor. For some tasks (pressing a key in response to a light) the human must behave as a
serial processor. For other tasks (typing. reading. simultaneous translation) integrated, parallel
operation of the three subsystem; is possible in the manner of three pipelined processors: a
typist reads one word with the perceptual pocessor. passing it on to the cognitive processor,
while at the same time typing the p-cvious vord with the help of the motor proccor.

llist and Source

283. The Model Human Processor (MPH) has been develoe1! by S. K. Card, T. P.
Moran, and A. Newell at Xerox Palo Alto Research Cener (PARC,.

Produc and BuMm

284. The model human procesux is illustrated in Figure 3.12. The working memory
consists of activated chunks in the long-term memory. Sensory information flows into the
working memory hrough the perceptual processor. Motor programmes are set in motion
through activation of chunks in the %orking memory The basic principle of operation of the
model human processor is the rccognise-act cycle of the cognitive processor. On each cycle,
tle contents of the working memory activate actions associatively linked to them in the long-
term memory, which in turn modify the contents of the working memory. The memories and
processors of the model human processor are described by a few parameters. The most
important parameters of a memory are

gz. the storage capacity
6. the decay constant
K. the main code type.

285. The most important parameter of a proccssor is t, the cycle time (the time to
process a minimufr, u'nit of informattoni. There is no separate parameter for memory access
time since it is inclucd in the prgccs.cw cycle time.
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Fig. 3.12 Thc model human processor (Card ct al., 1983).

286. Wry shortly after the onset of a visual stimulus. & representation of the stimulus
appears in the visual image store of the model human processor For ani auditory stimulus
there is a corresponding auditory image store. These sensory memories hold information
coded physically, that is. as an unidentified, nonsymbolic analogue to the external stimulus
(Figure 3.12):

KVIs = physical,

veAl S = physical.

287. The perceptual memories of the model human processor are intimately related to
the cognitive working memory as Figure 3.12 depicts schematically. Shortly after a physical
representation of a stimulus appears in one of the perceptual memories, a recognised,
symbolic, acoustically (or visually) coded representation of at least part of the perceptual
memory contents occurs in working memory.

288. As an index of memory decay time, the half-life is used, defined as the time after
which the probability of retreval is less than 50 %. The visual image store has a half-life of
about

VIS = "  (90-1000) msec.
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but the auditory image store decays more slowly,

8AIS = 1500(900-3500) msec,

consistent with the fact that auditory inforri-ation must be interpreted over time. The capacity
of the visual image store is hard to fix precisely, but for rough working purposes may be taken
to be about

g VI$ = 17 (7-17) letters.

289. The capacity of the auditory image store is even more difficult to fix, but would
seem to be around

IAlS = 5 (4.4-6.2) letters.

290. The cycle time t p of the perceptual processor is related to the so-called unit impulse
response (the time response of the visual system to a very brief pulse of light), and its duration
for purposes of the model human processor is taken to be

p = I00 (50-200) msec.

291. As modelled by the model human processor, movement is not continuous, but
consists of a series of discrete micromovements, each requiring about

'Em = 70 (30-100) msec.

which is identified as the cycle time of the motor processor. The feedback loop from action to
perception is sufficiently long (200.500 msec) that rapid behavioural acts such as typing and
speaking must be executed in bursts of preprogrammed motor instructions.

wMenUsed

292. (see Card et al.. 1981: 1983; 1986)

Procedures for U5se

293. (see Card et al.. 1981; 1983; 1986)

294. The advantage of the model human processor approach is that it provides a
common processing architecture within which a whole class of psychological phenomena can
be expressed. One clear advantage of this is that one acquires a common language for
characterising a wide range of behaviourl data that were previously hard to relate to one
another. More importantly, this practice of casting a range of phenomena into a single
architecture provides a set of constraints that set theoretically motivated limits on how such
behaviours can be described. This stands in contrast to the familiar proliferation of
descriptions developed to account for different psychological observations.
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295. One limitation of the MHP approach is that, in order to achieve its degree of
parametrisation, the behaviour that is dealt with must be highly idealised in nature. This is
largely due to the fact that since practically no knowiedge can be operationally defined at this
level of paramen'isation there is no capacity to deal with flexibility of behaviour or errors.

Avplication Examples

296. (see Card et al., 1981; 1983; 1986)

Technical i

297. (see Card et al., 1981; 1983; 1986)
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FuueNeeds

298. According to CAd et al. (1983), there are at least three areas where the description
of the model human processor might be significantly expanded at some cost in simplicity. The
first area is the semantic description of long-term memory. As the study of long-term memory
proceeded, it became evident to psychologists that, to understand human performance, the
semantic organizition of long-term memory would have to be taken into account. They have
not described semantic memory in any depth here. The second area is the description of the
perceptual processor. In the simplified description they have given of perceptual processing,
they have skipped over considerable detail that is appropriate at a more refined level of
analysis. A description based on Fourer analysis could be used to replace various parts of the
model for describing the interactions of visual stimuli with intensity and distance. The third
area is the description of the cognitive processor. They have not said much in detail about the
control structure of the cognitive processor, but it is necessary to consider the processor's
control discipline if interruptability, errors, multiple-tasking, automaticity, and other
phenomena are to be thoroughly understood. A more detailed description of the recognise-act
cycle, and how the characteristics of simple decisions arise from it, might be given in terms of
a set of production rules.
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3.3.9 Ouasilinear Models and McRuer's Law of Manual Control

S=mmar Dription

299. The quasilinear model approach is used to predict closed-loop system response as a
function of the controlled system dynamics and input stimuli. Results are presented in the
frequency domain and estimates of phase and gain margins can be deduced. This class of
models has been shown to be quite accurate in modelling and predicting performance for
compensatory tracking tasks using a single display and controller.

Histor and Source

300. Although Tustin (1947) was the first to suggest that a servomechanism theory
approach could b:! used to model the human operatc: in a manual control task, the most
significant work undertaken in this area has been by McRuer and coworkers at Systems
Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif., USA. This is reflected in the survey publications by
McRuer et al. (1967, 1969, 1974) and McRuer (1980) as well as in numerous studies.

Product and Purose

301. The human controller is complicated to describe quantitatively because of his
enormous versatility as an information processing device. Figure 3.13 shows the general
pathways required to describe human behaviour in an interactive man-machine system wherein
the human operates on visually sensed inputs and communicates with the machine via a
manipulative output. This control system block diagram indicates the minimum number of
human operator processing stages needed to characterise different behavioural features of the
human controller. To describe the components of the fig. - .aart at the far right with the
controlled element; this is the machine being controlled by tat, ,uman. To its left is the actual
interface between the human and the machine - the neuromuscular actuation system, which is
the human's output mechanism. This in itself is a complicated feedback control system
capable of operating as an open-loop or combined open-loop/closed-loop system, although
that level of complication is not explicit in the simple feedback control system shown here.
The neuromuscular system comprises limb. muscle, and manipulator dynamics in the forward
loop and muscle spindle and tendon organ ensembles as feedback elements. All these
elements operate within the human at the level from the spinal cord to the periphery.

302. There are other sensory sources, such as joint receptors and peripheral vision,
which indicate limb output position. These operate through higher centres and are subsumed
in the proprioceptive feedback loop incorporating a block at the perceptual level further to the
left in the diagram. If motion cues were present, these too could be associated in a
proprioceptive-like block. The three other pathways shown at the perceptual level correspond
to three different types of control operations on the visually presented system inputs.
Depending on which pathway is effectively present. the control structure of the man-machine
system can appear to be open-loop, or combination open-loop/closed-loop, or totally closed-
loop with respect to visual stimuli. When the compensatory block is appropriate at the
perceptual level, the human controller acts in response to errors or controlled element output
quantities only. With this pathway operational. continuous closed-loop control is exerted on
the machine so as to minimise system errors in the presence of commands and disturbances.
Compensatory behaviour will be present when the commands and disturbances are random-
appearing and when the only information displayed to the human controller consists of system
errors or machine outputs.
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Figure 3.13 Major human operator pathways in a man-machine system (McRuer, 1980).

303. When the command input can be distinguished from the system output by virtue of
the display (e.g.. signals i and m are shown or detectable as separate entities relative to a
reference) or preview (e.g., as in following a curved pathway), the pursuit pathway joins the
compensatory. This new pathway provides an open-loop control in con unction with the
compensatory closed-loop erro-correcting action. The quality of the oveall control can, in
principle, be much superior to that where compensatory acts alone. An even higher level of
control spssbe When complete familiarity with the controlled element dynamics and the

me9 Pepual fil is achieved, the operator can generate neuromuscular commands which
arm deft, discrte, properl~y timed. sealed, and sequenced so as to result in machine outputs
which are exactly as desired. These neuromuscular commands are selected from a repertoire
of previously learned control movements. They are conditioned responses which may be
triggered by the situation and the command and control quantities, but they are not
continuously dependent on these quantities. This pure open-loop programmed-control-like
behaviour is called precognitive. Like the pursuit pathway, it often appears in company with
the compensatory operations as dual-mode control -- a form where the control exerted is
initiated and largely accomplished by the precognitive action and then may be completed with
compeisatory eor-reducuon operations.

304. A quasilinear or continuous describing function model of the human operator may
be defined as the approximate linear model of a non-linear system which minimises the
remnant. The remnant is de,,ned as the portion of the human operator's control output power
that is not linearly correlated With the System input. Over te years many investigators have
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used this basic approach to develop human operator models. However, the two models most
widely known and accepted are:

L The Five Parameter Quasilinear Model:

NEUROMUSCULAR
HUMAN TIME SERIES ACTUATION
OPERATOR GAIN DELAY EQUALISATION SYSTEM

Yp(jb))= Kp . e-jo, TIjWI 1

TjO4.I TNj w 1 (1)

Yp(jco): human operator describing function
Tiffi: lead/g time constants
TN: neuromuscular time constant

b. The Crossover Model or McRuers Law:

HUMAN CONTROLLED
OPERATOR ELEMENT

Yp(jco) Yc(jo) = e jte (2)
j(0

Yp(jo): human opeaor describing function

YC(jco): controlled element transfer function

C): crossover frequency

C: effective time delay

305. The crossover model or McRuers law of manual control denotes a relationship in
the transfer characteristics of the human operator and the controlled element. The name"crossover" is connected with the model's frequency range of validity. The model assumes
that the operator of a dynamic system tries to achieve low error and system stability by
behaving in a way that makes the operator and the system together respond as a first-order
system in the input bandwidth region. The crossover model describes the product Yp • YC by
a first order system with % time delay. The f nction yields a high gain at low frequencies and a
low gain at high frequencies, so the system has low error and is stable. However, there will
always be some time delay. c. so there will inevitably be a frequency at which phase lag is
greater than 180 deg. According to the crossover model, the operator will maintain a high
open-loop gain so that crossover frequency is just below the frequency of 180 deg phase lag
and a small phase margin is preserved. The equation is called a describing function rather than
a trans;e ,tinction because the human operator is not truly linear, and the model is thus a
quasi-linear r'odel. There is a portion of the human response that is linearly related to system
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input and is accounted for by the describing function, but there are also some nonlinear
components collectively referred to as remnant. The remnant components contribute a
relatively small proportion of the variance in the total response and are added to the output
signal. Remnant sources are (1) variations in operator lags not related to input or system
dynamics, (2) threshold effects in which small changes are disregarded, (3) intermittency of
processing, (4) discrete impulse control, (5) random noise. This is shown in the generalised
msn-machine system structure of Figure 3.14.
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Fig. 3.14 A generalised m-machine system structure (McRuer, 1980).

306. Stability of airc-aft and other control systems can be predicted in the design stage
from this model and knowledge of the transfer function of the system. Workload and
associated problems such as the effects of fatigue and stress can also be predicted. The
models are useful for design of manual control experiments.

Procedures for Use

3G7. The structure of the models allows a set of free parameters to be adjusted to match
the performance for particular task requirements and/or system dynamics. Parameters and
their values can be found in the references.

308. This approach is a powerful and relatively convenient tool for the analysis of
human perfomance in simple manual control tasks. Validation of the model involves placing
hu.an operators in a simulated system and varying parameters such as the transfer function of
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the system. Closed-loop stability of aircraft can be predicted from coupling the model with the
aircraft transfer function; pilot workload can be predicted from the lead time constant TL. The
model also predicts changes in the Bode plot as a result of operator factors such as stress,
fatigue, dual task loading, alcohol, practice, etc. A number of studies seem to bear out the
model well.

309. The crossover model only applies to a stationary situation, where the task variables
are constant and the pilot response characteristic3 are also stationary and repeatable. The
model requires a - 20 dB/decade slope for the combined controlled-element transfer function
and operator (describing-function) response. As a quasi-linear model, it exhibits the main
features of human operators, but does not model significant nonlinearities, which may be
quite large for higher- order systems. As a frequency domain model, it does not easily
account for time-domain behaviour such as step responses or transient ramp inputs. As an
empirically developed model, it is based on observed human responses rather than on an
analysis of the processing mechanisms used by the operator. The effects of mode switching,
short-term adaptation, learning of the pilot, or time-varying behaviour in the task variables
cannot be treated with this model. Little account is taken of different individual operator styles
or strategies. Several limitations are encountered when attempting to model complex cases:

(1) Modelling of multi-input/multi-output tasks can be accomplished,
but some expertise is required in specifying loop closurcs and their
specific forms.

(2) The task input signals must be stationary.

(3) Model parameters arc likely to vary from task to task thus making
this approach less useful for performance prediction.

(4) Operator remnant is generally not dealt with effectively, again
limiting accuracy in prediction of man-machine performance.

Application Examples

310. Numerous applications have been cited in the literature, e.g.:

(1) Models for use in car and aircraft control applications (McRuer,
Krendel, 1974).

(2) Estimation of vehicle handling qualities (McRuer, Jex, 1967).

(3) Modelling environmental stress effects such as vibration (Jex,
Magdaleno, 1978).

(4) Modelling the performance of roll-lateral flight control tasks under
visual only or visual-plus-motion situations (Jex et al., 1981).
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Techncl a~ils
311. Technical details and information on software (for IBM PCs and compatibles) are

given by Allen et al. (1989).
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312. Although developed nearly 30 years ago. the application of the quasilinear models
still is in its early stages and many questions remain to be answered. There is need for
additional data and appropriate experimental paradigms. Two areas for future research should
be mentioned: (1) extension to additional tasks and (2) extensions for skill acquisition. There
am many tasks in everyday life that require almost continuous human control for their
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successful and safe completion. Driving an automobile, riding a bicycle, and flying an aircraft
are three examples among many. Each of these tasks involve the human being acting as a
feedback element in a closed-loop control system. Indeed, the control theory paradigm which
has evolved in the interveniny years has been so useful in quantifying control-related human
behaviour that it has become a fundwnental mode of thinking on the part of most manual
control practitioner. Development of -dels fo, learning behaviour (i. e., control-strategy
development is one of the important remaining theoretical frontiers in manual control. Models
of this sort have ready applicion to he design of training simuaors.
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313. Thw optimal control model (0CM) represents human performance in manually
controlled systems. The model is able to predict task performance (e.g., rms control activity
and error) and human control characteristics (e.g., Bode plots off human operator describing
functions). What differentiates the optimal control model from other models of the human
operaior are the methods used to represent human limitations, the inclusion in the model of
elements that compensate optimally for these limitations, explicit representation of the human's
internalisation ("internal moiel") of the control task, and t extensive use of state-space
concepts and techniques of modern control theory.

[wo I

am I Io SS

WSW------
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rig. 3.15 Optimral control model (0CM) of man-machine systems

314. The noodel was developed by Kleinman, Baron. and Levison (1971) at Bolt,
Beranek and Newman. Inc.. Camnbridge. Mass. Surveys are given by Baron and Levison
(1980), Baron (1984), and Levison (1989).

315. T1he optimal control model (0CM) has been developed using modern control and
estimatin theory. It assumnes that a well-trained and well-motivated human controller behaves
optimnally to achieve a specified performance criterion J. subject to certain internal constraints
on the human's iisformation-processing capabilities and subject to the operator's
understanding of task objectives. This assumption is consistent with notions of human
response behaviour discusscd in the psychological literature. The model is a stochastic time
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domain model of the human. It explicitly models human remnant chaacteristic, and is not
limited to stationary inputs. The model furher assumes that the human controller has an
internal model of both dhe system and the forcing function which drives it. This model enables
an estimatio of system state which is limited by available perceptual dzta that me noisy and
delayed. Furte limitations include additional macor noise and a n omuscul lag resulting
in a maximum bandwidth. The optimal control model (Figu 3.15) is composed of several
submodels:

(1) A perceptual model that translates displayed variables into noisy,
delayed, perceived variables.

(2) An information processor consisting of an optimal estimator and a
predictor that generates estimates of the system states baud on the
perceived variables.

(3) A set of optimal gains selected to minimise a chosen quadratic cost
function.

(4) An output mode! that accounts for huiaan motor-response
limitations including bandwidth asid noise.

316. In the o.ti.; control model (Fig. 3.15), the information from the display is
corrupted by observation noise introduced by the human operazor. This noisy representation
cf ti.e display information is then delayed by an amount, t, ,-eptesenting the internal human
processing delay. The model then uses a Kalman filtea &nd pndictor to estimate system state.
The control motion is then generated with the optimal gein matrix operating on the best
estimate. L (t), of the system state, x (t). The optimal gain matrix is determined by minimising
a quadratic cost functional.

JU H T O  ,rii g"il dt
(1)

where a is the system state variable, u and v are control variables, and qr, and g are
weightings for the different variables. This reduces to

a ( ' (2)

in the steady state.

317. Just as an observation noise is postulated to account for perceptual and central
processing inadequacies, a motor noise is introduced to acount for the human operator's
inability to generate noise-free coturol actions. Finally. the noisy control response is smoothed
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by a filter that accounts for an opcro bandwidth constraint In this manner, noise is treated
as an integral pat of the model, rather than as an external renmant, which is the approach used
by the crossover model.

WhnUsed

318. It can be used especially at the design stage in the development of a prototype
vehicle. It can be used in the design of vehicle or process control systems, especially those
which involve transient (sep or ramp) inputs; modelling human decision making, reliability
assessment, and workload: design of slowly respondirg and monitoring systems; design of
simulations and experiments. The results can be either in graphical or statistical form.

Procedures for Use

319. Two basic categories of parameters must be adjusted in order to predict
performance: (a) parameters which represent inherent human perceptual-motor limitations,
and (b) parameters which represent information sources available to the human in a given task.
Parameters and values are included in the references. To apply the optimal control model, the
following features of the manhine systenucnvironment must be specified:

(1) A linearised state variable representation of the system being
cont-olled.

(2) A stochastic or deterministic representation of the driving function
of environmental disturbanccs to the system.

(3) A linearised display vector summarising the sensory information
used by the operator.

(4) A quantitative statement of the performance criterion or cost
functional for assessing operator/mchine performance.

Advnagc

320. The state space structure of the model makes it very flexible for use in a variety of
control tasks. Transitions from time domain to frequency domain are possible. The model
was validated in a set of manual control experiments in which experienced operators tracked
systems with K, K/s. and K/s 2 dynamics in a compensatory task (Kleinman, Baron, Levison,
1971). In addition, the OCM was validated against simulated results relating to the hover
control of a VTOL airraft

321. As with all optimal control solutions the OCM is only optimal in the sense of the
chosen quadratic cost function and may well be sub-optimal in others. The model describes
the behaviour of skilled operators of dynamic systems. but it does not answer the question of
how human operators comie to behave in an optimal manner Further rstrictions are:

(1) The model is validated for use in continuous systems.

(2) The model is limited to systems which can be inearised.
-102-
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(3) The application of the model reqnires considerable experience with
its use.

(4) The model is complex, Lid its use in many applications requres a
large amount of computation.

A~ltion ExaMWe

322. The OCM has been applied (mostly with regard to aircraft flight) as a predictive
and as a diagnostic tool. An( of application include display design and evaluation, control
design and evaluation, prediction of aircraft handling qualities, simulator design and
evaluation, analysis of tasks invnlving transient manoeuvres, effects of environmental stress,
and supervisoy control. Examples in each area are summarised in this section.

323. The OCM has been used in numerous studies to evaluate the effectiveness of
aircraft flight displays (Baron. Levison. 1975, 1977). In some cases, model predictions have
been compared with data; in others, the OCM has been employed as a purely predictive tool.
The effects of different display formats and display symbology were predicted in cases where
the aircraft was subjected to turbulence aVor constant updrafts. The ability of the pilot to
estimate these external disturbances, and take the appropriate corrective, action to minimise
glide path errors was analysed. Predictions of system performance were compared with data
obtained in independent experimental investigations. The model-data agreements were
excellent and demonstrated the model's ability to predict the time-varying adaptability of a pilot
to updraft disturbances.

324. Although display problems have received the most attention, other aspects of the
system design problem have not been neglected completely. Levison and Houck (1975) have
explored the use of the model in analysing control stick design problems in a vibration
environment. Stengel and Broussard (1978) have used the basic structtre of the OCM along
with some assumpto omncerning sub-otima adaption to detenrze stability boundaries in
high-g manoeuvring flight. Schmidt (1979) has proposed a design procedure for stability
augmentation systems based on closed-loop analysis with the OCM.

325. Display and control design are two of the factors that influence a vehicle's handling
qualities as reflected in the pilot's ability to achieve acceptable system performance at
reasonable levels of mental workload. Although aircraft handling qualities are specified, for
the most pan, in terms of vehicle response characteristics alone, the formal acquisition of
subjective pilot opinion is an important aspect of aircraft evaluation and acceptance. Thus, a
need exists for a reliable analytic tool for predicting pilot opinion ratings, especially for new
aircraft configurations and task envibonmnts. Hess (1977) noticed that, for a variety of
experimental results that he matched with the OCM, the objective performance index varied
monotonically with subjective pilot opinion ratings, and he suggested use of the OCM as a
predictor for pilot ratings. Because of the rich set of performance metrics that can be derived
from steady-state tracking data. most OCM validation studies (and most applications) have
involved consideration of steady-state control tasks. Nevertheless, the OCM is theoretically
capable of treating non-steady.state control tasks.

326. Military operational environments may subject the human operator to substantial
physical stress. In some cases, the stress is a direct consequence of the flight task (e. g.,
vibration, sustained high acceleration); in other cases, stress may be induced by an opponent
as a defensive measure (c. g., optical countermeasure). Such considerations have motivated
application of the OCM to tasks involving actual and simulated environmental stress. A series
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of studies was conducted to develop a methodology for modelling the effects of high-
frequency vibraion on pilot response behaviour and total system performance (Levison,
1978). This offorz led to a -mode' structure which combines the OCM! with a biodynamic
model of the human operator. As part of this structure, a set of rules were developed for
relating certain OCM parameters (specifically, time delay and motor noise covariance) to
biodynamic response parameters.

327. The above studies all focused on the operator in continuous control tasks. But the
stnc:u.e of the OCM, particularly the infcvnation precessing sub-model, also !ends itself io
modelling tasks in which monitoring and decision-making are the major concerns of the
operatoc The firt atempt to exploit this aspect of the OCM was by Levison and Tanner
(1971) who studied the problem of how well subjects could determine whether a signal,
embedded in added noise, was within specified tolerances. Their experiments were a visual
analogue of classical signal detection experiments except that "signal-present" coritsponded to
the situation of the signal being within tolerance. They retained the estimator/predictor and the
equivalent perceptual models of the OCM and replaced the control law with an optimal
(Bayesian) decision rule just as has been used in some other behavioural decision-theory
models. Phatak and Kleinman (1972) examined the application of the OCM information
processing structure to failure dctection ard suggested several possible theoretical approaches
to the problem. Gai and Cuny (1976) used the OCM information processing structure to
analyse failure detection in a simple laboratory task and in an experiment simulating pilot
monitoring of an automatic approach. They reported good agreement between predicted and
observed detection times for both the simple and more realistic situadons. In the latter case,
the model was used in a multi-instrument monitoring task and accounted for attention sharing
in the usual OCM fashion.

328. It has also been extensively applied by the US Air Force Aerospace Medical
Research Laboraory to a number of manual control problems, e.g.,

(1) Modelling sagle axis flight conaexl pe'onmiace under visual only
or visua-plus-mod conditions (Levison, Junker, 1977),

(2) Modelling the effects of acceleration stess on human performance

during air-to-air tracking tasks (Kom, Kleinman, 1978).

(3) Studying the effects of high frequency vibration (Levison, 1978).

(4) Prediction of altitude holding performance in the presence of linear
perspective visual cues (Levison. Warren, 1984).

Teikcl lkmik

329. Several implementations of the optimal control model are available. The
MANMOD computer programme (Baron, Berliner, 1974) has been developed to implement a
flexible and efficient version of the model that can be used to study time-depeiident effects,
such as disturbance variations and instrument switchovers. In addition, the incorporation of
display-rclated thresho!ds and reso!ution limitations allows one to study the effects of
instrument modification. MANMOD (written in FORTRAN) has been designed for interictive
operation and can be extended to a rather general programme for a wide field of applications,
including display monitoring and decision making, in stationary and unstationary
environments.
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330. The PIREP programme has been developed to implement an extended version of
the optimal control model (Doyle, Hoffman, 1976). As opposed to the conventional model,
PIREP incorporates certain effects of visual instrument scanning and attention allocation
(including an optimising procedure) as well as motion cues sensed by the vestibular system.
As opposed to programme MANMOD, PIREP is restricted to *he study of time-independent
effects and is not designed for interactive operation.

331. The optimal control model has been implemented with a general purpose control
systems analysis programme ( Program CC: Thompson, 1985) that runs on IBM-PC
compatible computers. Program CC !nc!uds a comprehensive selection of tools and
algorithms for frequency domain analysis, time domain analysis, sampled data systems, multi-
input/multi-output systems, state space methods, and optimal control procedures. Program
CC provides two human performance modelling approaches, (1) the optimal control model
and (2) the quasilinear models and McRuers's law described in section 3.3.9 (see also Allen et
al., 1989).

332. The OCM has been implemented as the SSOCM (Steady-State Optimal Control
Model) computer programme for operation on a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX machine
using the VMS operating system and for IBM PC-, XT-, and AT-cermpatible personal
computers using the DOS environment (Levison, 1989). The SSOCM software system is
used to predict operator/vehicle behaviour in linear, steady-state control tasks. A model for
task interference and attentional workload is incorporated in the programme, and perceptual
limitations such as thresholds and resolution limitations can be accounted for. This
implementation of the "steady-state" model treats operator/vehicle tasks in which all problem
variables may be considered as zero-mean Gaussian processes having stationary statistics.
The steady-state model implementation takes advantage of the mathematical properties of linear
systems driven by Gaussian noise to yield directly the statistics of the problem solution. The
problem solution is, of course, consistent with the conceptual model described above. The
inputs to the steady-state model consist 'entirely of parameters that describe the task
environment and the operator, as described in the preceding discussion of the conceptual
model. Because no time histories are generated, there are no input signals directly analogous
to the external forcing-function time hisiories that would be required in a simulation
experiment. In the steady-state model implementation, the operator's internal model of the
task environment must be identical to the linear model of the task environment.
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FutnureNeds

333. Although developed 20 years ago, the anplication of the optimal control model still
is in its early stages and many questions remain to be answered. There is need for additional
data and appropriate experimental paradigms. The major opportunity for extending the model
to other tasks is in the area of supervisory control. Although highly developed as a useful
analytical tool, further model development is recommended to both enhance predictive
capabilities for current applications and to extend the OCM to new applications and new kinds
of tasks. Three areas for future research are proposed: (1) improve predictive accuracy for
high-order continuous control tasks, (2) develop models for skill acquisition and (3) extend to
additional tasks.
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334. As noted in the discussion on model application, reliable performance trends can
be often obtained using a fixed set of values for pilot-related model parameters, Detailed
measurements of pilot response behaviour in a variety of laboratory tasks have been obtained
using these values. Nevertheless, if we consider the full range of laboratory results, certain
systematic deviations in these parameters are observed. Specifically, motor time constants
greater than 0.1 seconds have been observed in tasks requiring the control of plants that
include high-order dynamics or significart delays. In addition, noise/signal ratios well below
the nominal value of -20 dB have been observed in certain situations, involving mainly control
of unstable dynamics. Additional study is also desired to enhance the predictive accuracy for
tasks involving transient inputs. The OCM has a structure that is suitable for treating
deterministic inputs; but, as explained earlier, predictions that one obtains with the model are
highly dependent on the assumptions made concerning the operator's knowledge of the input.

33... Development of models for learning behaviour (i. e., control-strategy
developrient) is one of the importani remaining theoretical frontiers in manual control.
Models c f this sort have ready application to the design of training simulators. Because this
area of research (at least with regard to OCM application) is in its early stage, it is not clear
what directions it will take. One approach is simply to construct an outer loop about the OCM
as currently structured; for example, discover a suitable set of rules for adjusting the pilot-
related model parameters from a set of values appropriate to some initial state of training to
another set of values typical of fully-trained pilots. A more analytically-oriented approach
would be to include a fourth adaptive element to the pilot model: an optimal identifier to
account for development of the pilot's internal model in a given task situation. This model
element would account both for the rate of learning as well as the asymptotic structure of the
internal model.

336. The major opportunity for extending the OCM to other tasks is in the area of
supervisory control (see the models DEMON and PROCRU in Chapter 4 of this report).
These control problems, as we have noted, involve monitoring, detection, decision-making,
and discrete and/or infrequent control. Most often, the systems are highly automated, require
more than one operator and are extremely complex. The principal feature of the OCM that is
useful for these applications is its information processing structure, but the underlying,
normative modelling perspective is also important. The application of the OCM, or its
derivatives to such problems, is in its early stages ad many questions remain to be answered.
Among the more important are questions concerning the human's internal model for such large
scale systers, the appropriate control and decision cost functionals for these problems, the
modelling of attention-sharing strategies in time-varying situations, and the appropriate level
for incorpocating and modelling aspects of the tasks that are important but are not likely to be
treated using the same techniques. It must be recognised that validation of such complex
models to the degree that manual control models have been and can be validated, will not be
possible for some time, for both theoretical and practical reasons. One may not expect,
therefore, that supervisory control models thzt are predictive, in the same sense as the OCM,
will be developed in the near future. Nonetheless, it should be possible to develop models of
supervsory conrol that will capture many essential features of tasks of interest and will prove
to be useful design, analysis, and evaluation tools.
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3.3.11 A Mode] of the Helicoter Pilot

Sum=msryiption

337. The pilot model was dev, loped to control a helicopter whose system dynamics
were fourth order. The decision process of the pilot is represented by a hierarchical aetwork.
Implicit in the design of the model is that the pilot samples the control variables periodically.
On receiving the sampled-data variables, the hierarchical decision network determines the
appropriate multi-loop closure and tracking characteristics for the whole system- It is assumed
that the pilot stabilises each variable in order with loop closure from inside out, the order being
roll angle, velocity, and lateral deviation (position). Depending on the stability level of the
system, the tracking characteristics can be high bang-bang, medium bang-bang, or simple
tracking (gain plus lead). The tracking characteristics are implemented through a
neuromuscular dynamic model.

338. The model of a helicopter pilot was studied using simulation by Benjamin (1970).
The basic element of the pilot model is a decision hierarchy which determines the multiloop
closure and tracking characteristics of the man-vehicle system. Pilot model input is quantised
and used by the hierarchy to determine the specific loop to be closed and the particular transfer
function to apply to that loop. The pilot model and vehicle dynamics are implemented on a
computer. Model validatior is provided by comparison of tracking records obtained from this
simulation of the vehicle with a human operator. Although developed for a vehicle with only
two lateral degrees of freedom, the pilot model is sufficiently general in form to allow its
extension to six degrees of freedom. As a fourth-order system, it is applicable to the control
of not only the helicopter, but all VTOL vehicles. The reduction of higher-order inputs to zero
permits applicability to vehicles with lower-order dynamics. Its form is independent of the
input function.

-listo and Source

339. The model was developed by P. Benjamin (1970) while at Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois, USA.

HELICOPTER

=A-wnND -.1DCISION PR If

PILOT

Fig. 3.16 The helicopter pilot model
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Product and Purpose

340. The results from the pilot model correlated reasonably well with those obtained
from a fixed base simulator. Therefore the model can be assumed to duplicate the control
action of a helicopter pilot attempting to maintain a certain lateral position.

341. As shown in Figure 3.16, the angular accelerations of a helicopter are governed by
the control stick. Without compensation in any form, a change in stick position, d, causes a
change in the angle of attack of the rotor blades. This, in turn, results in a moment about the
centre of mass of the vehicle, the second integral of which is the roll angle, f. Since the lateral
thrust of the helicopter is proportional to the roll angle, the relation between the angle of attack
of the vehicle and an inertial position, y. also involves two integrations. Thus, the relationship
between control stick deflection and lateral position is a fourth-order function.

342. The pilot of a helicopter observing the world outside of his vehicle, or, in the case
of this experiment, the subject viewing his visual display, receives information with respect to
the current values of roll rate. roll angle, velocity, and position of his aircraft. As
diagrammed in Figure 3.17, he must evaluate this input information, perform some decision
function based upon the results of this evaluation, and then effect some appropriate movement
of the control stick. This pilot model considers the first of these, evaluation, in terms of
sampling and quantification of the input variables. The decision function is modelled as a
hierarchical network, and action is taken in terms of a neuromuscular dynamics model. In this
pilot model, roll, velocity, and position am, quantified in four levels by three threshold values.
The "panic" threshold separates "very high" from "high" levels. The "maximum" threshold
divides "high" and "acceptable" levels, and the "minimum" threshold draws the line between
"acceptable" and "negligible" values of the three variables. Roll rate is not quantified.

343. To control a fourth-order system, such as the helicopter used in this experiment,
the human operator must generate a fourth-order lead. It has been shown, however, that
operators are generally capable of producing second-order or sometimes third-order lead. It
appears that the successful human controller of a higher-order system utilises a hierarchy of
control techniques. That is, although keeping track of the values of all variables, he tends to
stabilise each variable in order, with loop closure proceeding from the inside out. The first
order of the hierarchy is to maintain low roll angles. Once the angular variation has been
stabilised, the subject attempts to reduce his velocity to near zero. Once he. has stabilised
himself at some position away from the required hover point, he attempts to correct his lateral
deviation. Of course, while stabilising roll he cannot allow a large positional deviation, but
once each order has been stabilised, maintaining stability becomes more of a simple gain task
than a lead task. Thus the complexity of the control task has been reduced by a simple
expedient of stabilising each loop successively from the inside out.

344. The full decision hierarchy is summarised in flow diagram form in Figure 3.17.
Note that only one type of control is effected (only one loop closed at a time) corresponding to
the highest level of the hierarchy which has input values in the range indicated. The result of
the decision hierarchy is a decision as to which loop to close and what type of tracking to use.
This defines a desired stick position, or a goal, toward which the stick is moved. Young and
Meiry (1965) have found that in coni'ol of higher-order systems, the less stable the system the
more the human controller utilises a bang-bang type of control. This refers to the type of
control in which the operator moves the stick in discrete jumps and maintains a constant stick
position between jumps. In a previous study of helicopter control, the author noted that in
less stable situations requiring first- or second-order leads on the part of the operator, bang-
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bang control was elicited. As successive loops became stabilised and the requirement
switched W*cmaingly toward a gain, the control stick movements tended away from bang-
bug control toward simple tractinS.
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Fig. 3.17 Decision flow diagram.
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345. The proposed helicopter pilot model uses dual-level bang-bang tracking and simple
tracking (gain plus lead) for each loop, depending upon the stability level of the closed loop.
The hierarchical controller, then, interprets the quantified input, decides which loop is to be
closed, and determines the mode of tracking to be unutilised in the control of this closed loop.
Thus, if roll angle is in the very high range, a decision is made to use high-level bang-bang
tracking. For high roll angle errors, low-level bang-bang tracking is utilised, and in the
acceptable range of roll, simple tracking suffices. For negligible level roll angles, the roll loop
is open.

346. The use of a decision hierarchy as a determinant of the multiloop closure and
tracking characteristics represents the major contibution of this model. Thus the concept of
the decision hierarchy and the stabilisation of the muldloop system by successive single-loop
closures constitute the primary contibutions of this model.

Whn Used

347. To be used at the experimental design stage.

Procedures for Use

348. Not available.

349. By using a digital simulation approach a complex man-machine system can be
analysed in a relatively straightforward manner. The form of the hierarchical decision network
is independent of the input function and can therefore be applied to other systems.

350. This type of model requires considerable computer facilities for synthesis and
analysis.

Atmlicaion Earmles

351. Benjamin (1970) used the model to control the lateral position of simulated
helicopter high-order dynamics. It is claimed the structure of the model can easily be adapted
for controlling all VTOL Vehicles.

edibclDeih

352. Not available.

References

Benjamin. P. (1970). A hierarchical model of a helicopter pilot. Iman Em m,,12, (4)
361-374.
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Young, L. R. & Meiry, J. L (1965). Bang-bang aspects of manual control in higher
order systems. Tram- on AMm a mrn ,, a36- 341.

353. Although the pilot model was developed in a somewhat restricted context, the
system which was investigated and the final model are general enough in form to allow
extensions, e. g., to a full six degrees of freedom.
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3.3.12 The Veldhwyn Helmsman Model

Sunina Descripdon

354. The helmsman model consists of an internal model plus decision-making (ogic)
elements. The internal model is based on a psychological concept (Cooke 1965) which
postulates that a human operator must have knowledge about the dynamic behaviour of a
system in order to be able to control it. A survey of the internal model principle is given by
Wonham (1976). In this case the internal model is represented by a linear differential equation
and is used to predict the response of a ship to the helmsman's actions. The logic element
then decides whether the action is having the desired effect or not. It also decides when and
how much action is required according to certain limiting parameters. Thus the model is
algorithmic in nature. In estimating the parameters for the model a parameter tracking method
was used.

Hisor and Source

355. The model was developed by Veldhuyzen (1976). The work arose out of a need

for validated helmsman models.

Product and Pupose

356. The purpose of the model is to provide ship designers with a tool for examining
the closed loop responses and handling qualities of a proposed design. For the time domain
results presented, the model reproduced control action similar to that of a helmsman. Also the
heading of the hip steered by the model closely matched the ship' , heading steered by a
helmsman.

357. In order to understand the nonlinear helmsman's model, sone remarks about the
task the helmsman has to perf'oi should be made. In general, the helmsman's task may be
considered to be a pursuit tracking task. where the input signal (the headings ordered) consists
of a series of steps of randomly distributed amplitudes and durations. The modc is based
directly on the internal model concept and consists of the following parts:

(1) an internal model equation to make it possible to predict future
ship states.

(2) a decision making element in order to generate the helmsman's
actions in controlling the ship including the use of the predictions
of the nternal model.

(3) an estimator to estimate the state of the ship from the displayed
heading disturbed with noise due to waves.

358. In most of the experimenws considered the helmsman's decision-making process
during the manoeuvre can be divided into four phases. Duing the first phase, the helmsman
generates an output in order to start the ship rotating, then during the second phase, the
rudder is kept centred. During the third phase, the helmsman stops the rotating motion of the
ship and when the desired heading is achieved with only a small rate of turn (the desired or
ordered state), the fourth phase starts, with a rudder angle of zero. If the rate of turn is not
small, there will be an overshoot, and then to achieve the desired state, the cycle has to be
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repeated, starting with the first phase again. The four phases can be indicated in the phase-
plane, that is, the plot of the rate of turn as a function of the heading es,

359. After the rudder angle is chosen, the internal model is used to determine whether
the objectives will be satisfied during the following period, or whether a new rudder angle has
to be chosen. For large h:ading errors, the helmsman is mainly interested in reducing the
instantaneous error; whereas for small errors, he is particularly focused on the difference
between the predicted state of the ship and the objectives to be reached. With a few
exceptions, the experimental values of the performance measures can be reasonably predicted
by the computer simulations.

WhenUsed

360. At the conception stage of a ship's design.

Procedures fir Use

361. To predict the performance measures by means of computer simulations with the
nonlinear model, the structure of the model must be adapted to the displays used during a
particular tes. The information supplied by the rate of turn indicator can be used as an initial
condition to make predictions with the internal model.

362. This model is one of the few validated helmsman models available.

363. The model is limited to describing the course-keeping control characteristics of a
helmsman.

Atia~tian FxanmVe

364. The model was used successfully to control the simulated dynamics of a
supertanker during course-keeping (Veldhuyzen, 1976, 1977). It was also used to model the
control characteristics of a helmsman during full scale trials on board a small ship. Under the
later circumstances the model did not perform particularly well. The nonlinear helmsman's
model has been used in a number of situations to analyse the helmsman's behaviour
(Veldhuyzen, 1976). The model has been used to study the influence of additional information"
presentation systems on the perfomiance of the helmsman steering a directionally stable or
unstable ship by means of computer simulations. The influence of this auxiliary eqipment on
the helmsman's performance in relation to the dynamics of ships has also been investigated.
With each ship, the following manoeuvres were simulated:

(I) Manoeuvre i: Course keeping.

(2) Manoeuvre 2: The execution of a heading order of 5 degrees

(3) Manoeuvre 3: The execution of a heading order of 25 degrees.
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365. Not available.
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366. This example demonstrates how the internal model concept can contribute in
building models to understand the behaviour of the human operator and in the analyses of
additional displays. Many important problems in human operator activities can be directly
related to the internal model concept, e. g.. mental load problems and the problems involved in
monitoring and decision making, especially in the context of slowly responding systems.
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3.3.13 A Model of Visual Scene PerCpton in Manual Cotrol
Swm=ayDescrpon

367. A model of visual scene perception in manual piloting of an ircraft was developed
by Wewerinke (1980). After theoretical and experimental studies and a concise inventory of
the most important visu,-l scene characteristics, the visual perception process is modelled on
the basis of the linear perspective geometry and cues related to the relative movement of the
observer with respect to the outside world. This involves mathemaical relationships between
visual cues and vehicle state variables. After linearisation, the model can be integrated into the
existing framework of the optimal control model (OCM) describing manual control behaviour.
The visual scene perception model involves assumptions concerning perceptual thresholds of
the various cues, noise levels associated with observing these cues, and the interference
among them. Values for these parameters were derived from baseline experiments
supplemented with data from the psychophysical literature.

Fig. 3.18 Visual scene
Histor and Source

368. Although the literature on visual perception is vast, a selective view seems adequate
to arrive at the most important visual cues involved in the visual scene perception process.
One of the earliest studies on visual scene perception directly related to flight control problems
was performed by Gibson (1950). According to Gibson, the most important visual cues
which can be derived from the visual scene am related to:

(1) linear perspective geometry

(2) relative motion or motion parallax

(3) apparent size of objects whose real size is known
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(4) occulation of a far objct covered by a near one

(5) distribution of light and shade over an object

(6) aerial perspective and the loss of detail dith distance.

369. It is commonly assumed that linear perspective geometry and relative motion
provide important cues to distance and motion perception. A schematic version of the visual
scene is shown in Figure 3.18 consisting of lines and points (textural elements). The point of
the visual field towaW which the observer is moving (rectilinearly) appears to be stationary.
All other textural points move with respect to th. observer and can be indicated by velocity
vectors ("streamers").

370. The perspective interpretation of the elements of the visual scene allows an
estimation of the linear and angular position Wn velocity of the obsrver. This involves not
only the momentay information provided by the visual scene cues but also past information.
The resulting dynamic and stochastic proccss can be described in estimation theoretical terms.
It involves a mathematical desription of the visual cues and their functional relationship as
well as expectations of the human observer.

/ -" I

0 /iz tI -

0 1- ------..

- -.1" I's I i " itd

//

/ I

Fig. 3.19 Cues derived from the visual approach scene.

Product Wn PQ=os

371. The scene perception model is an extension of the optimal control model (OCM)
presented in section 3.3.10. It is based on the fundamental hypothesis that the well-
motivated, well-trained human operator behavcs in a near optimal manner subject to his
inherent constraints. This implies that the description of human behaviour is concentrated on
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two aspects: subjective criteria for optimality and the human limitations. In addition, it is
assumed that the human operator is dealing with a linear (-ized) system. Once these
assumptions are made, linear optimization and estimation theory can be used to formulate the
various aspects and stages of human information procc-ssing.

372. A schematic version of the visual approach scene, relevant for the modelling
approach, is shown in Figure 3.19. The cues which arc assumed to be provided by this scene
are indicated. The most important cue for lateral guidance is derived from the inclination of the
runway sides and/or the runway centreline. The lateral deviation is zero if the inclination of
both runway sides is the same (wr = WI) and the inclination of the centreline is zero (wc = 0).
Vertical guidance must be based on the average inclination of the runway sides when no
runway end and no horizon is visible. In that case, the observer must know the nominal
inclination (which is range-varying). However, a better indication of the vertical position can
be obtained when the projected length of the runway a (or, almost equivalently, the depression
of the runway threshold with respect to the horizon) is visible.

373. The first aspect in the model dcvelopment procedure concerns the task
environment. Next, it is described how the human operator perceives this environment and
processes the perceived information resulting in an internal representation of this environment.
Finally, it is briefly indicated how the human opertor involved in a manual control task
utilises this internal representation for his control response behaviour. Further details of the
optimal control model can be found in the appropriate summary description (section 3.3. 10).

When Used

374. For the design or evaluation of external scenes used in flight simulation.

Procedures for Use

375. No v.ailable.

376. The visual scene provides a variety of perspective geometrical and relative motion
cues. Experimental results support trae hypothesis that these characteristics can be considered
as separate cues among which the human operator must divide his att"ition. Both the
workload model results and the subjectivc ratings indicate that huma, op,. itor worklozid is
indeed increased when perfonming control tasks simultaneously.

377. The visual scene perception model has been shown capable of providing a general
framework for dealing quantitatively with the important visual scone characteristics.
Integrating this model with the optimal control model (OCM) of human control behaviour
allowed model predictions to be made using a pnori perceptual threshold values for the various
visual cues involved. The experimental results in tcrms of mean-squared system output scores
agreed relatively well with those of the model, and showed the predictive capability of the
modlel. The more detailed frequency domain measures (human describing functions and
observation noise spectra) allowed for refined estimates of the perceptual thresholds.

Limitains
378. Limitations given for the OCM apply here also.
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Application Examples

379. To validate the visual scene perception model an experimental programme was
ceu...:-d. A voriety of visual approach scene conditions were involved to provide a critical
test for the hypotheses and assumptions underlying the model results. The reader is referred
to Wewerinke (1978, 1980) for more detailed information. Ten task configurations were
selected representing various visual scene conditions and control modes. The vertical and/or
lateral rate control tasks were stationary, i.e., it was assumed that the aircraft was "frozen" at a
fixed point along the approach path at a nominal tlitude of 200 ft for a 3 glideslope. In this
way. detailed information concerning the pilot's information processing associated with the
various visual scene conditions could b je obtained from me:.-squared system variables and
frequency domain measures such as human describing functions and observation noise
spectra. Especially the latter provided a sensitive check on the exactness of the values used for
the model parameters under investigation.

380. The experimental results agreed well with the model predictions. For all single-
axis tasks the experimental scores lay well within the predicted interval. This suggests not
only that the model is "right" but also that the assumed numerical values for the thresholds and
overall attention are close to the "real" values. For the dual-axis tasks the model predictions
were somewhat pessimistic. An additional adjustment of the originally assumed model
parameters was necessary to obtain z, better model match to the attitude and control scores.

381. Several pilot workload model predictions are, supported experimentally showing
the usefulness of the model to analyse the cost of perfoning the manual approach task. This
is essential, as pilot workload is often the most sensitive variable, Also, the workload model
predictions have been confirmed by subjective ratings. Apart from one conftguration, the
linear correlation between model predictions and subjective ratings was 0.8.

TchnicLDei

382. Model parameters can be divided into psrameters which are constant for all
configurations and parameters which were considered as the rpmaining model variables. The
key variables were the perceptual thresholds. As discussed before, it was assumed that the
human operator divides his attention optimally, i.e., minimising the given cost functional,
among the visual cues. The other model parameters were fixed across configurations and
chosen on the basis of previous studies: a perceptual time delay of 0.2 s, a neuromotor time
constant of 0. 1 s and a motor noise ratio of .30 dB; ovc'rall level of attention Po was set at -20
dD, and varied plus/minus 2 dB to determine performance sensitivity.
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383. It is expected that the present knowledge about the visual perception process
provides a useful guideline for modelling the perception of new visual scene situations. This
offers the possibility for dealing quantitatively with the effec! of, for instance, visibility
conditions, runway or road characteristics and vehicle reference information. The -integrated
modelling approach also provides the capability of investigating the interaction of these
characteristics with other display information, vehicle characteristics, disturbance
environment, etc.
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3.3.14 A FuzzX Set Model of the Car Divm

-lmanw
384. Fuzzy set theory has been applied to the development of a model of car driver

behaviour dumig lane keepinig iaanoeuivres. It was ceoxisidered that a driver is always
uncertain in the recognition o!' the external environment of the car and in the selection of the
most appropriate controller action. The uncertainty of the driver is generated by a lack of
perfect conformity between his own internal model and any external stimuli. A basic postulate
of the car driver model is that a human is capable of parallel processing of visual information.
The visual system of a car cirivcr is assumed to be capable of separating a visual pattern
according to its spatial frequency components. This form of pattern recognition is used to
classify simulated road patterns as more or less distinct right or left curves. A fuzzy
classification is made of the distinctiveness of the curves which in turn is used to generate
fuzzy motor commands to the steering wheel via a dynamic reaction model.

Preozutype Rteferew Plterm lou~d CUMwa

Hor~aWStmdkgo
toemal

Fig. .20 Fzzy odel f drier b havoriOae'epn

(Willmeit, Krmer nd RhrE983)
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Histor &nd Source

385. The model was developed by Krsmer (1985) at the Technical University of Berlin,
FRG.

Product and Purose

386. The aim of the model is to provide a simulation facility which describes the driver-
vehicle e'vironment in order to be able to evaluate the dynamics of a vehicle without full scale
trial runs with an experimental vehicle for each variation of dynamical parameters. The
simulation programme has two operating modes, i.e., open-loop mode and closed-loop mode.
The open-loop mode reconstructs the visual field of the driver in accordance with the data for
the relative position of the vehicle on a given road course in terms of horizontal eye-
movements. The closed-loop mode generates a time history of the defuzzified steering
movement which acts as the input to the car dynamics.

387. Steering movements are expected to have an adequately close relationship with eye-
movements; but it must also be taken into account that the steering behaviour is influenced
more strongly by internal models and concepts of the driver than the fixation behaviour. Figure
3.20 shows the driver model being composed of parallel branches of processing stages such
that steering movements do not only follow from the horizontal component of eye-movements,
but also from parallel processing of additional, internally stored instructions. For the
particular task of lane keeping, the instruction refers to the permitted lane which has to be
chosen as well as to the admissible lane deviation. The corresponding pattern is then selected
in such a way that if it coincides with the actual pattern of the road, no steering reaction is
affected. It is, therefore, called a prototypical pattern.

388. At tie design stage in the development of a prototype vehicle.

Procedures for Us1

389. Not available.

Advaages

390. The fuzzy set theory approach makes the model flexible with regard to increasing
its sophistication.

391. The model needs to be extended in orter to model avoidance of lane obsructions,.

Appl1ication Exmples

392. The car driver model has been validated against simulator results. The results
showing adequate conformity between the model and the simulation.
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393. Not available.
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3.3.15 Fuzzy Set Models of a Helmsman

S-nM Derption

395. Models that describe the control characteristics of a helmsman engaged in course-
keeping and course-changing tasks have been developed. The basic element in each of the
models is a fuzzy rule-based algorithm. The models are used in digital computer simulations
to control the nonlinear yaw dynamics of a Royal Navy warship model which is subjected to
sea state disturbances. In both models, fuzzy sets on

(1) yaw errore

(2) yaw rate r, and

(3) rudder demand 8

were used. The fuzzy sets used to describe the course-changing characteristics were taken as:

(1) NB= negative big.

(2) NS = negative small,

(3) AZ = approximately zero.

(4) PS = positive small, and

(5) PB = positive big.

396. Thus the fuzzy course-changing algorithm describing the helmsman's action is
assumed to be:

1. If c is PB and ijis any then 8 is PB else
2. If E is PS and is NS or N8 then 8 is PB else
3. If cisPS and i isPS or AZ then 8 is PS else
4. If, eis PS and ji is PB then 8 is AZ else
5. Ifc is AZ and jis NB then 8 is PB else
6. IfEisAZand is NS then8isPS else
7. If e is AZ and iis PS then 8 is NS else
8. If E is AZ and is PB then 8 is NB else
9. If c is NS and is NB then 8 is AZ else

10. If &isNS and 4is NSorAZ then 8 is NS else
11. If E is NS and 4is PS or PB then 8 is NB else
12. If c is NB and 4is any then 8 is NB.
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397. The output fuzzy set is then defined by:

398. In order that the helmsman's control output is a deterministic value, the cenute of
area procedure is applied to the output fuzzy set.

399. In the course-keeping algorithm, the fuzzy sets on yaw error e and rudder demand
d were taken as:

(1) PVS =positiveverysmall.

(2) PVVS = positive very very small,

(3) Z = zero,

(4) NVS = negative very small, and

(5) NVVS = negative very very small

400. The yaw rate i being defined as:

(1) FI = increasing fast.

(2) IS = increasing slow.

(3)Z -zero,

(4) DS = decreasing slow. and

(5) DF = decreasing fast.

401. Hence, the helmsman's course-keeping behaviour is described by:

1. If C is PVS and 'is any then 8 is PVS else
2. If eis PVVS and iis F! or IS or Z then 5 is PVVS else
3. IfeisPVVS and isDS then8isZelse
4. If e is PVVS PA vis DF then 6 is NVVS else
5. IfcisZ and is F then 8 is PVVS else
6. IfeisZ and vis IS orZor DS then 8 is Zelse
2. IfeisZ and iis DF then 8 is NVVS else
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8. If e is NVVS and lis DF then 8 is PVVS else

9. IfCisNVVS and isDS then 8 is Z else
10. IfCisNVVS and isFlorlSorZ then8isNVVSelse
II. If Cis NVS and is any then 8 is NVS

402.The output fuzzy set is then defined by,

p6C)=na~mn 8.'c 1J m al (M)n' tt n4 3,

403. Again, the centre of area method of producing a deterministic value is used to
obtain the helmsman's control outpuL

History and Source

404. From a survey of relevant literature, it was found that there were a few validated
helmsman models available with the exception of Veldhuyzen and Stassen (1977) and Mort
and Leonard (1982). Indeed, a review by Sutton and Towill (1986) revealed a general lack of
man-machine systems theory being applied to marine problems. It was also discovered that
since the proposition of fuzzy set theory by Zadeh (1965) numerous investigations have been
carried out using the concepts in a variety of scientific disciplines. Surprisingly, however,
little work has been performed using the theory to describe and analyse human operators
involved in manual control tasks.

405. Hence, the work undertaken by Sutton and Towili (1987, 1988) at the Royal Naval
Engineering College, Plymouth. UK and the University of Wales Institute of Science and
Technology, Cardiff, UK, helps simultaneously to alleviate the lack of- fuzzy et themy in
man-machine applications and the dearth of man-machine systems theory being applied tomarine problems.

406. For the reader intereswed in an introduction to fuzzy set theory, reference should be
made to Zadeh (1973), Kochen (1975). Tong (1977), Zadeh (1984), Sutton and Towil
(1985), and Zadeh (1988).

Product and Pumoe

407. Both models, when performing in their respective modes, produce time-histories
of their control action znd statistical data regarding the performance achieved.

408. By using these models in closed loop simulation studies, a ship designer can make
a better assessment of the handling qualities of a proposed vessel.

Mftn used

409. At the systems design stage.
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Procedures &o Use

410. Each model is in a self-contained simulation package. Thus, the operator is only
required to input the desired course and level of sea state disturbances.

Advantagc
411. The rule-based structure of the modcls gives a more comprehensive understanding

of the control behaviour of a helmsman.

412. Relatively large digital computer facilities are required to run the simulation
packages.

Apolicafion Examples

413. See references.

414. The models were simulated using a Control Data Cyber 180/840 mainframe digital
,,mputer using a FORTRAN 77 compiler running under a VE system.
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3.3.16 An Integrated Pilot Model
Summar Descriotio

415. An integrated pilot model was proposed and validated by Zacharias (1990) that
includes the active perception and control of visually-guided self-motion. The optimal control
model (OCM) of the human pilot is used to model the operator's information-processing and
control activities. A visual cueing model (VCM) is added comprising four perceptual sub-
models: (1) instrument cueing, (2) linear perspective cueing, (3) textural cueing, and (4)
preview cueing.

Hit=ad Source

416. The integrated pilot model is founded in modem estimation and control theory, and
is motivated by past and current studies of piloted flight control, particularly low-ievel terrain-
following (TF) flight, an intense and demanding visually-driven task.

VISUAL CUEING MODEL

(y - Uar s) I

LINMoD jW 0
Fig. 3.21 (line porphcive) I grate piotmoel

PREMOD
(prmc w) J

Fig. 3.21 Architecture of the integrated pilot model.

Prod~tan PuM=

417. The integrated pilot model is an extension of the optimal control model (section
3.3.10) of the human pilot. The sub-models described above can serve as the basis for
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developing an integrated estimation/control model for understanding visually-guided active
self-motion. Figure 3.21 illustrates an overall architecture for such a model, specialized for
the terrain-following environment. The optimal control model (OCM) is used to model the
operators infonration-processing and continuous control activities. A visual cueing model
(VCM), comprised of the four perceptual sub-models just .escribed, is used to model the
operator's interaction with his display environment, znd to model his resulting perceptual
perfmman.

418. Both the 0CM and the VCM we required to fully specify operator behavior in any
realistic visually-driven egomotion task. Because the OCM works at the informational level,
the VCM must provide the critical interface between the external-world display attributes, and
the internal-world informational variables. The VCM, in effect, serves to transform the
e.p!:cit display variables, which are defined by the display geometry and the physics of any
intervening display technology, to the implicit informational vzriables, which are defined by
the task at hard and the psychophysics of the human operator.

419. As has been indicated, the VCM appropriate to terrain-following flight is
comprised of four sub-models, each of which accounts for different display types and
configuration parameters. as described earlier. Thus, INSMOD models simple instrument
cueing. and can account for such display factors as instrument resolution and dynamics.
Likewise, LINMOD models complex linear perspective cueing, and can account for a variety
of geometric relations between observer and scene (or computer-generated scene). TEXMOD
models dynamic texturud cueing, and can account for such factors as observer motion relative
to solid objects in the visual world, whether real or display-generated. Finally, PREMOD
models preview cueing and can account for the pilot's processing of future flight path
information as seen on a terrain profile display, or as viewed out the window.

420. Figure 3.21 also shows how the OCM serves to integrate the VCM-generated
informational variables with the other task-relevant factors, to support the prediction of the
pilots overall task performance. The use of the OCM allows one to account for the pilot's
fundamental information-processing capabilities and limitations, and integiate these internal
factors with critical external factors, such as the display characteistics, the flight task
requirements, the aircraft's performance and response, and the capabilities of the supporting
avionics. The overall integration of these factors within the structure provided for by the
modcl then allows one to predict task-specific continuous flight control performance.

421. A subnodel of the 0CM deserving separate mention is an instrument cueing model
(INSMOD) which models the operator's processing of visual cues presented via conventional
instrument displays. In the flight environment, such displays include dedicated pointer/bar
displays (e.g., airspeed) and programmable alphanumeric displays (e.g., alphanumeric data on
a head-up display (HUDM). as well as simple tracking displays (e.g., a dedicated ILS error
display. or a computer-driven LUD pipper). In short, any time a display output is functionally
related to the variable dnving it. in a simple fashion, it can be considered an "instrument".
Hence INSMOD can be used to model the pilot's processing of the associated information.
The model assumes that for simple instruments the pilot sees the displaye, variable and its
time rate-of-change.

422. The linear perspective visual cue model (LINMOD) can also be direcJy integrated
into the overall model structure (Zacharias & Levison, 1980). The basic assumption
underlying this model is that the perspective cues associated with a visual scene can be fully
represented by an idealized line drawing of that scene, and furthermore, that the component
line elements czn be functionally related in a direct manner to the observer's positional and
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attitudinal state with respect to the scere objects.

423. A more recent development is a visual textural cuing model (TEXMOD) for
application to the dynamic analysis and modelling of scenes dominated by texture cues
(Zacharias. Caglayan, & Sinacori, 1985 a, b). The model was developed and implemented to
support the simulation and understanding of the pilot's processing of optic flow-field cues,
during low-level terrain-following flight. The model is predicated on the notion that the pilot
makes noisy. sampled meaurements on the spatially-distributed optic flow-field surrounding
him, and, on the basis of these measurements, generates estimates of his own linear and
angular velocities with respect to the terrain surface. A subsidiary but significant output of the
model is an ";mpact time" map, an observer-centered spatially-sampled scaled replica of the
viewed surface.

424. nh-. preview cueing model (PREMOD) can account for the pilot's processing of
future fligl;t path information. In most visually-driven active locomotion tasks, the operator is
typically provided with information regarding future changes in the upcoming path. For
example, in the terrain-following task, the pilot is provided information regarding the future
desired flight path via such featur as terrain surface curvature and roadway edges. The basic
approach to modeling this processing of previewed path information rests on a transformation
from the continuous future-time curve/surface domain to the discrete current-time parametric
domain, via a model fit to the previewed path. That is, by fitting a parametric curve/surface
model to the previewed path, the future path information is transformed to current-time
estimates of the parametric model. These current-time estimates then serve as the basis for
subsequent processing by the pilot model to support current-time discrete decisions and
continuous control actions. This type of preview cueing is modeled by assuming that the pilot
sees a curve which he internally models as an Nth order polynomial. The pilot is considered
to take M noisy measurements of the previewed curve with which he generaes a weighted
least squar estimate of its parameters.

Wen ue

425. This model may be used in the design of experiments or in the development of
terrain-following displays.

Procedures for Use

426. Procedures are similar to those for the OCM.

427. The visual cueing model permits the treatment of a broader range of cues than
previous OCM implementatons.

428. Not available.

Apolication Exmamo

429. In this section, three model applications are summarized to demonstrate the
model's utility in accounting for a range of visually-driven perception and control egomotio 1
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tasks. In one study, Zacharias et al. (1985 a, b) compared the estimation performance of one
component of the VCM, the TEXMOD sub-model, with data generated in a passive
psychophysics experiment. Subjects were flown over fiat terrain decorated by a uniformly
random array of luminous dots. Using the TEXMOD submodel, noisy observation of the
visual flow was simulated by additive measurement noise corrupting the line-of-sight (LOS)
measurement vector couple. This was in remarkable agreement with a demonstrated 10 %
figure obtained by independent threshold measurements, and strongly supports the direct
functional linkage provided by the TEXMOD sub-model, linking a basic perceptual threshold
with observed estimation performance on an egomotion-related task.

430. In z second study, Zacharias (1985) again compared model and data, this time
looking at overall active flight task performance. The main task of the experiment was to
maintain constant assigned altitude, while "flying" over flat terrain in the presence of a vertical
wind gust. No lateral flight control was required of the subject, and the task was thus a
single-axis disturbance regulation task. The model-based analysis demonstrated an ability to
closely match performance score and frequency response data, across a wide range of
experimental conditions. Most of the model matches were within a fraction of an across-
subject standard dtviation.

431. In a third study, a range of display enhancements for terrain-following fligm were
evJuated. ,,a combined analytic modeling and expeimental simulation effort; study results
are in Brun and Zacharias (1986). An undulating random-appearing terrain drove an on-board
guidance system, which, in turn. generated a vertical plane desired flight path to be followed
by the pilot. The path was generated so as to maintain an approximately constant altitude
above the terrain, while avoiding high-acceleration maneuvers. The simulation also had
provisions for lateral path control and display, although they were not used in the experimental
program. A range of terrain-following displays were evaluated to assess their impact on pilot
performance and flight control striteg. The simulation data was w:lI-matched by the model
points.

432. Not available.
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MULTI-TASK MODELS

4.1 INTRODUCTION: MJ[LTI-TASK MODELS

434. The growing interest in multiple task perfornance and related models depends on
many factors. Due to increasing automation and the use of advanced information technology,
the human's function in vehicle and process control is shifting from a direct and continuously
active involvement towards a supervisory control structure, where man-machine interaction is
exercised through the mediation of a computer. Supervisory control indicates a hierarchy or
coordinated set of hunan activities that includes initiating, monitoring, detecting events,
recognising, diagnosing, adjusting, and optimising processes in systems that ore otherwise
automatically controlled. In many of these situations, the human operator has to accomplish
several tasks at the same time with his attention and effort appropriately allocated among the
tasks. Industrial process monitoring. multiprocess scheduling, aircraft piloting and air traffic
control are among the more obvious examples. It appears that the limits of human decision
making capability become obvious as the demand or complexity of the tasks increases. Most
of the literature that relates to this section fits into the category of multiple task decision
making. Thus the broad spectrum of decision making seems to be a primary characteristic of
human operator activities, espcially in the field of vehicle and process control.

4.2 OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDED REFERENCES: MULTITASK MODE1S

435. There are two ways to develop integrative models (i.e., models representing more
than a single task-component) of the human operator controlling large-scale systeris: bottom-
up and top-down. The bottom-up approach starts with component models, findings, and data
(e.g.. eye movements, perceptlial and central processes, performing manual actions, etc.) and
attempts to combine them into an overall or aggregate model. Here the human operator
simulator (HOS), section 4.3.7, is an appropriate example that proposes to systematise the
process of model construc:tion. The bottom-up approach has been successful primarily for
modelling limited task segments. The difficulties inherent in integrating component research
and in aggregating task-elements were pointed out by various authors (Pew et al., 1977; Pew
and Baron, 1983; Sheridan, 1987). Perhaps the most difficult challenge of the bottom-up
approach is the formulation of a suitable ask taxonomy for deriving the components of human
performance. The top-down approach starts with an overall system concept and progressively
adds structure and defines variables implying appropriate data requirements. This approach
reduces the problem of defining a suitable task taxonomy. but in its place a critical nced arises
for well-defined dimensions and objcctive functions which the man-machine system is to
minimisc. The PROCRU-model tsection 4.3.6) involves features of a top-down approach,
such as the normative model structure confinned by the optimal control model (OCM).

4 36. The model summaries which follow borrow heavily from the original sources
given in the lists of references. In many ca.s direct quotations are noi indicated.
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4.3 MODEL SUMMARIES: MULTI-TASK MODELS

4.3.1 A Model of Human Decision Making in Multiple Process Monitoring

Sunm= Derplion

437. A model of human display monitoring has been developed and validated in a
laboratory situation by Greenstein and Rouse (1982). In that task situation the human operator
simultaneously monitors multiple dynamic processes for action evoking events. The
processes may differ in priority and the human may be unable to attend to all processes
simultaneously, instead having to allocate his attention among processes.

History and Source

438. Not available.

Product and PuMse

439. Greenstcin and Rouse (1982) have employed the display monitoring model for
describing human event detection in multiple process monitoring situations. The task which
they considered is illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Subjects simultaneously viewed the
sampled outputs of nine second-order dynamic processes. Their task was to detect changes in
the signal-to-noise ratio characterised by the process outputs becoming increasingly noisy.
'heir instructions were to detect changes as quickly as possible while also avoiding false
alarms. Considering Figure 4.1. events (i.e.. the onset of the decreasing signal-to-noise ratio)
had occurred in processes 1, 2. 3. and 8 at times 130, 113, 92, and 106, respectively. At the
point at which this display was generated, the subject had only detected the event in process 3
while also incorrectly resxxding to process 5. Figure 4.2 illustrates the display 10 time units
later (one update). The dashed vertical lines indicated to the subject the last point of response
to each process. In studying this event detection task, Greenstein and Rouse were primarily
interested in developing a model for situations where knowledge of the dynamics of the
processes was unavailable and thus one had to observe the human to determine how the task
could be performed.

When Used

440. The model seems to have considerable practical implications, especially in the
realm of computer-aided decision making. Consider a situation in which a human must
simultaneously monitor many processes. Further, assume that a lack of knowledge of the
dynamics of the processes (e.g.. a chemical plant) as well as the presence of time-varying
priorities and costs preclude direct automation of the monitoring tasks. Using the event
detection model described here, a computer system could be designed to "watch" the human
operator and hence be capable of providing back-up decision making if the human were to
become overloaded.

Procedures for Use

441. Not available.
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Fig. 4.1 The multiple process monitoring situation.

Advantages

442. 'The display monitoring model has been shown to provide a good fit to data
obtained using a Tweific multiple process monitoring situation. The use of discriinant
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estimation algorithms ame available.

443. The model has only been tested in experimental situations.

444. To test the usefulness of the pattern recognition model, an experiment was
conducted. As they performed the task. subjects kept written "logs" of their actions and
descriptions of what they were doing. Based on these logs, four features were selected for
use in the model. TIe first feature involved the magnitude changes in the sequence of recent
process outputs. The second feature entailed the presence of reversals in direction in this
sequence (i.e., changes of slope from pmoitive to negative or vice Versa. The third feature was
based on the simultaneous occurrence of largetagnitude changes and reversals. Finally, the
fourth feature was a very local measurement of magnitude changes in the most recent four
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points in the sequence of process outputs. In calculating average changes in magnitude,
average number of reversals, and so on, an exponential averaging method was used to
accommodate the fact that events became more pronounced as they evolved.

445. The model was tested by allowing it (i.e., the computer) to "watch" each subject
during one of his or her trials. From these observations data were taken and processed. The
model's performance was then compared to that of the subject on another trial (i.e., one on
which the model had not been trained). It was found that the model did quite well in terms of
matching a subject's average time to event dctection and number of correct detections,
although it was somewhat more conservative than subjects in terms of false alarms. In
applying the model to this situation, very little fitting of parameters to data was required.
Some parameters of the model were fixed at values considered to be intuitively reasonable.
Features were selected in similar fashion, although the comments of experimental subjects
performing decision making tasks within the situation were also instructive.

446. Not available.
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Fig. 4.2 An updatd display

Greenstein, J. S.. W.B. Rouse (1982). A model of human decision making in multiple
process monitoring situations. IEEE Trans. Syst.. Man. and Cybern., 12, (2) 182-193.
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4.3.2 A Model of the Human Controller in Combined Continuous and Discrete Tasks

Su =Descripl,

448. A model of the human supervisor in a multi-task situation involving continuous
control and discrete tasks has been proposed by Govindaraj and Rouse (1981). The model
has a number of parameters that can be varied for matching the experimental results. The
parameters are (1) ratio of weights on control to weights on error, (2) ratio of nominal weights
on control to weights on control over discrete task intervals, and (3) threshold on changes in
control. After some preliminary trials, the threshold for changes in control could be fixed
which resulted in performance similar to that of the subjects.

15706

14917

13254

Fig. 4.3 Multi-task flight management situation.

History and Sourc

449. The model developers were trying to answer the question of how a pilot schedules
discrete tasks (e.g., talking with air traffic control, taking radio fixes, and so on) while also
performing a continuous control ta-sk. This task presents difficulties for the usual optimal
control models because it is typical for the pilot to stop controlling (i.e., stop moving the
control stick) while performing some types of discrete tasks. As most manual control models
produce continuous outputs, a new formulation was needed.

Product and Purpose

450. This model is concerned with the human operator when he must perform different
types of tasks simultaneously. An appropriate example is that of flying a modem airliner. The
tasks expected of a pilot can be broadly subdivided into continuous control tasks, where he
uses various control devices to alter the flight conditions, and di.%rete tasks such as checking
subsystems during various phases of flight, communicating with air traffic controllers, and
taking radio fixes.

451. Optimal control theory was used to develop an analytical model for the problem of
controlling a system so as to move along a reference trajectory. Preview of the reference
trajectory was assumed to be available for some distance (or equivalently, time). This is the
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planning horizon in which the discrete tasks must be inserted at appropriate intervals. A well-
trained, well-motivated human operator is assumed to keep the errors from the reference
trajectory to a minimum. He is also expected to impose a penalty on the control action.

452. The important feature in scheduling control and discrete tasks is the possibility of
directly influencing the control through the corresponding weights. When it is desired to
insert a discrete task somewhere in the planning horizon, the control weighting is increased in
that interval, resulting in a reduced control value. If this is done for the entire planning
horizon (i.e.. altering the weights in intervals of desired discrete task activity), this has the
desirable effect of redistributing control activity to keep the overall cost at an optimal value.

When Ue

453. The model seems to be useful in evaluating displays where the map, or in general,
the future reference is known for a certain distance. If discrete task characteristics are known,
the amount of time required for the discrete tasks and when they should be performed could be
determined. From the perspective of computer aiding, where responsibilities are shared
1--tween the computer and the human, the model could be valuable for predicting how
different allocations of tasks affect control task performance.

Procedures for Use

454. Not available.

Advantages
455. When combined with the queuing model developed by Rouse (1977), Walden and

Rouse (1978), and Chu and Rouse (1979). the model presented here would allow for
predictions of overall performance for both continuous control and discrete tasks.

456. The model has only been tested in experimental situations.

Application ExamVpi

457. An experiment was designed to test the validity/appropriateness of the model in the
multi-task flight management situation shown in Fig. 4.3. The display was a standard
graphics terminal. For the aeroplane dynamics used, the updaies appeared to move smoothly
without flicker, and without long persistence.

458. The control task involved flying over a map at a constant altitude and airspeed.
The subject controlled tOe aileron angle using a joystick. A "track up" display was used where
the map to be flown moved past a fixed aeroplane symbol. The reference trajectory for 53 s
Into the future was available for preview. An artificial horizon with a moving wing over a
fixed horizon was used to indicate the attitude. The airspeed indicator showing the indicated
air speed (IAS) and the altimeter (ALT) were included only to provide a measure of
completeness.
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459. A number of discrete tasks appeared in the preview period. Associated with each
discrete task was a starting position marked by a tic mark on the map. This also served as the
deadline for completion of the preceding discrete task. After completion of service to a
discrete task, the next one could not be started until the aeroplane symbol passed the starting
position.

460. Discrete tasks were presented as data entry tasks. At various times five digit
numbers appeared and moved along the map. Successful performance of these discrete tasks
required correct entry of the numbers before they disappeared. A number would stay on the
,ap until it was correctly entered, or the position on the map corresponding to that number
disappeared from the display. Some or all of these digits could be entered at one time.

461. Not available.
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462. It is desirable to test the model in more realistic situations. Multi-axis control tasks
need to be considered where appropriate. It is possible that the methods developed here might
be applicable without the need for any basic changes. Also, discrete tasks characterised by
different priorities and different arrival and service times statistics would increase realism.
Experimental situations similar to those reported in Walden and Rouse (1978) and Chu and
Rouse (1979) might be used. Using training simulatcrs is another possibility, where a variety
of conditions could be tried.
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4.3.3 A Model of Human Problem Solving in Dynamic Environments

463. Human performance in monitoring and controlling a large-scale system, s-ach as a
communication network, is considered. A model of performance in monitoring and
controlling a simulated large-scale system (Figure 4.4) has been proposed by Zinser and
Henneman (1988) and Henneman (1988) that explicitly incorporates three types of knowledge:
system, contextual, and task knowledge. The first two types P-re represented by a network of
frames; the third type is repmsented by a set of rules. The model compared very favourably to
human performance in an expcrimental validation.

Histor and Source

464. The model presented in this summary is an extension of a conceptual model of
human problem solving proposed by Rouse (1983). Rouse has suggested that problem
solving takes place on three levels: (1) recognition and classification; (2) planning; and (3)
execution and monitoring. Thus, when a problem situation develops, the first task is to detect
that the problem exists and to categorise it (recognition and classification). An approach or
plan to solving the problem must then be developed (planning), and finally, the pian must be
implemented (execution and monitoring). The model is further characterised b/ its ibility to
make either a state- or a structure-oriented response. depeaiding on both the ystem state and
the human's level of expertise. The model assumes that humans have a preference for pattern-
recognitinn solutions to problems - that is, humans prefer to make. context-specific state-
oriented responses to situations. Different cxteasions of the conceptual model of problem
solving have been proposed by Hunt and Rouse (1984), Knaeuper and Rouse (1985), and
Mc,rris and Rouse (1985).

7". a, )/",'our

Sr- CI4W -

Emoton

Ftaina~sMokitorin

Fig. 4.4 Components of the conceptual model of human problerr solving.
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EL~uct and Purvs

465. With this modelling approach, human performance in monitoring and controlling
large-scale systems is considered. A simulated large-scale system, CAIN, was developed to
provide an experimental vehicle of sufficient complexity to facilitate these human performance
studics. CAIN is structured as a large hierarchical network that contains thousands of nodes.
Customers travel through the system from a randomly selected source node to a random
destination. Subjects monitor" this system activity via a CRT display. When they detect a
problem ie the system (possibly due to a failure), subjects issue an appropriate command
through a keyboard to correct and compensate for the abnormal situation. Ten different
commands are possible. The overall objectives of the operator are to maximise the number of
customers served and to minimise the time it takes for customers to travel between source and
destination nodes.

466. A typical display of CAIN is shown in Figure 4.5. Because there are so many
nodes in the network, it is not possible to display information about all nodes at one Lime.
Thus nodes are grouped into relatively small networks called clusters. Human operators are
restlicted to viewing only one cluster at a time on the CAIN display. Clusters are grouped into
hi.rarchy levels. The right side of the display shows information about one cluster of nodes,
the middle left portion of the display presents a variety of subject-requested information about
the system state, and the subject inputs control actions and information requests at the bottom
left of the display. Each node in CAIN is referred to by a geographic label. Subjects can form
associations or links between system parts, therefore, due to the existence of this contextual
information.

467. In the context of this model, dynamic environment means that the human has to
cope with the dynamics inherent in the physical world. The system to be controlled changes
dynamically over time. Results of actions do not take place immediately and predictions of
future system states are rather complicated. Knaeuper aid Rouse's (1985) review of a variety
of approaches to categorising the tasks an operator has to perform while controlling a dynamic
process led to the choice of a classification scheme involving four general tasks, two or more
of which may have to be performed simultaneously: (I) transition tasks, such as start-up,
shut-down, take-off, and landing; (2) steady-state tuning; (3) detection and diagnosis of
failures; and 4) compensation for failures.

468. To perform these tasks, the operator has to know (1) how the process will evolve
if left alone; (2) what the effect will be of implementing control actions; and (3) what task is
currently appropriate. Transition tasks are fairly proceduralized, although there need not be
formal written procedures. A certain sequence of actions is often known, which will lead to
the desired outcome. Steady-state tuning involves actions oriented toward optimising
performance. In contrast to transition tasks, tuning tasks are "left-hand" or patterndriven
since the operator generally does not work towards a certain goal-state of the system. Failure
detection and diagnosis will necessarily be performed in parallel to transition and tuning tasks.
More specifically, failure detection is active at all times and do,.s not interrupt transition or
tuning tasks. Once an abnormal condition has been detected, then diagnosis may begin. It is
possible that the diagnostic task could be either pattern or goal-driven. Failure compensation
tends, in most cases, to be fairly proceduralized. Once the cause of a disturbance has been
diagnosed then, if it is a familiar failure, an appropriate sequence of actions can be performed.
However, if it is an unfamiliar failure, alternative approaches to failure compensation may
have to be considered.
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Fig. 4.5 Display of large-scale system CAIN.

469. The model proposed for the CAIN environment, MURRAY, is illustrated in Figure
4.4. MURRAY operates in the three stages of Recognition and Classification, Planning, and
Fitecution and Monitoring. Situations are continually feevaluatcd as system states change due
to the system dynamics or operator actions. An important feature of this task is that at any
given time the human operator may have several different tasks that could be puformed.

470. MURRAY's fidelity to human performance is dependent on the representation of
three different types of knowledge needed to perform the task: system knowledge, contextual
knowledge, and task knowledge. System knowledge and contextual knowledge are shown
explicitly in Figure 4.4. while the task knowledge is embedded within the
Recognition/Classification and Planning components. The Execution component of the model
is realised by implementational procedures and the command that is issued.

471. The first type of knowledge. system knowledge, consists of information from
CAIN about the current system state, for example, the number of customers waiting to be
served in a city. Thus, the system knowledge of MURRAY is identical to the information
presented on the CAIN display (Fig. 4.5). System knowledge is only accessed by the
model's Recognition/Classification component ard the Prioritisation mechanism. The system
knowledge is structured as a hierarchical frame system. The frame of the highest structural
level represents the cluster currently displayed by CAIN. Each city frame has several "slots"
that contain such information as the number of customers waiting for service at the city and the
average length of time they have been waiting.
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472. The second type of knowledge, contextual knowledge, consists of information
concerning the context of the system at a given time, such as locations of individual cities in
the network and cities that have high loading and abnormal failure rates. Thus, contextual
knowledge is augmented over time; as the model gains "expertise", the knowledge stored by
this component will change. Contextual knowledge is represented by a network of context
frames.

473. Finally, the third type of knowledge, task knowledge, represents the operator's
behaviour in monitoring, problem solving, and failure detection. Task knowledgc is
represented as a production system. The operator's heuristics correspond to productions (or
rules), while the operator's internal model of the system corresponds implicitly to metarules
that organise the application of the explicit rules.

474. MURRAY contains 22 rules in its representation of iask knowledge. These rules
have a fixed syntax, and thus, they can be manipulated from outside the programme by a text
editor. The set of rules is based on a combination of expert judgment and empirical evidence.
Each rule consists of a situation and an action part made up of predicates.

475. An important part of MURRAY is the inference mechanism of the rule-based
represntation of the task knowledge. This mechanism determines the way that rules are
applied and evaluated. The mechanism is implemented whenever the system state changes,
i.e., whenever the model observes a set of new data from CAIN (as a reaction to a command
issued by the operator or a dynamic change in the system). At this point, the condition
predicates of all the rules are evaluated successively in the Classification component of the
model.

When Usd

476. Not available.

477. Not available

478. To summa-isc. MURRAY proved to be a reasonable means of describing human
behaviour in a complex monitoring and control task. Open-loop analysis of model
erformance indicated that the model consistently did as well as human operators. Closed-.
oop, action-by-action comparison of subject and MURRAY performance revealed a high

degree of behavioural congruence. Thus. it appears that the structures and mechanisms
present in the model produce quite similar behaviours to humans' structures and mechanisms
used in performing this task. Nevertheless. it should be noted that the level of matching was
not perfect. Both MURRAY and human operators appear to have different strengths that are
useful in this environment: MURRAY is good at prioritizing tasks; the human operator is good
at improvising flexible search strategies. Thus, a combination of the two could result in
improved overall system performance. The next step in this research programme, therefore,
was to implermient a human performance aid based on MURRAY Such an aid should provide
cognitively plausible assistance to the human operator.
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479. Not available.

Appaion EapiE

480. Experimental data were collected to validate MURRAY Comparison of MURRAY
and subject performance was done in two ways. First, an open-loop comparison was made in
which subject performance was compaired with MURRAY's performance. Second, a closed-
loop analysis was performed. Subject data files were replayed concurrently with a version of
MURRAY Whenever a subject action was performed, MURRAY generated the action it
would implement, along with a list of its other applicable rules. The subject's action was then
imple mnted. This form of analysic allowed an action-by-action (or process) performance
comparison to be made.

4881. Three measures, mean customer sojourn time, number of customers served, anid
fraction of failures repaired, were used to assess subject performance. MURRAY cut
performed all of the subjects in terms of mean sojourn time and number of customers served.
MURRAY ranked eighth, however, in terms of the third performance measure, fraction of
failures repaired.

482. Nevertheless, by relying on its task: description provided in the rule base,
MURRAY resulted in uniformly excellent performance. Therefore, a model-based aid might
be useful in providing the operator with procedural instructions; MURRAY could support the
operator with additional or alternative strategies to monitor or control CAIN.

483. Not avaiabie.
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4.3.4 A Dynmic Decisi,n.Maidng Model (DDM)

Sum y Description

485. Pattipati, Kleinm an and Ephiath (1983) have developed a dynamic decision making
model (DDM) for predicting human task sequencing. It contains the same information
processing structure as in the. '- control rmeodel (OCM). As in the original Siegel and
Wolf models, situation azs.ssmrent in the DDM involves estimation of the time available and
time required for task cormplhtion. 'These variables are obtained from a memoryless
transformation of the estim.ate system state variables. The DDM does differ from the other
decision making models dis,-ustd here in one significant way, namely in the introduction of
human randomness in the decision making algorithm itself. Though the practical value of
including this randomness in performing system design and analysis may be argued, it is clear
that such randomness in hurran decision making does exist. Moreover, in the context of the
relatively simple paradigm ^o which the DDM was applied, the introduction of the stochastic
choice axiom allows the DDM to be used to compute performance statistics analytically, rather
than by Monte Carlo simulation.

• • MONITORING
• @ STRATEGY

,N 0
PRCES E HUMAN I

i TAS~ ~ PROESS INFORMATION --RCSO

L, HIUMAN DECISION PROCESSES j

Fig. 4.6 Multi-task monitoring/decision making situation.

486. This research was motivated largely by target selection problems. In this situation,
targets of various types move across the display scopes of the human operator, vying for his
attention. Since each target has different velocity and different distance to travel, the operator
has variable length of time available to process a target before it disappears. Each target has
different threat value and processing time requirements. The human is faced with the problem
of sequencing targets dynamically.
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Product and Purpose

487. The primary purpose of this approach is to gain a deeper understanding of human
information processing and task selection procedures in dynamic raulti-task environments.
The approach has been to combine the results of a joint analytic and experimental programme
into a normative dynamic decision model of human task sequencing performance. To !his end
a general multi-task paradigm was developed that retains the essential features of human task
selection in a manageable yet manipulative context. Via this framework, they have studied the
effects of various task related variables on the human decision processes. The model that has
emerged from this effort forms a small but significant step toward human modelling in
complex supervisory control systems.

488. The dynamic decision making model (DDM) uses the information processing
structure of the OCM, extends the control theory approach to dynamic decision making and
particularly addresses the problem of task selection in a dynamic multi-task environment. The
experimental paradigm of Tulga and Sheridan (1980) was modified to provide an appropriate
laboratory task for validing the DDM. In case of a situation with N independent tasks, the
DDM includes a set of N independent estimator-predictor combinations.

DATATO _ _ _ _ _

COMPUTER

SUBJECTS'

RESPONSE BOX

Fig. 4.7 Experimental apparatus.

489. Figure 4.6 shows the fundamental decision loop that is considered in this model.
The human decision process involves 1) whether to process a task or gather more information
(i.e., monitor), and 2) which of N tasks (N is time varying) to act upon, in order to maximise
the system performance (e.g.. maximise reward, minimise regret, etc.). The decision loop is
dynamic in nature. As time evi ies. tasks of different value, duration (processing time), and
opportunity window demand the human's attention, while others depart. The opportunity
windows shrink with time as the tasks approach their deadlines.
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490. In the experiments ccnducted to develop the model, the subjects observed a
computer screen on which multiple concomitant tasks were represented by moving rectangular
bars. The bars appeared continually at the left edge of the screen and moved at different
velocities to the right, disappearing upon reaching the right edge. Thus the screen width
represented an opportunity window. In this experimental paradigm there could be, at most, a
total of five tasks on the CRT screen, with a maximum of one on each line of any given time.
The height (reward, value) of each bar was either one, two, or three units. The number of
dots (I <m<5) displayed on a bar represented the time (in seconds) required to process the
task. The subject could process a task in the "opportunity window" by holding down the
appropriate push button as in Figure 4.7. By processing a task successfully, the subject was
credited with the corresponding reward (ri=l, 2, or 3), and the completed task was eliminated
from the screen.

Men Used

491. The DDM can predict varioas measures related to decision making performance,
including task completion probability, and error probability. As in various other models,
situation assessment in the DDM involves estimation of the time available and the time required
for task completion.

Procedures for Use

492. Not available.

Ad !tg

493. A major contribution of the DDM work is the experimental validation of the model.
By constraining the experimental paradigm to a situation that could be treaied carefully in an
experimental environment, it became possible to test model hypotheses with reasonable cost
and control. These tests showed that the ideas underlying the DDM are essentially sound.
They also provide further validation for the other control-theoretic models discussed herein.

494. Not available.

Application Examples

495. The DDM has only been applied in experimental validations, but has proven quite
accurate in that conteXL

496. The approach to modclling human decision behaviour parallells the optimal control
model (OCM) of human response in spirt but not in form. In the OCM the control and
information processing strategies are separable. Once an estimate of the system state is
available, the hiear feedback control law uses this estimate as if it were the true state. This
type of separation has been found to be plausible in the present dynamic decision model.
Analogous to the system state in OCM. the important concept of decision state is introduced in
the DDM. The decision state vanables are chosen to satisfy the axiomatic definition of a stat,.
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i.e.. it must provide the complete running summary of past actions (decisions). The joint
density of the decision state is estimated from the information processor of the DDM, and
provides sufficient information for the decision process.
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497. In the present expcrimcnu context the tasks are assumed to be independent, and
the task values and velocities air constant as the bar moves across the CR1 screen. However,
in many realistic situations tasks are rarely independent and task attributes (e.g., value and
-,elocity) may evolve in time. or they may vary as a function of human's decisions. Therefore
futurc tests of DDM should considcr more intricate task structure, such as those involving
nonstationary task attributes. task dcfpndency (eg.. precedence restrictions), and resource
con.traints.

498. A more realistic and challenging problem is the modelling of multiple DM's in
dtstbuted multi-task systems here. task% arrive at each individual DM. An individual DM
has to determine whether to keep an amving task for himself or send it to someone else, and
%hich task. if any. he should proe.% Thus the deci!aon process requires the specification of
a lx.cal routing strategy and a local .,qucncing stiategy for each DM. The decision process is
affected by the communication. infor-iaton plttm at each DM. hierarchical structures.
interhuman randomness, and va.ri3blt). to name but a few.
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4.3.5 A Model of Combined Monitoring. Decislon-Making. and CQntrol DfOl.D

Summaa Descripion

499. DEMON is k multi-task model (including decision making, monitoring, and control
tasks) for analysing the operational control of multiple remotely piloted vehicles (RPV).
Control of each RPV represents a separate task, each with a payoff for maintaining errors
within tolerance and for tin.iy pop-ups and hand-offs. The operators task is to monitor the
trajectories and the estimated times of arival (ETAs) of N vehicles, to decide if the deviation
from desired flight path or the ETA error exceeds some tolerance threshold,and to correct
respective paths by issuing appropriate contro! commands.

Hlistn' and Source

500. The DEMON model was developed by Muralidharan and Baron (1979, 1980) and
extended previous control-based approaches to a multi-task environment involving essentially
discrete control decisions. The DEMON model is an important integrative step in the
development of supervisory control models.

Product and PuMose

501. The essence of the DEMON approach is to characterise the opera:o limitaticns and
the mission goals in a manner that allows one to predict operator strategies and overall system
performance in human supervisory control of vehicles. For example, DEMON considers the
detection of events not explicitly related to the system state variables and accounts for the time
to complete discrete tasks. By means of a model extension, multi-operator situations as well

J , , ucx, Il "'n"lI '  - °

Fij. 4.8 DEMON model for RPV control task.
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as communication among the operators can be considered. A block diagram modelling the
flow of information and the control and decisions encountered by the human operator
(enroute phase) is shown in Figure 4.8 (Muralidharan and Baron, 1980).

502. Path deviations arise from navigation errors and disturbances. Display information
is assumed to be updated at discrete times. It is also assumed that arrival times and lateral
deviation errors are presented separately and that only a single RPV can be selected for
observation at a given time. Prior to frame update, then, the RPV enroute operator with N
RPVs under control must also decide which among 2N+I displays to monitor, the additional
display is included to account for secondary tasks. The information processor in Figure 4.8
contains N Kalman filters to estimate the system state (i.e.. the states of each RPV) and the
uncertainty in that estimate. With this information, the processor can also compute the
subjective probability of exceeding various error tolerances or the proximity to a waypoint (or
desired goal). Thus. the information processor provides an assessment of the situation or a
mental image of the traffic picture. The decision strategy generates both te monitoring and
control choices. The operators choices are assumed to be rationA decisions governed by his
knowledge of the situation, his goals and priorities and his instructions. These factors are
incorporated in expected net gain criteria for monitoring and control. The expected net gain
from a particular action is obtained by subtracting the cost of that action from its expected
gain. The expected gain is the difference between the cost of events when no action is taken
and the expected cost of event,, that may arise after this action.

503. In summary, the enr'ute operator's task is to monitor the trajectories and the
estimated times of arrival (ETAs) of N vehicles, to decide if the lateral deviation or ETA error
of any of these exceeds some threshold, and to correct the paths of those that deviate
excessively by issuing acceptable patches. The drone control facility (DCF) contains the
stored flight plans that drive the N suhtystems RPVi. i=l.2....,N. They are usually "optimal"
with re.pect to current terrain and other information. The system is constituted by the N
RPVs undergoing monitonng/kontrol. A simple non-linear representation of their dynamic
behaviour was assumed for this analysi. Linearisation may be carried out if necessary for
implementation of the model. The true status xi of the i-th RPV may be different from the
stored flight plans due to "disturbances" wi The reported status y' will be differcnt from the
true status xi due to reponng rrr v1. The observed status Yip will depend on the reported

status vi and on the -ninitorn:i %,:rJevgyh ito be discussed later). The disturbances wi and
reporting error viv were modelled t, ..u:tahlc random processes. The yi are the displayed
variables corresponding to RP 1 I

504. The monitonng strateg. i%. needed. since the human must decide which RPV or
which display to look at. This a imprtant bc.ause his estimates of the true status of each
RPV (and hence his patch deci,on strateg, v ill depend upon his monitoring strategy. The
information processor models the procesing that goes on in the human operator to produce
the current estimate of the true RPV status from past observed status. This block is the well
known control-theoretcal model cnsisting of a Kalman filter-predictor. It produces the least-
squares estimate of the true ;tatu. and alo the variance of the error in that estimate. The
decision strategy models the process of deciding which, if any, RPV to patch. It considered
the decision process to be disrete (it takes 5 sec to get a new display). The cost of making a
patch would reflect the lost opportunity to monitor and/or patch other RPVs as well as
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breaking radio-si'ence; the gain (negative cost) is the presumed reduction in error for the
"patched' vehicle. The decision strategy attempts to minimise the (expected) cosL

505. The patch command generazor geverates the commanded patch. The developers
investigated a strategy based on minimising a weighted sum of the time to return to the desired
path and the total mean-square tracking eo. The allowable paths were constrained by the
RPV turning radius limits. The patch check performs a GO/NO GO check on the patch using
conditions on turning radius, command link status, etc. The vector u denotes the patch control

input to the RPVs. When there is no disturbance wi and no patch control u then the N RPV
subsystems follow the flight plan. A patching decision consists of deciding if the monitored
RPV subsystem is to be patched. At most one of the RPVs may be patched at a given time.
One idea of patching is to reduce deviations from the flight plan to below some threshold
values. Once a decision is made to patch a particular RPV-subsystem, it is necessary to
compute and execute the patch control. The purpose of a patch control is to guide the aircraft
from its initial location and heading to intercept and fly along the planned flight patch. Various
criteria may be considered to compute the optimal patch control, for example, a strategy Lhat
minimises tic time to return to the planned flight path.

506. Operator limitations of observation noise, time delay and response bandwidth
could be neglected in DEMON because they were insignificant in comparison to sensor
measurement noise, display upfate rates and the time required for the discrete control inputs.
However, a parameter was introduced into the information processing structure to account for
the rate at which the operator's uncertainty about the vehicle state grows with time in the
absence of further observation. This parameter relates to the operator's expectations
concerning the disturbances perturbing the path of the RPV (as opposed to the true
disturbances), as might be determined from insmuuctions or through training. The mission
goals were incorporated in the model in expressions for the expected net gains for monitoring
and control. They included factors such as thresholds for allowable errors and cost,, for
monitoring and patching control.

When.USA

507. DEMON can be used in predictive studies and iteratively throughout design
development.

Procedures for U

508. The scenario-like DEMON approach is available in form of parametrised
programme modules.

vAdyaagcs

509. According to Baron (1984). the DEMON model extended previous control-based
approaches to a multi-task environment involving essentially discrete control decisions. For
DEMON. control of each RPV represented a separate task, each with a payoff for maintaining
errors within tolerance and for timely pop-ups and hand-offs. Inasmuch as only one RPV
could be observed at any time. the DEMON operator had to rely on memory and prediction to
decide when to monitor or serve a particular RPV and control objective. Another important
advance was the introduction of the expected net gain decision making algorithm. This
algorithm can be related to classical subjective expected utility criteria and other methods. It
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also provides a very general approach to developing decision making criteria in multi-task
situations.

510. The main shortcoming is that the model does not include the procedural activities

of the human operators.

Application Examples

511. Model results were obtained illustratinL  ensitivity of the performance 2redicted
by DEMON to changes in parameters of the system (we number of RPVs to be controlled and
the magnitudes of navigation and reporting errors) and in those describing operator behaviour.
These results show that the model behaves reasonably, that the model parameters do
significantly affect performance and that the monitoring and patching trends are as expected.
For example, results from DEMON predicting how performance in controlling the RPVs
varies with the number of RPVs under control, suggest that four vehicles can be maintained
within tolerance by a single operator. Errors can exceed tolerances for five or six vehicles and
a critical point exists around seven RPVs. This prediction is consistent with findings in the
literatue concerning the abilities of air traffic controllers.

512. The DEMON model is an example of the so-called top-down or analytic approach
to human performance modelling. Such an approach begins with a mathematical
characterisation of the task including the overall goals and the criteria for good performance.
Then. one attempts to develop the assumptions about the human operator and the system that
am necessary and sufficient to characterise perfomiance in -elation to the parameters of interest
to system designers. The report of Muralidharan. Baron. and Feehrer (1979) includes
complete technical documentation.
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513. The supervisory control model PROCRU (section 4.3.6) is an extension of the
DEMON approach.
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4.3.6 A Model of Human Supervisor, Control of Dynamic Systems (PROCRU'

Sumar Descripon

514. The supervisory control model PROCRU (procedure-oriented crew model) has
been developed by Baron et al. (1980, 1981) for analysing flight crew procedures. PROCRU
incorporates both "by the book" procedures and more unconstrained control and monitoring
behaviours. It models continuous tasks directly and also accounts for the effects of discrete
control tasks and for the time to perform them. Thus, the model combines some of the
features of psychologically-oriented models with those of control-theoretic models. PROCRU
can be extended to a full range multi-operatw model.

L-------~r------F , A 1 t....... .

........ .--. ..

Fig 4. Suervsor cnrlmdl PRCU
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Fig. 4.9 Supervisory control model PROCRU.

History and Soun:c

515. The monitoring and information processing portions of PROCRU are not unlike
those of the optimal control nuxlel (OCM) or other models. though they have some novel
features and extensions. The approach used in PROCRU has also been employed to develop
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a supervisory control model called AAACRU for the commander/ gunner crew of an anti-
aircraft artillery system (Zacharias et al., 1981). The general structure of this model is
essentially identical to the PROCRU model structure, except that an explicit situation assessor
has been added to the information processing function of the model. There is interest in
developing more complex and complete supervisory control models based largely on a control-
theoretic viewpoint. Frsently there exists a conceptual approach to modelling operators of
nuclear power plants (Baron ct al., 1982). This model shares many features of the models
described above.

Product and Purpse

516. The basic structure of the PROCU model is shown in Figure 4.9. The model is a
closed-loop, man-machine simulation that incorporates elements that can represent a range of
operator behaviours: cognitive and psychomotor, and continuous and discrete. Below, the
major elements are discussed with -"pecial emphasis on the information processor, because of
its central importance to the cognitive aspects of supervisory control and because it is in this
part of the model that new extensions are suggested.

517. The supervisory control model PROCRU (Figure 4.9) builds on a series of

operator fuil.tions and processes:

(1) Monitoring displays,

(2) Situation assessment.

(3) Decision to act -or not to act - based on that assessment, and

(4) Action to implement the decision.

518. These functions are implemented by various processors:

(1) A display processor selects an appropriate displayed quantity and
accounts for sensoryiprocessing limitations in observation.

(2) "An information processor includes a mental model of the plant
from which is derived a predict/correct logic for state estimation
and prediction.

(3) A situation assessor provides a template matching scheme which
checks symptoms against a template which is part of a piocadure.

(4) A procedure selector includes major decision making at several
levels. Choices are made on the basis of utility theory.

(5) A procedure effecter permits three types of actions: control,
observation and communication. Time is associated with each
action.

519. The lower h.alf of Figure 4.9 illustrates the model fcr the human operator. The
display processor portion of the model has two functions: it implements the conscious
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observation decisions of the operator by selecting the appropriate displayed quantity; and, it
accounts for sensory and processing limitations associated with observation. It is assumed
that the operator is a single-channel processor of information. The selection of a particular
source of information is governed by goal-oriented processes: thus, it will depend on the
purposes for which information is being gathered. Much of the time, the choice of a particular
scurce will be procedurally driven; i. e., the execution of specific operating procedures will
direct the choice. However, for an activity that is not governed by well-defined procedures,
the display selection process incorporated in the model will be designed to support that
,activity.

520. The information processor is comprised of three elements: an estimator/predi, lar,
an event detector, and a situation assessor. The estimator/predictor performs two functions.
First, it processes the observed information to update its estimate of the process state
variables. And, second, it predicts the future evolution of the system on the basis of the
estimate of the current state, knov, n inputs to the process, and a mental model of the plant.
The outputs of the estimator/predictor are the operator's a priori (before observation) and a
posteriori ( after update) estimates of the process state, the respective subjective estimation
error covariances which, in general, will now differ from the true error covariances, and the
residuals and their covariances. The discrete event detector is intended to model those aspects
of operator information processing, other than estimation and prediction, of the process state
variables. Typically. it will be concerned with determining or detecting that an event has
occurred that helps to define a situation, thus enabling a procedure selection and execution.
The event may be a transient, a request for action, an alarmed condition, or the verification of
the accomplishment of an intended action. The inputs of the event detector are visual alarms,
auditory information, the outputs of the state estimator/predictor, and the list in memory of
possible events.

521. The situation assessor block of the supervisory control model is aimed at
computing the probability or likelihood of a postulated situation. Its inputs are the outputs of
the information processor and an oreod list of possible situations that are stored in memory.
The ordering of the situations is assumed to be based on prior estimates of the probability of
occurrence and on the potential consequences associated with the situation. As noted earlier,
the situation may correspond to a single condition on a process variable or on equipment
status. In such a case. situation assessment and event detection may coincide and the process
is straightforward. More generAly, a situation will be defined in relation to a larger set of
conditions. However. in priactice, the operator's assessment of the situation may not
incorporate all the diagnostic elements.

522. The procedures are the means by which the operators organise and carry out their
monitoring, situation assessment and control responses so as to accomplish their objectives.
Procedures exist in manuals or they reside in memory, having been learned through training
and/or experience. Both highly structured formal procedures and other less structured, but
goal directed, responses are allowed. A formal procedure is a specific sequence of tasks or
actions together with the situations that tngger those actions. Major decision-making at several
levels takes place in the procedure selector block. The first decisicn is coocerned with situation
assessment and will involve some form of sequential test that will be performed to decide
whether to accept/reject or defer the identifaiation of a situation as discussed above. If the
decision has been made to defer the identification of a situation, the m'xdclled operator will
have two optionxs: collect mom data using the current diagnostic test procedure; or, try a new
daag."ostic algorithm. Thus. a sccoxnJ decision is required.
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When Used

523. PROCRU may be used for analysing flight crew procedures in commercial ILS
approach to landing.

Procedures for Use

524. It is necessary to include a mathematical description of the system/environment in
the supervisory control simulation model. The degree of detail and the level of complexity of
the system model will depend on the specifics of the issues to be addressed. However, in
general, the model must include those factors that are needed to perform a closed-loop system
analysis, e. g., a state-variable description of the processes including any automatic control
and engineered safety features, a description of potential disturbances, and a description of the
instrumentation and display information provided for the crew (including information content,
alarm set points, instrument or sensor noise, update rates and failure nodes).

AdvapagC

525. PROCRU represents one of the first major attempts to combine the monitoring and
continuous control aspects of the OCM with a procedure selection and discrete control model.

526. Some portions of the model are conceptual at this time in that some of its features
have yet to be implemented (Baron.1984).

ApDlication Examples

527. Only experimental applications have been reported.

Techni Dtal

528. Not available.
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4.3.7 The Human Operator Simulator (HOS)

Summa= Descrtion

530. The Human Operator Simulator (HOS) is a coordinated st of computer
programmes which allows for the simulation of a total man-machine systcm performing a
complex mission (Wherry. 1969; 1976; Lane et al., 1981; Meister, 1985). Thus, HOS
simulates not only the behaviour of the operator, but the operating characteristics of the system
hardware and software together with any sensors, targets, or other external data sources. It is
intrinsically a bottom-up model in the sense that it begins with behavioural components and
principles (i.e., micromodels), such as movement, information input, perception, and memory
and systematically builds to a model that can pt.form task-oriented behaviour. Presently
HOS-IV is available (Harris et al., 1987, 1988) and the concept of HOS-V has been
formulated (Glenn, 1988). To build a simulation, inputs to the model typically include
descriptions of the system design, procedures for using the system, human operator
characteristics, and a mission scenario. A set of operator micromodels are available to the
1OS user to assist in the development of the simulation. These micromodels contain
algorithms, based on e:perimental literature, that can predict the timing and accuracy of basic
human cognitive, perceptual, and psychomotor actions. The text of this HOS model summary
is mainly based on Harris et al. (1987. 1988).

Histo and Source

531. Twenty years have elapsed since the original conceptual design specifications were
set forth by Wherry (1969) for a generalised, goal-oriented, dynamically adaptive HOS
computer programme. During this period iOS has been developed, applied, and modified on
mainframe computers (Wherry. 1976; Lane et al. 1981). Recently, HOS has been restructured
and revised to produce a 4ih-generation version (HOS-IV). HOS-IV is already slated to be
incorporazed into the Automated Job Analysis Tool (AJAT). MAT is a general purpose design
and evalvation tool for man-machine systems with the objective of predicting the impact of
individual differences in cognitive and psychomotor performance on total system performance
(Glenn. Dick, and Bitier. 1987).

Product and Purpose

532. The Human Operator Simulator (currently HOS-IV) is a crewstation design
evaluation tool which has unique features that distinguish it from other design tools. A
detailed description of these and other features of HOS-IV can be found in the User's Guide
(Harris et al.. 1988). Unique features include:

(I) Capability to predict system performance by dynamic interactive
simuiation of the environment, the hardware/software system, and
the operator.

(2) Library of human performance micromodels, based on
experimental litcrature, to predict human performance times and
errors.

(3) Simulation of an operator performing tasks and behavioural
processes sequentially or in parallel.
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(4) Flexibility to easily add to or modify the human performance
micromodel library.

533. The central models resident in HOS are the operator modtls which will initially
generate performance time and an indication of success/failure. The cur.ent version of HOS-
IV contains cognitive (recall, attention, mental computations), percept -a (visual and
auditory), and psychomotor (anatomy movement) models which are based on experimental
data from the human performance literature. The HOS-IV outputs include:

(1) A timeline of events for the operator, system, and environment,

(2) User-defined measures of effectiveness, and

(3) Standard analyses, such as:
(a) Mean time to complete an action,
(b) Number of times an action is performed,
(c) Proportion of the operator's time spent on each

action, and
(d) Error analysis by action.

534. The revised modelling capability in HOS-IV incorporates major improvements in
the areas of efficiency, usability, and adaptability. HOS-IV, in particular, provides ready
access to a library of standard models for items commonly included in simulations such as
controls, displays, etc. In addition, the HOS analyst will be able to tailor the models to the
needs of the particular application by specifying the appropriate level of detail for each model
(or, if desired, incorporating his or her own models). All models included in HOS-IV are
written utilising the same HPL language as used to define simulation actiods. The human
performance micromodels of HOS-IV are:

(1) PchomoM Micrctdels
(a) Eye Movwmt
(b) Hand Movement
(c) Control Manipulation
(d) Handprinting
(e) Walking

(2) Cognitive-Perceptual Micromodels
(a) Visual Perception
(b) Short-Term Memory Store
(c) Short-Term Memory Retrieve
(d) Decision Making

(3) Communiation Mkcmnodels
(a) Listeoing
(b) Speaking

(4) Fatigue Micromodel
(a) Modulating Effects on Human Performance
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(5) Planned Micromodel Development
(a) Tracking
(b) Target Search
(c) Task Switcl.*'ig

535. The eye movement model determines the time required to move the eye from one
fixation point to the next. The hand movement action determines the time required to move the
hand to a new position. The movement time model is based on Fitt's law which states that
movement time is a linear function of the information content or difficulty of movement. The
control manipulation model determines the simulation time charge for manipulating four
different types of controls - pushbutton, toggle, rotary dial, or trackball. The handprinting
model determines a time charge for printing a specific number of characters as specified by the
user. The walking model determines the time required per foot of travel.

536. The visual perception model determines the time required to perceive a visual target
assuming the eye is already at the fixation point and that the target is clearly visible. The short
term memory model consists of two parts - memory storage and memory retrieval. The
memory storage component simulates entry of new items into a push-down memory stack.
The memory stack has a maximum size of seven items. The memory retrieval component
simulates memory decay as well as retrieval search time's.

537. The listening model determines the time to listen as well as the probability of a
listening error based on the signal-to-noise interruption frequency The speaking model
determines the time to read aloud a user-specified number of words. The speaking time-per-
word varies depending on whether the user specifies that the words are elements of a small or
a large vocabulary.

538. The modulating effects of mental fatigue on human performance are represented by
a separate model that is based on numerous experimental studies using critical flicker fusion
(CFF) as measuring methodology. Specifically, the model estimates the percentage decrement
in cognitive performances for a given time t.

539. Three performance models are planned for augmentation of the current set in HOS-
IV The planned set of tracking and con:nuous manual control models is essentially based on a
composite linkage of the already existing psychomotor and cognitive micromodels. Tracking
capabilities (e.g.. compensatory. pursuit, and learning) have been demonstrated in previous
studies (Glenn. 1982. Lane et al. 19K I) The planned set of target search models will be
based on a composite linkage of the cognitive-perceptual micromodels. Visual search
capabilities have been demonstrated already with earlier HOS applications (Lane et al., 1981).
The implementation is intended for alloing various search strategies. The planned task
switching model is based on evidence (f individual.difference-related arl other temporal cost
for mental switching between tasks

540. The micromodel modes of operation have been considerably extended. HOS-IV
permits the user to describe operator hehaviours so that the associated micromodels occur
either sequentially or in parallel as appropriate for the particular tasks to be simulated. For
sequential operations. each micromodcl, or elemental behaviour within the task, must be
completed before any other elemental steps or other operator tasks may occur. Parallel
operations simulate situatons where the operator is performing tasks concurrently. This
structure allows parallel execution of non-competing behavioural processes - for example, a
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cognitive process will not intefere with a motor process. In general, micromodels within a
particular grouping - cognitive/perceptual, communication, or psychomotor - compete with
each other and can stalemate performance. Previous versions of HOS had been restricted to
the assumption that the human operator can only do one thing at a time (single-channel
processing assumption).

When 11
541. HOS is particularly well suited to performing analyses in which the operator's

workstation layout is the main concern and where performance degradation results primarily
from work congestion in reading displays and manipulating controls. In addition, HOS seems
to be suited for educational and instructional purposes, e.g., helping to introduce modelling
and and simulation of human-machine systems

Procedures for Use

542. HOS is a general purpose simulation tool for modelling man-machine systems.
The required inputs to the model an: descriptions of the systcm design, procce" tres for using
the system, human operator characteristics, and a mission scenario. A set of operator
micromodels are available to the 1OS user to assist in the development of the simulation.
1OS provides a capability for a comprehensive human-system simulation. Figure 4.10
presents the components developed for an application. During a typical implementation, such
as for a model of a radar operator and crewstation, the analyst first determines the allocation of
functions between the human operator and the machine. The analyst then describes the
environment (e.g.. number, location, speed, and bearing of enemy targets); the hardware
system (e.g.. radar sensor and signal processors, displays, and controls); and the operator
procedures and tacucs for intcrnacung %ith the system and for accomplising mission goals.

I'!. i

Fig. 4.10 Applhcation of the Human Operator Simulator (HOS).
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543. Interface descriptions between the operator, system, and environment are also
developed to suit the needs of a particular application. In a radar system simulation, a
hardware-environment interface routine would determine which enemy targets were within the
radar detection range at any given temporal snapshot. An operator-environment interface
routine could determine the effects of heat, cold, drugs, or other stressors on human
performance timing and accuracy. The operator-machine inteifr' models could establish the
time and accuracy of an operator performing such tasks as readi., . ', hanumeric information
from displays, manipulating controls, searching for targets in a -ular field-of-view, or
physically moving objects from one location to another

544. One primary feature of HOS, compared to other simulations, is that HOS is now
rule-based, incorporating current artificial intelligence techniques to structure the simulation.
An input requirement to HOS is a set of rules which activate a set of actions during the course
of the simulation only when the conditions are appropriate. Defining these rules facilitates a
top-down approach to the design of a simulation since it allows the user to design the
simulation flow independent of the implementation of low level simulation actions and models.
It also allows the simulation to more closely mimic reality since operators usually make
decisions based on an implicit or explicit set of rules when responding to a particular situation.

545. The level of detail required by HOS and the restrictions on multiple operators and
communications may make 1OS inappropriate for large systems involving complex
interactions among more than. one operator.

ARRikako Eurmle

546. One area of model application has been a series of pan-task simulations. Tasks in
these studies closely resembled operator functions in systems but were less complex to allow
more precise structuring of task conditions. The objectives were to verify the additivity of
times generated by the micromodels and to examine simulation performance in situations more
closely approximating real systems than laboratory experiments. These simulations included
(Lane et al.. 1981):

(1) A divided attenuon study in which the operator performed a
manual tracking task with interference from a secondary task
whose frequency and duration were varied.

(2) A mail-sorting simulation which required the operator to use
simple decision rules combined with keyboard entry.

(3) A subset of the LAMPS helicopter Air Tactical Officer (ATO)
functions, combining CRT tracking and control manipulation with
key entry.
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547. As the use of HOS has matured, simulations have been developed for several
large-scale systems. Results of these applications are another type of HOS validation. The
major simulations conducted with HOS to date are (Lane et al., 1981):

(1) A simulation of the Air Tactical Officer (ATO) on-board the U. S.
Navy's LAMPS helicopter during a generalised air surveillance
mission.

(2) A simulation of the Sensor Station 3 (non-acoustic) operator (SS-
3) on the U. S. Navy's P-3C ASW patrol aircraft during a
reconnaissance mission.

(3) A simulation of the P-3C Sensor Station I (acoustic) operator (SS
1) during an open ocean convoy escort mission.

(4) A simulation of the pilot on NASA's Terminal Configured Vehicle
(TCV) during the approach and landing phases of both a curved
and straight landing under both manual and automatic control.

Tebnic DaL a

548. Currently HOS-IV is implemented in Microsoft C (Version 4.0) on an iBM PC-AT
with enhanced graphics, a mouse, additional random access memory, and auxiliary storage
devices. HOS-IV incorporates many new features with the most notable being (1) a new
knowledge representation scheme. (2) t. user-oriented interface, and (3) enhanced modelling
capabilities. The primary design goal of the HOS-IV development was to provide for effective
application simulations without placing an excessive burden on the human analyst. The HOS
simulation facility is also highly transportable, allowing implementation on IBM compatible
microcomputers. Concepts for the development of HOS-V have been formulated (Glenn,
1988).
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FuueNeeds

549. Models like HOS. with the ability to integrate a realistic operator component into a
systems modelling framework, will become more critical as systems depart from traditional
roles for the operator. Human factors engineering technology must keep pace with equipment
technology, providing techniqucs which allow credible, objective and detailed statements about
probable system (n- t just operator) performance. Without such techniques, the inappropriate
use of operator ck ,bilities cannot be prevented. Integrating HOS with general purposc
simulation technology (e.g., SAINT. SLAM. etc, (see Chapter 8) could be helpful.
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4.3.8 The Siegel-Wolf Model

Sum= Desriptio

550. According to Pew et a. (1977). the Siegel-Wolf model , which appeared in 1961,
has been of continuing interest to human performance analysts and has been consequently
extended (Siegel and Wolf. 1981). It embodies some of the early network concepts (e.g.,
PER', Pew et al., 1977: Chubb et al., 1987) and depends significantly on relationships
between required task times and available task times for mesurts of completion probability
and stress. It is also built upon conceptual smctur and empirical observations drawn from
psychology and human factors and, as such, can be considered a model in Its own right. The
present and continuing interest in the Siegel-Wolf model mainly stems from successfully
including model components of:

(1) human performance under srus,

(2) subtask execution time under stress,

(3) multi-opertor performance, and

(4) their relationship to performance reliability and human error in
man-machine systems.

551. The Siegel-Wolf models are representative of a type, fcr instance, stochastic or
network, but more impo: antly they have been outstandingly successful - if success is defined
as the variety of situations to which they have been applied. There are tue such models:

(1) the 1- to 2-man model.

(2) the 4- to 20-man model, an

(3) the 20- to 99-mun model.

552. Only the first is considered here. The purpose of the I- to 2-mzan model is to serve
as a tool for system designers during development, and to indicate where the system may
over- or underload its operator. The model simulates maintenance or (o.r'tor ta.-ks simply by
identifying personnel as operators or technicians and the tasks as o-eztor or maintenance
tasks. It predicts task completion time and the probabili7. of successful task completion. It
also seeks to determine whether or not an average operator will successfully complete required
tasks, how success probability changes for various performance shaping factors, and the
operator proficiency required by the system It is interesting to note that thc; concept of
performance moderator functions is used within present model developments too (Laughery
and Gawron, 1984). The text of this Siegel-Wolf model surryay is in parts based on Pew et
al. (19,7) and Meister (1985).

History and Source

553. The first and some later versions of the Siegel-Wolf model were developed for the
US Office of Naval Reseazrh.
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Product and Purose

554. The methodology underlying the Siegel-Wolf model can be applied to any type of
system or task. The basic assumption of the model is that operator loading is the basic element
in effective man-machine system performance and that the variety of loading effects are
compressed into one variable called stress. Sress may be caused by (1) falling behind in time
on an assigned task sequence; (2) a realisation that the operator's partner is not performing
adequately; (3) inability to complete successfully a subtask on the first attempt and the need to
repeat the subtask; (4) the need to wait for equipment reactions. Basic mechanisms of the
model can be understood from a description of its parameters:

(1) Execution time tij represents the amount of time required by
operator j to complete subtask i.

(2) Completion probability Pij repmesents the probability that subtask i
is successfully performed by operatorj.

(3) The parameter Tj. the mission time limit, specifies the total time
available for operator j to perform a task that is constituted by the
sequential sultasks i - 1, .... n.

(4) The parameter Fj accounts for the variance among individuals
operating the system. Thus the model is able to simulate operators
who usually perform faster or slower than the average operator.

(5) The stress level Sii of operator j is operationally defined as the
ratio of (a) how much is left to do when performing subtask i to
(b) the amount of time available in which to do it:

S i.. - ,T l. T0j (1)

u
where T. is the total time available; Tij is the time elapsed up to but

_E
not including accomplishment of subtask i; and T i is the average
time required for completion of all remaining subtasks, assuming
no failures.
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555. The primary relationships of the model can be expressed in form of two
submodels:

(1) Submodel of Performance under Stress. Task/subtask completion
probability Pis a function of stress level Sij and stress threshold
Mj. This probability of success increases linearly with stress until
it becomes unity at the stress threshold. At this value, it assumes
the average (i.e., input value), Pj and then decreases linearly until
it reaches a constant value.

(2) Submodel of Execution Time under Stress. Task/subtask
execution time tij is a function of stress level Sij and stress
threshold Mj. The average execution times are decreased with
increasing stress until stress assumes the threshold value M j;
beyond Mj the average execution times are increased linearly with

increasing stress.

556. The model outputs include a considerable amount of data for each operator. A run
summary might contain total number of runs. number and percent of successful runs, average
time used over N runs. average time over run, average waiting time, average peak and final
stress, the number of times a subtask was failed or ignored, the time spent in repeating failed
sbtasks, and the average time that the subtask was completed.

557. An important aspect of Siegel-Wolf model is its suitability for use in simulations of
the performance of multi-operator systems. In this role, the technique employs a number of
self-contained models to determine expected task dine as a function of group pe,'fornance
proficiency, overtime load, morale, number of persons, and nominal time. Multi-operator
aspects of the model am described in Chapter 6.

558. The Siegel-Wolf model has been used in numerous studies (at leas: 10 validation
studies have been reported; Meister, 1985) with respect to design analysis and prediction of
system performance. Firstly, the model can supply an absolute estimate of the system
reliability to be anticipated when the system becomes operational (e.g., the system will
eventually perform with a reliabilt:y of .99). Secondly, the model can compare alternative
system configurations to determine which should be selected for implementation or to
determine redesign requirements for a system which cannot satisfy system requirements.
Thirdly, if the simulation model can predict the system effectiveness of one configuration, it
can also predict the effectiveness of another, and compare the two estimates.

Procedures for Use

559. To apply the model, one first performs an analysis and identifies which tasks are
essential to completion of the mission and which are unessential. For each of these, the
following data are specified, using the available sources:

(1) The average time required by the operator to perform each tsk.
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(2) The average standard deviation about the average time.

(3) The average probability of successfully pe 'orming each task.

(4) An estimaw of the extent to which successful performance of each
task is required for completion of the total mission.

(5) The waiting time (if any). This represents the time elapsed between
the start of the mission and the start of each task, during which no
action can be taken by the operator

(6) The next task to be performed given failure to accomplish a current
task.

(7) The next task to be performed given successfu! accomplishment of
a current task.

560. The level of data input is fairly molecular, describing individual discrete perceptual
and motor actions. Sources of input data are varied. Data are collected from task analysis,
formal experiments, informal measurements, simulator measurements, literature search or
personal interviews. Much of the input data is gathered by direct questioning of expert
operators; the data gathering process is relatively informal. Although the model makes use of
data banks, such as they are. it is likely that some new input data must be gathered for each
new application of the model.

561. The simulation operates through its Monte-Carlo sampling process to arrive
directly at the end result. Success or failure of the entire task or mission is not dependent on
the probability of accomplishment of any single subtask, but whether or not the operator
completes all essential subtasks in the required time. Each individual subtask has an effect on
ultimate system success but noc necessarily a pnmary one. As a consequence, all the computer
does at the end of a series of computer runs is to divide the number of successful runs by the
total number of runs performed to arrive at an estimate of effectiveness. Because the
simulation of any individual task is based in pan on a random process, it is necessary to repeat
the simulation a number of times to obtain sufficiently representative performance data for each
set of conditions. A value of N, usually 100 to 200 iterations, is selected prior to the
simulation.

562. According to Pew et al. (1977). the model has a number of significant virtues.
One is a mechanism for modifying performance in accord with stress. A second is the Monte-
Carlo component of the technique. Rath.r than predicting a judgment of the performance of
the system on the s;jm of single subtask expected values, the model expressly considers that
operators will differ in their performance of the same subtask and that the same operator will
exhibit differences in successive repetitions. This capacity to encompass both within-operator
and between-operator variability is an important desideratum in performance modelling.
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563. Several weaknesses exist (Pew et al., 1977). There is, first of all, the question of
whether valid structural representations and data can be assembled for a system in which
possible interactions may be only dimly understood. Secondly, there is a question concerning
the soundness of the assumption that the means and standard deviations specified are, in fact,
the means and standard deviations of normal distributions. Thirdly, there is some concern
over the ability of the model to yi:ld accurate predictions of performance in situations where
observable task density is low (as, for example, in tasks requiring a great deal of monitoring
and signal detection but only occasional system input) or where the performance of several
operators functioning in parallel must be assessed.

Application ExpamL

564. The model has been validated by Siegel. Wolf and their colleagues (see references)
in the course of their simulations of a wide variety of unitary and dual operator tasks and
seems to represent the observed relationships between stress and performance quite well.
Major experimental emphasis has centered on the search for appropriate values of each
operators stress threshold for any given simulation. An introduction into the use of the model
as well as sample applications are given by Siegel and Wolf (1969). Further applications
include carrier-aircraft landings, missile launchings, and submarine operations.

Technia Dils

565. A detailed model description is given by Siegel and Wolf (1969); an error in the
mathematical specification has been mentioned aid corrected by Pew et al. (1977). A state-of-
the-art report of the model is given by Siegel and Wolf (1981).
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FutuEue
566. It is likely that the model can be employed outside of the Siegel and Wolf

simulation with a reasonable promise of success. Therefore user-friendly implementations of
the Siegel-Wolf model should be made available (e.g., on the basis of SAINT, SLAM,
MicroSAINT, or HOS; see Chapter 8).
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4.4 INTRODUL"ION: MODJL OFUMAN ERROR

567. The two fundamental human perfrmanc parameters are speed and accuracy. Thus
human accuracy, or its counterpart, human error, should be a major factor in the study of
operator perfomanc., and in the prediction of systems readiness, effectiveness, and reliability.
Despite the demonstrated role of human error in recent nuclear power, commercial airline, and
military accidents, human reliability (or human eror) is seldom studied directly during system
development or design. Sometimes it is a consideration at the function Alocation stage of
analysis, but in qualitative terms only (e.g. the "man is not reliable, but does not suffer sudden
failure" approach of the Fitts List). At the detailed design stage, it is implicit in the application
of guidelines and standards for design of the man-machine interface and design for
maintenance, many of which minimise the probability of human error. Human error
probability is seldom used directly as a factor in design tradeoffs, however

568. Reliability engineers have an arsenal of empirical and mathematical techniques for
estimating the reliability of equipment, and some human factors specialists have seen a need for
a corresponding treaunent of human reliability. The hope is not only that human behaviour
can be expressed in the same reliability terms as equipment, but that measures of human
reliability can be combined with measures of equipment reliability to give an estimate of the
reliability of the system as a whole. The various techniques and approaches that have been
offered for dealing with one or more aspects of this problem have gradually formed the area of
human reliability analysis (HRA).

569. In an early review of methods of predicting human xrror. Meister (1964) reported
the fault-tree approach of THERP (Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction), and a Monte-
Carlo simulation approach by Miller. Subsequent reviews by Meister (1973, 1984) suggest
that those two approaches remain the mainstream of efforts to model human eror behaviour.
This review supports that viewpoint. Although Miller's approach does not appear to be widely
used, there is growing use of Monte-Carlo simulation, as exemplified by the Siegel-Wolf
model described in section 4.3.8 of this report.

570. Of the two mainstream approaches, the Siegel-Wolf model appears the most
relevant to the preliminary stage of analysis and design. THERP appears to be more suited to
later stages of design, when specific details of the man-machine interface have been decided.
As Swain and Guttman (1975) indicate. THERP has also been used to evaluate operational
systems and procedures.

4.5 OVERVEW AbD RECOMMENDED REERENCES: MODELS OF HUMAN ERROR

Definition of Human Error

571. Following the de:finition of Rigby (cited by Miller and Swain, 1987), human error
is any member of a set of humin actions that exceeds some limit of acceptability. It is an out-
of-tolerance action, where the amits of acceptable performance are defined by the system. Most
errors ame unintentional, inadvertenr actions that are inappropriate in the given situation. There
arm some errors that arm intentional. They occur when someone intends to perform an act that is
incorrect, but believes it to be correct or to represent a better method. Malevolent behaviour, on
the other hand, is not considered to be part of human error in this treatment. Not all human er-
rors result in system degradation. An error can be recovered or corrected before it results in un-
desirable consequences to the system.

572. Human performance is adaptable, variable, non-linear, and includes monitoring of
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"own' performance. This results in error rates which are low (on the order of tenths of a
percent) and irregular. Most laboratory experiments which attempt to study error place the
human subjects in conditions which result in unrealistically high error rates, in order that
sufficient data can be gathered in a practical time period. Consequently much of the study of
actual operator error tends :o be based on case studies. Swain and Gatman (1975) have
argued that this results in any test of the validity of such models being imid-rectional: case
studies can only indicate that the observed reliability is not less than the predicted reliability.

Definition of Human Reliability

573. Reliability is the antithesis of error likelihood. It is the probability that no erors
occur. Reliability is conventionally defined as the probability of successful performance of a
mission. Meister (1966) defined human reliability as

"The probability that a job or task will successfully be completed by
personnel at any required stage in system operation within a required
minimum of time (if the time requirement exists)."

Swain and Gutumtrnn (1983) defimed human reliability as

"The probability that a person (I) correctly performs some system-re-
quired activity in a required time period (is time is a limiting factor)
and (2) peforms no extraneous activity that can degrade the system."

Human Error ProbbiliM

574. The basic expression vf ts ro likelihood is die human error prcbability (HEP). The
HEP is the probability that when .given task is performed, an error will occur. An HEP is cal-
culated as the ratio ofcroa comrritted to the number of opportunities for that error, or an esti-
mate of that ratio.

HEP = number of erros (1)
number of opportunities for error

575. The denominator represents the exposure to the task or task element of interest and
is often difficult to determine because the opportunities may be covert, unrecorded, or part of a
procedure whose steps appear to be continuous. The assumed frequency distribution of the
HEP variable over people apd conditions has not been consistent in the literature. For instance,
Askren and Regulinski (1969) found that the Wcibull distribution gave the best fit to their data.
Swain and Guttmann (1983) have assumed a log-normal distribution. When the peformance
of skilled people is considered. it is reasonable to assume that most HEPs fall near the low end
of the error distribution.

Perfonmance-Shapini Factors

576. The concept of performancc-shaping factors (PSFs) has been introduced by Swain
(see Miller and Swain, 1987) to describe any factor that influences human performance. Exter-
nal performance-shaping factors are those that predispose human operators to increased errors.
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Examples arc given by Miller and Swain (1987):

(1) Inadequate work space and work layout.

(2) Poor environmental conditions.

(3) Inadequate human engineering design.

(4) Inadequate training and operating procedures.

(5) Poor supervision.

577. Internal performance-shaping factors arc human attributes such as skills, abilities,
and attitudes that the operator brings to the task. If training has been adequate, however, inter-
nal PSFs generally have less impact than external PSFs on human reliability. Some examples
of internal performance shaping factms are (Miller and Swain. 1987):

Traiing/expericnce Fiotional state Physical condition
Skill level Perceptual abilities Sex differences
Intelligence Task knowledge Strength/endurance
Motivation/attitude Social factors Stress level

578. Stress, a very important internal PSF, is the body's physiological or psychological
response to an external or internal stressor. Stress usually has a nonmonotoic effect on perfor-
mance. At very low levels of stress, there is not enough arousal to keep a person sufficiently
alert to do a good job. Similarly. at high stress levels, performance usually deteriorates as the
stressor increases or persists for long periods of time. Somewhere between low and high le-
vels of stress, there is a level associated with nearly constant performance, called the optimal
level of stress. Disruptive sum can increase the possibility of error by a factor of 2 to 5 accor-
ding to Swain and Guttmann (1983), and extremely high levels of stress can result in even hig-
her degrees of peromace degnidation. Another internal perfomance-shaping factor that can
have a significant influence on task perfmmanc and human er is experience. A combination
of stress and inexperience can increa.%e the error probability of a human operator by a factor of
as much as a factor of 10. To account for the effects of stress and experience, Swain uses the
following nodel to estimate the increase n human error probability by a factor (Miller and
Swain, 1987):

Table 4.1 Effects of Stress and Skill Level on Error Probability

Stess Level Skilled Operator Novice Opera

optmum xl xl

Mode.'ately High x2 x4
Ex urnely High x5 x10

EM Tx n

579. The prediction of human error within the systems design/development cycle wou!d
be facilitated by a human error taxonomy which relates the characteristics of an operators task
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to an error rate. Thus a large number of error taxonomies have been proposed (Miller and
Swain, 1987; Norman, 1981; Rasmussen et al., 1987; Rouse, 1983; Swain and Guttmann,
1983). Unfortunately with the exception of the early work by Munger, Smith and Payne
(1962), which is sometimes referenced. there is no widely accepted taxonomy of human error.
The US Natioal Research Council sponsored the development of a human error data base for
use in the design of nuclear power plants (Miller and Swain 1987), but that data base is not
widely referenced.

580. The two principal approaches to modelling human erre, then, are the engineering
reliability calculation approach, typified by THERP, and the Monte-Cado simulation approach
typified by the Siegel-Wolf model. Although other approaches have been, or are being,
developed, they are not in widespread use. For example Th7mas (1978) reviews several
models, one of which uses a Markov chain approach to modelling, but noe appear to he
referenced widely. Dhillon (1986) briefly reviews six methods, two of which are closely
related to THERP, and three of which are not referenced widely. Several other models are
reviewed by Embry (1976), Meister (1984), Miller and Swain (1987), and Pew, Feehrer,
Baron, and Miller (1977).
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4.6 MODEL SUMMARlS- MODEIS OF HUMAN ERROR

4.6.1 Isbhique for Human Error Rate IPniton MTERP)

SoM Descrimio

581. THERP is a technique for predicting the impact of human operao error on system
operation. The technique is similar to convenional reliability engineering approaches, with
modirations o cater to the geater variability, unpredictability and intelrdpendene of human
performance. THERP penits the estimation of the probability that an operation will remdt in
an en , and the probability that an error, or class of erot will result in system failure. The
basis of THERP is the preparation of a Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) event tree, to which
are attached probabilities of success or failure of each task. The HRA event tree is a key
feature of the technique which distinguishes it from the engineering technique of fault tree
analysis. HRA event trees reflect a sequence of operator activities, working forward in time.
Fault trees start with a possible fault, and work backwards to identify contributory events.

582. The HRA event tree shows the sequence of taks with branches at each point where
the operator could make an error (Figure 4.11). The next stage of analysis involves the
assignment of probabilities to each branch. Except for the irt branch, the probabilities are
conditional on preceding branches. The use of conditional probabilities is one of the strengths
of THERP, because is provides an analysis of task interactions.

583. The task analysis also includes the identification of performance shaping factors
(PSFs). PSFs account for any factor that influences operator performance. The two basic
classes of PSF are external and internal. External PSFs are sub-divided into situational
characteristics (such as architectural characteristics, environment, shift system, supervision),
task and equipment characteristics (such as peceptual, mental, memory, physical requirements,
and human engineering factors), and job and task instructions (such as procedures,
communications. and plant policies). PSFs include psychological stressors (such as high
risks, vigilance. sensory deprivation. distractions). physiological stressors (such as fatigue,
discomfort, pain, lack of exercise, and disruption of ciradian rhythm), and organismic factors
(such as experience, training, motivation, physical condition, and group identifications).

584. The most recent version of the technique (Swain and Gutman 1983) includes
several "human performance models". These include the effects of psychological stress,
vigilance, and the probability of diagnosing the system fault(s) within a certain time after the
occurrence of an abnormal situation. Swain and Gutman (1975, 1983) note that although
THERP was originally described as a human reliability model (in the sense of a set of relations
and operating principles), it now seems preferable to restrict the use of the term to the human
performance models incorporated in the overall technique.

Htm anS c

585. THERP was developed by Swain at Sandia National Laboratories in the early
1960s (Swain 1963). According to Swain and Guttman, the approach is an extension of
studies conducted in the 1950s to estimate the influence of "first-order human failure terms" on
the reliability of military systems. Swain developed his technique from a quantitative approach
to the reduction of human error in industrial production, developed by LW. Rook at Sandia.
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SERIES S F F F
PARALLEL S S S F

Fig. 4.11 Example of an HRA event tree, from Swain & Gutunan, 1983

Let the first task be "A"; let the second task be "B"

a - probability of successful periformance of task A
A -probability of unsuccessful performnance of task "A"
ba probaWity of successful permance of task "B" given a
B - priobability of unsuccessful pedomance of task B, given a

Sprobabiity of successful p='onmance of task "B" given A
BIA I hp I of: = uswcca paue of task "B" given A

Probaties of success S and failure F:

for "A" and "B" in series,

Pf[SJ - a(bla)
PrIF] - I-afa) = a(Bla) + AA) + A(BIA)

for "A" and "B" in parallel
Pr[S] - I -A(BIA) a(b) +a(Bla) + AM)
Pr Fl - A(BIA)

586. THERP has been steadily developed and rfired, particularly with regard to the
range of tasks for which error probabilities are provided. The most recent versien, and the
most complete description, was published for the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
1983.
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Product and Purpse

587. TIERP produces two measures of performance:

(1) Task Reliability - an estimate of the probability that a task will be
completed successfully;

(2) Recovery Factors -estimates of the probability of detecting and
correcting incorrect task performance in time to avoid undesirable
consequenc: on system performance.

588. According to Swain and Guttman, the purpose of the technique is !o pernit analysts
to make quantitative or qualitative assessments of the probability of human errors dat affect tl..
availability or operational reliability of systems, and to permit the user to identify equipment
designs, procedures, practices and other human factors problems which are likely to induce
error. In addition to producing estimates of task reliability, THERP can be used to generate
quantitative estimates of the interdependence of human activities, the effect of performance
shaping factors such as training, stress, and fatigue, and the impact of equipment configuration
and other system influences.

589. Although viewed by some as an hypo' v.cal model, THERP was intended as a
practical, applied technique. capable of providing systems designers and analysts with
quantitative estimates of the effects of human errors on system perfoimance.

590. Because it requires detailed information about operator tasks, the technique is best
suited to well documented procedural tasks. Therefore, it is appropriate for the detailed design
;tage of ,ystems deelropncnt. and for the dcvclopment and/or revision of operating
procedures (sometimes referred to as ' equipment procedure development").

Procedures for Use

591. The steps of the technique are similar to conventional equipment reliability analyses,
except that they emphasise human operator activities(see Swain and Guttman, 1983; Sharit,
1988). The steps are:

(1) define the system failures of interest which may be influenced by
human errors, including system goals and functions, and
situational chawenstics;

(2) list and analyse the related human operations, including the
characietistics of the personnel, their jobs and tasks, performing a
task analysis, wid identifying error-likely situations (ELSs);

(3) estimate the relevant error probabilities, including the probability
that the error will bc undetected, or uncorrected;
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(4) estimate the effects (consequences) of undetected errors on the
system failure event analysis (this may require expert input from
system reliability experts);

(5) develop recommended changes to the system, and recalculate the
system failure probabilities.

Adan

592. THERP was, and is, generaily recognised as a significant advance over previous
error analysis techniques, which merely assigned probabilities of error to discrete tasks.
THERP permits the examination of the interdependence of tasks, and is compatible with
engineering reliability techniques, thus permitting the combination of THERP analyses with
other engintering analyses (Swain and Gunman, 1975).

593. The mo.ii obvious limitation of the technique, like other reliability techniques, is
that it is labour intensive. It requires a detailed operator tasbk analysis if it is to be used
effectively. For the system failure event analysis to be exhaustive, all possible operator errors
must be identified as binar, events. As Wpgenaar has argued (1984), it is extremely difficult to
anticipate all the errors that human operators might make. For this reason, some users
concentrate on conducting a system fault tree analysis, and use THERP to study only those
tasks associated with critical system faults. (This is, essentially, a more thorough version of
the first step described in Procedure for Use, above).

594. An additional limitation is that the technique appears to require much judgment on
the part of the user (designer), for the selection of appropriate error values, the degree of
independencefinterdependence among tasks, the selection of performance shaping factors, etc.
Swain and Gunman (1975, 1983) address this point. They also admit to the problem of the
lack of data on human error, and the difficulties of gathering data which are typically on the
oder of tends of a percent.

595. Another criticism made of THERP concerns its use of simple models relating
human performance to performance shaping factors (PSFs). The models are often so
elementary and.general that their validity can be questioned. The Handbook of Reliability
Analysis (Swain and Guttman 1983) provides a broad collection of human error probabilities,
but some estimates are based solely on expert judgment; others are extrapolations between data
points. One example is the relationship between the probability of correct diagnosis of a plant
fault and the amount of time following recognition of the abnormal situation.

Application Exar~les

596. THERP appears to have been widely used, although few examples have been
published. Swain and Guttman (1983) and Bell and Swain (1983) report several cases of use
and validation of the technique. In one case two analysts independently performed human
reliability analyses (HRAs) for a system. using THERP. Few disagreements were found
between the estimates, and they were resolved by a voting procedure. The final estimates were
found to be within the 90% confidence interval of the actual production errors. Swain (1982)
reports data from a validation study of errors in the installation of electronic components.
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597. THERP is a manual process. Swain and Guttman (1983) provide human error
probabilities for tasks, performance shaping factors, and details of the methods for analysis
and quantification of human performance. The same reference also includes several specific
models (some of them being similar to performance shaping factors). Such models include
task dependence, response to displayed information, response to abnormal events, errors of
commission in the use of manual controls, response to oral instructions and written materials,
administrative control, evel of stress, control room staffing, and recovery factors (the
probability that an error will be corrected).
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598. Swain and Guttman (1983) discuss potential developments of the technique,
including revision of the cumnt handbook, expansion of the current limited coverage of
cognitive aspects of behaviour, and improvements on the accuracy of some of the estimates of
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error. Swain (1984) argues that only the lack of good data has limited the usefulness of HRA
methods such as THERP, and that (then) current efforts to remedy deficiencies in performance
data sould facilitate a better apprcciation of the causes of human error. At the time of writing
it is not known how many of those developments have been implemented.
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4.6.2 Sieg1WolL jOIsaof uman

Sutn,=ar Descri~on

599. The human reliability models of Siegel and his colleagues can be seen as an
outgrowth of earlier human performance modelling work (Siegel and Wolf 1961, 1969). The
Siegel-Wolf model is a stochastic, digital simulation model of human perfcrmance which
relates time to perform sub-tasks, time-stress and probability of successfully completing the
task. It is reviewed in detail in sections 4.3.8 and 5.3.1 of this report. Siegel, Wolf and
Lautman (1975) reported the development of six models which appear to be variants of the
basic model (Siegel & Wolf 1961. Siegel, Wolf, & Williams 1976) which are applicable to
human error analyses of system design. Those models appear to have been incorporated into
the US Navy Human Reliability Prediction System User's Manual (Naval Sea Systems
Command 1977). The models are:

(i) a hand calculation model for probability of correcting an equipment
malfunction,

(2) a one-two man model for calculating malfunction correction time,

(3) a human and system reliability model for 4 to 20 men.

(4) an empirical model of equipment repair time (developed by Tracor
Inc.),

(5) an "allocation model" which takes the outputs of the above models
to maximise the reliability of man-machine systems using
"standard dynamnic programming techniques".

6(X). More recently. Siegel and hi% co-workcrs developed a computer-based Maintenance
Personnel Performance Simulation (MAPPS), for estimating maintenance performance
reliability in nuclear power plants (Siegel et a. 1984). The simulation calculates the probability
of success of a sequence of maintenance sub-tasks, using a power function based on the
difference between the sub-task difficulty and the maintainer's ability. The simulation includes
ten classes of Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs), covering operator abilities, fatigue, and
sub-task requirements, through to stress and organisauional climate. Default values of PSFs
are included. When the simulation is run. tie probabilities of sub-task completion are weighted
and summed to give an overall probability of success.

History and Source

601. The earliest attempts at producing a stochastic model of human performance (Siegel
& Wolf 1961) included the interaction between time stress and task completion success.
Therefore, the model is well suited to the analysis of tasks for which initial estimates of
probability of task completion. and mean and standard deviation of task time can be produced.
The basic structure of the Siegel-Wolf nxdel is described in their 1961 paper. Descriptions of
the five models developed for the US Navy are provided in the US Navy Manual (Naval Sea
Systems Command 1977), available from the US Defense Technical h.formation Center.
Details of MAPPS are provided in the three US NUREG reports.
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Product and Pbrpse

602. The models in the US Navy Reliability Manual are directed at estima".ting the
reliability of maintenance operations per se. The family of models permits the calculation of
such factors Ps human reliability of correcting a specific malfunction, effect of time-stress on
the reliability of maintenance technician performance, time to repair, utilisation of technician's
time, effectiveness of one versus two technician teams, effect of allocation of maintenance
technicians on overall system availability, etc.

603. The MAPPS model produces a calculation of the average probability of success of
an operator (or crew) performing specific maintenance tasks. It also produces estimates of
time to completion, areas of overload, idle time, and level of stress. The probability of success
and overload information is used to examine the details of the task, or tasks, and the effects of
changes in task details, including PSFs. Thus the model is intended to be used iteratively.

WhenUsed

604. Because of the need for detailed task analysis data, the. models appear best suited to
the final stages of concept development, or to manning (Manpower, Personnel, Training,
Effectiveness - MPTE) studies, or to the preliminary design stage. This applies to both the US
Navy Human Reliability Prediction System, and MAPPS.

Procedures for Use

605. Each model requires different inputs, and one is a hand-calculation method. In each
case the user must conduct a task analysis to determine what tasks are being performed, and
then determine appropriate input factors, including those dealing with mental/physical activity,
extent of instruction and supervision, use of reference materials, performance index ratings for
individual technicians, probability of success of completing an individual task, and average
task time.

606. A computer then simulates the pedf.rmane of each subtask using the model
algorithms and a Monte Carlo technique of simulation. The output of the simulation includes
probability of success, time to completion, areas of operator overload, idle time, and level of
stress. Changing parameter va-k: and reiterating the simulation can demonstrate the effects of
a particular parameter or subtz.a performance. Using this ite-tive method, the analyst can
forecast the results of a potential -'sign improvement prior to implementation. The input
parameters are not treated index.,adently, but interactively, to determine their collective effects
on subtask performance. The following performance shaping factors are quantified by
algorithms internal to the simulation and the input variables specified by the analyst:

(1) Maintainer's and work crew's abilities in terms of intellectual
capacity and perceptual motor abilities.

(2) Fatigue effects, expressed as performance decrement due to
number of hours of performance. Recovery in the form of rest is
considered to lessen the fatigue level.
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(3) Heat effects, considered as having a moderating effect on
intellectual and perceptual-motor abilities.

(4) Subtask ability requiremems by type of maintainer (e.g.,
maintenance mechanics, electricians) are identified including
assembly, disassembly. and conmunication.

(5) Accessibility values for tasks such as removing and replacing com-
ponents.

(6) Clothing impediment to perceptual-motor ability based on the
interaction between accessibility and subtask difficulty.

(7) Quality of maintenance procedures.

(8) Stress effect, based on four stressors:
(a) Time stress, the ratio of needed time to available time.
(b) Communication stress, the percent of message comprehension

a- a function of ambient noise and message length.
(c) Radiation stress, the stress as a linear'function of radiation

dosage beyond 800 mrems.
(d) Ability difference stress, the maintainers' ability differences

within usie work crew.

(9) Aspiration level of the individual based on the ratio of successfuUy
completed subtasks to the actual number of subtasks attempted.

(10) Organisational climate, policies, administrative structure,
andvalues affec: the dctectlicm of emnt-s and their recovery.

607. The Human Reliability Prediction System family of models pennits a thorough
analysis of the maintenance effort rMijuired to achieve a given level of operational readiness in
large systems, such as naval ve,%els.

608. The NLAPPS model permits the analysis of the effects of the ten performance
shaping factors on maintenance task perfomunce. One advantage of the model is that is treats
the various parameters interactiely. rather than independently, to determine their collective
effects on sub-task performance

609. Both types of model are potentially useful for trade-off studies of maintenance tasks
during systems design/development.

610. The Human Reliability Prediction System family of models addresses only
maintenance operations; it does not addres other aspects of system operation, and would
require a significant amount of effort to be used for other applications such as Operations
Room (Combat Information Centre i svtem design. In such cases it might be more effective to
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start with the basic Siegel-Wolf model and adapt it to the application.

611. Miller and Swain (1987) suggest that the "opacity" of the MAPPS simulation
algorithm weakens its face validity, and could lead to a lack of confidence on the part of the
analyst.

Applicefion Examples

612. The models developed for the US Navy were based on data gathered from the
analysis of existing systems, such as radar and sonar systems. The one-two man simulation
model was validated using data from two shipboard radio systems (Naval Sea Systems
Command 1977). No examples of applications are cited.

613. Applications of MAPPS are discussed by Siegel et al (1985).

TechnicaJ.l Dtls

614. The US Navy Reliability Manual provides some details of the programme variables
and codes for the one-two and four-twenty man models.
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615. The Human Reliability Prediction System models employ empirical data obtained
during the early 1970s. Therefore, it seems necessary to examine the extent to which changes
in the reliability of hardware and software, and changes in fault location and remove/ replace
philosophies, require changes to the models or their supporting data.
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CHAPTER

MUJLTI-OPERATOR MODELS

5.1 INTODUCTON

616. In the history of human operator model development, the authors view the multi-
operator model development and applications as representing a transition period where
interest was shifting from human operator models to human operator modelling technologies
(reviewed in Chapter 8). Multi-operator models tend to be caught in a tug of war between
the validity issues which dominate development of the elemental models of part-task or
individual task performance, and utility issues behind modelling technologies such a
SAINT. Validity issues focus on the extent to which the functional relationships within the
nodel's structure represent reality, thereby assisting in the unde-standing of human
behaviour. Utility issues deal mainly with how well the model helps the system designer
conduct tradeoff analyses. The multi-opcrator models tend to still maintain considerable
interest in the kinds of validity issues that characterise the mom elemental models. However,
the scope of multi-operator models has expanded far beyoid our technical ability to provide a
valid description of human performance for the variety of tasks and operators covered by the
model. Thus, multi-operator models must also be judged in terms of their utility to the
system designer. In this sense, they take on the characteristics of the modelling technology
which is primarily a utility oriented approach.

617. It appears that in the struggle to develop multi-operator models that were both
valid and useful, the emphasis shifted more in the direction of modelling capabilities such as
SLAM and Micro SAINT. It was almost as if there was the recognition that one could not
situltaneously balance valid individual/team performance predictions with the utility
demands behind most requirements for individual/team models. In many instances, the
individuals represented a crew such a a flight team which immediately translated to the need
to specify overall system perfobmance as related to individual/team behaviour. It is predicted
that the modelling technologies will achieve the kind of widespivad acceptaaice that has
escaped most other models.

5.2 OVERVIEW AND RECOMMEDED REFERENCES

618. Multi-ope.-ator models appear to have been developed to satisfy two critical
requirements in the system design arena. The first need is to estimate performance
degradation experienced by team or crew members due to such conditions as stress, overload.
or sustained continuous operations with their accompanying fatigue effects. Without a doubt,
the Siegel-Wolf class of models reviewed in this chapter has been the most ruccessful both in
terms of breadth of applications as %ell as attempts to validate the niodels. Few other models
can claim such an extensive validation effort.

619. The second need is the determination of the optimum crew size for a given
we.pon system. A number of crew performance models are reviewed in this chapter. They
differ in terms of specific applications but follow the basic approach of taking a set of tasks
and task time data and determining the best way to allocate the tasks to crews of varying
sizes. Many of these models have been developed in the last few years. It is too early to tell
whether there will continue to be a proliferation of such models or whet;ber there will be
consolidation around the most powcrful. efficient, and easy to use models.
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5.3 MODEL SUMMARIES

5.3.1 SiegcjWodL
Summaa escriptdon

620. The Siegel-Wolf model has been one of the most popular man-in-the loop
simulations used by system designers. The model simulates maintenance or operator tasks
simply by identifying personnel as operators or technicians, and the tasks as operator or
maintenance tasks. It predicts task completion time and the probability of successful task
completion. It also seeks to determine whether or not an average operator will successfully
complete required tasks, how success probability changes for various performance shaping
factors, and the operator proficiency required by the system. The model is both a design .id
and an experimental tool. When the model is exercised with constant parameters, it is used
as a design aid; when system parameters are varied on succeeding runs, the model is used in
an experimental problem-solving mode. The basic assumption is that operator loading is the
key element in effective man-machine system performance. A 1983 expansion of the model
incorporates a probability of task success which depends on a comparison between the
abilities required for successful subtask accomplishment and the maintainers actual abilities.
The inclusion of what is essentially a task difficulty factor significantly expands the model's
capability of representing the mechanisms responsible for task accomplishment or failure.

Hist and Source

621. The Siegel-Wolf model was initially developed in 1960 at the Applied
Psychological Services. Inc., Science Center by Arthur I. Siegel and J. Jay Wolf. It has been
expanded over the years and still enjoys frequent use today. It is one of the most popular
multi-operator models.

Product andPuoe

622. The purpose of the model is to serve as a tool for system designers during
development, and to indicate where the system may over- or underload its operators. The
model predicts task completion time and the probability of successful task completion. The
model is both a design aid and an experimental tool. Model outputs include total number of
runs (i.e., cycles through the task sequence), number and percent of successful rw.;, average
time used over total runs. average time per run. average waiting time, average peak and final
suess, the number of times a subtask was failed or ignored, the time spent in repeating failed
subtasks, and the average time that the subtask was completed.

623. The Siegel-Wolf model can be utilised during the concept exploration through full
scale development phases of the system acquisition process. The model is used mainly to
provide equipment designers quantitative output for many workload related questions with
particular emphasis given to the effects of stress on operator performance.
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Procedures for Ue

624. To exercise the model, 1I items of analytic input dzta are needed for each bubtask
and operator/technician. These identify: (1) decision subtasks; (2) non-essential subtasks
which can be ignored in urgent conditions; (3) subtasks which must be completed by a
second operator before it can be attempted by another operator, (4) time before which a
subtask cannot be started; (5) the number of the subtask that must be performed next,
assuming the current subtask is completed successfully; (6) the number of the subtask that
must be performed next assuming the current s;,btz-.k is failed; (7) average time in seconds
requited by the operator performing a subtask; (8) average standard deviation for the average
operator (9) the probability that a task will be performed succtssfully, (10) time required to
perform all remaining essential subtasks; and (11) the time required to perform all remaining
nonessential subtasks. The last two data input items are average execution times and assume
no failures.

v dvantag

625. The Siegel-Wolf modelling approach has wide applicability, has a broad
recognition and acceptance among the scientific community, and has been strengthened in
recent years by the inclusion of a task difficulty factor.

626. The model's complexity suggests that its use is limited to large scale system
development applica:ions. As with most network type models, there is a requirement to
collect descriptive data of the system beinlg modelled. Therefore there is a fairly substantial
front end investment in terms of time and labour. The modeIs have been difficult to use by
other than the developer and difficilt to create using published documentation. The fact that
the model is mainly sequential requires operators to complete tasks in the assigned sequence.

AElicution Ex=nWle

627. -MAIN - Simulation of Human Performance in Eletronic Imagery Systemn. The
programme simulates ground-based processing of targets as viewed by photo-reconnaissance
operators. Data are obtained by airborne side-looking radars. Programme outputs include
operator time required for task performance acd adequacy of operator's task performance for
five different modules: scan/detect, classification, altrnate classificaticn, decision, and
communication. The programme has not been validated. Additional information regarding
MAIN is contained in Siegel. Wolf. and Williams (1978).

628. NETMAN. Simulation of Message Processing in Military Exercise Control and
EvaIlation SwtemM. The programme simulates information processing by Army personnel
in field exercises and tests the effectiveness of a system composed of up to three networks. It
calculates information loss and an effectiveness index composed of thoroughness,
completeness, and responsiveness measures. (See Siegel. Leahy, and Wolf, 1977).
NETMAN has been partially validated. (See Siegel. Leahy, Wolf, and Ryan, 1979).

529. Intermediate Sizc Crew Model. The model simulates man-machine systems
operat:d by crews of 4 to 20 members. Scheduled event data include such inputs as:
duration, essentiality, crew size. energy consumption, etc. Input data examples for
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equipment and repair events are: failure rate, repair time, mental load. Examples of input
data for emergency events are: probability of occurrence, recovery time, and expenditure
rate of consumables. Personnel input data examples are: percentage of fully qualified crew
members, cross training probability, average stress threshold, sleep rate per day, and daily
caloric intake.

630. In addition to providing output data for the various input parameters, the
programme provides crew pace data showin, the effect of speed of personnel on the number
of successful events completed. Data can show the effect of strxss on successful and failed
events, the effect of crew qualification on mission results, the effects of a low supply of
expendables (e.g.. water and fuel) on mission results, the length of the workday on the hours
worked, and the effect of varying crew size on system performance.

631. An operational Viet Nam river patrol mission was simulated and validated by
comparing the simulation results with those obtained from interviews conducted with Coast
Guard officers. (See Siegel, Wolf, and Cosentino, 1971).

632. One-and Two-Menm.achine Model. The model determines if an operator can
successfully complete the tasks within a given time limit, the success probability for ,1ower
and faster operators and shorter and longer time periods, the effect of stress on performance,
and the distribution of failur s as a function of operator stress tolerance and operator speed.

633. Input data include: type of subtask, subtask essentially, idle time between tasks,
seouence of subtask performance, subtask execution time, subtask probability of success,
time remaining to perform subtasks, goal aspiration, stress condition of oper:.tor, team
cohesiveness.

634. The model generates the following data for each operator: stress threshold, time
used, timc available, time overruns, stress, cohesiveness and goal aspiration at the end of the
iteration. The model produces graphic plots such as the probability of success as a ftuaion
of speed, time available, and stress threshold.

635. Validation studies were accomplished for both the one-man and two-man
simulation for several different types of mission (carrier landing, missile launching, in-flight
refuelling). All results for the model's prediction ability were favourable. (See Siegel and
Wolf, 1969).

636. Group Simulation of Man-Machine Systems. The model predicts qualities of
larger (up to several dozen men) man-inachine systems such as: systems efficiency, crew
morale and cohesiveness, time devoted to equipment repairs, manpower time shortage as a
function of crew size, proficiency of crew members, and manhour !oadings and overtime.

637. input data include: average time to complete action units, communications
between stations to complete an action unit. imporance of action unit, type of action unit
(normal, training, difficult), equipment failure rate, average repair time, number of personnel
required to operate equipment, probability of a crcv, member having one alternate and two
alternate specialties, number of personnel types allotted to line and staff, crew size
increments, morale threshold, working hours per day, probability of an emergency,
proficiency for the average crew member, and crew member pay level.
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638. Minimum crew size is determined from workload data; execution time from grcup
member proficiency, morale, overtime load, number of men required, and average time. The
model determines crew morale and cohesiveness, work groups, communications efficiency,
proficiency of performance, action unit execution time, psychological efficiency,
environmental efficiency, total efficiency, and performance adeqracy.

639. Content and construct validity were tested through the simulation of typical
missions and the model's results were compared with actual mission data. Favourable results
were found. (See Siegel and Wolf, 1969.)

640. The following are the basic parameters of the model:

641. The parameter Tj, the mission time limit, specifies the total time allotted to :ach

operator for performance of the task.

642. The parameter Fj accounts for variance among individuals operating the system.
This parameter enables the model to simulate an operator who usually performs faster or
slower than the average operator. The effects of faster, or more highly motivated operators
(F>I). and slower operators (Fj<1) are examined by performing several computer runs with
different Fj values.

643. A third parameter which is central to the model is the stress threshold MP
operationally defined as the ratio of how much is left to do to the amount of time available in
which to do it.

644. The critical 1iportne of stress is indicated by its relationship to probability of
successful performance of the subtask P1j. Thus the probability of success increases linearly
with stress until it becomes unity at the stress threshold, after which thr, probability decreases
linearly until, when stress has , value equal to Mj + 1, it levels off at a value which is
decreased from Pij by an amount equal to Pij/2.

645. Similarly, execution tim- for the subtask varies as a function of stress. If the
average operator requires Ti seconds ,o perform subtask i when stress is unity, Ti decreases
with increasing stress until Mj is reached after which Ti increases linearly with increasing
stress.

646. The model was written in FORTRAN and has enjoyed a variety of, plications on
many different systems including the IBM 30-33. For additional information on the model,
contact Applied Technical Associates, 345 Robinson Dr., Broomall, PA 19008.
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Siegel, A. I., Leahy, W. R., & Wolf, J1. J. (1977, October). A computer modelfo
simuatio !o mesage9 . ilily ejercs roln evaluation systems (ARI

Technical Report TR-77-A22) (AD-A045832)

Siegel, A. I., Lxahy, W. R., Wolf, 3. J1., & Ryan, G. R. (1979). App!ication of computer
smlation techniques in militar exrsecntrl systeo develppment: 1. NETMAN Model

sensitivity test and validation (AKRI Technical Report 407). (AD A081993)

Siegel, A. 1. & Wolf, J. J. (1961). A technique for evaluating man-machine system
design. Huimanactors, 1 (1), 18-28.

Siegel, A. 1. & Wolf, J. J. (1962). A model for digital simulation of two-operator man-
maichine systems. ErgQnpjio.z 1. 557-572.

Siegel, A. 1. & Wolf, J. J. (1969). Mani-machine simulation models: Psychosocial and
pcrform-ince interaction. New York: Wiley.

Siegel, A. I., Wolf, J. J., & Cosentino, J. (1971). Digital simulation of.h.~fg~n
of intermediat sie res: plication and validation of a model for crw simulation.
Wayne, PA: Applied Psychological Services.

Siegel, A. I., Wolf, J. J., & Williams. A. R. (1978). Comyt~cr simulation of human
performance in electronic processed imagery systems. Wayne, PA: Applied Psychological
Services.

647. More rouzine use of the model should surface future needs.
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5.3.2 Models of Opertor Performance in Air Defense Systems (MOPADS'

Summary Deseription

648. MOPADS is a set of modelling tools to represent the performance of human
beings in complex mun, .machine, air-defence systems. Three types of operator activities are
represented in MOPADS. The first is skill-based behaviour. Skill-based behaviours are
simple control actions such as a button press. The second type of behaviour represented in
MOPADS is nile-based behaviour. This type of behaviour is typified by the performance of
check lists. The third type behaviour is knowledge-based behaviour. This type of behaviour
is strategic in nature. MOPADS operators evaluate the potential impact of available operator
tasks on their goals when selecting the next task to perform. They engage in goal seeking
behaviour in which they either maximise the expected reduction in the average goal priority
or ma.ximise the expected reduction per unit time of the average goal priority. The approach
taken in MOPADS has been to consult subject matter experts (in addition to Army
documentation) to determine a sufficient set of operator goals.

649. Human factors modules developed for MOPADS are stand-alone software
modules. Alternate human factors representations can be readily tested within the MOPADS
system.

650. The simulation methodology selected for MOPADS is discrete event simulation.
The SAINT simulation language has been selected as the host languag. for the MOPADS
operator models. SAINT provides a formal capability to introduce human factors
considerations by using "moderator functions' which modify the nominal time to perform
tasks.

History and Sourc'

651. MOPADS was developed by the U.S. Army Research Institute Field Unit - Fort
Bliss, Texas, under contract to Pritsker & Associates, Inc. with a sub-contract to Calspan
Corp. The period of performance was from 1980-1983.

Product and Pure

652. Products include (I) MOPADS Final Report with twenty-seven supporting
appendixes describing various aspects of the model and its use, and (2) MOPADS software.
A separate document has been prepared which contains user instructions on how to use dte
MOPADS User Interface to set up aod perform MOPADS simulation, It also contains
information on analysing the outputs from simulation.

653. MOPADS was intended to be used to model operator performance and relate it to
system performance for the AN/TSQ-73 and IHAWK systems. The moderator functions
permit the investigation of the degrading effects of sustained operations by representing the
influence of operator characteristics (i.e.. skill level) and environmental chairacteristics (i.e.,
trackload).
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Procedures for Ue

654. Thr procedures for use are quite complex and not easily summarised. A detailed
description can be found in the user's guide in the previously referenced 27 appendices which
accompany the final report.

655. The major advantages of MOPADS are (1) the ability to network systems such as
the AN/TSQ-73 and IHAWK and examine their interaction, and (2) the ability to portray
certain human perfermance decay functions resulting from sustained, continuous operations.

656. The major limitation is the size/complexity. It shares many of the same
limitations of SAINT in this respect. While it purports to be user friendly, it probably would
require a software support centre to maintain it. The rapidly developing micro-computer
models are discouraging users from investing the resources necessary to exploit the many
attractive features built into MOPADS. The models are primarily for air defence
applications.

ARlication Example

657. The original intent was to validate MOPADS using actual AN/TSQ-73 and
IHAWK systems, but this goal was not achieved.

658. MOPADS has a skills taxoriomy consisting of 19 skills. In addition there are 64
operator state variables. 9 environmental variables, and I I task related variables. MOPADS
supports the following distribution functions:

(1) Constant

(2) Normal

(3) Uniform

(4) Erlang-I (Exponential)

(5) Lognormal

(6) Beta

(7) Gamma

659. The MOPADS programme is written in FORTRAN. A separate document has
been prepared which describes the FORTRAN style and documentation requirements. All
new FORTRAN code written for the MOPADS project has been written following the
standards specified in this document. The programme was written for use on a VAX 11/730.
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Questions concerning acquisition of the software or documentation should be sent to ARI
Field Unit, ATTN: R&D Coordinator, P.O. Box 6057, Fort Bliss, Texas 79906-0057.

References
Polito, J. and Laughery. K. R. (1986). MOPADS final report (ARI Research Product 84-

144 and 84-145). (ADA 162600 and ADA 162880)

660. Simplification is needed such as converting the model for use in a micro-
computer. Further validation is also required.
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5.3.3 Erfomance Effectiveness of Combat Troops (PERFECfl

Summary Descdrtion

661. PERFormance Effectiveness of Combat Troops (PERFECT) is a computer
simulation model of the degradation of combat effectiveness and stress build-up of combat
troops during periods of continuous operations. The model is basically a force-on-force,
theatre level type of simulation. It simulates gioups/teams/units performing combat
activities. The model represents nine combat unit types (i.e., 155mm Howitzer section, tank
crew, fire support team) and the 16 duty positions (i.e., Howitzer section chief, 155mm
gunner, tank commander, tank loader) of which these units are structured. The three combat
activities simulated are: (1) repelling an attack from a battle position (fire mission); (2)
creating and defending a strongpoint (emplacement); and (3) disengaging and occupying a
new battle position (roadmarch).

662. PERFECT permits analysis of anticipated performance effectiveness when
variables such as continuous time in battle, light level, enemy/ friendly numerical ratio,
enemy/friendly terrain advantage, amount of platooning, and amount of sleep permitted are
varied alone or in combination. The model is based on a series of manipulations of a four
dimensional matrix of values of combat troop's effectiveness characterising crewman duty
position, crewman tasks, combat day. and combat mission. These crewman matrices are
aggregated into unit daily effectiveness values as a function of the simulated set of
circumstances occurring throughout the combat day. Crewman task effectiveness values are
also aggregated to determine combat effectiveness levels for 5 fac:or analytically derived
factors: (1) command and control: (2) combat activity; (3) coordination and information
processing; (4) prescrvation of forces and regrouping; and (5) orientation to friendly and
enemy .oops. Stress level is determined as a function of light level conditions, terrain
advantage, squad proficiency levels, enemy/friendly personnel strength ratio, and enemy/
friendly material strength ratio.

663. The model is designed for interactive operation at a terminal by a user with no or
minimum sophistication in computer science or computer use.

History and Sou

664. The PERFECT model was a product of the U.S. Army Research Institute,
Alexandria, Virginia, research on Human Performance in Continuous Operations. Earlier
work was published in three volumes. Research was conducted as part of the Army project,
Man-Machine Interface in Integrated Battlefield Control System, FY78 Work Programme
and research was supponed by Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, which was the U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) sponsor.

Product and Purpose

665. The PERFECT model was developed to aid in the understanding of human
performance during night and continuous operations. It was designed as a means of
assessing the cumulative effect of several stress-producing variables on human performance
during continuous combat The model allows insight on the potential interaction between
variables which affect combat performance. Model outputs consist of three combat day
summary tables estimating (1) combat unit effectiveness values, (2) combat activity
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effectiveness values, and (3) combat unit maximum stress level values.

When Ue

666. As presently configured, the model has utility for tactical planners and training
specialists. The model can aid in the realisation of training needs, doctrine needs, equipment
needs, and tactical requirements The model may also be used in conjunction with other war-
gaming models. The model can be used as an "exercise" in planned training programmes, as
a means of demonstrating the importance of human performance to mission success.

Proced u es for U se

667. The user/analyst must prepare and input the following data:

(1) select the number of men in each operational unit to be simulated

(2) any desired changes in the basic effectiveness tables

(3) mission sequence data

(4) unit proficiency factor for each unit

(5) enemy/friendly ratios for material strength, personnei strength,
and terrain advantage

(6) light level profile for each day

(7) unit replacement data

668. For more specific dail and step-by-step terminal users instructions, see Siegel,
Wolf, Schom, and Ozkaptan (1981).

Advantaw~

669. The major advantages of the PERFECT model are (I) it handles operations up to
five days in duration, (2 it considers a maximum of 16 duty positions and nine combat unit
types, and (3) it simulates three platoon actions for which data are currently available on the
basis of five summary factors. The model is Jesigned so that these limits can be expanded
latcr, if desired, to simulate different scerrios and additional duty positions, combat unit
types, factors, and pla;oon actions. Also. the model is designed for interactive operation at a
terminal by users with little or no modelling experience.

Limixations

670. The most notable limitation of PERFECT relates to the fact that the model
simulates unit level considerations: units degrade as a group, get stressed and relieved as a
group, sleep as a group, etc. Also, when a unit is replaced, it is by a "fresh" unit, i.e., a non-
degraded unit of personnel. The consequence of unit level manipulations is that PERFECT'
does not assist in the design or in the evaluation of the design of either the hardware or the
crew. For example, function allocations and/or Lasks assignments cannot be manipulated.
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Application Examples

671. The model is intended to model military continuous operations. Applications
have been limited. The technical report does contain sanple specifications of baseline input,
and predicted outcomes from various hypothetical missions.

ITchniaL ai

672. Specific detail about the functions, logic, processing, and calculations which the
programme performs are provided in Appendix B of the referenced technical report. The
model is hosted on the UNIVAC 1100 system and is compiled on the FORTRAN (ASCII)
compiler.

References

Pfeiffer, M. G., Siegel, A. I., Taylor. S. E., & Shuler, L. (1979). Background data for the
human psrformance in continuous operations guidelines. Alexandria, VA: U.S. Army
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences.

Siegel, A. I., Pfeiffer, M. G., Kopstein, F. F., Wilson, L., & Ozkaptan, H. (1979).
Human performance in continuous operations: Vol. 1. Human perfornance guidelines.
Alexandria. VA: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences. (AD
A086131).

Siegel, A. I., Wolf, J. J., Schom. A. M.. & Ozkaptan. H. (1981). Human performance in
ontinuous oe)rations: Description of a simulation model and users manual for evaliation of

oerformance degradation (ARI Technical Report 505). (AD A 101950).

673. The model is designed so that limitations can be expanded later, if desired, to

simulate different scenarios and additional duty positions, combat unit types, factors, and
platoon actions.
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5.3.4 Simulation for Workload Asessment and Modelling (SIMWAM)

Summay Descrilption

674. Simulation for Workload Assessment and Modelling (SIMWAM) is a
microcomputer-based task network modelling technique used to assess operator workload
and performance effectiveness in man-machine systems under alternative design and
manning configurations. The tool performs simulation of the functioning of a man-machine
system represented as a network of tasks. The network model is composed of tasks,
resources to perform tasks (personnel, hardware, software), and relationships between the
tasks. SIMWAM consists of a set of five related programmes which permit the analyst to
create, maintain, and modify a data base of task requirements; to execute the task network;
and to output simulation results. The software includes the capabilities to specify task
priorities, to interrupt and restart tasks, to branch deterministically or probabilistically, and to
interface user-writt-,i subroutines with the five SIMWAM programmes.

675. Three versions of SIMWAM are available: Automatic, semi-automatic, and
manual (or interactive). The three differ primarily with regard to the locus of control of task
sequencing. During execution of the automatic version of SIMWAM, processing is entirely
controlled by the software. In the semi-automatic mode, the user manually controls only
probabilistic branching. When probabilistic branching situations are encountered, the
programme pauses and waits for the user to select the next task from the appropriatd task
subset. With the interactive version, the user manually controls all task sequencing. At
points when task flow decisions are to be made, interactive SIMWVAM presents a menu
allowing the user to review current task and/or operator status, to perform operator
assignments, to start tasks, to select task performance darations, -.qd/or to exit from the
programme.

Histor and SoUrce

676. The technique was developed by Carlow Associates, Incorporated for the U.S.
Navy Sea Systems Command in order to support the analysiti of workloads and information
flow in Naval carrier air operations. The impetus for development of SIMWAM was the
need to analyse the potential impacts of manipulating manning levels and/or function
allocations on system effectiveness and operator workload during the performance of aircraft
detection and tracking tasks within the Combat Information Center of surface ships.

677. The SIMWAM software is maintained and distributed by Carlow Associates, Inc.,
8315 Lee Highway, Suite 410. Fairfax. VA 22031-2269. Copies of the software can also be
obtained through the U.S. Navy Sea Systems Command, SEA61R2, Washington, D.C.

Prodluct and Purpos

678. The primary purpose of SiMWAM is to provide operator utilisation data in order
to assess, redistribute, and reduce crewman workload levels. The tool enables the analyst t.,
evaluate system design. or system modification, concepts involving peisonnel reduction,
cross training, task modification, automation, function allocation, and diffeent operational
conditions or strategies. It provides comparative simulation outputs which can be used to
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determine the efficacy of the alternative concepts. Outputs from the execution of the model
can be obtained on:

(1) Sequence of task events showing task times (stzrt. end, and
duration), task interruptions, task completions, and operators
assigned

(2) Summary of task completions and operator time on each task

(3) Matrix of the time spent by each operator on each task

(4) Summary of busy and idle times for each operator

ezn~ c
679. SIMWAM is intended to be used to help assess and reduce workload and manning

levels. The interactive version of the programme is particularly applicable to multi-operator
systems in which the assignment of individual tasks to operators can be varied in real ime to
alleviate excess workload. It can also be used to evaluate various function allocation (man-
machine-software) schemes. SIMWAM can be used during any phase of a system's life.

Procedures for Us

680. The user must create a data base of task information, execute the task network,
evaluate the simulation results, then modify the task data base in order to cyaluate alternate
system concepts or configurations. The task information consists of:

(1) Task number and name

(2) Task analytic information concerning predecessor and successor
tasks

(3) Task performance data (i.e., minimum, medium, and maximum
times)

(4) Specification of the operator(s) qualified to perform each task
and the number required

(5) Task priorities that control operator assignment to tasks

(6) Task interr, 1ption criteria in case of operator assignment conflicts

Su .vtage

681. The major advantage of S!? WAM is that it enables one to simulate sizable
system models on a microcomputer. Also. the three execution modes (automatic, semi-
automatic, and manual) provide a high degree of flexibility in reallocating tasks based on
system demand and on operating conditions.
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682. A minor limitation of SIMWAM is that the software, is currently only available for
the Tandy Radio Shack TRS-80 and the Apple Macintosh microcomputers. Also, the
triangular probability distribution is the only random sampling function contained in the
programme.

Agplication Exam~ples

683. Tht SIMWAM programmne was used to develop and exerciss models of activities
and workloads in operations aboard U.S. Naval surface ships. Specific applications include
the assessment of workcloads of.

(1) 35 operators conducting flight operations within a carrier
Aircraft Management Center

(2) 9 operators conducting! activities in the surface/subsurface area
of a shipboard Comnbat Information Center

(3) 10 operators performing detection and tracking operations within
the Combat Information Center

Technca Ota

684. The SIMWAM software is written in Microsoft BASIC and consists of
ipproximately 3.000 lines of code. Thie programme is currently available on floppy diskettes
f3 f the Tandy Radio Shack TRS-80 (5.25" disk) and the Apple Macintosh (3.5" disk)
personal computers. It has been validated as a workload assessment tool on Naval Shipboard
Systems.

K(irkpatrick. M.. Malone, T. B., & Kopp. W. H. (1984). Development of a model of
jh~Qj eeto and tracking o-eain sig SIMWAM. (Final Report). Carlow
Associates. Inc.

Kirkpatrick, M.. Malone. T. R.. & Kopp. W. H. (1985). Development of a model of
shipboard surface/subsurface operations using SIMWAM. (Final Report). Carlow Associates,
Inc. F t r ed

685. There is a need for an IBM PC compatible version of software. Interest exists
regarding this improvement and a poicnitial %ork effort is under considcration by Carlow
Associates. A further valuable modtfication to the programme would entail the incorporation
of human performance degradation routines, especially in the area of sustained, continuous,
combat operations.
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5.3.5 MEIACBEW
Summary DeCd ption

686. METACREW is a fast-time computer simulation of the Joint Surveillance Target
Attack Radar (JSTARS) Ground Station Module (GSM). The GSM crew monitors and
tracks ground targets such as supply, artillery, and tank units. The model simulates the
crew's target processing and decision making tasks and the normal sequential flow of these
tasks. Components of the model include: (I) the operator behavioral model, (2) the personnel
model. (3) the battlefield scenario. (4) the comm-nder's guidance, and (5) the output
performance data file.

687. The operator model, which is a network representation of :he operators tasks,
consists of system tasks (keypress actionO, decisions, and processes. Processes are
sequences of individual tasks and the associated operator decisions which result in the
performance of tactical missions. This model of the operator is driven by the battlefield
scenario which includes targets moving on the battlefield and special requests for information
or for fire support. Scenario events are selected for processing by the operator model based
on the commander's taskings and priorities regarding targets and special requests. This
guidance plays a critical role in terms of mission emphasis and crew workload. Workload
and system performance arc also driven by characteristics of the GSM crew. The personnel
model enables the analyst to describe and manipulate the crew in terms of (1) the number of
operators. (2) operator task assignments, and (3) operatcr skill or performance level. Siil
level is represented in terms of performance time distributions for the various system tasks.
Data descriptive of operator and system performance during the simulation exercise ar.
stored in the output file.

History and Sou.ce

688. METACREW was developed at Honeywell Systems and Research Celnter in 1985
for the U.S. Army Electronics Research and Development Command (ERADCOM). The
simulation model was developed out of the need for a time-efficient tool that could examin-
the relationship between human variables and overall system performance under a wide
range of battlefield conditions. The user's manual for METACREW and documentation for
the SIMSCRIPT (Simulation Scriptorl programme arc contained in Gilles (1982). Additional
information regarding the software :,iodel may be obtained from Honeywell Systems and
Research Center. 3660 Technology Drive. Minneapolis. Minnesota 55418 or from U.S. Army
ERADCOM. Fort Monmouth. Ne% Jerev.

Product and Pus

689. METACREW provides a means of rapidly evaluating the impact of changes in the
human operator's role ir the JSTARS CSM. Products include a description of operator
performance in terms of work histories, performance statistics, and mission summaries. An
event history output contains a complete listing of each event processed by the system
operators. The activity summary provides a statistical summary of each operator's
performance time on each task and the tae'get status summary contains the time tequired to
process a target.
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690. METACREW is specific to the JSTARS GSM, and therefore, it is only applicable
to that system. However, it could fairly easily be modified to represent other data
processing/sensor systems. It can be used to assess issues involving man-machine interface
design, crew size, crew configuration, crew skill level requirements, performance style
differences, and doctrine and tactics.

Procedures for Us

691. In order to use the simulation model tLt user must prepar- and input:

(1) the crew size

(2) job/task assignments

(3) crewmen skill level or proficiency information in the form of
perfonmance time distributions

(4) the command rules

(5) characteristics of the scenario environment including targets,
specLl requests, interruptions, and system failures

692. The model is based on extensive data from live exercises and from man-in-the-
loop runs of the JSTARS Ground Station simelator. Therefore, METACREW contains an
accurate and detailed representation of operator tasks, decision logic, operator skill level
chrcteristics, etc.

693. The major drawback of METACREW is the fact that it is a specific model of the
JSTARS GSM only and the empirical data base incorporated into the model is not
generalizable to other systems due to software/hardware response characteristics. Also, the
model does not accommodate erroneous or degraded performance.

Application Examples

694. METACREW has been used to evaluate different crew size configurations, to
determine the tactical utility of the GSM as a function of tasking, and to assess alternative
multipert.o/multiple van networking configurations.

695. The METACREW simulation has been validated against the performance of
experienced JSTARS data handling teams during military exercises (Plocher, Gilies, &
Tarnanaha 1985). In these validation trials, the simulation was shown to account for 76-96%
of the variance in the performance of the real operators. Further, the simulation was shown
to respond to work!oad chal!cnge in a manner similar to actual operators.
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696. Since its validation, METACREW has been used to explore a variety of system
development issues on the JSTARS programme. Its initial application was to identify crew
configurations that avoided bottlenecks in the flow simulation. It has also been used to
estimate the impact of new missions on craw performance.

Technical Dz
697. The model is coded in SIMSCRIPT for the Digital Equipment Corporation VAX

11/780 computer.

Plocher, T. A., Gilles, P. L.. & Tamanaha, R. J. (1985). METACREW: A simulation of
GSM crew oerations. (Preliminary Report). Honeywell Systems and Research Center.

Gilles, P. L. (1982). User's manual for METACREW. U.S. Army ERADCOM, Fort
Monmouth, NJ.

Future Needs

698. The model would benefit from the inclusion of the capabilities to simulate
erroneous and/or degraded performance. A version of the model generalizable to data
processing/ sensor systens would also be of value.
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5.3.6 Crew Performance Model (CPMI

Summary Description

699. The Crew Performance Model (CPM) is a computer-based, crew simulation
model and performance evaluation tool. It is a Monte Carlo procedure for estimating the
relative effects on crew performance of changes in crew size and task assignments. The
concept underlying CPM involves task reallocation as a means of assessing alternate crew
structures. The model consists of three components: A task library containing the relevant
crew tasks, the task interdependencies (concurrences and dependencies) and the associated
task performance times; an input programme for entering the crew size, crewman task
assignments and task orders; and the main programme for integrating the input information
(from the input programme and the task library) and calculating summary performance
measures.

History andSour

700. CPM was developed by personnel at the U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) Fort Sill Field Unit in 1979. The initial phase of CPM
development aimed to simulatc crew performance under "optimal" conditions, i.e., no forms
of human performance degradation were to be simulated. The objective of CPM was to
provide a method for simulating ad estimating the performance of alternate crew structures
under conditions of degradation resulting from (1) continuous operations, (2) fatigue, (3)
sleep degradation, (4) stress, (5) NBC environments and (6) night operations. The goal of
incorporating degradation routines into CPM w.as iever achieved. A complete listing of the
CPM software is contained in Appendix B of Schwalm. et al. (1981).

Product and Purpse

701. The overall objective of CPM is to enable decision makers and research personnel
to study, in a timely and cost-effectiv manner, the effects of varying crew size and task
assignments without expending the time and dollar resources necessary to observe alternate
crews actually performing system functions. The model computes and outputs: (1) the total
time required for the entire crew to complete its mission or job, (2) a distribution of these
mission completion times across iterations, (3) identification of the "critical man", or busiest
crewman, on each iteration, with that status cumulated across itcrations for each crewman,
and (4) the percentage of idle time per iteration per crewman. These performance measures
can be used for evaluating the speed and relative efficiency of crews varying in size or
structure.

When Usel

702. The model can be used to evaluate the effects of varying crew size and crew
member task assifnnents on the performance of crew-served systems. It is also applicable to
the evaluation o the effects of equipment changes to an existing or proposed hardware
system. The tool can be used iteratively throughout the system development process.
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Procedures for Use

703. The analyst must obtain task analysis and task performance data developed from
time and motion analyses, from system documentation, or from expert estimates, etc. A
system task library is created which contains the following information for each taf'
characterising the man/machine system:

(1) Task number and verbal descriptor

(2) Distribution of task performance times consisting of a minimum,
mean, and maximum time

(3) Hold, or dependent, task number

(4) Concurrent task number

704. The task library operates as an independent portion of the model; tasks, or task
information, may be added or deleted as the need arises. Once a system task library is
constructed the analyst/user specifies the input programme's data ile. In order to model a
partircular crew structure, the user only needs to specify the number of crew members, and
then to assign tasks, by task number, to individual crew members in the order in which the
tasks are to be performed. The input programme essentially directs the operation of the
model in simulating the performance of alternate crew structures based on the task
information contained in the task library. Finally, the model is executed, and the main
programme calculates and outputs performance information based on the task library and
crew structure specifications.

Advtymages

705. CPM is conceptually simple and straightforward. The input programme/ task
library interface alleviates the need to modify the simulation model software when simulating
different systems or crew structures, and the output is diagnostically useful. In addition, the
tool is easy to use, cost effective, and provides for rapid output.

Limitatignh
706. Two major drawbacks to CPM are that (I) the capabilities to assess/estimate

performance degradation due to continuous operations, etc.. were never incorporated into the
model and (2) the model cannot simulate or represent oranch tasks. This latter limitation
prevents an analyst from simulating decision behaviour, erroneous performance, and
probability/criticality of task performance. In addition, tasks can be represented only as
unidimensioal, time varying entities, and such differences as the workload/fatiguing or
cognitive/physical characteristics of tasks were not considered. Also, the triangular
probability distribution is the only random sampling function contained in the programme.

Application Examplec

707. The mode! has been applied to M109A I Howitzer sections to determine the
optimal crew size necessary to support operations while assuring an equatable distribution of
workload among crew members. CPM has also been used to analyse the performance
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capabilities of alternate Division-86 155mm Howitzer battey organisations.

708. CPM is written in FORTRAN and the main programme consists of approximately
550 lines of code.

Referenc

Crumley, L. M. (1979). Tasks and possible task assignments for a ten-man crevi.
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secion (AR! Fort Sill Field Unit Working Paper 79-4).

Coke, J. S., Crumley, L. M., & Schwalm, R. S. (1981). Empiacing. firing. and march
ordering an MI09AI howitzer: Tasks and task times (preliminary (ARI Research Report
1312). (AD A109706)

Schwalm, R. C., Crumley, L. M., Coke, J. S., & Sachs, S. A. (1981). A descriptionQf
the ARI crew performance model (ARt Research Report 1324). (AD A 113793)

Schwalm, R. C. & Coke, J. S. (1981). Usejr'g ir the ART crw performane
indrJ (ARI Fort Sill Field Unit Working Paper 82-1)
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709. The.model can be further developed to eval,, ,e performance decrements (or
increments) as a result of factors such as continuous operations, extreme temperatures, NBC
conditions, crew turbulence, and training. Also. random sampling functions in addition to
the triangular probability distribution could be incorporated into the software.
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BIOMECHANICS AND WORK SPACE DESIGN

6.1 D TQITON: BIQOMECHANICAL MODELS

710. Increasing importance has been attached to the health and safety aspects of manual
materials handling ta ks in both industrial and military occupations. It has been estimated, for
example, that 25 to 30% of all overexertion injuries are caused by handling materials manually
(Mital 1983). Despite increased automation, a high proportion of military operations and
maintenance tasks exploit human adaptability in the manipulation or movement of large or
heavy items. For example, a recent survey of 100 Canadian Armed Forces (CF) trades
revealed that the most physically demanding tasks in almost every trade involved lifting. In the
CF, 20% of all reported work-related injuries which resulted in absence from duty were back-
related (Warrington-Kearsley, 1986).

711. The biomechanical models reviewed here attempt to predict such injuries through
the application of the laws of mechanics to the description and analysis of human movement,
strength, and lifting ability. Biomechanics has a long and diverse history. Applications have
included bone strength, the study of individual joints, groups of joints, body movement, and
lifting and carrying (Kroemer, Snook, Meadows, & Deutsch, 1988). Only models of lifting
and carrying have been included in this review. Biomechanical modelling applications have
also included the description of human response to vibration and shock. The latter kind of
model has not been included in this review because, in general, they describe human tolerance
rather than human performance. Note. however, that Coerman, Magid and Lange (1962), and
others, have shown that such models can predict interference with the performance of some
tasks.

6.2 OVERVIEW AND RE M E CES* BIOMECHANICAL MODELS

712. Biomechanical models of the human body must describe a complex, non-linear
system. As Kroemer, Snook, Meadows, and Deutsch (1988) have noted, the study of even
simple physical tasks can involve many more unknown muscle groups than there are
independent equaions to solve them. Possibly for that reason, most biomechanical models
are limited to one or two joints. Of 99 models reviewed and tabulated by King and Marras
(1988), only five were classified as "whole body". Nevertheless, a considerable amount of
effort has been put into modeling human materials handling capabilities (Chaffin, 1985;
Drury, 1976). Although such models appear to have been used most frequently in the
investigation of existing tasks to allevinte problems, they are being used increasingly for
operator tzsk and work place design.

713. The analysis of a manual handling task must take into account three classes of
variables:

(1) operator variables such as strength, body size, weight, and
sex,

(2) task variables such as the coordinates of the lift, frequency of
lift, etc.,
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(3) object variables such as size, mass, handle details, centre of
gravity, etc.

714. Approaches to modeling lifting performance differ in the extent to which they
include these factors as variables. The differences reflect a trade-off of simplicity and generality
against complexity and specificity. As might be expected, the different approaches can produce
differing estimates of a specific operator's ability to perform a specific lifting task, reflecting
the extent to which each model generalises the input variables.

715. Most manual materials handling models which have been used in practical
applications deal with simple, single lifts, based on the computation of static forces. The
development of dynamic models, and of models of asymmetric lifts, has proven considerably
more difficult due to the sensitivity of the models to small differences in the lift characteristics.
Evans (1989) reviews a three-dimensional model based on the University of Michigan Static
Strength Prediction Model (section 6.3.2), and Norman and McGill (1989) report the
development of a 3-D static model and a dynamic model of the lower back, based on their
WATBAK model (section 6.3.4).

716. In a review of models for predicting lifting capacity, Ayoub, Mital, Asfour and
Bethea (1980) categoised them into:

(I) capacity models, which use worker characteristics, task
characteristics, and environmental chaiacteristics to predict the
capacity to lift; and,

(2) biome:hanical stress models, which use Newtonian mechanics to
estimate the stresses imposed on the musculoskeletal system of
the worker during lifting.

717. The class of capacity models was divided into those based on psychophysical
studies (i.e., experiments which determined the characteristics of a load which subjects were
willing to lift in specific circumstances) and physiologically-based models (i.e., models based
on measurements of oxygen uptake, or other physiological indices). The latter class would
include the norms for lifting developed using inter-abdominal pressure as the index of effort
(University of Surrey, 1980). although the norms are not models, in the sense used in this
report.

718. Both classes of model have their limitations. Capacity models are typically based
on regression analyses, and therefore require a large range of lifts to be studied if they are to
represent a specific lift accurately. Biornechanical stress models include the details of a specific
lift, but must make simplifying assumptions about the individual operator's capability. The
lifting guidelines developed by the US National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH, section 6.3.1) are based on both psychophysical and biomechanical studies of lifting,
with metabolic correction factors for repetitive lifts.

719. Current developments are towards a more integrated approach to the design of the
work place combining the biomechanical models reviewed in this section with the
anthropomeurical models reviewed in section 6.6. Evans (1989) reviews one such
development, and Kroemer et al. (1988) review the question of integrated ergonomic models in
detail.
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6.3 MODELSUMMARIE: BIOMECHANICAL MODELS

6.3.1 National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) Lifting Model

Summary Description

720. The NIOSH model is intended to predict the safe lift characteristics of tasks for a
male and female civilian, industrial population. The model is based on biomechanical and
psychophysical studies of lifting and includes correction factors for the shape of the load, for
repetitive lifts and task duration.

721. The biomechanical aspect of the model relates the horizontal and vertical
,:oordinates of the lift to the lumbo-sacral compressive forces at the L5/S 1 intervertebral disc,
and to a distance factor based on the vertical lift of the load.The metabolic aspect of the model
relates the permissible load to the frequency of lifting (per minute) and the duration of lifting
(hours per day), based on 33% of the assumed aerobic capacity, and on the initial posture of
the lift.

722. The model takes into account:

(1) the horizontal location of the hands at the beginning and end of
the lift,

(2) the vertical location of the hands at the beginning and end of the
lift,

(3) the distance the load is moved vertically,

(4) the lifting frequency.

(5) the task duration.

History and Source

723. Overexertion in the work place has accounted for a large number of disabling
injuries in the industrial sector (NIOSH 1981). Most of these injuries involve the act of
manually handling materials, e.g. lifting. In recent years, the number of these injuries has
continued to rise despite the establishment of various guidelines for such activities. Other
concerns include the increasing proportion of females employed in jobs which require heavy
lifting.

724. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) Work Practices
Guide for Manual Lifting was written in order to summarise the research and present
recommendations to control the hazards associated with lifting (NIOSH, 1981). The guide
includes a description of the NIOSH model, which was developed in order to recommend load
limits for lifting tasks based upon easily measured parameters such as load weight, size, and
location.

725. The model has also been incorporated in a number of computer programs. A more
extensive program designed to run on micro-computers, which incorporates the NIOSH
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model, is available from the Center for Ergonomics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan. The program provides a text and graphical output of the results of each analysis.

Product and Purpos

726. The output of the model is expressed in terms of two load limits for any given lift
condition, for an industrial population. The Action Limit (AL) is the load which, given the
assumptions of the model, can be lifted by 75% of healthy women and over 99% of healthy
men. The Maximum Permissible Limit (MPL) is the load which, given the assumptions of the
model, can be lifted by only 25% of healthy men and less than 1% of healthy women. The
limits are expressed as lift characteristics which should not be exceeded: They are not risk
probabilities.

727. Because of its flexibility, the model can be used cither during design, to verify that
component sizes and weights will be safe, or during system evaluation, to determine the
current safety of a given system.

rcedures for Use

728. The user must define:

(I) number cf persons performing the lift,

(2) object mass.

(3) initial hand height.

(4) final hand height.

(5) initial horizontal hand location,

(6) final horizontal hand location,

(7) rate of lift (per minute),

(8) duration of task (hours)

729. On: of the major advantages of the NIOSH model is its simplicity of use. All that
is needed for the evaluation of lifting tasks is the information identified above. That
information can be derived from the drawing board, during design. It can also be gathered
during field trials. In the lauer case. the model is simpler to use than others, which r,-uirc the
coordinates of arm and leg jonts to be measured.

730. Another advantage of this model is th3t the effects of changes to the lifting task
(i.e., size of the object or location of handles) can be analysed in order to determine the
sensitivity of the AL and MPL to minor changes in the lifting task.
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731. The principal limitations of the model are that it is based on ideal industrial
conditions:

(1) lifts in the sagittal plane,

(2) little sustained exertion,

(3) smooth, two-handed, svmmetc lift,

(4) object of moderate width (75cm. or le's),

(5) unrestricted lifting posture.

(6) good coupling (handles, shoes, floor surface)

(7) favourable amLient environment

(8) unaided lift (no mechanical aids).

732. The model is also limited in its assumption of user population. For example,
practical use indicates that troops regularly lift at. or beyond, the AL. Whether this represents a
greater capacity on the part of the troops, or greater risk taking on their part, is not clear at this
ime.

733. The model appears to be receiving increasing use in indusay in North America. It
has been used in human engineering evaluations of several pieces of field artillery, including
120mm mortars, 155m howitzers, and ammunitior resupply vehicles being examined by the
Canadian Forces. The model was used to evaluate the more common manual materials
handling tasks required to bring the weapons in ana out oi action, fire and maintain them. The
model provided a basis for establishing appropriate manning lvels for different tasks, and for
a comparative evaluation of competing weapons. Application of the model resulted in the
identification of several less obvious conclusions. e.g., that a two-man carry of two
ammunition boxes is less demanding than a one-mn cany of one ammunition box.

Technical_ ulka

734. The programs available from the University of Michigan Center for Ergonomics
run on IBM PC compatible, or MacintoshS computers. They require 128K random access
memory and a graphics capability.
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735. The NIOSH model needs further validation of its applicability to military
populations, and to tasks carried out in non-ideal conditions.
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6.3.2 University of Michigan Static Stren, h Prediction Progma TM' (SSP)
Suam Description

736. The Static Strength Prediction (SSP) model was developed to predict static strength
requirements and low back stresses in manual materials handling tasks. The prediction is
based on calculations of the moments of force produced by the loads handled and by the mass
of body segments. The segment masses and lengths are based on anthropometric norms scaled
to body height and weight. The moments of force can be compared to muscle moments
determined from individual or population strength test data. The resultant forces produced
from the counteracting moments of muscle and mass cause vertebral disk compression which is
also calculated by the model. The model incorporates intra-abdominal pressure (lAP). An
inceease in IAP due to coonaction of the abdominal muscles was thought to help staPilise the
spine and decrease presstu- on the discs during the lift (Chaffin 1985).

737. Microcomputer based versions of the model are available, which require the
following input:

(1) height and weight data for the person performing the lift, or 5th,
50th and 95th percentile population values,

(2 ann, torso, and leg postures.

(3) load magnitude and direction of action.

738. The model will output the following:

(1) stick figure posture description,

(2) resultant forces at joints,

(3) prediction of strength requirements at elbow, shoulder, hip,
knee, and ankle.

(4) L.5/S1 disc compression forces.

(5) abdominal pressure.

(6) male and female population strength capabilities.

Histo and Source

739. The model has been developed in various stages since 1968 (Chaffin, 1985). The
initial version was a sagittal plane model that predicted the strength required with a given
posture and load. A variation of the model found the posture that produced the highest strength
capability for a given lift (Garg & Chaffin. 1975). A three dimensional model was introduced
in the same paper, and is described by Evans (1989). Software for the 2-D and 3-D models is
available from the Center for Ergonomics. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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Product and PUrose

740. The major objective of the SSP model is to predict the static strength required for
any given lifting task and the low back stresses involved. This can be done for individuals or
for the 5, 50, and 95th percentile populardon values. The model will also give the predicted
strength capabilities for these percentiles in any given lifting task.

741. The information from the model can be used:

(1) to identify hazardous lifting situations where the load exceeds
human limitations,

(2) to set criteria for the selection of personnel in terms of static
strength,

(3) to predict task suitability for the general population by comparison
to percentile capabilities.

MhenU Jl

742. The model could be used at the design stage of a task to ensure that loads, weights,
and postures do not create a hazard. It could be used to evaluate the safety of existing tasks or
to indicate the extent of modifications to work place or task required to reduce hazard., and to
evaluate the effect of the modifications. It could also be used as a basis for worker selection
standards based on height and weight.

Procedures for Use

743. The user must determine the mass to be lifted, the posture involved in the lift in
terms of joint angles, and the height and weight of the person doing the lift, or the population
percentile values. These are used as inputs to the Static Strength Prediction Program Tm. Since
the model provides only a static analysis, the user must choose the point(s) of interest in the lift
and perform the analysis for each posture.

744. The model can be used to assess a task in two ways. It can indicate whether a
given individual or segment of the population can perform a task, in terms of static strength, or'
it can assess the safety of the task in te.ms of compressive loading of the pine.

Ljmitain

745. Chaffin (1985) identified 3 lin-itations to the model:

(1) the model computes only compression forces on the spine, but
lateral and torsional stresses ae also common,
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(2) the description of the muscles of the torso is too simplistic,
(McGill, 1987, argues that a more detailed model will result ir a
different moment arm for the back extensor muscles, as noted
below).

(3) the model does not account for visco-elastic creep response in the
vertebral discs which occurs under prolonged loading.

746. Other limitations of the model have been noted in the review by McGill (1987):

(I) the moment arm for the back extensor muscles that is used in the
model is too small, resulting in a large overestimation of
compressive forces on the spine.

(2) static analyses of lifting may underestimate the peak reaction
forces of the actual dynamic lifting situation.

(3) information in the recent literature casts some doubt about the role
of LAP in reduction of disc compression.

(4) the model describes only single lifts and therefore does not
account for the effects of repetitive lifting and any cumulative
trauma incurred in ifting.

A p _lication Examgles

747. Principles from the SSP model were used in formation of the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) lifting guidelines and by the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center. The model has been used for job assessment in many industries ranging
from steelworking to electronics compnt manufacturing. The job assessments have been
used as a basis for worker selection and training.

748. The SSP program can be run on an IBM PC or on a Macintosh®. The
requirements for the IBM PC am: a graphics capability and at least 128K RAM, and DOS 2.0 or
higher. The Macintosh must have a 512 K memory and Microsoft Basic® software.

Chaffin, D. (1985,. Computerized models for occupational er i. J. Wanenweiler

Mk; s ial .Ature, Intcrnational Society of Biomechanics. UMEA, Sweden.

Evans, S.M. (1989). Use of biomechanical static strength models in workspace
design. In G.P'. McMillan, D. Beevis. E. Salas, M.H. Strub, R. Sutton, & L. van Breda
(Eds.). Ag2Lti ,ns of human psrformance models to system dzkin. New York: Plenum
Press.

Garg, A., & Chaffin, D. (1975). A biomechanical computerized simulation of human
strength. AuEInuwacions. I(M). I- 15.
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McGill, S., (1987). Issues in biomechanical modeling of the low back to determine the
safe task. .pmmQnique, 11 (1), H, uman Factors Association of Canada.

University of Michigan, Center for Ergonomics (1986). Static strengh =diction
V mgmflT. Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan.

749. Given recent literature which challenges some of the anatomical and biomechanical
features included in the model, further development and evaluation is justified, particularly in
the application to dynamic lifting situations.

750. Evans (1989) describes the development of an integrated tool for Ergonomic Design
using Graphic Evaluation (EDGE) which incorporates the SSP model, together with other aids
for work space design. As indicated in the introduction, such approaches are the most
promising long term developments of these models.
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6.3.3 JbSeverity Index USI)

75 1. The Job &-verity Index is an estimation of the hazard involved in lifting tasks. It is
expressed in the form of a ratio Gf Job Demand / Worker Capacity for a given set of job
conditions. Job demand is determined by a calculation based on lifting exposure time,
container size and weight, and lifting distance and ,firequericy. Worker capacity is calculated via
regression formulae based on the relationship between various individual parameters and
lifting capacity. The regression model uses age, sex, anthropometric, strength and endurance
measures to predict the acceptable weight for a given individual or segment of the population
for the job in question. 'h1is weight is adjusted according to the frequency and height of
lifting.

752. When the job includes more than one type of lift the JSI uses an equation that
weights each lift depending on the duration of exposure. The output of the JSI is a ratio of
demand to capacity which has been compared to injury statistics. It seems that the risk of
injury starts to increase when the ratio exceeds 1.5

753. The ISI was developed at Texas Technical University with the initial work being
published in 1978 (A:,oub et al.). Additional desctiptive and validation work was published
in 1983 (Liles, Mahajan, & Ayoub) and 1984 (Liles, Deivanayagam, Ayoub, & Mahajan). The
initial stage of developmcnt was the design of a set of mathematical models which predicted the
maximum acceptable weight of lift. The mathematical relationship between the maximum
weight a person felt they could safely lift (a psychophysical measure) and the frequency, object
size, and height of lift was used as the basis for the models.

754. The next step was the detenrination of the mathematical relationship between tb,'.
same maximum acceptable weight and the physical characteristics of subjects. These two areas
of study produced, respectively, the job demand and worker capacity components of the JSI.
The regression equations required for die JS1 are presented in the papers referenced, but more
information is required to perform the measurements needed for input to the model. The
papers containing this information are not in the published literature but are referenced in Liles,
Deivanayagam, Ayoub, arj Mahajan (1984).

Product and Purpose

755. The major purpose of the SI is the identification of those lifting tasks that create a
risk of injury so that engineering or administrative coni:rols can be implemented. The model
consists of a series of regression formulae for:

(1) predicng demand and capacity, and

(2) calculating a weighted ratio for all the lifting tasks involved in a
given job.
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hen Used

756. The JSI can be used to assess the hazard of existing lifting tasks, or of tasks in the
design stage so that they may be modified if it is found that they create a significant hazard.
Although the authors stress that job or task modification iz the best approach, they do note that
the JSI could be used as a basis for selecting workers who possess the lifting capacity requirtd
for a given job (Ayoub, Selan & Ules, 1983; Liles, Deivanayagan, Ayoub & Majahan, 1984).

Procedures &o Use

757. The user must identify the following components for use in the regression models
that predict task demand and worker capacity. It should be noted that the procedures for
measuring worker strength and dynamic endurance were not explained in the published
literature but that the reports containing the information are listed in Liles, Deivanayagam,
Ayoub, & Mahajan (1984).

758. Task Demand Component Inputs:

(1) exposure in hours/day,

(2) maximum requhed weight of lift,

(3) frequency of lift,

(4) container size.

(5) height of lift initiation and termination.

759. Capacity Component Inputs:

(1) age, gender.

(2) isometric arm and back strength,

(3) shoulder height, abdominal depth,

(4) dynamic endurance.

760. These capacity parameters can be entered for a particular individual or a population
percentile. The predicted demand and capacity values for each lifting task in the job are then
used in the JSI equation which results in a ratio of demand to capacity. According to Ayoub et
al. (1983), a JSI of less than 1.5 represents a nominal safety risk. The same reference also
contains a table relating 3SI to injury risk for a range of .1SI ratios.

Advntages

761. The major advantages of this model, as compared to other biomechanical models,
are its ability to combine the effects cf several types of lifts within a job and its validatien
against actual injury statistics. The ISI also provides a comparison ef task demand and worker
or population capability as do some of the other models.
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762. The model is limited in that it oidy describes a lift in the sagittal plane and therefore
does not deal with twisting actions which can be significant in injury. The JSI considers only
lifting and does not deal with lowering actions (Liles, Mahjan, & Ayoub, 1983). The
strength predictions are based only on static strength measures which may not accurately reflect
the actual dynamic lifting situation. Although there is a dynamic endurance component in the
model it was not defined in the literature reviewed. Unfortunately much of the development
work which could better explain how the components of the model were derived is not
published in readily available sources.

763. During the development phase this model was used in a large number of
companies. One large study was done in an electronics equipment manufacturing plant where
the JSI was applied and compared to injury statistics. Some of the concepts of the model
related to the prediction of lifting capacity have been incorporated into the National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) guidelines for lifting (section 6.3.1 - NIOS-, 1981).
The JSI has been compared to the NIOSH lifting limits in terms of relationship to injury and
was found to have a comparable potential for prediction (Liles, Mahajan, & Ayoub, 1983).

764. The regression equations required to model capacity and demand are presented in
the form of tables of the coefficients for each input variable (Ayoub, Selan, & Liles, 1983;
Liles, Deivanayagam, Ayoub. & Mahajan, 1984). The heights of lift initiation and
termination are combined and classified into lifting ranges using a chart presented in I.iles,
Deivanayagam., Ayoub, and Mahajan. The JSI equation is also given in that reference. As
noted earlier, the technical details of anthropometric. strength, and endurance meauremens are
not published in readily available sources but these sources ar referenced in the papers li;ted
here.
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765. The model could be expanded to include dynamic strength measures, and lowering
activities. Provision of a thr~e dimensional analysis of the lift would also be useful. The
major immediate need is for available documentation of the JSI in a complete form.
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6.3.4 WATBAK- A Computer Model to Estimate Low Back Compression and Shear

Sumry_ Deciption

766. WATBAK is a computer-based model used for the quantitative assessment of lifting
tasks in terms of the stress placed on various body joints, including low back intervertebral
joints. WATBAK accepts data obtained from representations of the lifting task, based on
photographs, film. video-tape, electro-optical sensors, or a computer manikin, and
incorporates those data into a computer model of the human body. The model, which is
available in 2-D and 3-D versions, yields the reaction forces and moments of force at the
elbow, shoulder, L4/5 level on the lumbar spine, hip, knee and ankle joints, and estimates the
size of the compressive and shear forces produced on the A/IL5 intervertebral disc. Those
compressive and shear forces are compared with tolerance limits reported in the literature to
determine the relative safety of lifts.

767. The concepts underlying the calculations used in WATBAK are those of
conventional linked segment biomechanical models. These have been reported in
biomechanical literature for many types of movements.

768. The model takes into account:

(1) body position used in the lift,

(2) weight of the object lifted,

(3) height, weight and sex of the person performing the lift.

Histoy and Source

769. The model was developed by the University of Wate;loo, Ontario, under contract to
DCIEM, Toronto (Norman & McGill. 1989). The aim was to produce a tool that could be
used quickly and relatively easily by minimally trained personnel, to analyse the strength
dcmands and risk of injury for a wide variety of lifting tasks.

Product and humse

770. The model outputs numeric values of body segment parameters (mass, centre of
gravity, length), ground reacuon forces, reaction forces and moments acting on each segment,
lumbar spine compression and shear forces, and intra-abdominal pressure. Maximal tolerance
levels for lumber compression and joint moments are quoted based on values obtained from the
open literature. The final output of the model is a linked segment diagram of the subject in the
positio used in the calculations.

711. The model can be used in the design oi operator tasks and work plbce layouts, to
ensure thai loads and postures do not create an unsafe risk. It can also be used to evaluate the
suifety of cxktirg tasks and to indicate the extent of riaf4fications required to reduce hazards.
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772. To run the WATBAK model, the user must have a side-elevation representation of
the lift to be analysed. The rpresentation can be from digitised photographs or video-tape,
from electro-optical sensors such as SELSPOT or WATSNIART, or from a computer-
generated manikin. From this representation, the user defines the x and y coordinates of the
feet, ankles, knees, hips, shoulders, elbows, hands, head and L4/L.5 of the person performing
the lift. The accuracy and validity of the output is dependent o:. the accuracy of the digitisation.
The user also inputs the height, weight and sex of the subject and the weigl, of the objeL

Av aanagcs

773. The major contribition of this model is the development of an easily usable.
interactive software package. This package can be used to assess job rusk demands by an
operator minimally trained in biomechanics and in the use of computers (Norman, 1984).

Liiain

774. The principal linitations of the model are:

(1) unaided lift (no mechanical aids),

(2) only static lifts in the sagittal plane can be analysed,

(3) good coupling (handles, shoes, floor surface)

(4) favourable ambient environment,

(5) only one person lifts can be analysed.

775. In addition, experience has shown that the model is highly dependent on the
accuracy of digitisation of the joint centres, and that those centres cannot be located easily or
reliably from photographs or video of persons wearing heavy clothing.

Application Examples

776. The mrxel has been used in work place investigations of acute strength demands in
industrial tasks by the Ontario Ministry of Labour, Ontario Workers' Compensation Board,*
Ontario Hydro, and several industrial organisations. The model has been used in the analysis
of several military tasks. The program has also been used at the Universities of Dalhousie,
Laurentian, and Queen's. and at the University of Waterloo to assess manual handling of
materials problems in the mining industry.

TecbhnicalDeail

777. The model was originally developed to run on a Hewlett-Packard 9845B micro-
computer. The program was subsequently re-written, and will now run on any IBM-
compatible PC with at least 512K. Graphical output of body postures can be obtained if the
machine has a graphics card.
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6.4 INTODUCTION: WORK SPACE DESIGN

778. Incompatibilities between the dimensions of the work space and the size and reach
capability of the operator or maintainer can ha.ve a major effect on system performance.
Typically such problems are addressed through the use of fitting ttials using full-scale
mockups. The work space concept must well established, however, before a mockup can be
built. Fortunately, anthropometry is or, of the most readily quantified of human capabilities,
and lends itself to modeling in two or three dimensions. Anthropometrical models can be used
to study human performance in terms the ability of an operator of a given physical size to work
in a given space, reach specific controls and see specific displays. Such models are the human
engineering tools which are most closely allied to engineering design methods, in particular
CAD techniques (Merriman, Muckler, Howells, Olive, & Beevis, 1984).

779. Computer-generated anthropornetrical models (referred to by Kroemer, Snook,
Meadows, and Oeutsch, 1988 as operator-equipment interface models) offer advantages over
the more traditional drawing board and mock-up approaches to work space design. In
particular they permit the representation of individual operators, and of the full variety of
combinations of body segment lengths, rather than the more limited 'percentile' approach
which has been used previously. Moroney and Smith (1972) concluded that the only solution
to the problem of designing work spaces to accormodate the interaction between different
autthropometric variables was the development of variable-sized mathematical man-models.

780. As well as permitting such an approach, anthropometrical models offer a medium
for integraing other aspects of operator performance such as the kinematics of limb motion,
force abilities, and body segment inertial abilities. At least three major attempts to produce
integrated, structured, crew station design tools have been based on three-dimensional man-
models (Ryan 1973; Kulwicki. McDaniei & Guadagna, 1987; Evans, 1989). Kroemer,
Snook. Meadows. and Deutsch (1988) report on a workshop dedicated to examining the
feasibility of developing such an integrated 'ergonomic' model for work station design.

6.5 OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDED REFERENCES: WORK SPACE DESIGN

781. The original computer-generated anthropometrical model, or manikin, appears to
have been FIRST MAN, a seven segment figurt produced at Boeing Company, USA, in 1961
(Fetter, 1982). This development was followed by the more well known BOEMAN, produced
at Boeing Company under Joint Army, Navy. Air Force (JANAIR) sponsorship in 1967-68.
BOEMAN was part of a larger program entitled Cockpit Geometry Evaluation, intended to
evaluate the physical compatibility of a seated crew member with any crew station. The
original research program anticipated development starting with a ink segment or 'stick figure'
manikin, and progressing through sax stages to incorporate enfleshment, digit manipulation,
energy expenditure and force capability, and flexible skin interference analysis (Ryan, 1973).
That development does not appear to havi been implemented.

782. Other developments started modestly, and evolved. The SAMMIE modal (section
6.6.3), which is now availaule commercially. originated in a simpl, stick figure representation
of the upper torso, head. ard arms (Bonney. 1969). COMBIMAN (section 6.6.2) has had a
series of improvemets, and a second model. CREW CHIEF (section 6.6.5), has been
developed from that technology (McDaniel, 1989). This model is intended for the design of
maintenance facilities in aircraft. It has several interesting features including the capability to
call up standard maintenance operator postures, tools, and clothing, and the ability to
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automatically adjust the manikin posture to complete the required task. CREW CHIEF also
incorporates strength d€ta relevant to maintenance tasks.

783. A number of other work space design man-models have been, or are being,
developed in Australia, Canada, France. FRG, The Netherlands, U.K., and U.S.A. A review
of computer-generated man-models (HNckcy, Pierrynowski & Rothwell, 1985) identified two
2-dimensional anthropometry models, and thirteen 3-dimensional models. These range from
2-dimensional representations of single limbs to representations ot seve,-l operators in a
complex work space. They include modeling of limitations on joint motion, ability to mod-l
he effects of restraints such as safety harnesses, and ability to represent the view of the man-

model.

784. The whole-body man-models vary in their level of complexity. At one extreme they
are detailed representations of the body. with no built-in assumptions about posture or position.
Such models are the computer equivalent of a dummy, or an articulated drawing board
manikin. At the other extreme, some models include rules for the placment of the model
relative to reference poits such as the design eye position or the seat reference point, as well as
rules goverming the posture of the manikin. Both types of model include mathematical routines
which develop the internal link lengths of the 'skeleton' from regression equations relating
measurable external di mnsions to the internal link lengths. They may also include another
routine for enfleshment of the 'skeleton' once it has been generated. These mathematical
routines are the "anthiuapometric" models of Kroemer, Snook, Meadows, & Deutsch, 1983.

785. A number of model developers have studied the incorporation of kinematic aspects
of reach and vision. With the exception of the work of Ayoub (1974) and Deivanayagam,
Ayoub and Kennedy (1974) few refeiences have been found to such work, and no models
appear to include a true kinematic capability. COMBIMAN includes the end points of paths of
motion, TEMPUS (Badler. Forein, Vorein. R'dack, & Brotman, 1985; Kroemer, Snook,
Meadows, & Deutsch, 1988) incorporates "goal directed reaches".

786. More detailed descriptons of the Articu!ated total Body (ATB) model, BOEMAN,
Computerized Accommodated Percentage Evaluation (CAPE), CAR, COMBRMAN, CREW
CHIEF, PLAID/lrEMPUS, and SAMMIE are provided in Kroemer, Snook, Meadows, &
Deutsch, 1988. Applications of SAMMIE and TEMPUS are described in McNlillan, Beevis,
Salas, Strub, Sutton, and van Breda (1989). A comparative review of SAMMIE,
COMBIMAN, CREW CHIEF, CAR, JACK, and SAFEWORK is provided by Paquene
(1990). Despite the proliferation of models, few appear to be available to all potential users,
nnd few appear to be used on a regular basis. The models revirewed herein appear to be the
most relevant to weapon system dz,-gn. although not all are widely avaiiable.

787. Comparisons of the available models are hindered by lack of details, and by lack of
common definitions, such as the meaning of 'body segment' or 'link'. All of the models
appear to have limitations. Typical problems to be articipated in adopting such models are
reviewed by Rothwell (1989). Typically thz models lack:

(1) demonstrated valdity.

(2) representamon of limitations in movement and response of the limb
positions to a change in posture,
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(3) standaid anthropornetry dam bases,

(4) representation of clothing and the cffects of clothing,

(5) generality of the model,

(6) compatibility with the range of skills of potential users.

(7) biomechanical characteristics,

(8) compatibility with other CAD systems.

788. One feature lacking in all the models reviewed is the exploitation of the ideas of
Moroney and Smith (1972) for the handling of the multi-variate anthropometrical data. With
the exception of the work of Bittner (1974) and Hendy (1990), no-one appears to have
exploited the potential of computer modeling of the statistics of the interactions of the different
body segment dimensions. With the exception of CAR, every model reviewed used regression
analyses to define 'percentile' manikins, despite the acknowledged limitations of the percentile
concept to describe more than one anthropometric characteristic.

789. The most recent development of cornputer-generated anthropometrical man-models
appears to be their use in animated work sequences, to evaluate the feasibility of performing a
specific task in a confined space. Such animations have been used to invcstigate task
performance in a zero-gravity environment, in advance of water tank simulations or actual
operational experience (Emmett. 1986: Tice, 1987). Another interesting development is the
move towards integration of such man-models, or manikins, with integrated human
engineering design and development tools. Such tools are intended to support the
design/development process from mission analysis through to detailed design (Kulwicki,
McDaniel & Guadagna, 1987).
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6.6 MODEL SUMMAPJES: WORK SPACE DFSIGN

6.6.1 Crewstafion Assessment of Reach (CAR)

SUMn Dcriin

790. CAR is intended to pera.-t the percentage of a specified user population that is
physically accommodated by the geonety of a given aircraft crew station to be dt.ermined.
The CAR model is based on an internally created link structure which is generated from 14
anthropomemc measures of the user population and link transformation equations.

791. The CAR Jink manikin is adjusted using anthropometric data, and compared with
the constraints imposed by the crew station using a series of logical routines. The
anthropomettic data are either files of measurements from specific individuals, or are generated
from existing population data (based on the 1964 US Navy aircrew anthropometry survey)
using a Monte Carlo simulation process.

792. The model is normally used for studies of seated positions, although standing
positions have been evaluation by NASA and the US National Bureau of Mines. Reach
assessments can be carried out for up to 49 control positions. All assessments are controlled
by mathematical algorithms, with no intervention by the user. A more complete description is
provided in Kroemer. Snook, Meadows. and Deutsch (1988).

r
.11

La,./
I

. / I

Fig. 6.1 The basic CAR link manikin
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History and Source

793. The original CAR program was developed in 1976 by Boeing Aerospace
Corporation for the US Naval Air Development Center (US NADC). The model was
developed from the Computerized Accommodated Percentage Evaluation (CAPE) approach to
using per-entile anthropometry dta (Bittner, 1976), and was based on the earlier BOEMAN
computer-generated manikin. The impetus for CAR was the need to evaluate a number of
competing candidate cockpit designs. CAR was required zo be simple to operate and to require
little computer time to run.

794. Under contract to US NADC, Analytics Inc. has developed and revised the
program, producing versions IIA. III and IV. The latter was released in August 1984. Under a
Canada:US information exchange agreement CAR IV was re-compiled to run on an IBM PC
compatibie computer, and evaluated for its accuracy in representin; a Canadian population
(Pierrynowski, 1987; Pigeau & Roth.well, 1989).

Product and Pupse

795. Each accommodation analysis produces a report sumrnmarising the results for reach,
vision and head clearance tests. The contents are structured as:

(1) operator sample and crew station descriptions,

(2) percentage of operators positioned to specified anchor point.

(3) vision accommodation.

(4) percentage of operator sample accommodated,

(5) surmnmay of reach to each cotxol.

796. CAR was intended for use in die evaluation of proposals for crew station design. It
is therefore appropriate to either the evaluation of designs as they evolve or to the comparison
of different candidate concepts. CAR is also being examined for its appropriateness to
assigning specific operators to crew stations which impose size limitations on the user
population.

Procedures for Use

797. The user must prepare input file data for the proposed user population, and for the
crew station geometry. Fourteen anthropometric variables must be specified, either for each
individual operator, or for a uscr population. To define the user population, the user specifies:
manikin anchorage point. design eye point, line of sight, seat characteristics, head clearance
data, hand or foot controls. One of four anchorage points can be selected: design eye point
(DEP), seat reference point (SRP). foot-point seated, foot-point standing. The crew station is
defined in X,Y,Z coordinates as per normal aircraft design practice. Seat Jimensions and
adjustment ranges also can be specified. The user must then select the features of the crew
station geometry that arc to be evaluated. The program is intended for interactive use, but it
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will accept data from a previously created, formatted file.

Advmans
798. CAR includes an algorithm for calculating hand reach envelopes for the operator

represented by the manikin. The algorithm includes different types of grasp, and the effects of
a restraint harness. This is an improvement over other models which require the individual
bcdy segments to be manipulated in oWder to determine the reach envelope. The ability to select
one of four anchor points to which CAR will position a specific part of the link manikin,
leaving the program to position the rest of the manikin appropriately, is an ass-t when carrying
out repetitive evaluations. The use of a Monte-Carlo technique for generating the
characteristics of individual 'operators' is another advantage of CAR.

799. From the technical viewpoint, CAR has the advantage of being an economical
program. The original specification for CAR placed limits on the amount of CPU time, cost
per run, and effort required to describe the crew station. Current versions of the model
maintain the characteristics of economy in those areas.

Lin wo22s

800. CAR's limitations arise because it is an economical program. The program has no
graphical output, and the model has no cnfleshment. The crew station itself is represented by
X,YZ coordinates, which are compatible with aircraft design practice, but not with other
applications. Because of the use of X,Y,Z coordinates the model cannot run 'clash routines' to
indcate that the manikin is reaching through a part of the work station. The vision analysis is
limited to the line of sight 'over the nose' or to the line of sight to the centr of a display from
the DE. Overall the model is a useful preliminary assessment tool, but it does not address
design details.

801. B€ause of inherent assumptions about the crew station geometry and the visual
field, CAR does not appear suited to evaluating work spaces other than aircraft crew stations
(despite its use to investigate standing work situations). Evaluations of CAR III (Hickey &
Rothwell, 1985) and CAR IV (Hickey & Pierrynowski, 1986) identified problems with 'user
friendliness', the operator sample model, the crew station model, and the complexity of the
analyses.

802. CAR was used to evaluate candidate crew station designs for what became the US
Navy F/A-18 aircraft. It has subsequently been used to evaluate the crew stations of the H-136
Kiowa helicopter and the BAE Hawk trainer airuraft. In the latter application CAR identified
some problems with the crew-station which were disproven using live subjects (Hulme &
Hamilton, 1989). There have been several validation studies of the model. One approach
(Bennett, Harris, & Stokes, 1982) validated 5th. 50th and 95th percentile manikins generated
by CAR against the reach envelope data of Kennedy (1978). The results agreed generally
within 3cm. Pierrynowski (1987) compared reach envelopes measured on 13 females with
CAR predictions. In general CAR predictions underestimated the subjects' reach abilities. The
results suggest that the model is too restrictive for across-body and behind-body reaches.
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803. ZAR is written in FORTRAN V, a computer language based on ANSI FORTRAN
77. The program consists of four modules. The first module. allow.,- the definition of a user
sample; the second allows definition of the crew station; the third performs Pccomcodation
analyses of reach, vision and head clearance using files generated by the first and second
modules; the fourth module generates reach envelopes. The CAR-IV program consists of
approximately !6,000 lines of instructions, and is some 759k bytes in size.
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Pigeau, R.A. & Rothwell, P.L. (1989). A validation of reach assessment in two man-
modeling systems: CAR and SAMMIE. keedings of the Annual Conference of the Human
Factors Association of Canada. Toronto. 257-260.

804. Representatives of US NADC have suggested that CAR might be given an
interactive graphLs capability, which would make it much more useful for evaluating a specific
crew station. It would also permit the user to understand what the program is doing to the
man-model, and to accept or reject the results on that basis. Additional improvements which
are being considered include validation and improvement of the link transformation equations
(focussing on female link transformations), and modelling high seat back angles, restraint
systems, overhead reaches, and effects of gravity. Such developments mzy make the program
much larger than it is currently, howcver, and the advantage of its economy could te lost.
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6.6.2 Conuteizd Biomnechanical Manl-Model WCOMBIMANM

Su~maryDito

805. COMBIMAN is a three-dimensional, expert, biomechanical model of an aircraft
pilot based on a link manikin. The link system is initially defined from 12 antbhporcmc
surface dimensions; the lengths of the links can be varied to reflcct different anthropometric
percentiles and proportions. The user can cadl up data from several populations, including
USAF male pilots, USAF female pilots, USAF men, USAF women, Army pilots, Army
women. The user can also add additional survey data to the data base. Standard postures
include sitting erect and sitting slumped against a seat back. Arm reach and reach envelopes are
computed as a function of clothing and harness restraint.

806. The crew station is defined as a set of up to 250 panels, and up to 150 controls can
be identified on or off the panels. Views of the model and work space can be selected by
specifying the amount of roll, pitch and yaw about three orthogonal planes.

P1

- .....

- . ....-r'_7 .

Fig. 6.2 COMBIMAN in a typical reach analysis application

Hiisory and Source

C07. COMBIMAN was initially developed for the US Air Force )n 1973 to assist in the
design and analysis of aircraft crew stations. The program has been successively developed
since that tine. Version 8 was completed in 1989.

808. COMBIMAN has been distributed to major aerospace industries in the USA since
1978. The software and analytical services using COMBIMAN are available from the Crew
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System Ergonomics Information Analysis Center (CSERIAC) at CSERIAC Program Office,
ALJCFH/CSERIAC, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6573, USA. US regulations limit the
availability cf ahe software outside the USA.

roduct andPure

809. COMBIMAN produces estimates of the ability of persons with specific
anthropometric characteristics to reach specified controls. COMBI1AN can also be used to
produce vision plots, using the plotting algorithm centred to the eye point of the manikin.
Vision plots are as per US MIL-STD-850. Strength analyses of the operation of all types of
aircraft controls are also available.

810. The reach envelopes, vision plots, and strength analyses are used to evaluate
proposed crew station designs for their compatibility with specific users, and thereby, with the
extremes of a user population.

When Used

811. COMBIMAN. like other anthropornetrical man-models, is suitable for use
throughout the deveiopment of the crew station concepl.

ljMocedures for Use

812. COMBIMAN is a task-driven, expert system. It is used interactively at a CRT
terminal. The analyst or designer specifies the task COMBIMAN is to perform by ans*, ring
prompts; then the program automatically simulates the activity and shows the results. The
analyst selects which user population and user percentile he wishes to represent, and the 12
critical dimensions which are to be evaluated: sitting height, eye height, arm length, leg
lerngth, etc. A two-variable method of specifying the user body size range is also available.
The program then provides a manikin with the most probable size and proportions, drawn from
regression equations based on the USAF AAMRL Anthropometry Data Ba k. Dimensions for
a select :et of individual subjects may be entered to verify multivariate accommodations. The
user must also specify the crew station by defining the relevant planes and controls in it. The
user can then select the viewpoint from which to study the manikin and crew station.

Advantagel
813. COMBIMAN is based on data drawn from an extensive anthropometric data bank.

The model represents an enfleshed operator, in three-dimensional graphics. Clothing and
personal equipment can also be represented, facilitating the visual examination of body
clearance problems. It can perform prcprogrammed reach sequences, and can simulate
restraints such as shoulder harness, lap belts. etc.. Three different hand grips can be used in
reach analyses (whole hand reach, functional reach, and finger tip reach). For field-of-view
evaluations it is possible to add obscuration templates for helmets, respirators etc., and to
represent a range of head and neck movements.

814. In addition to the ability to call up a plot of the manikin and crew station, and a
visual plot from within the work space, the user can call up a zoom feature, to take a closer
look at specific portions of the crew station.
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815. Because of its intended use. COMBIMAN is limited to the representation of a
seated operator US policy on technology tranisfer limits its availability outside the USA.

Application Examples

816. COMBIMAN has een used by the US Air Force to evaluate design changes to
airczcw stations, saving the costs associated with hardware mockups and prototypes (McDaniel
& Hofmann, !990). The USAF has provided COMBIMAN software to several aerospace
contractors for use in aircraft developnent projects. Specific details are not available.

fiia e l

817. The COMBIMAN sofware was written in FORTRAN IV and compiled using an
IBM FORTRAN G compiler, and one module is written in IBM assembler language. The
program has been re-compiled to run on the VAX series of computers, and firmware versions
of the program are being distributed by CSERIAC.

Rcfcrcnc*
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818. As with other models which represent a three-dimensional manikin, there is still a
need to implement constraints on the interrelationships of the movements of different body
segments.

819. COMBIMAN has been developed to include strength characteristics, and to
compensate for the effects of clothing and harness on reach capability. Additional
developments of those capabilities are planned.
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6.6.3 System for Aiding Man-Machine Interaction Evaluation (SAMMIE)

Summar Decrihption

820. SAMMIE is a commercially available computer-bmsed anthrpometrical modeL The
manikin is based on a link model which is enfleshed by a series of rectangular prisms or
polyhedra dcrived from X,Y segment girth data. The link segments and other reference points
are derived from anthropometric surface dimensions or from body segment lengths. The
anthropometric data on which the manikin is based are derived from those reported by
Dreyfus, and the girths from. an RAF anthropometry survey. Other data can also be input by
the user, and the Industrial Engineering Department, State University of New York has
prepared a manual for data file construction from any data source.

821. The work space representation is defined three-dimensionally as basic geometric
shapes (prisms, cuboids and cylinders), or by irregular solids described by vertices, edges and
faces. The latest version of the program provides 'clash' detection, to identify if work space
entities interfere with one another, and by how much. The program also includes a surface
and shading facility to produce realistic views of the model and work space.

Fig. 6.3 Typical application of SAMMIE, and examples of basic manikin

822. Work space details can be generated interactively, or can be entered to a data file
following off. line preparation. The spatial and hierarchical relationships of the components of
the work space must be specified. Because of those relationships, mechanical functions can
be simulated, such as the upward and downward movement of the forks on a fork lift truck.
Such movements may be g.-uped (all -nembers of a set move together), or independent.
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Histo ad Source

823. The development of SAMMIE is reported by Bonney (1989). SAMMIE was
developed at the Univesity of Nottingham, UK, in 1968/69. The original version was a stick
figure upper torso. It was developed to be a general purpose manikin operable in a general
purpose work space, and marketed in the UK by Compeda Inc. In 1982 the program rights
were purchased by Prime Computer Limited, and the program was improved for comnerial
distribution. It became available for industrial use in North America in 1984, running on a
Prime® computer. In 1989 Prime discontinued full support of the software. In 1987 the
original developers of the model launched a separate version of the model, SAMMIE C.A.D,
which runs on Sun(®, VAX® and Silicon Graphics Iris® computers, and is marketed
worldwide by SAMMIE CAD, Loughborough, U.K..

824. SAMMIE has available a variety of graphical representations, including mirror and
reflection views, three orthogonal views and perspective view, and mesh-grid field-of-view
representation. Such views can be selected either from the manikin's eye position or from an
external reference point. The program also permits the user to test reach and sight to a
sequence of specific points in the work place.

825. As with other computer manikins. SAMMIE can be used throughout the design/
development cycle, to address questions of work space design.

Procedures for Use

826. SAMMIE is used interactively from a graphics terminal. The program is stmctured
in modules that address different characteristics of the model: creation of primitives to build
work place models, creation of the model structuM control of the 3-D view of the *Work place,
storage/retrieval of models, production of Aitoff or Mercator projections, removal of hidden
lines, field of vision, movement of the man-model's limbs, control of the man-model's
anthropometric characteristics. etc. The user accesses each of these modules using the
keyboard, tablet or screen menu. Several analytical functions can be completed in
'background' while the user makes up the viewing features on the CRI.

827. SAMMIE is a general p,;rpose representation of operatoirs and their work space.
The prognm permits the representation of multiple operators, and elaborate visual fields. The
hierarchical construction of the work space representation permits it to be manipulated to
simulate the movement of equipment, for example the movement of obj...uts seen from within a
vehicle. The manikin includes limits fcrjoint rotation, including 'comfort' limits.

Lidna

828. A major limitation is that SAMMIE currently does notincorporate anthropometry
data from representative populations. In addition, some of the fixed characteristics of the link
mod:l result in unrepresentative value. of manikin dimensions when representing personnel
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near tke tails of the population size distribution.

829. As with other computer manikins SAMMIE does not incorporate any logic to
modify posture as a result, for example, of changing the fine of sight.

Application Examples

830. SAMMIE has been used in a variety of design pojects. Bonnty (1989) reports that
the applications fall into two broad categories. The first is the design of crew stations for
aircraft, vehicles, ships. etc. The second in the design of computer-based work stations such
as CAD terminals, bank teller stations etc. More than thirty organisations in the U.K., and at
least six companies in the USA have used the program. SAMMIE has been used by the
Canadian Forces for the evaluation of existing aircrew size selection standards (Rothwel,
1989).

Tcchnc Dlair

831. The SAMMIE program marketed by Prime Computer Ltd. runs on all Prime 50
series 32-bit computers. The program is written in FORTRAN 77 and has the facility for 2-
way transfer of models created using other Prime CAD programs. The SAMMIE program
marketed by Prime Computers runs on all Prime 50 series 32-bit computers. The program is
written in FORTRAN 77 ard has the facility for 2-way transfer of models created using other
Prime CAD programs. Details of the SAMMIE C.A.D. version are not availabe. It runs on a
VAX computer. Sun work station, or Silicon Graphics Iris.

Binder, L. (1988). "SAMJMIE" cre- st'tion delian. Poster presentation to NAID
workshop on Applications of Human Performance Models to Systems Design. St. Louis, MO:
McDonnell Aircraft Co.

Bonney, M. (1989) Applications of SAMMIE and the developmnt of man-modelling.
In G.R. McMil!an, D. Beevis, E. Salas. M.H. Strub, R. Sutton, & L.van Breda (Eds.).
,_-o human pffomncx models Ig system desil. New York: Plenum Press.

Bonney, M.C., Blunsde, C.A., Case. K., & Porter, J.M. (1979). Man-machine
interactions in work systems. International Journal for Production Research. 12 (6), (619-
629).

Bonncy, M.C., Case. K.. & Porter, J.M. (1982). User needs in computerised man
models. In R. iBastert,, K.H.E.Kroemer (Eds.) Anthropometry and biomechanics: Theory
and 2Xic. New York. Plenum Press, (97-101).

Case. K., & Porter, M. (1980. January). SAMMIE. A computer-aided ergonomic
design system. Engince.ing.

Case, K., & Porter, M. (1980). SAMMIE can cut out the prototypes in ergonomic
design. Con I and lnstrnmntati . (28-29).
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Kingsley, E. C., Schofield, N.A., & Case, K. (198i). SAMMIE. A computer aid for
man machine modelling. Computer Grphics, 15 (3), 163-169.

Porter, J.M., Steam, M.C., Geyer, T. A.W., Smith, PA., & Ashley, R.C. (1984). An
evaluation of the usefulness of SAMMIE in vehicle design. In E.D. Megaw (Ed.).
Contempe ,' .argonomic, London: Taylor and Francis, 272-276.

Rothwell, P.L. (1989). Representation of man using CAD technology: User beware. In
G.R. McMillan, D. Beevis, E. Salas, M.H. Strub, R. Sutton, & L. van Breda, (Eds.)
Applications of human jerfomiance models to system design. New York: Plenum Press.

Rothwell, P.L., Pigeau, R.A. (1990). Anthropometric accommodation of females in
Canadian Forces aircraft crew stations. Recruiting. selection, training and military oerations
of male aircrew. (AGARD-CP-491). Neuilly sur Seine, France: Advisory Group for
Aerospace Research and Development.

832. Several developments of SAMMIE are currently underway, including the
development of the US military standard anthropometry data files. The most desirable
development is seen as the provision of the equivalent of a reflex system, to control the posture
of the manikin as individual body segments are manipulated. A second logical extension
would be to include biomechanical modeling, so that the manikin can be used to evaluate
manual materials handling tasks.
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6.6.4 Anthrmetiic Design Assessment PrEam System (ADAPS)

833. ADAPS is an interactive graphical computer-aided design tool for visuialisation of a
human work space with an eraiphasis on arithropometrical evaluation. With ADAPS, three-
dimensional anthropomretrical models, based on 24-clement link systems, can be displayed on a
graphics screen in a three-dimensional drawing of a work space.

834. Enfleshmcnt is provided by straight lines drawn between link-related surface
points, link segments and surface points are derived from anthropometric surface dimensions
or body segment lengths. The anthropometric data on which the manikins are bastd are
derived from those reported by Motenbroek and Dirken (1987). Other data can be input by the
user, to, represent specific populations such as the elderly or handicapped.

.100

Fig. 6.4 Representation of some of the ADAPS-manikins
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835. Features of ADAPS include:

(1) interactive manipulation of the manikin's posture with automatic
restriction of joint-rnge angles,

(2) interactive defirition of body size to represent the desired
population and size category (percentilc),

(3) integrated reach algorithms for the hands and fec. and a direction
algorithm for the manikin's field of view.

836. Work space representation is defined as three-dimensional wire frames, using basic
geometric shapes (cuboids and cylinders), translation and rotation sweeps, or plain lines. The
work space description hau to be entered off-line, before storage in a 'work space library'.
After this storage the user can switch between design alternatives in a matter of seconds.
Hierarchical relationships of the work space components can be specified in such a way that
functionality can be simulated.

Histoy and Source

837. ADAPS was started in 1979 as a graduate project Li the Product Ergonomics Group
of the Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering, Delft University of Technology (DUT), The
Netherlands. Further development, in coopt.ration with the Com.uter Center of DUT, resulted
in a practical and efficient CAD tool for work space design and anhropometrical assessment.

Product and Purpose

838. ADAPS can produce orthogonal, isometric, and perspective views of the work
space and the manikin. It can also produce views from the manikin's eye point. The program
therefore permits examination of fit. reach, access, and view to specific points in the work
space. The main purpose envisaged for ADAPS at present is in research and education of
industrial designers. ADAPS can be used throughout the design process, but is seen as
particularly relevant to the early stages. when different work space design options can be
evaluated. In teaching, it is currently used in the curriculum of the F;,culty of Industrial
Design Engineering by mans of:

(1) short (three afternoons) introductory practice ses:icns in
anthropometrical assessment, twice a yer, during the - tudent's
second year,

(2) 40 hour courses in computer-aided design and anthropometrical
assessment,

(3) an assessment tool in deitgn or graduate projects which le.Wd to
development of a working prototype.
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Procedures f*or use

839. ADAPS is used interactively from a standard computer terminal and a number of
graphic display screens. The modular structure of the program permits different characteristics
to be controlled through the keyboard, screen menus, or control dials. The user must define
the work space using the geometric primitives, define the user as a percentile of the 'standard'
population, or enter data for a specific user population.

840. Real-time control of the manikin's posture is possible, or postures can be stored
and retrieved. The manikin's limbs are controlled either by the input of joint angles or by using
reach or displacement algorithms. The field of view from the manikin's eye point can also be
controlled.

Advantage

841. ADAPS is a fast, simple, and easy !o learn computer work space design tool, with
an emphasis on anthropometrical assessment of work space designs. The program permits the
representation of multiple manikins. Ma'i.pulation of posture is claimed to be 'user friendly'
because of the reach and displacement algo,-ithms.

Limitations

842. A major limitation of ADAPS is that it is not, srictly, available commercially. It
runs only on the PDP 11-44 series of computers, and uses a graphic language that is becoming
outdated. Surface-modelling and solids-modelling are not possible. Creation of the workspace
cannot be specified or manipulated interactively, and definitions of mirrors or reflecting
surfaces are not possible.

ARplication Examples

843. Although not a commercial product, ADAPS has been sold to a number of
institutic;s in The Netherlands, and a version has been implemented in a car manufacturing
company. Some of the industrial uses include the design and evaluation of a check-out counter
and car design.

844. Graduate student projects in %hich it has been used include:

(1) the design of a wkork table for a wheelchair occupant,

(2) accessibility for inspection of an automated dairy,

(3) assessment and redesign of a car for the handicapped,

(4) design and evauation of a r;.gnetic pay-card reader placed in city
and regional buses and trams.

845. ADAPS runs only on the PDP 11-44 series of computers, under the RSX operating
,.systern, using (2,'KGS graphics software. The program is written in FORTRAN. Graphics
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output is on a Vector General series 3 vector refresh display, a Tektronix 4010-compatible
storage display, or a colour raster scan display.

References

Beimers, H.W. (1987). Een 3-D mannikin voor Volvo Car b.v. Delft. The Netherlands:
Delft University of Technology, Faculty of Industrial design Engineering.

Hoekstra, P.N. (1985). ADAPS - Herkomst van de gegevens van het antropometrisch
mode. Delft. The Netherlands: Delft University, Faculty of Design Engineering.

floekstra. P.N. (1987). Education and research in computer-aided work place
assessment. PoedingsLf INTERFACE 87: Human Implications of Product Design.
Rochester, New York.

Molenbroek, J.F.M., and Dirken, J.M. (1987). Nederlands lichaarismaten voor
ontwerpe. DINED-tabel Delft. The Netherlands: Delft University of Technology, Faculty of
Indus.ria Design Engineering.

Fjjure Needs

846. Several developments of ADAPS are currently underway:

(1) the implementation of ADAPS on VAX computers using GKS

(Graphical Kernel System).

t2) the implementation of an ADAPS version on PC level computers,

(3) the evaluation and extension of an experimental biostatic force
model of ADAPS,

(4) the evaluation and extension of the anthropometrical data base for
automatic manikin generation.
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6.6.5 CREW CHIEF - A 3-D Computer Modelof.aMaintenance Technician

Summy Descritio

847. The 3-D CREW CHIEF model provides the designer with the ability to simulate, on
the computer-aided drawing board, maintenance and other related human operator interactions
with a system. It creates human models in the size range 1st to 99th percentile for both male
and female maintenance technicians, the encumbrance of four types of clothing and personnel
protective equipment (PPR), joint mobility limitations which are a function of clothing, 12
working postures, automated physical accessibility for reaching into confined areas (with
hands, 105 hand tools, and objects), visual access (evaluating what the CREW CHIEF can
see), strength capability (for using wrenches and manual material handling tasks). It is claimed
that CREW CHIEF is an expert system which enables the designer to perform the functions of
an expert ergonomist.

History and Source

848. CREW CHIEF is a joint development of the U.S. Air Force's Armstrong
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory and the Human Resources Laboratory at Wright-
Patterson AFB, O.o. Version 2 of the software was completed in 1989 with ability to add
new tools to the data base, add new body size surveys to the date base, and display shaded
surface models. The software or analytical services using CREW CHIEF are available form the
Crew System Ergonomics Information Analysis Center at CSERIAC Program Office,
AL/CFItHP-1JiCSERIAC, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, OH 45433-6573, USA.

Il I I

I

Fig. 6.5 Typical application of CREW CHIEF: left figure shows envelopc of ratchet tool
interferes with handles on a box; right hand figure shows how extension of ratchet

socket permits unobstructed use of tool.
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Product and Purose

849. Early identification of potential design-induced maintainability problems is essential
to correct problems before mock-up, fabrication, or production. CREW CHIEF simulates a
maintenance activity on a computer-generated image of the proposed system design, to
determine if the activity is feasible. Since it incorporates sophisticated models of extensive
ergonomics data, the designer can use the model without having to be an expert ergonomist.

850. Approximately 35 percent of the lifetime equipment cost, and one-third of all
manpower, is spent on maintenance. Excessive repair time is caused by failure to consider
maintenance demands adequately. Maintenance technicians can spend hours making repairs
which could be completed in minutes with better accessibility. CREW CHIEF is intended to
reduce the incidence of such problems by allowing the designer to perform maintainability
analyses and correct design-related defects. Ultimately, not only will development costs and
acquisition time be reduced, but also life cycle costs and maintenance time will be reduced and
systems availability increased.

When Used

851. This model, interfaced to existing commqrcial CAD systems used by aerospace
manufacturers, may assist in evaluating the maintainability of aircraft, and of equipment in
general. The CREW CHIEF model allows the designer to simulate a maintenance activity
using the computer-generated design. The need for details of the physical design, replaceable
units, etc. makes the model most suitable for use in the preliminary design and detailed design
stages.

Procedures for Use

852. The user answers a series of questions which define the maintenance task to be
simulated. Most answers are selected from menus. On-line 'help' explains the choices. Once
the task is defined, the analysis is automatic.

853. The designer may simulate a maintenance activity on the computer-generated
system. to determine if it is feasible. Expert system software automatically creates the correct
body size and proportions for males and females, the encumbrance of clothing, personnel
protective equipment., and mobility Physical access for reaching into confined areas (with
hands, tools, and objects). visual access, and strength analyses are conducted. At the
conclusion of the analysis, the 3-D human model is displayed, superimposed on the design,
performing the task under analysis

Av antages

854. Since CREW CHIEF is interfaced to existing commercial CAD systems used by
aerospace manufacturers, the program does not require users to enter the design into the
CREW CHIEF program for analysts rather CREW CHIEF is called into the user's design
'drawing' without any conversion. CREW CHIEF operates as a subprogamn to the CAD
system. and is always readily accessible It is a task-driven expert system. The user need only
understand the task to be simulated. without needing expert knowledge of ergonomics,
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855. CREW CHIEF is a simulation of empirical data, and is limited to those types of
analyses covered by the available data bases. Because it is hosted with only a few CAD
systems, it is not available to everyone, although the analysis services are available through
CSERIAC.

Application Examples

856. CREW CHIEF has been used in numerous applications for analysing accessibility
with hand tools in environments with limited accessibility (McDaniel & Hofmann, 1990). The
capability to analyse strength required for materials handling in unusual maintenance postures
has been usd in maay non-military projects, to verify performance.

857. CREW CHIEF is currently interfaced to the following:

(1) CREW CHIEF Host-independent,(unhosted core of CREW
CHIEF). FORTRAN 66 and FORTRAN 77.

(2) CREW CHIEF - CADAM Version 20, with Geometry Interface
Module (GIM) for MVS/SP operating system, FORTRAN 66H.

(3) CREW CHIEF - CADAM Version 21, with Interface User Exit
(IUE) for MVS!SP operating system. FORTRAN 66 and 77, and
for VM/IS operating system, FORTRAN 77H Extended.

(4) CREW CHIEF - Computervision Version CADS 4001, with
A-ialytical Processing Unit (APU) and CADDS 4X software,
revision 5B or later.

(5) CREW CHIEF - Computervision CADDStatiorn Version for
UNIX operating system.
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CHAPTER 7

TRAR,rO ANQ SKILL RETENTON MODELS

7.1 INTODUCTON

858. Over the past few years, researchers and practitioners from many disciplines (e.g.,
engineering, education, psychology) have increasingly depended on more complex
methodologies, techniques and procedures for the assessment of complex human behaviour.
Indeed, research and development (R&D) has intensified since there is an imperative need to
make more effective use of human performance data. In response to this need, much of the
human performance research and applications have focused on developing uniform concepts,
definitions, categories and measures to allow better utilisation and generalisation of research
findings to operational environments such as military training (e.g., Gagne, 1965; Fleishman,
1982; Levine. Romashko and Fleishman, 1973; Vreuls and Obermayer, 1985).

859. The military, which devotes considerable effort and resources to the enhancement of
training systems, has benefited from the aforementioned R&D efforts. Contributions to the
military training include specifying ability requirements for certain tasks, deriving performance-
task taxonomies and feedback systems, aiding in design decisions for man-machine systems,
and developing models of human performance for training management (i.e., what and how to
train, which skills are easy or difficult to learn or retain. etc.) (see Fleishman, 1975; Peterson
and Bownans, 1982: McCormick. 1976: Wickens, 1984). However, the increased
sophistication and complexity of current and emerging weapon systems and training systems
makes critical further development of human performance models (especially those that deal
with training and skill retention) for analysing, designing and evaluating training systems.

860. The purpose of this section is twofold: (1) to outline and briefly describe cognitive,
mathematical, task- based, and system-oriented models of training and skill retention available
in the literature and (2) to highlight the important applications of these models to military
training system design.

7.2 OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDED REFERENCES

861. In order to define the domairn under review and to establish guidelines for the
review procedure, a definition of the term "model" in the context to training was needed. The
definition used was adapted from Meister (1985):

A model of training and skill retention describes in quantitative
terms (i.e., mathematics), words (i.e., set of theoretical
assumption/rules), or graphical symbols (i.e., organisational
framework), the cognitive and behavioural events and processes
involved in learning (acquiring. retaining, and maintaining) specific
t.sk-related performance.

862. The rationale for adopting this definition was that the information derived from a
preliminary literature review provided a narrow view of the training and skill rztention field.
That is. only models that provide quantitative predications of perfornance; those that could be
implemented on a computer or dealt with procedural tasks were depicted. Clearly there are
other models--descriptive in nature--(e.g., automatic/control processing model, cognitive
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models) that do not have any quantitative characteristics but contribute significantly to the
understanding of task performance in training environments. These "descriptive models"
explain observed behaviour ("what humans do"), they are rule-based, and have almost no
predictive capabilities. In addition, descriptive models provide the following advantages: (1)
organise and synthesise research; (2) generate hypotheses for empirical testing and validation;
(3) simplify complex interrelationships with real-world applications and (4) provide a useful
framework for interpreting human performance data. Therefore, the inclusion of these types of
models is warranted.

863. Three conclusions can be offered concerning the state of the art in this area. First,
from the review of the literature it is clear that these models of training and skill acquisition
need further development, refinement, and validation on a variety of tasks (not only
procedural). Most of the models must expand their scope to be of use to training researchers
and practitioners. Second, Sticha, Knerr and colleagues (Knerr and Sticha, 1985; Sticha,
1982; Sticha, Blacksten, Mumaw, Morrison, Deyoe, Cross, Buede, and Zirk, 1986; Sticha,
Edwards, and Patterson, 1984) have generated the best research and demonstration of models
of skill retention. They have applied SAINT. incorporated psychological models and theories
of skill acquisition to explain the training of procedural tasks. Third, as stated before, their
models are of limited use to the training manager. What is needed are more general models of
training where issues such as task, skill, ability, device design, engineering and cost variables
are incorporated. Such models can help to simplify complex task interrelationships on the job,
making training design more straightforward, and training goals more objectively defined.
Such models also may offer users a better understanding of task performance in training
environments, i.e., what the wainee does in a behavioural sense.
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7.3 COGNITIVE MODEL SUMMARIES

7.3.1 Anderson's AC!T Production System of Skill Acquisition

SunmWry Descrito

864. In the ACT Production System model three processes of skill acquisition were
identified by Fitts (1964) and Fitts and Posner (1967): (1) a cognitive process -- initial
encoding of this skill sufficient to produce crude performance of the task; (2) an a sociative
process -- involves "smoothing out" the skill performance; and (3) ant autonomous process --
continued, but gradual, improvement of skill performance. The ACT system, a reformulation
of Fitts theory, consists of three corresponding stages: (1) a declarative stage -- where learner
receives instruction and information about a skill, (2) a knowledge compilation stage -- where
practice of a skill converts declarative knowledge to procedural form; and (3) a procedural stage
-- the turning of knowledge into specific applications.

Histoa and Sourge
865. The model is based on the Fitts (1964) processes of skill acquisition theor) The

original theory was developed to help explain cognitive prerequisites for training transfer.

Product and Puose

866. The purpose of this system is to improve skill acquisition by presenting th: learner
with a training system structure and organisation which best fits the processing strategies
employed by the learner.

867. This model is best applied to develop intelligent tutoring systems or computer
assisted instruction. It can be used to guide instructional developers and training device
designers.

Procedures for Use
868. This model cannot be applied "as is." That is, it needs to be. integrated with task

requirements, instructional purpose, and system limitations.

Advmaa
869. The advantages clatmed for the model are: (I) it can be applied as a computer-based

tutor in standard classroom instruction. and (2) the ACT Production System provides a
mechanism to design and develop compatible curriculums, hence making learning easier.

870. So far this model has been applied to simple tasks only (e.g., geometry, production
systems, proof-reading).
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Application Examle

(1) Developmen! of the "Official Production System" (OPS) language
for representing basic, instructabe production systems.

(2) Planning activities and representing strategic knowl"e in
production systems.

871. Much of the ACT performance theory is concerned with specifying how
productions are selected for application, while ACT learning theory is concerned with how
these production rules are acquired. There are three unique features of ACT. In ACT: (1)
strength increases linearly rather than exponentially; (2) increase of strength is only one of
several mechanisms by which learning occurs, rather than a principal mechanism; (3) strength
is only one of several criteria used to determine which production is actuated.

References

Anderson, J. R. (1982). Acquisition of cognitive skill. Psychological Review, 89 (4),
369-406.

Fitts, P. M. (1964). Perceptual-motor skill les.ning. In A. W. Melton (Ed.), Catg.ggjie
o .huma leirlig. New York: Academic Press.

Fitts, P. M., & Posner, M. 1. (1967). Human performance. Belmont, CA; Brooks/Cole.

872. An immiate need is the aplication of the ACT Production System Model to more
complex tasks, such as decision-making (i.e. less procedural).
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7.3.2 Controlled and Automatic Human Information Processing Model

Summaa& Descrpiion

873. This model argues that there are two processes in human cognition: (I) automatic
processing, which is a fast, parallel process that is unavailable to conscious awareness, not
limited by Short Term Memory (STM), requires little subject effort, and requires extensive ard
consistent training to develop, and (2) controlled processing, which is slow, serial, conscious,
limited by STM, and requires little or no training to develop.

874. The model can be explained by either a resource view, which considers
performance to be automatic when processing is parallel and virtually no resources are
required, or a memory view, which considers performance to be automatic when there ;s single
step, direct access retrieval from mer'iory. The former view is better able to explain why
novice performance is so poor, while the latter better explains how automatic performance is
learned (and why consistency is so important in the development of training).

Histor and Soure

875. The model is based on Atkinson and Shiffrin's (1968) information processing
theory of verbal memory. Hasher and Zacks (1979) also noted that some automatic processing
is based on heredity (i.e., recording of frequency. spatial, and temporal information), but the
majority of tasks become automatic only through learning. Furthermore, LaBcrge and Samuels
(1974) noted that acquiring automatic processes through practice (i.e., on component skills)
may be necessary to learn complex skills.

Product and Purpose

876. The model has been used to explain reduction in information demand effects in
visual and memory search tasks and reductions in dual task interference with practice. The
model has also been used to explain automatic perceptual and motor skills such as driving and
riding a bicycle and cognitive skills such as reading and visualising a triangle.

When U~d

877. The model is best used to develop guidelines for training automatic skills (see
Schneider and Shiffrin. 1977). Instructional developers can use the guidelines to design,
develop, and implement training techniques. In addition, part-task training strategies can be
derived.

Prcedures for IlUse

878. The model cannot be applied "as is." It is more of a theory or conceptual
frar~work than a model. However, guidelines for instructional strategies can be derived to
both aid in the development of automaticity and to differentially present information based upon
the type of processing taking place. That is. in controlled processing, increases in presented
information requires increases in time for processing, while automatic processing does not
require the added time element. Furthermore. the type of processing taking place can be
determined in that automatic processes are not influenced by intenional learning, instructions
or practice. the performance of concurrent tasks, or affective states. Finally, context effects
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may play a role. "Practitioners may have little control over context at application, which is
often determined by other factors such as the mission to be accomplished and the equipment to
be used. However, he or she can control the context at training and should design it to take
into account the breadth and nature of the context zt application" (Logan, 1988, p. 591).

AdvanaCs

879. The model can explain retention of skills over large periods of disuse and also
workload reductions with training. A microcomputer or some form of automated training
makes this kind of drill and practice feasible.

Limianj
880. The development of automatic processing requires extensive drill and practice

(hundreds of training trials). Also, the model has been used to explain perceptual and motor
skills, but has focused less on explaining how cognitive tasks become automatic. In addition,
it is difficult to derive and to define consistent components of a whole task. F'mally, the model
is not quantitative in nature and reflects more of a conceptual framework than a model of
human perfonnance.

Application Examples

881. The model has been applied to: (I) perceptual skills training for air intercept control
(Schneider, Vidulich, and Yeh. 1982). and (2) electronic troubleshooting training (Logan,
1988).

$82. Again, only general guidelines for insmzctional strategy development can be derived
with this approach.

Atkinson, R. C., &. .;frin. R. M. (1968). Human memory: A prepared system and its
control processes. In K. W. Spence & 1. T. Spence (Eds.), The psycholocy of learning and
n'iVion (%bl. 2). New York: Academic Press.

Hasher, L., & Zacks. R. T. (1979). Automatic and effortful process in memory.
Journal of Experimental Psychology: General. 10., 356-388.

LaBerge. D. & Samuels, S. J. (1974). Toward a theory of automatic information
processing in reading. Coitve Pscholo, . 293-323.

Logan, G. D. (1988). Automaticity. resources, and memory: Theoretical controversies
and practical implications. Human Factors. 3D (5). 583-598.

Schneider, W. & Shiffrin. R. M. (1977). Controlled and automatic human information
processing: I. Detection, search and attention. Psychological Review, 24, 1-66.
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Schneider, W., Vidulich, M., & Yeh, Y. (1982). Training spatial skills for air-traffic
control. Proceedings of the 26th Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Society, Santa
Monica, CA: Human Factors Society.

883. This model requires: (1) a series of transfer-of-training studies, part-task to whole
task, to demonstrate its practical utility and generalizability; and (2) assessment of its potential
use for prescriptive purposes (i.e., to derive training guidelines).
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7.4 MATEMAn CAL MODE SUMMARIES

7.4.1 learning Curve Models

Sum r Description

884. Learning curve models are mathematical models that describe the temporal aspect of
improved performance over time. Learning curve models involve the fitting of curves to data
in order to reveal important aspects of skill acquisition.

istory and Source

885. T.P. Wright initiated the use of learning curve modelling to predict production rates
in the airframe industry. Since that time, modelling of learning curves has been directed toward
establishing wage incentive plans, comparing jobs on difficulty, personnel selection,
determining when to terminate training, and understanding and improving the process of
learning. Most of the research sought to validate specific postulates of various learning
theories (Spears, 1985). A few researchers have used learning curve models to explain the
influences of experimental variables, or to simply identify behavioural examples of learned
concepts (e.g., Baird and Noma,1978; Restle and Greeno, 1970).

Product and Purpose

886. Learning curve models offer insight into: how pre-training estimates may impact
the rate of learning, when learning occurs, the predictive power of early learning on
proficiency, and the points at which rapid learning (snowballing) ceases and refinement
(honing) of learned skill begins.

MfhtnUsd

887. Use with processes that involve a high level of operational control. If data is
generated during training, these formulas can guide training pace and focus. When control
group comparisons are not feasible. these models may indicate the impact of training variables.

Procedures for Use

888. Learning curve models assume methods exist for recording: number of errors made
during training, or expert ratings of trainee proficiency on a number of tasks, or mean expert
ratings across conditions. Also assumed is the existence of terminal trainee performance
ratings. "Terminal" refers to data collected some time after training, as ratings collected
immediately after training may not allow sufficient time for any cognitive assimilation required
for performance. Data collected is entered into the learning curve model and results ar plotted
for visual inspection. Once a model is validated, individual performance assessments and
predictions can be made.

Advawtagi

889. The use of "constants" from curve fitting (e.g., asymptotic or beginning level, rate
of change) measure variables of interest more reliably than meast''s directly obtained. This is
because the "constants" are based on entire data patterns rather than particular individual
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observations within a data set. Curve fitting also smooths out random irregularities in data
patterns. The constants can provide measures of learning and transfer that are not available by
means commonly in use, and can be used for data from individual subjects.

Litlns
890. According to Johnson (1985) the modelling of learning data has been directed more

toward the goal of understanding and improving the process of learning, rather than
quantitatively describing the process for predictive purposes. This has often taken the form of
flow charts and block diagrams rather than mathematical equations.

Application Examples

891. Learning curves have been applied to many different situations: (1) to compare the
difficulty of performing different jobs (Dudley, 1968); (2) in personnel selection and prediction
of job success (Glover, 1966; Sriyananda and Towill, 1973); and (3) to establish the
performance level at which training should be terminated (i.e., training criteria) (Knowles and
Bell, 1950).

I~hbni
892. Spears (1985) demonstrated the use of various constants derived by fitting

equations to training and performance data. Towill (1989) discussed the pros and cons of
different learning curve equations and made recommendations as to when and why each should
be used.

References
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Towill, D. R. (1989). Selecting learning curve models for human operator performance.
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Applications. of human performance models to system design. New York: Plenum Press.

893. Models needn't be used only to demonstrate theoretical postulates. Applied
researchers need to describe actual behaviour and transfer of training by fitting learning curve
models to collected data. Assess the utility of combining the four learning curve models
reviewed by Spears (1985): asymptotic, beginning level, rate constant, and inflection of
learning in one data base.
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7.5 TASK-BASED MODEL SUMMARIES

7.5.1 Modeling of Armor Procedures

Sun== Description

894. Sticha, Knerr and associates (1985) have developed models of learning and
performance for eight military armor procedural tasks. The models developed combine a
network representation (using the SAINT simu!ation system, see Chapter 8) of performance
for the eight tasks, with psychological models of skill acquisition and retention. Maximum
likelihood estimates can be derived and model predictions can be compared to empirical data for
validation.

895. The psychological models describing learning, retention, and recall of individual
task elements are used as subroutines within the SAINT models. Then, these subroutines
interact with SAINT user-defined task characteristics that represent conditions (e.g., strength)
of memory for the task. This representation allows the calculation of several parameter values
on various measures of performance. Skill acquisition parameters can be assigned
independently for each element of a procedure.

Histor and Source

896. This modelling approach evolved from the merging of two components. The first
one is the SAINT system, which is described in Chapter 8 of this report. The second
component is the psychological models. These models that describe learning and retention are
based on the concept of the strength of an association (Wickelgren, 1974). Acquisition is
described by a function relating association strength to the amount of practice, or number of
training trials. The function incorporated in the models also follows the Hullian assumptions
(Hull, 1943).

Product And PuWo=

897. With the aid of the simulation software, the user can calculate and display the
proportion of correct responses on each task element, across all tasks, and the performance
time. The SAINT models also provide a graph of performance by trial.

898. As a validation tool for existing training programmes that can be broken down into
linked task elements performed within one larger team exercise.

Procedures for Use

899. Write performance criteria for individual task performance (subroutines), test
individuals and track performance on individual task performance, develop estimates of
performance, map empirically observed performance against expected (estimated) performance.
Retest individuals at a later time to assess any decay of performance.
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Ad. anw=r

900. There are four main advantages to this type of modelling:

(1) These models have been validated with empirical data. The
models were shown to predict accurately: (a) overall performance
improvements during training; and (b) the decay in performance
shortly after training.

(2) Since the psychological models can be separated from the
simulation, a more rigorous model validation can be conducted.

(3) Models can be used as a decision support system for training
managers.

(4) Models can be used to organise the results of learning and
retention experiments, and guide the researcher for future
applications.

901. These models are not intended for initial training design and development or small
(individual) training evaluations. They assume each team member's task functions are defined
and errors are easily identified.

Application Exampices
902. Knerr and Sticha have used the model for assessment of eight military armor

procedural tasks.

ThnicalDtas

903. Maximum likelihood estimates must be calculated using commercially available
mainframe-based statistical packages, and their fit with the collected data produces an empirical
validation of training effectiveness. Parameters of skill learning can then be calculated for each
individual task performed.

Hull, C. L. (1943). Princinles of behaviour. New York: Appleton.

Knerr, C. M. & Sticha, P. J. (1985). Models of learning and performance of armor
skills. Proceedings of the Symposium on the Military Value and Cost Effective.ness o
Irning (491-512). Brussels. Belgium: NATO.

Wickelgren, W. A. (1974). H to solve problems. San Francisco: Freeman.
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904. According to Knerr and Sticha, the most pressing need is research and development
on estimating the values of model parameters without collecting considerable learning and
retention data.
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7.6 SYSIEM--ORMNIED MODEL SUMMARIES

7.6.1 Oimization of Simulation-Based Training Systems (OSBATS71

Sum=ar Descriptio

905. This model is designed to allow the developers of training devices to ask "what if"
questions about training device requirements and alternative solutions for those requirements.
The basic goal is to specify methods to develop training concepts, training device design, and
allocations of time to different training alternatives that either minimise the cost required to meet
training objectives, or maximise the training effectiveness obtained at a specified cost.

History and Source

906. The model is based on several lines of research: (1) work on the optimal allocation
of training time between simulators and operational equipment; (2) empirically based
prescriptions for training-system design; (3) mathematical representation of skill acquisition,
retention, and transfer, (4) analyses of factors affecting simulator cost and training
effectiveness; and (5) simulator fidelity.

Product and Purpose

907. The OSBATS models have been developed to date by taking a top-down analytical
approach. The overall problem of training device design was decomposed and five problem
areas have been addressed based on the task, equipment, and training variables involved in
training device design and use. In this way a modelling framework was developed that allows
the addition and insertion of new models (referred to as modules) for different aspects of the
training device concept formulation process. Each of the five areas is addressed through the
development of a different module. The modules curentiy implemented are:

(1) SimulatorConfiguration

(2) Instructional Feature Selection

(3) Fidelity Optimization

(4) Medium Selection

(5) Resource Allocation

908. The simulation configuration module involves the selection of one of several classes
of training devices, based on the task and its training requirements. The instructional feature
selection module uses task training requirements and the cost of training on actual equipment to
determine the feature mix by applying a set of rules for feature selection. The fidelity
optimisadon module specifies the realism (fidelity) required in the training device by matching
different levels of various fidelity dimensions in order to get an estimate of the benefit based on
transfer to the actual equipment. The media selection module aids in selecting the best training
media for each task, or group of tasks. It also produces criterion estimates for training the task
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on the media, estimates the overall life cycle costs of the training device, and produces an
estimate of the training effectiveness for the training device. Finally, the resource allocation
module produces a chronological sequence and set of training times for the training devices.

Procdures for Use

909. Due to the complexity of OSBATS, it cannot be applied "as is." There are needs for
the development of software, scaling procedures and model expansions if validation is
required. The model is intended to an "ideal" method of training system design.

vAdvana

910. The OSBATS models are meant primarily for use by professionals (i.e., school
personnel, engineers, and contractors) involved in training device concept formulation and
design t.fforts. The OSBATS model was developed for implementation on a computer, so that
the user can rapidly exercise the models. In this way the different task sets, different cost
considerations, and varying instructional approaches can be tested for their effect on the
training device configurations and projected effectiveness of the training systems. In addition,
the system provides an audit trail of the information used and the decisions made during the use
of the system.

911. The research base for developing the models has numerous gaps. Research topics
which need to be more fully addressed include: the development of task-analytic methods for
estimating learning and retention parameters, the development of methods for predicting
transfer between tasks/courses, development of a psychological fidelity model, and
development of methods to predict media costs. In addition, the data sets which are required to
allow the model to fully function are limited in many cases.

Application Examles

912. The model has been applied to the Cobra helicopter simulator and an armor
maintenance job,

913. OSBATS addresses five common training design areas in a top-down approacn.
The model is based on research in the areas of: simulator fidelity, simulator cost and training
effectiveness, mathematical models of skill acquisition, empirical training-system design, and
optimal use of training versus operational equipment. An interactive prototype of the OSBATS
software has been successfully tested which runs on IBM hardware. Sticha (1989) described
the software's approach to the five development areas.

References

Sticha, P. J. (1989). Normative and descriptive models for training system design. In
G. R. McMillan, D. Beevis. E. Salas, M. H. Strub, R. Sutton, & L. Van Breda (Eds.),
Applications of human Cerfonmnce models to system design. New York: Plenum Press.
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Sticha, P. J., Blacksten, H. R., Mumaw, R. L. Morrison, J. E., DeYoe, P. W.. Cross,
K. D., Buede, D. M., & Zirk, D. A. (1986). Optimization of simulation-based training
systems %1A~. 1. Plans for model impolementation. evaluation. and research (Final Report).
Alexandria, VA: Human Resources Research Orgnizaion.

Future

914. Address research gaps to better support the model. Identify applications where the
full model can be realised and refined.
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7.6.2 Automated SimulatorTeti and Assessment Routine (ASTAR)

Surmma_ ad Descripion

91 S. This model is an analytical technique for predicting and assessing the effectiveness
of training devices. Its greatest potential application is during the design phase, when
alternative training device configurations can be evaluated to determine their relative predicted
effectiveness.

Histo and Source

916. ASTAR builds upon prior research into analytical effectiveness prediction
techniques, notably the TRAINVICE and D-FT projects (Rose, Evans and Wheaton, 1987;
Rose and Maitin, 1984).

Prcduct and Puose.

917. The ASTAR system is a set of conputer programmes which enables the entry of
data on a training device and the trainees, a.d provide ou*puts which assess the training
effectiveness of the device. The programmes are written for the IBM PC series of computers.

918. The ASTAR system is intended for use daring the design of a training device,

although it may also be used to assess existing training devices.

Procedures f Use

919. The user enters a list of tasks to be trained into the ASTAR system. ASTAR then
asks a series of questions concerning each task. These questions are answered, on line, by a
person who has the necessary knowledge of the training device design, the trainees, and the
training situation. ASTAR then operates on this data to generate a prediction of device
effectiveness. ASTAR also provides diagnostic information which helps to isolate problem
areas in the device.

920. ASTAR allows device effectiveness evaluation without empirical studies, which are

expensive and sometimes not feasible.

921. The validity of the ASTAR predictions has not been fully assessed. Furthermore,
the ASTAR analysis requires the availability of an appropriate task listing, and participation of
persons with the necessary knowledge of the device, trainees, and training situation.
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A plication Examles

922. During its development the ASTAR system was used to assess an anti-submarine
tactics trainer, an avionics maintenance trainer, and gunnery trainer.

923. ASTAR is an interactive, menu driven computer programme written in COBOL
designed to be used on an IBM (or compatible) personal computer. ASTAR divides the
evaluation of a training device into four areas: training problem analysis, training efficiency
analysis, transfer problem analysis, and transfer efficiency analysis. The questions asked by
ASTAR and the algorithm by which it determines predicted effectiveness are based on existing
training research (Knerr, Sticha, and Blacksten, 1989).

Reference

Knerr. C. M., Sticha, P. J., & Blacksten, H. R. (1989). Human performance models for
training design. In G. R. McMillan, D. Beevis, E. Salas, M. H. Strub, R. Sutton, & L. Van
Breda (Eds.), Apolications of human performance models to system design. New York:
Plenum Press.

Rose, A. M., Evans. R.. & Wheaton, G. R. (1987). Methodological approaches for
simulator evaluations. In S. M. Cormier & J. D. Hagman (Eds.), Transfer of raining:
Contemporary research and applications. San Diego: Academic Press, Inc.

Rose. A. M. & Martin. A. W. (IQ84). Forecasting device effectiveness: III. Analytic
assessment of DEFT (Contract No. MDA903-82-0414). Washington, D.C.: American
Institute for Research.

Rose, A. M., Martin, A. W., & Yates, L. G. (1985). F ngdevice effivnss:
III. Analytic assessment of device effectiveness forecasting technique (Technical Report 681).
Alexandria VA: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences.

Rose, A. M. & Wheaton. G. R. (1984). Forecasting device effeciveness: IL
Procedures. Washington. D.C.: American Institute for Research.

Rose, A. M., Wheaton. G. R. & Yates. L. G. (1985). Forecasting device effectiveness:
I. Issues (Technical Report 680). Alexandria. VA: U.S. Aimy Research Institute for the
Behaviora and Social Sciences.

924. Further studies of the validity of the ASTAR predictions are required.
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CHAPTR 8

NETORK MOD2ELLING TOOLS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

925. In many discussions of human operater models, there is often confusion between
what might be called a human operator model such as HOS and an operator modelling
technology such as SAINT. It is important that a user, such as a system design engineer,
understand the difference so that he can make an informed choice and, hopefully, not be
disappointed.

926. A human performance model describes, and/or addresses, some specific subset of
human performance issues or actions. In this sense then, a model deals with a portion of the
potential issues handled by modelling iools. Models come equipped with either data or the
templates to storm the data. The data formats an requirements are often established within the
structure of the model. The input, the internal processir.g and calculations, and the output are
predefined. Often, a model contains specific mathematical algorithms to predict or estimate
some aspect of human .performance. However, models are generally not specific to a particular
system and the system, tasks, number and type of operators are the variables which provide a
model with its flex:wility and utility. Nonetheless, th, algorithms, and the models ,.emselves,
are generally theory based or denved from established human pefformance principles. Since
the model is intended to be an accurate representation of human behaviour it is essential that it
be valid. Validity is critical.

927. A modelling tool, on the other hand, is a set of capabilities for moaelling the human
operator. It comes void of the type of structure incorporated into models, although it contzins
capabilities to represent these specifics. it is designed for use in a problem solving situation
and includes only those human performance parameters of interest to the problem solver. A
modelling technology is judged more on its utility than its validity. If the modelling technology
provides the problem solver (e.g., design engineer) with even a gross estimate of how well an
operator will peirform in a given design configuration and does so in a manner that is relatively
easy to obtain, then the modelling technology may be declared successful in having done its job
for the user. One still feels uneasy about ignoring validity but the utility brings with it a kind of"validity by acclamation".

928. The advantage of the human operator model is that all that is required is to provide
the input conditions and it should provide a solution. The disadvantage comes in a limited
parameter set which may not be relevant to the problem at hand and the very detailed human
performance output which may be much more elemental than desired. The advantage of the
modelling technology is that one need only model the problem at hand. The user is provided
with sow- very powerful techniques for describing the various tasks and their linkage. The
disadvantage is that the user must provide the specifics of the system structure.

929. The authors believe that in terms of aiding the design engineer, the benefits are
more likely to come from modelling technologies rather than actual models of operator
performance. The latter models tend to be very complex because they are dealing with a very
complex entity (i.e., Homo Sapiens). They generate output which may be overly specific to
the user need. However, these models have been of tremendous importance in highlighting the
major human performance variables which must be addressed by the user. Also, experience in
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developing human operator models has had an extremely valuable heuristic benefit in the
development of modelling technologies. The modelling technologies to be addressed in this
chapter include SAINT. Micro-SAINT, and SLAM.

8.2 OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDED REFERENCES

930. As noted in the introduction, modelling technologies appear to be on the verge of
becoming an accepted design tool by the system design engineer. Among the models reviewed
in this chapter, the oldest and pioneer model in the field is SAINT. SAINT's Capability to
model both continuous and discrete operations made it a very attractive model for system
designers. However, the complexity of the model and accompanying software support
requirements made it a capability that only a few large system developers could afford. But
few people desired the large number of applications which could be realized by a model such as
SAINT.

931. There have been two major outgrowths from the original SAINT modelling
technology which have been developing in a concurrent fashion. One of these is MicroSAINT.
The other is SLAM. MicroSAINT began as a straightforward attempt to put SAINT on a
micro-computer and ended up being a much more user-friendly model than SAINT. It makes
extensive use of menu driven tables to assist the user. MicroSAINT now has graphics
capability for drawing task networks and describing data outputs. MicroSAINT was
developed for application on the IBM PC family of micro- computers.

932. The developer of SAINT. Alan Pritsker and his company, Pritsker and Associates
have developed a model called SLAM as a means of providiag easier access to SAINT-like
capabilities. SLAM is more suitable for a mini-computer than a micro-computer. Pritsker has
added a graphics package called TESS which may be employed once the basic SLAM
techniques have been acquired. Both Pritsker awd Associates and Micro Analysis and Design
offer training programs to learn how to use SLAM/TESS and MicroSAINT.

21 Reeences

Meister, D. (1985). Behavioral analysis and measurement method. New York: John
Wiley & Sons.

Pew. R. W., Baron, S.. Feehrer, C. E., & Miller, D. C. (1977). Critical review and
analysis of Verformance models applicable to i,.an-machine systems evaluationj (Report
AFOSR-TR-77-0520). Cambridge. MA" Bolt. Beranek and Newman, Inc., (ADA038597).
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8.3 MODEL SUMMARIES

8.3.1 SAINT (Systems Analysis of Integrated Networks of Tasks)

Summa Description

933. SAINT is a FORTRAN-based, network modelling and simulation technique
developed to assist in the design and analysis of complex man-machine systems. It consists of
a symbol set and the capabilities to represent discrete task elements, continuous state variables,
and to dynamically modify performance via moderator functions. In addition to the standard
processing subroutines incorporated into the software package, SAINT also includes dummy
versions of user-written subprograms which enable the analyst to tailor input, output, and
simulated performance processing. The language provides extensive error checking and error
messages to the user. The SAINT program enables a modeler to represent multiple operator
systems and to execute muht iple networks simultaneously.

934. A SAINT network consists of resources, tasks performed by resources, precedence
relationships between tasks, task performance characteristics, the flow of information through
the system, and the effects of environmental stressors on task performance. In SAINT, tasks
are the central elements of a network. A SAINT ta'k is characterized by parameters that
specify the nature of the predecessor tasks, task characteristics and branching to other tasks.
Precedence relationships specify the flow of operations through a network and the completion
of individual tasks in a network can modify later precedence relationships, thereby altering
network flow. Time to perform a task is specified in terms of a variety of sampling
distributions such as constant, normal. lognormal. Poisson, and - a. SAINT can simulate six
types of tasks: single operator. joint operator. one of several oprt.,:ors, hardware, cyclic tasks
and gap filled tasks. After a task has been completed, SAINT d.cides which of the remaining
tasks shall be initiated. The decision is based on five decision rules: Determination (all
branches selected); Probabilistic (selection on a random basic); Conditional, Take first (first
branch tatsfying specified condinons is selected); Conditional, Take-al (all branches satisfying
specified conditions are selected); and Modified probabilistic (same as probabilistic except
branch probabilities are modified by number of previous completions of the task from which
the branches stem).

History and Sourc

935. SAINT was developed in the 1970s by Pritsker & Associates, Inc. for the U.S. Air
Force (USAF) Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL). SAINT evolved through a
series of major modifications and embellishments to the GASP and GERT modelling
techniques developed during the late 6Os and early 70s. SAINT I basically upgraded P-GERT
to handle discrete time varying networks. SAINT II provided the capabilities to model
continuous state variables and to dynamically update attributes. SAINT III incorporated
moderator functions and additional attributes.

936. Documentation is available through the Defense Technical Information Ccnter
(DTIC).
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product and Purpse

937. SAINT provides the conceptual framework and the L.ols to develop system models
in which men, machines, and the environment are represented. It enables the analyst to
investigate the impact of modifications to the man-machine-environment interface on human
and overall system performance. Available outputs generated by SAINT include data input
reports, iteration reports, mission summary reports, and user generated reports. These reportsprovide information concerning resource utilization, task performance, state variable status,
system performance measures, etc. Output information can be obtained in the form of summary
tables, statistical plots, andlor histograms.

When Used

938. SAINT was designed to assess and analyze human performance in manned
systems. However, it is applicable to any dynamic, time varying system in which discrete and
continuous elements are to be modelled and simulated. In addition, SAINT should be used
when the requirement calls more for a general purpose computer language than a model per se.
The software package can be used to model and evaluate systems at any stage of development.

Procedures for Use

939. In order to use SAINT, the user must first develop a network model of the system
using the SAINT symbol set. Then, the network model is converted into data cards/records
readable by the simulation program's processor. The input to the SAINT program is an
alphanumeric representation of the model. Th olganization and content of the input deck
describes the tasks, task data. resources, network stiucture, etc. If nonstandard processing is
needed (i.e., tailored input, output, or dynamic modification of task performance), then the
user must include the lines of FORTRAN instruction into the appropriate SAINT user
subprogram. Once the input deck is prepared, it is submitted to the progrm for processing.
The execution of the program simulates ft modcl, calculates estimates of operator and system
performance, and outputs the statistical descriptions of the performance. The user then
analyses and assesses the output. Detailed procedures for using SAINT are contained in the
SAINT Users Manual (Wortman, et. al. 1977, 1978).

Advantage

940. SAINT is one of the earliest languages which permitted the user to represent
multiple operator systems and to execute multiple networks simjlmeously. Another major
dvan;e is its ability to model human tasks either as discrete or continuous processes. In
sum, it is a highly flexible tool which may be used in a variety of applications. Also, the
language is the property of the USAF and, therefore, available to U.S. Government agencies
and companies contracted to the governmCnL

941. While SAINT does have an elementary level requiring no programming experience,
exploitation of much of the SAINT sophistication requires programming expertise. There is a
significant amount of software support associated with using SAINT.
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942. SAINT has been used to develop models of a choice reaction time task, a remotely
piloted vehicle control facility, a Digital Avionics Information System display, an airborne
warning and control system, the performance of industial inspectors, and the AN/TSQ-73 air
defense comniand and control system.

Imbai

943. The SAINT software is a FORTRAN-based language and therefore transportable
across a variety of systems. The random number generator contained in the program is system
specific and must be tailored to the host computer. The language consists of approximately
12,000 lines of instruction and requires about 325K bytes of memory. The program is
available for Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 1 1700series mini-computers and IBM
mainframe computers. The SAINT software is also commercially available for the Apple
Macintosh and the IBM PC micro-computers.

Duket, S. D., Wortman, D. B., Seifert. D. J.. Hann, R. L., & Chubb, G. P. (1978).
Documentation for the SAINT simulation progrm (AMRL-TR-77-63).Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH: Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AD A059 198).

Pritsker, A. A. B., Wortman. D. B.. Seume, C. S., Chubb, G. P., & Seifert, D. J.
(1974). SAjML~gLI. Systems analysis of an integrated network of tasks (AMRL-TR-73-
126). Wright-Patterson AFB. OH: Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory.

Seifert. D. J., Koeplin ger, G., &Hoyland, C. M. j1980). REDIMEN* SAINT
Rediensonin PmMM.(AFAMIIL-TR-40.5). Wright-Patterson AFBOH: Aerospace

Medical Research Laboratory.

Wontman, D. B., Duke:, S. D).. & Seifert. D. 1. (1976). SAWN simulation of a remoely
piloted vehicle/drone control facility: Model development and analis (AMRL-TR-75-1 18).
Wright-Patterson AFB. OH: Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory.

Wortman, D. B., Duke:. S. D. Seifert, D. J.. Hann, R. L., & Chubb, G. P. (1978).
Simulation using SAINT: A user-orienled instructional manual. (AMR.L-TR-77-61). Wright-
Patterson AFB. OH: Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. (AD A05867 1).

Wortman, D. B. Duke:. S. D.. Seifert. D. .. Hann, R. L.. & Chubb, G. P. (1977). ]k~
SAINT user's manual (AMRL-TR-77-62). WVright-Patterson AFB, OH: Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory

Wortman, D. B., Hickson. E. F 1ll, & Jorgensen, C. J. (1978). A SAMN model of the
ANfl'SQ-73 guided missile air dtfense system. Emoeedings of the Winter Simulation
Cofrne
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Wortman, D. B., Seifert, D. J. & Duket, S. D. (1976). New develoments in SAINT:
The SAINT III simulation propram (AMRL-TR-75-117). Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AD A059198).

944. SAINT should be made more "user friendly" so that extensive programming
experience is not required by the user.
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8.3.2 Micr AINT
SunMM=vDescription

945. Micro SAINT is a microcomputer version of the popular modelling language,
SAINT. This vesion offers an easy way of entering task networks and conducting simulations
of human opeors in systems. It offers an interactive, menu-driven, user interface. While
mare limited than the full version of SAINT, it is far more accessible and easier to use. Micro
SAINT consists of software to support the following five major components: (1) interactive
model development; (2) interactive model execution; (3) analysis of results; (4) utilities; and (5)
error messages to the user. Interactive model development entails such activities as entering and
modifying tasks and task information, and defining task networks. During interactive model
execution, the user can manipulate model variables, pause execution, obtain snapshots of
execution, etc. The analysis of results portion of Micro SAINT enables the user to obtain
statistics on the time it took to traverse the network. Utilities to copy, delete, print, and merge
models are included in the software. The latest version of Micro SAINT (3.0) has a graphics
capability which draws task network diagrams and data output graphics such as line, bar, and
step chazr, scatter plots, time lines, and frequency distributions.

Histor and SourcC

946. Micro SAINT was developed under a contract with the United States Army Medical
Research and Development Command. It was conceived as a tool to evaluate the effects of
pretreatment drugs on the operators of military systems. The Statement of Work for this
contract called for development of a tool that would enable research scientists to simulate the
effects of psychopharmacological agents on the human operators in military systems, such as
tanks and helicopters. The motivation for using a simulation tool to conduct the necessary
research is to avoid having to experiment with human beings.

947. Micro SAINT began as an attempt to provide the power and flexibility of the
existing SAINT language on a micro computer. A complementary goal was the development of
a simple and menu driven interface for the less than experienced user. It soon became obvious,
however, that the complexity of psychopharmacology, coupled with the lack of solid
performance data characterizing the pretrcatment drugs of interest to the U.S. Army, required a
far mor elaborate modelling technology than Micro SAINT was able to deliver. Although not
appropriate for its originally intended purpose. Micro SAINT's usefulness for simpler
simulations was obvious. The company %hich had developed Micro SAINT, Micro Analysis
and Design, realized this potential and continued the independent development of the technique.

948. The Micro SAINT software is maintained and distributed by Micro Analysis and
Design, 9132 Thunderhead Drive. Boulder. Colorado 80302, (303) 442-6947.

Product and Puose

949. The primary goal in the development of Micro SAINT was to produce a system that
is easy to learn and use. This goal was accomplished by providing a menu-driven user
interface, rather than a programming language. It was designed to be "simple, hot, and deep."
Simple - the software must be easy enough to learn so that it will attract users right away. hlot
- the system must be exciting enough to hold a user's interest. Deep - the software must keep
unfolding in new levels of complexity, so that sophisticated users will continue to find more
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power as they learn more about it. The three concepts were addressed as follows: First, a
survey of the different types of user interfaces reealed that a menu-driven interface would be
the most user-friendly. This choice satisfied the "simple" criterion. Secon.!. since Micro
SAINT is not a compiled language, the execution of models is interactive. The model builder
can pause a model, examine and change some of the variables, and resume execution. This
feature satisfied the "hot" criteria. Third, Micro SAINT has a parser which allows it to
interpret algebraic expressions in places where a numeric value is required. The parser satisfies
the "deep" criteria. Outputs from a model can be obtained on the minimum, mean, maximum,
standard deviation, and the frequency distribution of the times it took to traverse the network.

When Used

950. Micro SAINT has powerful features which enable it to model a wide variety of
systems in addition to man-machine systems. If a process can be described by a flowchart, it
can be modelled. Micro SAINT can be used iteratively throughout a system's life.

Prcedures for Use

95 1. Since Micro SAINT is easy to use, most of the effort in a modelling project goes
into researching the process itself, rather than into writing and debugging a computer program.
The first step is to dtaw a diagram of the task network model. Task network models are built
which show the normal sequence of activities throughout an operation. Each task is
represented by a box, and ariows between the boxes show the sequence from one task to
anothe.

952. The second step is to enter the paper model into an IBM PC or compatible
microcomputer. The Micro SAINT User's Guide contains a tutorial which leads a beginning
user through this process. The soft'are is entirely menu-driven and "help" screens are alway!
available to answer questions. Entering each task is simply a matter of filling in the blanks of a
task description menu. Each task in the model has several parameters, one of which is the
average time it takes to perform that task. Micro SAINT enables the user to represent task
tmes with an algebraic formula which can depend on a number of factors, including drug
dosage level, fatigue, and battlefield stress. Additional task information required consists of
task number distribution type and associated mean and standard deviation, decision type (single
or probabilistic), if probabilistic, the probability of each branch, and the task numbers of
successor tasks.

953. The third step is to execute the model with Micro SAINT's model execution
program and to collect data. Execution is interactive - that is, the user can pause the simulation,
change the values of variables, and resume execution. This feature is useful for performing"wh;_.if" analyses. Data ae stored in a disk file in standard ASCII format, to facilitate their
importation into statistical analysis packages.

954. The fina; step is to analyze the data that were collected when the model was run.
Micro SAINT provides some statistical functions, and the data can be graphed with a
commercial package such as Lotus 1-2-3 or Symphony.
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Adawg

955. Micro SAINT is a simulation tool that is as easy to use as a spreadsheet. It does not
require a simulation expert to build the models, run them, and analyze the results. The
manpower required to complete a simulation project is a fraction of what would be required if a
traditional programming language were used.

956. Micro SAINT runs on a popular desk top microcomputer. This means that the
modelling process itself can be decentralized, with each individual having more control over
and confidence in the results of the simulation. Micro SAINT enables computer tools to be
used by the people who have to solve the problems, not by intermediaries.

957. Micro SAINT was developed for a microcomputer, and consequently the scale of it
is micro. Models can have up to 250 tasks, and execution is probably slower than what would
be expected from a main- frame computer For example, Micro SAINT would be an
inappropriate choice for building a full-scale model of a nuclear power plant. Also, the type of
statisucal output and the types of model enhancements are currently limited to those contained
in the software package.

Application Examples

958. Micro SAINT has been used to develop models of the M60 tank ruing sequence
and the sequence of inspection aid maintenance activities that an F-14 fighter undergoes in the
course of a single day. In addition, the U.S. Army's new LHX helicopter and its cockpit
design were modelled. The model simulated a combat mission that involved entrance into the
enemy zone. several combat engagements, egress from the zone, and battle damage
assessment A model Va% al% dreloped to determine the amount of resources required
throughout a U.S. Army helicopter pilot training course as well as to model the skill acquisition
of a student pilot.

Techncl

959. Micro SAINT 3.0 runs on an IBM PC or compatible microcomputer equipped with
512K memory, and a hard disk dnve or two floppy disk drives. The package includes a 200-
page User's Guide. technical support. and a .30-day trial period.

Reeren

Archer, R., Drews. C.. Laugher-. K R.. Dahl. S., & Hegge, F. (1986). Data on the
usability of Micro SAO,'. Prcedi;ngs of the NAECON 86 Conference (pp. 855-858).
Dayton. OH: NAECON.

Laughery. K. R. & Dre, s. C (1985). Micro SAINT: A computer simulation system
designed for human factors engineers Prc.eedings. Human Factors Society - 29th Annual
Meeting. (1061-1064) Santa Monica. CA: Human Factors Society.
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Laughery, K. R., (1984). Computer modelling of human performance on
microcomputers. Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 28th Annual Meeting (pp. 884-
888). Santa Monica, CA: The Human Factors Society.

960. Th: speed and power of Micro SAINT will undoubtedly improve with advances in
micro-computers.
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8.3.3 Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling (SLAM)

Sum Descriptiofl

961. The Simulation Lankuage for Alternative Modeling (SLAM) is an advanced,
FORTRAN-based tool and the first language that provides three different modelling vievpoints
in a single integrated framework. SLAM permits discrete event, continuous, and network
modelling perspectives to be implemented in a single model. The SLAM language consists of
network symbols, network input statements, control statements, COMMON variables, user-
callable subprograms, and the basic statements for user-written subprograms. It includes the
capabilities to represent multi-operator systems, to execute multiple networks simultaneously,
and to model a large class of systems as networks. The network symbol set enables the
modeler to build graphic models, consisting of a set of interconnected symbols, that depict the
operation of the system, and that directly correspond to SLAM network input statements.

962. A SLAM network structure consists of specialized nodes and branches that are used
to model resources, queues for resources, activities, and network flow decisions. A system
model is represented as a set of entities (any object, being, or unit of information) which flows
through a network of interconnected nodes (workstations. machinery, storage locations, etc.).
Entities compete for resources (tools, machines, operators, etc.) when flowing through the
system. An entity is defined, or characterized, by temporal and physical feature information
stored in its "attribute" array. The flow of entities normally follows the directed branches
indicated on the network and this flow results in changes in the state of the simulated system.
Branches. which can be either probabilistic or deterministic, are used to depict the passage of
time and activities performed in rclafion to entities

963. The SLAM software also includes dummy versions of subprograms which can be
user-written by the analyst to perform non-standard network processing, specialized output
reporting. continuous variable definition, and do.crete event scheduling. The software library
also contans I I probabllt) distrN,:utm func;in, (e.g.. uniform, triangular, exponential,
normal. Poisson), and a user-definable function. which can be used for sampling arrival times,
performance times, production rates. etc Finally. ihe language contains approximately 50
execution error messages to aler. the modeler to problems.

Histo and Sour

964. SLAM was developed by Pritker & Associates (P&A) by combining and evolving
the GASP IV and Q-GERT simuiaton languages into a single integrated framework. It was
introduced by P. in 1979 and. in 1981. significant improvements were made to the internal
operations of SLAM, resulting in SLAM II. SLAM I! has been updated several times, with the
latest enhancements being in Verion 2.3 (1984) or a higher version. Improvements include
simplified model design, dccreacd execution time. and expanded statistical outputs. In two
other developmental efforts by P&A. SLAM 11 has been adapted to run on a microcomputer
and the need for a graphics capabilt) %as addresscd in a program called TESS (The Extended
Simulation System). TESS enabled users to build SLAM networks graphically at a terminal
and to describe system operation through animation. Once the graphic network has been
completed, the TESS program conrverts the graphic symbols to input statements for the SLAM
processor.
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965. The SLAM program is maintained and distributed by Pritsker & Associates. Inc.,
P.O. Box 2413, West Lafayette, Indiana 47906, from whom copies of the sce tape may be
purchased. Basic documentation of the SLAM II modelling methodology is provided in
Pritsker (1986).

Product and Purpose

966. SLAM provides a set of concepts, procedures, and techniques to represent the
dynamic behaviour of any system. The language combines network, discrete event, and
continuous modelling capabilities into a unified modelling frameworP. It can be used for
system design analyses, procedural analyses, and performance assessments at any stage of
system development. Output reports generatex! by SLAM include the input listing and error
messages, echo report, trace report, and summary report. The summary report includes the
statistical results from the execution of a simulation model and consists of statistics for queues,
files, activities, gates, discrete and continuou; variables, and resource utilization. Statistical
information includes values for the mean, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, gate status
(open/closed), resource capacity, etc. The analyst can also specify and tailor the type of
statistics to be collected and output by means of 29 statistical calculation functions and the
various report writing subroutines.

Whben Ue

967. SLAM can be used during any phase of a developmental or existing system's life.
Virtually any system of interest can be modelled using SLAM II, including production lines,
transportation networks, communication networks, and complex military man-machine
wcapons systems. The tool can be cmployed for analyzing a problem situation, for specific
decision making. for designing a new system, for redesigning an existing system, or for
projecting futre developments concerning a system.

Poen &l~L p

968. The essential task for the analyst is to utilize the SLAM network concepts to
formulate a network model which retlccts the important charjctedstic . of the syste - First, the
analyst must state the problem that the simulation model is to address. Then one must define
the elements of the system which are to be represented as entities. Next, one must construct
the network of nodes and activities through which the entities flow. This involves the
preparation of network input statements, and the sequencing of these statements. Then, the
'twork descriton statements are combined with the necessary control statements into a
computer fik. The modeler must also write any requited FORTRAN statements for the user-
defined subprograms to be used in the simulation. AU model relevant FORTRAN and SLAM
files are then compiled, linked, and the model executed. Finally. the analyst evaluates the
simulation output.

969. SLAM provides a flexible and portable language which runs on a wide variety of
computing systems, including mainframes as well as personal computers. The program has
been installed in more than 400 industrial, academic and government installations, and has
contributed to the increased use of modelling and simulation throughout the world.
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970. SLAM capabilities are oriented primarily towards network-process control--models
and, therefore, the modelling of man/machine systems becomes somewhat more cumbersome
in SLAM than in SAINT. The networking capabilities feature the flow of items to service
stations whereas man/ machine systems are often represented as the flow (movement) of
operators through the performance of a task sequence. This difference in perspective renders
some of the output from the built-in statistical routines meaningless. Also, the use of the
discrete event routines, in essence, requires the user/analyst to write the necessary FORTRAN
statements. In addition, SLAM is a complex language consisting of numerous types of nodes,
input statements, control statements, subroutines, functions, and variables. This complexity
makes it necessary for the potential SLAM modeler to obtain formal training at P&A facilities
and to invest a sizable amount of time and experience in its use. The SLAM software is
proprietary to P&A and must be purchased from them.

Application Examples

971. SLAM II has been used to model the inspection and adjustment stations on a
production line. an inventory system with lost sales and back orders, the !-ervicing of
customers at drive-in bank windows, and the operator engagement sequence for U.S. Army
short range air defense systems. Many of these applications are described in Pritsker (1986).

972. SLAM is a generalization of the GASP and GERT languages which resulted from
the combination of the networking features of Q-GERT and the discrete and continuous
modelling capabilities of GASP IV. It is a FORTRAN-based language consisting of
approximately 13.000 lines of code. The software program is available for mainframe
computers. minicom.puters and the !BM Pcrsnal Computer.

Pritsker. A. A. B. (1986). Introduction to simultion and SLAM If (3rd ed.). New York:
John Wiley & Sons. Inc.

O'Reilly. J. J. (1984). SLAM II guick rrference manual. Pritsker & Associates. inc.

Futur N ds

973. No future modifications to the program are discernible at the present time.
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